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PKEFAGE.
•yii-4-

It was some years ago that we took upon our-

selves the rather ambitious task of bringing out

the Sushruta Samhita in English. And we may

mention that the appreciation the first instal-

ment of our undertakino- met with at the hands of

scholars at home and abroad considerably encour-

aged us in completing this huge undertaking.

We desire to record here our deepest feelings

of gratitude towards His Highness the Maharaja

Sir Sawai Jai Singh Bahadoor, K. C. S. I., of

Alwar (Rajputana), who has, by his princely

donation, enabled us to bring this highly import-

ant work to a completion. It is known through-

out India that the illustrious Ruler of Alwar is

a great patron of letters and a lover of Ayurvedic

Science, and many noble undertakings in our

country have depended largely upon his liberal

support. No words of mine can adequately ex-

press my admiration for the good he is doing to

our country.

Now that the whole work is before the public,

its worth and importance will be duly judged.

Our translation does not claim to have any liter-

ary excellence, as our sole aim has been to render

as faithfully as we could the original into one

of the European languages. The technical terms

occurring in the Sushruta Samhita cannot be



accurately translated into English, as there are

no corresponding words in that language which

would convey the exact meaning of the original.

We have therefore retained the Sanskrit terms,

and have in some cases put within brackets such

English words as may approximately render the

meaning of the original.

No apology is needed for placing before

the learned world of the West a scientific treatise

of ancient India. We may only mention that

the Hindu system of medicine is not a thing

of mere antiquarian interest. It is a living sys-

tem, and even to-day millions of people in India

are being treated according to this system, A
system which has stood the test of centuries, and

which still holds its own against rival systems of

the day, cmnot be lightly brushed aside as wholly

unscientific. It has been said that a system

which recognises prayer as one of the means

of curing human ailments, can lay no claim to

any scientific character. All that we need say

in answer to this criticism is that humanity has

not yet risen above prayer in any country in the

world, and faith in the efficacy of prayer in curing

diseases is, instead of dying out, gaining ground

in the modern scientific world. Whatever that

may be, in actual practice, Hindu medical men,

like their brethren of Europe, rely chiefly upon

medicine and surgery, but occasionally prescribe

prayer also as an efficient form of remedy. While

recognising the influence of mind on body, and the
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efficacy of faith in certain forms of disease, they

treat it as a special method, falling more properly

within the province of priests,

A few words, however, seem necessary to

show what abiding interest there is for all time

in such a work as the Sushruta Samhita, We do

not wish to enter into any historical criticism to

prove that the different systems of medicine in

other countries, new or old, have received more

than a mere stimulus from the Indian System,

and that many foreign discoveries may be traced

to the work we are now presenting to the world.

The opinions of some modern men of science, who
cannot be accused of having any bias in favour

of our system, will demonstrate its abiding value.

Surgeon General Sir Pardey Lukis, M. D.,

I. M. S., K. C. S. I., Director-General of Indian

Medical Service, was pleased to remark in the

course of his speech in the Imperial Legislative

Council :
—

" Many of the so-called discoveries of

recent years are merely re-discoveries of the facts

known centuries ago to the ancients (Indians)."

In noticing the first volume of this very work, the

British Medical Journal observed in its issue of

November, 1912:—"It is certain that in this an-

cient medical book there are traces of knowledge

which is comparatively recent in the West."

We do not know what reception will be ac-

corded to this work by the public, but we may

fairly hope that now that the ancient Indian

Medical System and the Indigenous Drugs of
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this country are being investigated by scientific

experts under the direction of the Government

of India, this ancient system of Medicine and

Surgery will attract the attention of those who

have hitherto neglected it as unworthy of notice.

The encouragement which we have received

from the Governments of Bengal and Nepal and

from the States of Baroda and Mysore, has helped

us a great deal and we take this opportunity

of expressing our gratitude towards them. The

active help extended to us in the preparation

of this work by Vaidyaratna Kaviraj Jogindra

Nath Sen, Vidyabhusan, M. A., Kaviraj Madhav

Chandra Tarkatirtha, Kaviraj Jnanendranath Sen,

Kaviratna, B. A., Prof. Satyendranath Sen, Vidyd-

vagis'a, M. A., and Babu Sachindralal Bhaduri,

B. A., B. L., we also specially and thankfully

acknowledge. We offer our sincerest thanks also

to Dr. U. D. Banerjee, L. R. C. P., M. R. C. S.

Dr. Y. M. Bose, M. D. (Chicago\ and Kaviraj

Surendranath Goswami, Yidyavinode. B. A.,

L. M. S. who have never failed to give us their

valuable suggestions whenever we have sought

their advice.

lO, KASHI GHOSE'S LANE, "j

Calcutta, I KUNJA LAL BHISHAGRATNA,
^ay 25, jgtt. J
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THE

SUSHRUTA 8AMHITA.
UTTARA-TANTARAM.

(SUPPLEMENTARY PART OF THE TREATISE).

CHAPTER I.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the diseases, viz., of the eye, etc. (Aupa.€ll*EVi~

kam adhyayam). i.

Here commences that portion of the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which is known as the Uttara Tantra (the

supplementary part) to which references have been often

made in the preceding one hundred and twenty chapters,

as the fit place wherein to revert in detail to the topics

cursorily mentioned therein. This part comprises

within it the specific descriptions of a large and a varied

number of diseases, viz., those which form the subject

matter of the SaQaikya-Tantra (Diseases of the eye,

ear, nose and throat) as narrated by the king of

Videha ; the aetiology and symptomatology, etc. of

diseases peculiar to infants and women (Kaumsfra-

bhritya), the pathology, etc., of those diseases mentioned

in the six books of the Practice of Medicine par

excellence (Ksiya-chikitsak) compiled by the holy sages of

pld and diseases known as Upasarga {e.g. Bhutopasarga
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—Demonology) as well as diseases of traumatic origin

are also included in this supplementary text*. Herein

are also mentioned the sixty-three combinations of the

six different Rasas (tasces) as well as the laws of health

and hygiene with their rationale (rules, interpretation

and reasonings) and the classifications of different

Doshas and organic principles of the body and various

accessories and remedial agents required for their

successful treatment and cure. 2.

I shall now begin with the description of the num-

bers, the pathology and the curability or incurability

of those specific ailments of the body which are peculiar

to the region of the head out of a myriad of other

distempers reserved for treatment in this portion of the

work (Uttara-tantra) which may be compared to the

unfathomable deep in respect of the vastness of its

depth and magnitude. 3.

Diseases of the eye and itsappend-
ag'es :—The eye-ball (Nayana-Budbuda) is two

fingers (about an inch) in transverse diameter, about the

breadth of one's own thumb in depth (Sagittal diameter),

and two fingers and a half all round (in circumference).

The eye-ball is almost round in shape and resembles

the teat of a cow. It is made up of all the (five)

elements of which the universe is built up. The element

of the 'solid' earth (Bhu) contributes to the formation

of its muscles, the element of 'heat' (Agni or Tejas)

is in the blood (that courses in its veins and arteries),

'the gaseous element' (VSyu) contributes to "the formation

of the black part (Iris, etc.) in which the pupil is situated,

the fluid element (Jala) preponderates-in the Hucid

(i) The text has A'gantuka (traumatic ^diseases). GayadSsa explains

jt to jnean Apasmara, Unmida, etc. (Hysteria, insanity, etc.).
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(white) part (Vitreous body) and the void (ethereal)

Space (Akas'a) is there to form lachrymal or the other

ducts or sacs (As'rum^rga) through which the secretions

are discharged. 4.

I shall now proceed to describe the Drishti (the cen-

tral part of Retina—'Macula Lutea') as set forth by

expert ophthalmic physicians. The black portion of the

eye (Krishna-mandaia—Choroid) forms one third part

of its whole extent while the Drishti, according to them,

occupies only one-seventh part of the Krishna-mandaia.

The Mandalas or sub-divisions or circles of the eye-ball,

the Sandhis or Joints (parts where these sub-divisions

meet with one another) and the Patalas (layers or coats)

of the eye are respectively five, six and six in

number. 5-6.

n/landala and Sandhi :—The Mandalas of

the eye are the following, viz., (i) the Fakshma-mandala

(the circle of the eye-lashes), (2) the Vartma-mandala (the

eye-lid) (3) the Sveta-mandala (the Sclerotic and Cornea),

the Krishna-mandaia (the choroid) and (4) the Drishti-

mandala (the pupil). These circles are so arranged that

the one preceding lies within the next in the list.* The

Sandhis (which serve as lines of demarcation of the

circles) already pointed out are six in number, the first

binding the eye-lashes (Paksha-mandala) with the eye-

lids (Vartma-mandala), the second the eye-lids and the

Sclerotic coat (Sveta-mandala), the third binding the

latter with the Krishna-mandaia (choroid), the fourth

situated between the latter and the Drishti-mandala,

the fifth lying in the interior comer (Kaninakas) and the

last (sixth) in the exterior (posterior) corner (Apdngas)

of the eye. 7-8.

* Evidently some line or lines are missing here fts the line cannot

give a complete sense by itself. Ed.
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The PatalaS :—Of the Patalas, two are in the

eye-lid (Vartma-mandala) and four in the eye proper,

wherein occurs the dreadful disease known as the

Timira (loss of vision). Of these four the first or ante-

rior coat (Patala) supports the humour Jala and

light ( Tejas), * the second coat or Patala (choroid) is

supported by muscles ; the third coat or Patala (Sceroim

and Cornea) consists of Medas (lit. fat) and there is the

fourth which is a fifth part of the whole and is known

as the Drishti. There are, however, divisions and sub-

divisions of these coats. 9.

The different parts of the eye-ball are held together

by the blood-vessels, the muscles, the Vitreous body

and the choroid.-f Beyond the choroid, the eye-ball

is held (in the orbit) by a mass of Sleshmd (viscid

substance—capsule of Tenon) supported by a number

of vessels. The deranged Doshas which pass upward to

the region of the eyes through the channels of the up-

coursing veins and nerves give rise to a good many
dreadful diseases in that region. 10.

Purva-rupa, etc. :—Cloudiness of vision,

slight inflammation, lachrymation, mucous accumulation,

heaviness, burning sensation, sucking pain (D. R.-aching

pain) and redness in the eyes are indistinctly manifest

(in the incubatory stage) in such cases. In cases of an in-

flammation of the Vartmas (eye-lids) the eye seems as if

studded with the bristles of worms (Suka) and attended

with pain (as if pricked into with thorns) and a sensible

impairment of the faculty of the eyes in detecting

* By "Jala" is meant here the serum (Rasa) in the skin, and by

"Tejas" the blood in the veins (Sird) carrying the (Tejas) known as the

A'lochaka.

t D. R. vessels, muscles and aqueous humour (Medas) are most

important for the maintenance of Krishna-mandala.
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colours and in closing and opening the eye-lids freely.

An intelligent physician will conclude from these symp-

toms that the eyes have been affected by the (deranged)

Doshas, with a due consideration whereof the remedies

should be (carefully) administered, otherwise the eye-

diseases might become too serious. The simple maxim

or principle to be followed in the treatment of a disease

is simply to forego the primary pathological causes of

that disease. The special remedial measures that would

pacify the different Doshas, V^yu, etc. have been des-

cribed in detail. 12-13.

Causes of Eyc-discase :—The local

Doshas deranged and aggravated by such causes as

diving in water immediately after an exposure to the

heat and the glare of the sun, (constant) gazing at dis-

tant objects, sleep in the day time and keeping up

late hours in the night, fixed and steady gaze, excessive

weeping or over-indulgence in grief, worry and fatigue,

a blow or a hurt, sexual excesses, the partaking (in inor-

dinate quantities) of S'ukta, Arandla (fermented rice-water),

acid gruel, Mdsha pulse, and Kulattha pulse, voluntary

repression of any call of nature, exposure (of the eyes)

to smoke or dust, trickling down of the drops of sweat

(into the eyes), excessive or impeded vomiting, re-

pression of tears, constant contraction of the eyes to

adjust the sight to extremely small objects, etc., beget

disorder? of the organs of vision. 14.

Classification of the Eye-diseases :

—Seventy-six different kinds of eye-diseases have been

come across in practice ; of these ten are originated by

the deranged Vsiyu, ten by Pitta and thirteen by

Kapha. Sixteen are produced by vitiated blood, and

twenty-five by the concerted action of the deranged

Doshas (Tri-Doshaja), and lastly, two are produced by
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external causes i. e., they are traumatic in their

origin. 1 5.

Prognosis of the V^itaja Type :—Of the

diseases of the eyes which are due to the action of the

deranged Vdyu, those known as Hatddhimantha, Nimi-

sha, Gambhirika affecting the vision, and Vjita-hata-

vartma (Vdyu-afflicted Sclerotic coat) is said to be incur-

able. A temporary cure (Ydpya) is all that can be effected

in a case of Kdcha (cataract) due to the action of the

deranged bodily Vdyu ; while the affection of the eyes

known as the Anyato-V^ta, Adhi-mantha (ophthalmia),

Sushkakshi-pAka, Abhishyanda and Maruta-Paryaya

are curable. 16.

Prognosis of the Pittaja Type :—Of

the diseases due to the deranged action of the Pitta

known as Hrasva-jddya and Jala-srava should be deemed

incurable ; and palliative measures are the only

remedies in cases of Kacha, Parimlayi and Nila, while

Abhishynda, Adhi-mantha Amlddhyushita, Suktika,

Pitta-Vidagdha-Drishti, Pothaki and Lagana are cur-

able. 17.

Prognosis of Kaphaja Type:—Of the

diseases due to the aggravation of Kapha, the one known

as the Srava-roga is incurable and (Kaphaja) Kdcha

(cataract) admits of only palliative treatment, while a

cure may be be effected in the following cases, viz,,

Abhishyanda (conjunctivitis), Adhi-mantha, Baldsa-

Grathita, Sleshma-Vidagdha-Drishti, Pothaki, Lagana,

Krimi-granthi, Pariklinna-Vartma, Sukldrma, Pishtaka,

Sleshmo-pandha. 18.

Prognosis of the Raktaja Type:—Of
the diseases of the eyes due to the vitiated condition

of the blood, those known as Raktasrdva, Ajakdjata,

Avalambita (pendent), Sonitdrs'as and Sukra-roga should
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be regarded as incurable, and the type of ^Kdcha (cata-

ract) due to the same cause admits of only palliative

measures, while the diseases known as Adhi-mantha,

Abhishyanda, Klishta-vartma, Sir^-harsha and Sirotpata,

Anjana, Sir^-jala, Parvani, Avrana (non-ulcerated), Sukra-

roga, Sonitdrma and Arjuna may be included within

the group of curables. 19.

Prognosis of the Tridoshaja Type,
etc. : —Of the eye-diseases due to the concerted action

of the three aggravated Doshas, those known as Puya-

srdva, NakulAndhya, Akship^kdtyaya and Alaji are

incurable and palliative measures are only possible in

cases of K^cha (cataract) or Pakshma-kopa ; while those

known as Vartmdvabandha, Sirdja-pidaka, Prastdr-

yarma, Adhi-mdnsarma, Snayvarma, Utsangini, Puy^-

lasa, Arvuda, Sydva-vartma, Kardama-vartma, Ars'o-

vartma, Sukrdrsas, Sarkard-vartma, the two forms

of inflammation with or without local swelling known

as) Sas'opha-pdka and As'opha-paka, Bahala-vartma,

KumbhikA and Visa-vartma yeild to the curative

efficacy of appropriate remedial agents. Both the forms

of eyie-disease due to the external causes* should be

considered as incurable. 20—21.

Their Localities :—Thus we have finished

enumerating the seventy-six types of eye-diseases, of

which nine are confined to the Sandhis (bindmg

unions), twenty-one to the Vartma (eye-lids), eleven

to the Sukla-bhsiga (the Vitreous body), four to the

Krishna bha^ga (the region of the Choroid), seventeen

to the entire region (eye-ball) and twelve to the-^^region

of the Drishti (pupil or the "crystalline lens, etc.). The

*The one due to any external blow or hurt (Sa-nimitta) and the other

originating from the sudden sight of any celestial being of extreme brillj-

Ancy (A-nimitta).
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two cases due to the extraneous cause (are chiefly

located in the Drishti though affecting the whole of

the eye-ball and) are very painful and incurable. The

characteristic symptoms of all these will be hereafter

described in detail. 22—23.

Thus ends the first chapter of the Uttra-tantra in the Sus'ruta Sanihita

which deals with the diseases, viz. of the eye, etc.



CHAPTER 11.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the pathology of diseases which are peculiar to the

joints or binding membranes of the eye (SanClhl<
gata-Roga-Vijnaniya).
The names of those diseases :—Diseases

peculiar to the joining (Sandhi) of the eye are nine in

number and are named Puydlasa, Upaniha, (the four

kinds of) Srdva (viz. Puya-srdva, ^leshma-srdva, Rakta-

srdva, Pitta-srdva), Parvani, Alaji and Krimi-granthi. 2.

Symptoms of Puystlasa and Upa-
nsCha :—A suppurated swelling occurring at any of

these joining and exuding a sort of fetid and dense *

pus is called Puyjilasa. A painless cyst (Granthi) of

considerable size occurring at the union of the pupil (with

the Krishna-mandala) and attended with an itching sensa-

tion and a little suppuration is called Upangha. 3. A.

Symptoms of SrgCva :—The ( deranged )

Doshas f of the locality passing through the lachrymal

ducts into the binding tissues of the four different

Sandhis (joinings) set up a painless J secretion (Srdva)

from the localities characterised by the specific symp-

toms of the different Doshas involved. These are known

as SrsCvas, which according to some, are also called

* According to Mddhava's reading, the swelling should be painful

(^^t^l)- There is no mention whether the pus should be dense (^i^) or

otherwise.

t The term "Dosha" here means S'leshma, Pitta, Rakta (blood)

and the concerted action of the above three Doshas. It should be noted

that Vayu is excluded from the list as it does not produce any secretion,

if Msldhava does not mention this (painlessness) to be a symptom.

Z
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Netra-nddi and are classified into four different groups,

the different symptoms of which will be described

presently. A suppuration (D. R. swelling) in any of the

unions (Sandhi) of the eye marked by a discharge of pus

is called Puysi-srsiva. This is due to the concerted action

of the Doshas (Kapha, Pitta and blood). The secretion of

slimy, white and thick muco-purulent discharges marked

by the absence of pain * is called Sleshm^sraiva. The

flow of thin, warm-f and blood-streaked copious discharge

due to a contaminated state of the local blood is called

Baktst-srstva. A warm, water-like and yellowish blue

(D. R. reddish yellow) discharge from the middle part

of the union (owing to the deranged condition of the

Pitta) is called Pitt£(-sriva. 3.

Symptoms of ParvanI, etc. :—A small,

round and copper-coloured swelling occurring at the join-

ing of the Krishna-mandala and Sukla-mandala, due to

the vitiated state of the local blood and attended with a

burning sensation and aching pain, is called Parvani.

A swelling possessed of the preceding features and

occurring at the very same joining is called Alaji (Kera-

titis) \. A cyst or swelling (Granthi) characterised by an

itching sensation appearing on the joining of the eye-lids

and eye-lashes owing to the germination of parasites

(Krimi) in those localities, is called Krimi-granthi.

Parasites of different forms in such a case are found to

infest the regions where the inner lining of the Vartma-

* According to Madhava's reading, the absence of pain is not a

necessary concomitant in this case.

t According to Madhava's reading thinness and warmness are not

essential.

$ The difference between a case of Parvani and that of Alaji is

that the swelling in a case of Parvani is smaller, and that in the Alaji is

larger.
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mandala (eye-lid) is connected with the Sukla-mandala

(Sclerotic coat) of the eye and to invade and vitiate the

substance of the eye-ball. 4— 5.

Thus ends the second chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhita which deals with the pathology of the diseases peculiar to the

Sandhi (unions) of the eye.
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Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the pathology of diseases peculiar to the region of the

eye-lids (Vartmagata- Roga-VijnsCniyai i.

Causes and Names :—The Doshas of the

body jointly or severally expanding through the nerves

and veins, (Sir4) of the eye-lids (Vartma) bringing about

an augmentation of the quantity of the blood and

the growth of the flesh in the localities (determina-

tion of blood toward formation of fleshy growth in

the affected parts) give rise to a host of local diseases

which are known as Utsangini, Kumbhik^, Pothaki,

Vartma-Sarkar^. Ars'o-vartma, Sushk^rs'as, Anjana,

Bahala-vartma, Vartmivabandha, Klishta-vartma, Kar-

dama-vartma, Sydva-vartma, Praklinna-vartma, Pari-

klinna-vartma, V^tdhata-vartma, Arvuda, Nimisha, Soni-

tarsas, Lagana, Visha-vartma and Pakshma-kopa.

These twenty-one diseases are restricted to the eye-lids

(Vartma), 2.

The Specific symptoms of the dis-

eases of the eye- 1 ids :—The names of these

have been enumerated ; now hear me describe their

specific symptoms. A (rolled up and indented) boil

or eruption (Pidaka) appearing along the lower eye-lid

on its exterior side with its mouth or head directed

inward is called Utsangini. A number of boils or

pustules (Pidak^) to the size of a Kumbhik^ seed ap-

pearing on the joint of the eye-lids and the eye-lashes

and becoming inflamed after being burst is called

Kumbhlksi *. 3—4.

* This disease (Kumbhika) is due to the concerted action of the

three Doshas.
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A number of red and heavy (hard) boils or pustules

(Pidakci) resembling red mustard seeds attended with

pain, itching and exudation is called Pothaki. A rough

and large pustule (PidakA) surrounded by other very

small and thick erythematous pustules (covering the

entire length of the eye-lid) is called Vartma-s'arkarsi.

5-6.

Vegetations of small (D. R. soft) and rough papilse

(Pidakas) on the eye-lid resembling Etvdruka seeds and

attended with very little pain are called Ars'o-vartma.

Long, rough, hard, and numbed papilae (Amkura) on the

eye-lid (2) are called ^nshksirsas. 7—8.

A small, soft, copper-coloured pustule (Pidaki)

appearing on the eye-lid and attended with burning,

pricking sensation and a slight pain is called an Anjana.

Vegetations of pustules (Pidakd) of equal size (D. R.—
attended with hardness) occurring all along the eye-lid

and resembling it (or each other) in colour are called

Bahala-vartma. 9-10.

Such swelling of the eye-lid attended with an itching

sensation and a slight pain as impedes or interferes with

its being evenly opened is called Vartma-bandha. A
mild and copper-coloured inflammatory swelling of both

the eye-lids simultaneously attended with a slight pain

and changing suddenly into redness (D. R.—suddenly

discharging blood therefrom) is called Klishta-

vartma. 11-12.

A case of Klishta-vartma in which the Pitta

has deranged and affected the blood and much dirty

matter (mucus) is discharged as a consequence is called

a case of Vartma-kardama. A dark brown colour of

the eye-lids both internally and externally marked by a

(2) According to Midhava, the papilse in such cases occur in the

inner side of the eye-lid.
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swelling (D. R.—pain) and attended with a discharge of

pus and with burning and itching sensations is called

^y^va-vartma. 13-14.

An external swelling of the eye-lid with a deposit of

mucous matter in its inner surface accompanied with a

little pain as well as a discharge, itching and pricking

sensation, is called a Praklinna-Vartma. A sticking to-

gether of the eye-lids even in the absence of any suppura-

tion and in spite of the eyes being constantly washed

(with water)* is called Pariklinna-vartma. 15— 16.

The drooping down (lit.—inactivity) of the eye-lids,

whether attended with any pain or not, (so as to

obstruct the opening of the eye-lashes) where the eye-

lids seem to be out of joint is called Vs^ts(hata-vartma.

A red and knotty swelling (Granthi) of an uneven size

or shape, growing hastily on the interior side of the

eye-lid and attended with a little pain is called an Arvuda

or tumour. 17— 18.

Constant wrinklings of the eye-lids owing to the

incarceration of the (deranged) V&yu within the nerves

or veins (Sira) controlling their wrinkings (closing and

opening) are known as Nimesha. Soft and fleshy

growths (Amkura) on the eye-lid which reappear even

after being removed with a knife, and are atteoded with

pain, itching and burning sensation are called ^onits^rs'as

and should be ascribed to the vitiated condition of the

blood. 19-20.

A thick, slimy, hard and painless nodular swelling

(Granthi) on the eye-lid resembling a Kola fruit in size

and marked by an itching sensation and absence of sup-

puration is called Lagaua t- An inflammatory swelling

* A different reading reads 'whether washed or not.' This, however,

not a good reading,

t Certain editions read Nagana.
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of the eye-lid dotted with minute punctures like the pores

in the stem of a water-soaked lotus plant is called

Visa-vartma. 21-22.

An accumulation of the deranged Doshas about the

eye-lashes makes them rough and sharp-pointed, which

give pain to the eye and give relief when drawn off.

The disease is known as Pakshma-kopa in which the

eye cannot bear the least wind or heat or the glare

of fire. 23.

Thus ends the third chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which deals with the pathology of the diseases of the eye-lids.



CHAPTER IV.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter whi ch deals

with the pathology of diseases of the Sclerotic coat

(white coat) of the eye (^aklagata-Roga-Vijnsfniya). i.

N^iines :—The eleven different forms of diseases

which are peculiar to the Sclerotic coat (white) of the

eye, are Prast^ryarma, Sukl^rma, Kshataj^rma (Rakt^-

rma), Adhim^nsarma, Sndyvarma, Suktikcl, Arjuna,

Pishtaka, Sir^-jala, Sira-pidak^, and Balasa-grathita. 2.

Symptoms :—A thin and extended glandular

swelling (Granthi) coloured reddish blue and apearing

on the Sclerotic coat (Sukla) is called Fraststryarma.

A crop of soft and whitish growths slowly extending

over the entire length of the Sclerotic coat is called

SukWrma. The fleshy growth on the white coat of the

eye resembling a (red) lotus flower in colour is called

Lohittfrma. The soft, extended, thick and dark-

brown and liver-coloured growth of flesh on the white

coat is called Adhi-msinsjtrma. The rough, yellowish

(D. R. white) growth of flesh on the white coat, and

gaining (slowly) in size, is called Snstyvarma. 3-7.

The appearance of dark brown specks resembling

flesh in colour or of those having the colour of an

oyster-shell on the white coat (Sukla) of the eye is

called Suktiksk. The appearance of a single dot or

speck on the Sclerotic coat (Sukla), coloured like a

(drop of the) hare's blood, is called Arjuna. A raised

and circular dot or speck appearing on the white coat

and coloured white like pasted rice and (as transparent

as) water is called Pishtaka. Red and extensive

patches of hardened veins spreading over the white coat

and looking like a net-work is called Sirsi-jjfla. The
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crop of white pustular growths (Pidak^) on the Sclerotic

coat (Sukla), near the limit of the black coat (Iris) and

covered over with shreds of veins are called the Sirji-

Pidaki. The disease in which a speck coloured like the

Indian bell-metal (Kcimsya) and covered over with a

vein (Sird) appears on the region of the Scleratic coat is

called the Balsisa*. 8-13.

Thus ends the fourth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta Sani-

hitd which treats of the pathology of the diseases of the Sceloretic region

of the eye.

* The reading in Madhava's Niddna is quite different here, and

Dallana seems to support that. It is defined as the disease in which a hard

speck appears like a drop of water on the white coat and looks like

bell-metal in colour.



CHAPTER V.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the pathology of the diseases of the black part of

the eye—Choroid including the Iris (Krishna-gata-

Eoga-Vijnainiya). i.

The diseases which are found to invade the region

of the Choroid including the Iris (Krishna-mandala)

have been briefly said to be four in number. Their

names are Sa-vrana-Sukra, A-vrana-Sukra, P^k^tyaya

and Ajaka. 2.

Symptoms :—A puncture-like dip in the region

of the (Krishna-mandala) with a sensation there as if

the part has been pricked with a needle and attended

with an excruciating pain and a hot exudation is called

Sa-vrana-Sukra. If the seat of this disease consider-

ably remote from the pupil—entire part of the Drishti

(Retina) be marked by the absence of pain and discharge

and be not deep-seated and if there be not double

spots, it offers very little chance of remedy. 3-4.

Symptoms and Prog^nosis of A-vra-
na-oUkra :—A whitish film appearing on the

region of the Choroid including the Iris (Krishna) like

a speck of transparent cloud in the sky, and attended

with lachrymation and slight pain due to the eye-disease

known as Abhishyanda (Ophthalmia—^lit. secretion) is

called the A-vrana-^akra. This is easily curable. A
case of Avrana-Sukra (non-ulcerated film) which is

thickened, deep-seated and long-standing, may be cured

only with the greatest difficulty, while an long-standing

case of this disease, if it is mobile, covered with shreds

of flesh, vein-ridden, stretching down to the second

layer of skin (in the eye) and obstructing the vision.
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severe^ in the middle and marked with a reddish tint

in the extremities, should be deemed as incurable.

Several authorities aver that the appearance of Mudga-

like specks or films on the region of the Iris, attended

with growths of pustules and hot lachrymations, should

be like-wise regarded as incurable. The fact of its (speck)

assuming the colour of the feather of a Tittira bird

is an additional indication of the incurable nature of

this disease. 5-

The appearance of a whitish milky film over the

black part of the eye slowly shrouding it entirly with its

mass and attended with acute pain is known as the

Akshi-Paikaityaya. This is invariably found to result

from an attack of Akshi-kopa* and is due to the

concerted action of all the Doshas. A painful reddish

growth, like the head of a goat, found to shoot forth

from beneath the surface of the black part and attended

with reddish slimy secretion is called an Ajaksf. 6-7.

Thus ends the fifth chapter of the Utlara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta Sam-

^iti, which treats of the pathology of the diseases of the black part of the

eye.

* According to Madhava's reading in his Nidana, this disease need

i^ot necessarily result from an attack of Akshi-kopa, and there need not

be an acute pain, and it would be incurable.



CHAPTER VI.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) pathology of the diseases

affecting the eye as a whole (Sarva-g'ata.'-Rog'a."

VijnaCniya). i.

Names and causes :—The four types of

Abhishyandha (Ophthalmatis), the four types of Adhi-

mantha, the two forms of Akshi-pdka (suppuration of

the eye) attended with or without swelling, these ten,

as well as Hatddhimantha, Anila-Parjdya, Susk^kshi-

pika, Anyato-vAta, Amlddhyushita, Drishti, Sirot-

pdta and Sird-Harsha are the names of the (seventeen

kinds of) diseases which affect the eye as a whole.

Nearly all these forms of eye-diseases may result from

the Abhishyanda (Ophthalmitis). Hence a wise physician

shall try speedily to remedy a case of Abhishyanda

(Ophthalmitis ) as soon as it is found out. 2.

Specific symptoms of Abhishya-
nda :—The symptoms which mark a case of Abhi-

shyanda due to the action of the deranged Vaiyu are

pricking pain (in the eyes), numbness, horripilation and

irritation in the eyes, roughness and parchedness of the

organ, cold lachrymations and headache. A case of

Pittaja-Abhishyanda exhibits the following features,

viz., burning and inflammatory suppuration of the eyes,

longing for coldness (in the eyes), excessive hot lachry-

mations, cloudy vision and a yellowness of the eye. In

the Kaphaja type of the disease, the affected organ

longs for the contact of warm articles and is attended

with a heaviness, itching sensation, swelling, excessive

whiteness and a constant deposit and discharge of slimy

mucus. The special type of this disease which has
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its origin in the vitiated condition of the blood, /. e., the

Raktaja type is marked by redness of the eyes, flow of

copper-coloured tears, as well as the symptoms of the

Pittaja type of the disease and the presence of deep red

stripes all along. 3-6.

Causes of Adhimantha :—All the (four)

forms of chronic Abhishyanda, if not properly attended

to and remedied at the outset, may run into as many
cases of Adhimantlia which is attended (invariably)

with an excruciating pain in the eye, which seems as if

being torn out, the pain extending upward to and crush-

ing, as it were, the half the region of the head. The

characteristic symptoms of the Doshas involved in each

case are also seen to supervene. 7.

Symptoms of Vataja Adhimantha :—
In the Vfiktaja type of Adhimantha the eye becomes

cloudy and seems as if being torn out and churned as

with an Arani (fire-producing wooden stick) attended

with an irritating, piercing and cutting pain, as well

as with a swelling of the local flesh, and a half of the

head (on the side of the affected eye) is afflicted with

a twisting and cracking sensation as well as with local

swelling, shivering and pain. 8.

Symptoms of Pittaja Adhimantha :—
The symptoms which mark the Pittaja type of Adhi-

mantha are the blood-streaked eye attended with secre-

tion and a sensation therein of being burnt with fire,

as well as swelling, perspiration and suppuration in the

affected organs, yellowish vision, fainting fits and a

burning sensation in the head. The eyes in this case

become liver-coloured and seem as if ulcerated or rubbed

with an alkali. 9.

Symptoms Of Kaphaja Adhimantha:
—In the Kaphaja type of Adhimantha the eye is
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swollen with a slight congestion (inflammation). Dis-

charges with a siensation of itching, coldness and heavi-

ness in the localities set in, and there is horripilation.

The eye becomes slimy with deposit of mucous matter.

The sight becomes cloudy, the nostrils are dilated, the

head aches and all objects seem to be full of dust. lo.

Symptoms of Raktaja Adhimantha :

—A pricking pain in and a blood-streaked secretion

from the affected organ which looks (bright red) like a

Bandhujiva flower, are the symptoms which mark the

type of Raktaja Adhimantha (due to the vitiated blood).

The eye becomes painful and incapable of bearing the

least touch or contact, and the objects of vision seem as

if enveloped in flames. The extremities of the eye

become red and the whole origin of the cornea (black

coat of the eye) looks like an Arishta fruit submerged

in blood, ii.

The prOgTIOSiS :—A course of injudicious diet,

conduct or medical treatment may usher in the blindness

of vision in seven days from an attack of the Kaphaja

type of Adhimantha (Ophthalmia) and in five days from

that of the blood-origined (Raktaja) type, in six days

in a case of the Vdtaja Adhimantha and instantaneously

within three days of the attack) in the Pittaja type of

(/. e.f Adhimantha. 12.

Symptoms of Sa-^opha and A-sopha
Akshi-p£(ka :—A case of Sa-sopha-Netra-patka

exhibits the following symptoms, viz., itching sensation,

deposit of mucous matter (in the eye), lachrymation and

a redness of the eye like the colour of a ripe Udumbara

fruit. There is a burning sensation in the eye-ball which

becomes copper-coloured, heavy, and attended with a

pricking pain and horripilation. The eye becomes

swollen and constantly secretes either cold or hot slimy
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discharges, and ultimately suppurates. All these symp-

toms except swelling mark the (non-swollen) A-s'jpha-

Netra-psftia type of the disease. 13.

The deranged Vdyu getting incarcerated in the optic

nerve (SirA) impairs the faculty of sight, and gives rise to

an incurable disease which is called Hatsidhimantha

(blinding Ophthalmia). A shifting pain experienced

sometimes in the region of the eye-lashes* or of the

eye-brows and sometimes in the region of the eye,

owing to the coursing of the deranged and incarcerated

V^yu in those localities, is called Vsita-Parys^ya. 14-1 5.

The disease in which the eye-lids become dry and

hard and remain always closed, the vision becomes

cloudy and hazy, and it becomes very painful to open

the eye-lids, is called the ^ishkjfkshi-pa'ka.f The

excessive pain in the eyes or in the eye-brows due to

the action of the deranged Vayu incarcerated in the

region of the head, the ears, the cheek-bones, the back

of the neck (Avatu), the Many^ (a particular nerve,

on either side of the neck), or in any other (adjacent)

place, is called the Anyato-vjita. 16-17. '

The swelling of the eye attended with a bluish red

tint all about, owing to the partakings of meals com-

posed of an unduly large proportion of acid articles, or

of such food as is followed by a digestionary acid re-

action, is called the Amlaidhyushita-Drishti. The

disease in which the veins all over the eye become

copper-coloured and are frequently discoloured, whether

attended with pain or not, is called the Sirotpaita. 18-19.

* Madhava in the Nidana does not mention the eye-lashes.

t Madhava in the Nidana reads "^»^iei^" which means that a highly

burning sensation is produced in the affected eye, in place of "fif^^j^"

a word which seems redundant.
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A case of SirotpAta, if not attended to and remedied

in time through ignorance, gives rise to transparent and

copper-coloured discharges in copious quantities from

the eyes and produce a complete blindness of vision.

This is known as the Sirsi-harsha. 20.

Thus ends the sixth chapter of the Utfara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which treats of the diseases affecting the eye as a whole.



CHAPTER VIL

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the pathology of the diseases which are peculiar to

the Drishti (pupil) of the eye (Drishti-gata-
Roga-Vijnaniya). i.

Experts well-versed in the anatomy of the eye aver

that the Drishti (pupil) of the eye is the quintessence of

the five material elements with that of the eternal light

predominating therein—this principle of light neither

increasing nor decreasing in this case. It is naturally

accustomed to cold from the very nature of its tempera-

ment and is covered by the outer coating (Patala) of the

organ proper. It looks like a hole and is equal in

dimension to that of a Masiira seed or pulse*. The
pupil of the eye resembles in its action the phosphores-

cent flash of a glow-worm or that of a minute particle

of fire (in not burning the things coming in contact with

it). Now we shall describe the pathology of the twelve

kinds of disease peculiar to the region of the Drishti

(pupil), as well as of the one which is known as Timira

(loss of vision) affecting the Patala (coating over the

pupil). 2.

All external objects appear dim and hazy to the

sight when the deranged Doshas of the locality passing

through the veins (Sir^) of the eye, get into and are

incarcerated within the first Patala (innermost coat) of

the pupil (Drishti). 3.

Symptoms—when second Patala
attacked :—False images of gnats, flies, hairs, nets or

cob-webs, rings (circular patches), flags, ear-rings appear

* According to Nimi, quoted in Madhava's commentary by S'rtkantha,

the dimension of the Drishti is equal to only a half of that of a Masura-

pulse.

4
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to the sight, and the external objects seem to be enveloped

in mist or haze or as if laid under a sheet of water or as

viewed in rain and on cloudy days, and meteors of differ-

ent colours seem to be falling constantly in all directions

in the event of the deranged Doshas being similarly con-

fined in the second Patala (coat) of the Drishti. In

such cases the near appearance of an actually remote

object and the contrary {Miopia and Biopid) also should

be ascribed to some deficiency in the range of vision

(error of refraction in the crystalline lens) which in-

capacitates the patient from looking through the eye

and hence from threading a needle. 4.

Symptoms—when third Patala
attacked :—Objects situate high above are seen and

those placed below remain unobserved when the de-

ranged Dosha are infiltrated into the Third Patala (coat)

of the Drishti. The Doshas affecting the Drishti (crystal-

line lens), if highly enraged, impart their specific colours

to the objects of vision. Even large objects seem to be

covered with a piece of cloth. The images of objects and

persons with ears and eyes, etc., seem to be otherwise

i.e., bereft of those organs. The deranged Doshas

situated at and obstructing the lower, upper and lateral

parts of the Drishti (crystalline lens) respectively shut

out the view of near, distant and laterally-situate objects.

A dim and confused view of the external world is all

that can be had when the deranged Doshas spread over

and affect the whole of the Drishti (crystalline lens). A
thing appears to the sight as if cutlinto two (bifurcated)

when the deranged Doshas affect the middle part of the

lens, and as triply divided and severed when the Doshas

are scattered in two parts ; while a multifarious image

of the same object is the result of the manifold distribu-

tions of movability of the Doshas over the Drishti. 5.
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Symptoms—when fourth Patala
attacked :—Loss of vision (Timira) results from the

fact of the deranged bodily Doshas being confined within

the fourth Patala (choroid) of the organ. When the vision

is completely obstructed by the aforesaid cause, it is

called a case of Linga-njts'a (blindness). Only a faint per-

ception of the images of the sun, the moon and the stars,

the heaven, a flash of lightning or any other such highly

brilliant objects is possible in a case of superficial (not

deep-seated) Linga-nds'a. The Linga-nds'a (blindness) is

also called Nflikd and Kacha. 6.

Specific traits of Timira :~Ali external

objects are viewed as cloudy, moving, crooked and red-

coloured in the Vsitaja type (of Timira), while in the

Pittaja type they appear to be invested with the different

colours of the spectrum or of the rain-bow, of the glow-

worm, of the flash of lightning, or of the feathers of the

pea-cock, or with a dark blue tint bordering on black
;

while in a case of Kaphaja. Timira, a thick white coat

like that of a pack of white clouds or a deep white

chowri (Chdmara) seems to intervene in everything which

look white and oily and dull and appear hazy and cloudy

in a fine day, or as if laid under a sheet of water. In a case

of the Raktaja type of Timira, all objects appear red or

envoloped in gloom, and they assume a greyish, blackish

or variegated colour. In a case of Sa^nnipa^tika Timira,

the outer world looks vareigated and confused, appears

as doubled or trebled to the vision (of the patient), and

stars and planets, either defective or supplied with addi-

tional limbs, seem to float about in the vision. 7-1 1.

ParimlSiyi :—The quarters of the heaven look

yellow and appear to the sight as if resplendent with

the light of the rising sun, and trees seem as if sparkling

with the tangles of fire-flies in a case of Parimls^yi,
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which should be ascribed to the action of the deranged

Pitta in concert with the vitiated blood. 12.

The different colours of the pupil in

cases of Ling^a-nasa :—Now we shall describe

the colours of the pupil in the six different types of

Linga-nds'a. The pupil assumes a reddish (Aruna) colour

in the Vaitaja type of the disease ; looks blue or bluish

yellow in the Pittaja, white in the Eaphaja and blood-

red in the blood-origined one, while it assumes a varie-

gated hue in the Stinnipaitika type of Linga-nds'a. A cir-

cular patch (Mandala) tinged with a shade of bluish or

bluish yellow colour and looking like fire or a piece of

thick grass, is formed on the pupil owing to the diseased

and aggravated condition of the blood (with pitta) in a

case of Parimla(yi. In this case the patient is sometimes

permitted to catch faint glimpses of the external objects

owing to the spontaneous and occasional filtering away

of the deranged Doshas obstructing the vision. 13-15.

Specific Traits of Linga-nsisa :—The
circular patch (over the pupil) in a case of Vaitaja Linga-

n^s'a is red-coloured, and is moving and rough to the

touch, while that in a case of Pittaja Linga-nas'a is bluish

or yellow or coloured like bell-metal. The circular patch

in a case of Kapha] a Linga-nas'a is thick, oily and as

white as a conch-shell, a Kunda flower or the moon

—

resembling a white drop of water on the moving lotus

leaf and moving away to and fro when the eye is rubbed.

The circular patch over the pupil in a case of Raktaja

(blood-origined) Linga-nds'a is red-coloured like a coral

or a (red) lotus-petal. A Ssfnuipjitika type of the

disease is marked by a variegated colour of the Drishti

(pupil) and by the specific symptoms of the different

Doshas. 16.

The total number of diseases peculiar to the Drishti
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is twelve. The six types of Linga-nas'a (Drishti) have

been described above. The six other forms of the

disease, peculiar to the Drishti (pupil) are named

as Pitta-vidagdha-Drishti, Sleshma-vidagdha-Drishti,

Dhtima-dars'in, Hrasva-Jatya, Nakul^ndhyatd and Gam-

bhirikd. 17.

The disease in which the region of the Drishti (pupil)

assumes a yellowish colour, and all external objects

appear yellow to the sight owing to the presence of the

vitaited (and augmented) Pitta in the region of the

Drishti is called Pitta-Vidagdha-Drishti. It is due to

an accumulation of the deranged Dosha (Pitta) in

the third Patala (coat) of the eye, and the patient

cannot see anything in the day, but can see only in the

night. 18.

The external objects appear white to the sight when

it is affected by the accumulation of the deranged Kapha.

The deranged Dosha (Kapha), in this case, is simulta-

neously divided over all the three Patalas (coats) of the

eye. In consequence of this the patient is attacked

with nocturnal blindness, being able to see only in

the daytime owing to the (melting and) decrease of the

deranged Kapha through the heat of the sun. This is

known as Sleshma-vidagdha-Drishti. 19-

The external objects appear dusky or smoke-coloured

when the sight is affected through grief, (high and pro-

tracted) fever, over-straining or excessive physical exer-

cise, or injury to the head, etc. The affection of vision

thus engendered is called Dhuma-Drishti (smoky

sight). 20.

The disease in which small things can be viewed

only with the greatest difficulty (even) in the daytime,

but can be viewed (easily and clearly) in the night owing

to the subsidence of the deranged pitta through the
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coldness of the atmosphere (and a general cooling of the

Earth's surface)* is called Hrasva-ja^tyaf. 21.

The form of occular affection in which the colour

of Drishti (pupil) of a man affected by the Doshas resem-

bles (and is found to emit (luminous) flashes like) that

of a mungoose in consequence of which the external

objects appear multi-coloured in the day time, \ is

called Nakulindhya. The form of occular affection

due to the action of the deranged VakJU, and in which the

Drishti (pupil) is contracted and deformed and sinks

into the socket, attended with an extreme pain in the

affected parts, is called GambhiriksC 22-23.

Besides the above, there are two more forms of

Ling^a-ua^sa of traumatic origin, vis., Sa-nimitta (of ascer-

tainable origin) and A-nimitta (without any manifest or

ascertainable cause). Under the first group may be

arranged those which are produced by such causes as

an over-heated § condition of the head (brain, etc.), and

marked by the specific symptoms of (blood-origined)

Abhishyanda, while the second comprises those in

which the loss of one's vision is due to causes, such as

the witnessing of divine halo or effulgence emanating

from the ethereal person of a god, or a Gandharva (demi-

god), a holy saint, a celestial serpent, or such other

* The latter part of the text here seems to be incongruous.

Madhava does not read the last line in his Kidana, nor does Dallana

include it in his commentary. Dallana, on the other hand, says that some

read this line, but holds, on the authorityof Videha, that the reading is

incongruous, in as mvich as "Hrasva-j^tya" is said to cause one of the

four types of night-blindness.

t Some read Hrasva-jadya in place of Hrasva-jatya.

X This shows that a man affected with this form of disease cannot

see anything in the night.

§ The head is liable to be over-heated by the smelling of poison or

poisonous objects or any other strong-scented flower, etc.
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highly bright object. In this case the eye is not out-

wardly affected and the pupil (Drishti) looks as bright

and clear as a Vaid(irya gem, while in the former case

(of ascertainable origin) the eye is characterised by a

sunken or pierced or impaired aspect of the pupil. 24.

We have thus finished describing separately the

diagnostic traits of the seventy-six forms of disease

which affect the organ of vision. We shall hereafter

separately deal with the nature of the medical treatment

to be pursued in each case. 25.

Thus ends the seventh chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhita which treats of the pathology of the diseases peculiar to the

pupil of the eye.



CHAPTER VIII.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the classification of occular affection according to

the different modes of treatment (Nctra-Roga-
Chikitsa-VfbhsCg^a-VijnsLniya). i.

Classification :—We have already described

the names and symptoms of the seventy-six kinds of

eye disease. We shall now briefly and severally deal

with the nature of treatment to be pursued in them.

Of these seventy-six kinds eleven should be treated

with incision operations (Chhedya), nine with scarifica-

tion (Lekhya), five with excision (Bhedya), fifteen with

venesection (Vyaidhya) ; twelve cases should not be

operated upon and seven admit only of palliative

measures (Ysipya), while fifteen should be given up by

an experienced physician (Ophthalmic surgeon) as in-

curable. The two kinds of eye-disease of traumatic

origin should be likewise held as incurable or admitting

only of palliative measures at the best 2.

Names of the Chhedya and Lekhya
eye-diseases :—Diseases which should be treated

with incision are Ars'o-vartma, Sushkars'as, Arvuda, Sira-

Pidakd, Sira-jaia, the five types of Arman*, and

Parvanikd (thus numbering eleven in all). Diseases in

which scarification should be resorted to (numbering

seven in all) are Utsangini, Bahala-vartma, Kardama-

vartma, Sy^va-vartma, Vaddha-vartma, Klishta-vartma,

Pothaki, Kumbhikini, and Sarkar^-vartma. 3-4.

Names of Bhedya and Vyadhya eye-
diseases :—Optical diseases in which the affected

* See Chapter IV, para 2, Uttara-Tantara.
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localities should be treated with excisions, are Sleshmo-

pandha, Lagana, Visa-vartma, Krimi-granthi and

Anjana—thus numbering five in all. The two kinds of

eye-disease beginning with Sird viz., Sirotpdta and Sird-

harsha, the two kinds of Akshi-pdka attended or un-

attended with swelling, viz., Sas'othakshi-pdka and

As'othdkshi-pdka, and Anyatovdta, Puydlasa, Vdta-

viparyaya and the four types of Abhishyanda and the

four types of Adhimantha should be treated with

Venesection (Sird-vyadhana). 5-6.

Eye-diseases—not to be operated :—
Operations should not be resorted to in cases of Sushkd-

kshi-pdka, Kapha-Vidagdha-Drishti, Pitta-Vidagdha-

Drishti, Amlddhyushita-Drishti, Sukra-roga, Arjuna,

Pishtaka, Aklinna-vartma, Dhuma-dars'in, Suktikd, Prak-

linna-vartma and Valdsa—thus making twelve in all.

In the traumatic forms also of eye-disease surgical

operations are not advised by experts. 7.

Names of curable and incurable eye-
disease :—Palliative or temporary relief is all

that can be offered in any of the six types of K4cha

described before, as well as in the affection known as

Pakshma-kopa, if the patient retains the faculty of

sight. Four of the Vclyu-origined, two of the Pittaja,

one of the Kaphaja, four of the blood-origined and four

of the types caused by the concerted action of the three

Doshas, as well as the two traumatic forms of optical

affections should be regarded as beyond all cure. 8-9,

Thus ends the eighth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhita which deals with the classification of eye-diseases according to

the different modes of treatment.



CHAPTER IX.

Now we shall discourse on the remedial measures of

Abhishyanda (Ophthalmia) due to the action of the

deranged vayu (VsCtsCbhishyanda-Pratish-
edha)"^ i.

The patient should be treated with old and matured

clarified butter, both in a case of (Vitaja) Abhishyanda

(Ophthalmia) and (Vitaja) Adhimantha (Conjunctivites).

The diseased organ should be then duly* fomented

and local venesection resorted to. Then after having

effected full purging with the help of a Sneha-vasti

(oleaginous enema), such measures as Tarpana, Puta-

paka, fumigation, sprinklings (As'chyotana) f, snuffing

(Nasya), oily washings, Siro-vasti (errhines) or washing

the organ with KcLnjika (Amla) or with any decoction

prepared with the drugs of the Vdyu-subduing group

or with that of the flesh of any aquatic (Jalaja) animal,

or of one frequenting the marshy places (Anupa), should

be resorted to. A compound consisting of clarified

butter, curd, fat and marrow should be applied luke-

warm to the affected organ, which should also be

* It should be noted that the part of the forehead adjoining the eye

and not the eye itself—should be fomented, since fomentation should not

be applied directly over the eye.

t As'chyotana (Eye-drop)—Consists in dropping into the eye

with the two fingers, honey, A'sava, drug-decoction or any oleaginous sub-

stance. Its doses are eight drops for scarifying purposes, ten drops for

lubricating the part with any oleaginous substance (Snehana), twelve drops

for the healing of any local ulcer (Ropana). They should be dropped luke-

warm in winter and cold in summer into the eyes. In diseases of Vdtaja

origin they should be of a bitter taste ; oleaginous in diseases due to the

Pitta ; and bitter,—warm and parching in disea.ses due to Kapha.

Vaidyaka Nighantu as quoted in the Vaidyaka-S'abda-Sindhu. Ct

also Chapter XVIII, Uttara-Tantra.
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covered with a compress or linen soaked with the preced-

ing lardacious compound. Milk, Ves'avdra, Salvana

Poultice, Porridges (Pdyasa), etc., should be used by a

physician in poulticing the affected organ. A portion of

clarified butter cooked with the decoction of Triphald,

or simply old and matured clarified butter, or milk duly

cooked with the drugs of the Vayu-subduing group, or

of the first group (viz., Viddri-Gandhddi Gana) should

be taken after the meal. 2. A.

The application of any lardacious substance other

than oil cooked with the admixture of the Vdyu-sub-

duing drugs will prove beneficial for Tarpana purposes

in such cases. The use of medicated Sneha in the shape

of Putapsfka, Dhuma (fumigation) and Nasya (snuffs) is

likewise recommended. Oil (duly) cooked with Sthird,

milk and the drugs of the Madhura group should be

employed as a snuff (in such cases). The milk of a

she-goat duly cooked with the admixture of the leaves,

roots or barks of Eranda plants, or with the roots of

Kantakdri, should be employed lukewarm in washing

(Sechana) the affected organ. A liquid compound con-

taining half milk and half water, and boiled together

with Saindhava, Vdld, Yashti-madhu and Pippali, should

be used in washing the eye as well as an As'chyotana

(eye-drop). A liquid compound consisting of the milk

of a she-goat diluted with the addition of water, boiled

with the admixture of Hriveta, Chakra (Tagara), Man-

jishthd, and Udumbara-harks is considered to be the

best eye-drop in cases of there being any pain (Sula) in

the eye. 2. B.

A thin plaster compound of YastM-mad/iU, Raj'am,

Pathyd and Devaddru, pasted together with the milk

of a she^oat should be used as an Anjana (collyrium) in

a case of acute Ophthalmia (Abhishyanda), and it proves
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very effective. Gainka-ediYth, Satndkava, Ktishnd,

(Pippali) and S'unthi—the quantity of each subsequent

one being double of that of the one preceding it in the

order of enumeration, should be pasted together with

water, made into Gutikd (a large pill) and be likewise

applied (to the eye) in the manner of the application

of an Anjana. The use of Snaihika (lardacious) Anjana

(CoUyrium) is beneficial in such cases. These will be

duly dealt with later on. 2.

Physicians should likewise adopt this method in

treating cases of Anyato-vsita and Vfiita-paryaya.

Draughts of (medicated) clarified butter and of milk

before the meal, are highly efficacious. Clarified butter

duly cooked with (two parts of) Vrikshddani, Kapittha

and major Pancha-mula^ (one part of) the expressed

juice (or decoction) of Karkata and (one part of) milk

should be taken in such cases*. In the alternative,

Ghrita duly cooked with (the decoction of) Pattura,

Agnika (Ajamod^) and Artagala and with milk, or

clarified butter duly cooked with milk and (the decoc-

tion of) Mesha-s'ringi, or of Viratara should be simi-

larly taken. 3.

Treatment of ^ushksCkshi-pstka :—
Saindhava, Devaddru and S'unthi and the expressed

juice of Mdtulunga, water, breast-milk and clarified

butter mixed together and duly prepared (in the manner

of Rasa-kriya) should be prescribed as an Anjana in

cases of ^ushkiikshi-psika. The taking of clarified

* According to Dallana and Gayadasa, this Ghrita should be pre-

pared without any Kalka. S'rikanta holds that the drugs Vriishaddtti,

Kapittha and the Pancka-mula should be taken as Kalka and the Ghrita

prepared with three parts of milk. S'ivadasa also seems to support this

view.
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butter cooked with the drugs of the Jivaniya group and

the filling of the cavity of the eye with the same, as

well as snuffing with the Anu-taila^ are also efficacious

in such cases. Washes composed of cold milk with the

admixture of Saindhava salt or of milk cooked with

Rajani and. Deva-ddru and mixed with (a little quantity

of) Saindhava are efficacious. Mahaushadha (Sunthi)

rubbed over a stone-slab with clarified butter and breast-

milk is also recommended as an Anjana (eye-salve)-f-.

The Vasa (essence of the flesh) of aquatic animals or of

those which frequent swampy grounds, mixed with a

little quantity of powdered S'unthi and Sanidhava salt

(and rubbed on stone-slab) should be applied to the

eyes as an Anjana (collyrium) in a case of Sushk&kshi-

pika (Non-secreting type of conjunctivites). Let the

intelligent physician treat the sight-destroying Vdtaja

affections of the eye of what-soever kind in accordance

with the principle herein inculcated. 4-5.

Thus ends the ninth Chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhita which deals with the medical treatment of Vataja Abhishyanda.

* According to Dallana, this Anu-taila is not the one described in

Chapter V of the Chikitsita Sthina ; but the one described in the S'alakya-

Tantra.

t This couplet may also be translated as follows : —Anjana (black-

antimony) rubbed over a stone-slab with clarified butter and breast-milk

is also recommended as a best remedy in such cases.



CHAPTER X.

Now we shall discourse on the curative treatment of

Abhishyanda (Ophthalmia) due to the action ofderanged

Pitta (Pittst-bhishyanda-Pratishedha). i.

General Treatment :—Blood-letting and

purgatives, eye-washes and plasters round the eyes,

medicinal snuffs and Anjana (collyrium), as well as the

remedial measures for Pittaja-Visarpa (Erysipelas)

should be employed in a case of Pittaja Abhishyanda

(Ophthalmia) and Pittaja Adhimantha (Conjunctivites). 2.

Clarified butter or goat's milk duly cooked with

Gundrd, S'dli (paddy), S'aivdla, S'aila-bheda, Ddru-

haridrd, Eld, Utpala, two parts of Lodhra, Ahhra (Mus-

taka), Padma^Qdives, sugar, Durvd, Ikshu, Tdla^ Vetasa,

Padmaka, Drdkshd, honey, (red) Chandana, Yashti-

madhu^xediSt-mWk, Haridrd and Ananta-mula, should be

employed as a Tarpana measure* or as a wash or

snnff in the present case. As an alternative, all the

preceding drugs or as many of them as would be avail-

able should be daily used in the manner of any of the

four forms of Nasyaf. 3.

Anjanas :—All the Pitta-subduing measures,

may be employed in such cases. Application of medi-

cinal snuffs (as well as eye-drops, etc.) with Kshira-

Sarpih (clarified butter churned from milk) at the

interval of three days, as well as that of Anjana (colly-

rium) with the expressed juice of Palds'a or of S'allaki,

mixed with honey and sugar, should be likewise resorted

* See Chapter XVIII, ibid.

t The four forms of Nasya are (l) Pratimarsha." {2) Avapida (3) Nasya

(snuff) and (4) S'iro-virechana.
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to. The thick liquid extract (Rasa-Kriyd)* of Pdlindi

or Yashti-madhu mixed with honey and sugar, should

be likewise employed. As an alternative, a com-

pound consisting of Musta, Samudra-fhena, Utpala,

Vidanga, Eld, Dhdtri and Vijaka and prepared in the

manner of Rasa-kriyd should be employed (as an

Anjana). 4.

Acompound of Tdlisa (D. R.—Kdsis'a), Eld, Gairika,

Us'ira and Samkha (conch-shell) pasted with breast-

milk should be applied to the affected organ in the

manner of an Anjana (eye-salve). As an alternative,

the powder or the Rasa-kriyd of Dhdtaki and Syandana

(D. R.—Chandana) mixed with breast-milk should be

used as an Anjana. Gold-leaf rubbed with breast-

milk, or the flowers of Kims'uka rubbed with honey,

or of a compound of Rodhra, Drdkshd, sugar, Utpala,

Vacha and Yashti-^nadhu rubbed with breast-milk

should be used as an Anjana. Barks of Varnaka\ pasted

in cow's milk, or (red) Chandana wood, Udumhara and

Toya (Vdld) pasted in the same, or Samudra^hena

rubbed either in honey or breast-milk should be like-

wise applied to the eyes in the manner of an Anjana. 5.

Aschyotana :

—

Rodhra, Yashti-madhu, Drdkshd,

sugar and Utpala should be soaked in breast-milk. It

should then be folded inside a piece of silk (Kshauma)

and employed as an Aschyotana (eye-drop). A compound

of Yashti-madhu and Rodhra rubbed in clarified butter

should be similarly used. A compound of Kds'mari

(G^mbhdri) Dhdtri, Pathyd (Haritaki) and Toya (V^la),

* For preparation of Rasa-kriya see Chapter XVIII, ibid.

t According to Dallana, ^Vamaka' Imeans *Rochanika\ It may

also mean 'Karnika'ra^ which is not accepted either by Gay or by

Dallana. It may also mean ^ Chandana^ which is most probably the

meaning here.
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as well as that of Katphala and Avihu (V^l^) should

be similarly* prepared and applied. 6.

All the above remedial measures with the exception

of blood-letting should be resorted to in a case of Amid-

dhyushita-Drishti and Sukti-p^ka. The medicated

Ghritas known as the Traiphala Ghrita or the Tilvaka

Ghritaf should be prescribed, or simply old and matured

clarified butter should be given in such cases. 7.

In a case of Sukti-psika an Anjana with cooling drugs

should be speedily employed in the event of the Doshas

being located in the lower part of the eye. Fine powder

ofVaidurya gem, Sphatika (crystal), Vtdruma (coraX)

and Muktd (pearl), Sanikha (conch-shell), silver and gold

mixed with sugar and honey and used as an anjana

would prove a speedy remedy in a case of Sukti-p^ka. 8.

Clarified butter should be administered in a case of

Dhnma-darsin and the procedure and the remedial mea-

sures laid down in connection with Rakta-pitta and

Pitta-origined Visarpa (Erysipelas) as well as the Pitta-

sub-duing remedies \ should be likewise employed there-

in. 9.

Thus ends the tenth chapter in the Uttra-Tantra of the Sus'ruta Samhit^

which deals with of the curative treatment of Pittabhishyanda.

* In the first two compounds, some take 'Toya' and ^Ambu' for

water. But Dallana having explained ^Toya^ as '•Valakc^ in a preceding

compound we adopt that meaning of the word here also.

t Traiphala-Ghrita is piepared by duly cooking clarified butter with

the Kalka and decoction of Triphala'. For Tilvaka-Ghritaisee chapter III.

Chikistsita-Sthana.

+ By Pitta-subduing remedies Dallana means the remedial measures

laid down in connection with the treatment of Pitta-Vidagdha- Drishti.



CHAPTER XL

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the curative treatment of Abhishyanda due to the

deranged action of S'leshmd (^leshm^lbhishya"
nda-Pratishedha). i.

General Treatment :—An attack of s'lesh-

maja Abhishyanda or Adhimantha during the stage of

acute aggravation should be treated by opening a local

vein* or by the employment of fomentation, Avapida-

Nasya, Anjana, fumigation, washes, plasters, gargles or

non-fatty (Ruksha) eye-drops (As'chyotana) and Puta-

pdka. The patient should be made to fast on each

fourth day and to take a potion of Tikta-Ghrita-f in the

morning, and his diet should consist of such articles as

do not lead to the aggravation of the bodily Kapha. 2-3.

Tender twigs or leaves of Kutannata, Ashpotd,

Phanijjhaka, Vtlva, Pattura, Pilu, Arka and Kapittha\

should be employed in (mildly) fomenting the affected

eye. A thin plaster composed of Vdlaka, S'unthi, Deva^

ddru and Kushtha, should be likewise applied to the

affected eye. 4.

Hingu, (Asafoetida), Triphald, Yashti-madhu, Sain-

dhava, Prapaundaika, Anjana (black Antimony), Tuttha

(Sulphate of copper), and copper pasted together with

* The word 'Atha' (aSf^) in the text means says Dallana, that the

local vein should be opened as the best resource, when fomentation, etc.

would fail to effect a cure.

t See Chikitsila-sthana, chapter IX.

X In place of ^^Kutannata" and "Ar^a' both Vrinda and Chakrap^ni

read "S7(rasa" and '^Arja". S'rikantha the commentator of V'rinda how-

ever is of opinion that Arka should be better reading in place of that of

"Arja".
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water and made into a stick (Varti) should be applied a^

an Anjana to the affected eye. As an alternative, sticks

(Varti) composed of Pat/ij'd, Haridrd, Yashti-madhu and

Anjana should be similarly applied. Compounds made
of the equal parts of Pippali, Maricha^ S'unthi, Haritaki^

Amalaki, Vibhitaka, Haridrd and Vidanga-^^td^s^ or of

Vdlakay Kushtha, Deva-ddru, (burnt) conch-shell, Pdthd

(Akanidhi), Anala (Chitraka roots), Pippali^ Maricha,

S'unthi and Manah-s'ild (Realgar) and the flowers of

Jdti, Karanja and S'obhdnj'ana* pasted together with

water should be applied to the eye. The seedsf of

Prakiryd (Karanja), or of S'igru with the seeds and

flowers of the two kinds of Vrihati mixed with Rasdn-

jana, Chandana, Saindhava-s2i\t, Manah-s'ild, Haritakiy

and garlic taken in equal parts and pasted together

with water should be made into sticks (Varti) and used

as an Anjaua in all forms of Kaphaja eye-diseases. 5.

The following medicinal compounds should be pres-

cribed by experts as an Anjana (eye-salve) in a case of

VaWsa-Grathita after the system of the patient had

been properly cleansed by means of blood-letting. A
quantity of blue barley with the horns should be soaked

(for a week or two) in milk and dried (after the manner

of Bh^vand saturation). It should then be burnt into

ashes. These ashes should then be mixed with an

equal part of burnt ashes of Arjaka, Ashphotaka,

Kapittha, Vilva, Nirgundi and Jdti flowers and an alka-

* Dallana quotes the reading of "Panjika'ka'ra" (another commen-

tator of Sus'ruta) according to whom Murva' and the flowers of Ja'ti only

should be taken instead of the flowers of Jati, Karanja and S'obha'njana.

This reading seems to be the correct one inasmuch as this makes the

number of the drugs in the list twelve in all, as given by Dallana himself.

t According to some commentators both the seeds and flowers of

Pr^kirfd and of S'ip'u should be t^ken.
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line solution should be duly prepared therewith. Sain-

dhava, Tuttha (Sulphate of copper) and RocJiand should

now be added to the above alkaline solution and duly-

boiled. The compound thus prepared should be applied

as an Anjana with an iron pips (Nadi). This is pres-

cribed in a case of Val^sa-Grathita. Alkaline prepara-

tions may be similarly prepared with (the flowers, etc.

of) Phanijjhaka etc., and may be employed in a similar

manner. 6.

A (thin) plaster composed of S'unthi, Pippali, Musta,

SaindJiava and white Maricha* pasted with the

expressed juice of Mdtulmi^a and applied to the eye as

an Anjana, would bring about a speedy cure of the eye-

disease known as Pishtaka. 7. \

Vrihati fruits should be gathered when ripe and a

paste compound of (the equal parts of) Pippali and

Srotdnjana should be kept inside those seedless fruits for

seven nights. The (preserved) paste should then be

taken out and applied to the eye as an Anjana. It

proves beneficial in a case of Pishtaka. Paste may
similarly be preserved inside a Vdrtdku (brinjal), S'igru,

Indra- Vdruni, Patola, Kirdta-tikta and Amalaki and used

for the same, 8.

K^s'is'a (Sulphate of iron), Samudra-]', Rasdnjana

and buds of /^z7/-flowers pasted together and rubbed in

honey, is advised to be prescribed as an Aujaiia in a

case of Praklinna-Vartma. 9.

A single application as an Anjana of the compound

composed of excellent Nddeya (Saindhava) \ salt,

* Dallana explains white Maricha as S'igru seeds.

t Samudra may either mean Samudra-phena or Samudra salt, i. e.

Karakacha salt. The commentators are silent on this point.

t Dallana explains Nadeya as meaning Saindhava, but it generally

eans Srotanjana (black antimony).
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white pipper* and AV/>^/<a::;'^^<3: (Realgar-l it, that which

is produced in Nepdla) taken in equal parts and pasted

together with the expressed juice of Mdtulanga, would

alleviate the itching sensation (Kandu) in the eyes.

Similarly a compound of S'ringa-vera, Deva-ddi'u, Musta,

Saindhavd salt and buds oi Jdti flowers pasted together

with wine and used as an ABJaiia would prove effica-

cious in a case of swelling (Sopha) and itching sensa-

tion of the eyes. The above eye-diseases should be

judiciously treated in accordance with the principles

laid down in the treatment of the cases of Abhi-shyanda

and Adhi-mantha. lo.

Thus ends the elevenlhl chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which treats of the curative treatment of S'leshmabhishyanda.

* Dallana explains "S'veta-Maricha" as "S'igru-seeds", but there is a

{Particular kind of Maricha which is white in colour and this is also

supported by some commentator.



CHAPTER XII.

Now we shall discourse on the curative treatment

of the type of Abhishyanda (Ophthalmia) which has

its origin in the vitiated condition of the blood

(Raktabhishyanda-Pratishedha). i.

General Treatment :—A wise physician

shall pursue the same course of medical treatment in

those four diseases known as Adhimantha, Abhishyanda,

Sirotp^ta and Sird-harsha due to the vitiated condition

of the blood. Persons suffering from any of the afore-

said four complaints should be first anointed and lubri-

cated with old and matured clarified butter technically

known as Kamnbha Ghrita*, or with a copious quantity

of clarified butter. Venesection should then be resorted

to. The patient, having been made thus to bleed as much

as required, should be treated with clarified butter duly

cooked with Siro-virechana drugs and mixed with sugar,

as an errhine for cleansing the head. Piasters, washes,

snuffs (Xasya), inhalations (Dhuma) of medicated smokes,

eye-drops (As'chyotana). Abhyanjanaf, Tarpana (sooth-

ing measures), Sncha-karma (emulsive measures) and

Puta-paka should then be prescribed according to the

nature of the deranged Dosha involved in each

case. 2-5.

A plaster (Pralepa) composed of Nilotpala, Us'ira,

Ddm-haridrd, Kdliya, Yashti-7nadhu, Mnsta, Lodhra and
Padma-KdshtJia (taken in equal parts and) mixed with

Ghrita—duly washed, should be applied round the region

* See Chapter XLV, Sutra-Sthana,

+ Dallana explains "Abhyanjana" as collyrium, but he also says that

some commentators take it in ils usual sense of anointment with clarified

butter washed hundred times in water, or such other Sneha.
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of the affected eye. Mild fomentations (Sveda), or

leeches should be applied to the region around the eye

in the event of there being intolerable pain (due to any

defect in bleeding) in the affected organ. Large draughts

of clarified butter tend to alleviate the pain. Remedial

measures and agents mentioned in connection with

Pitt^bhishyanda, should be as well employed, ^-y.

Rain-water with powdered Kas'eru and Yashti-madhu

added thereto may be squeezed with benefit through a

piece of linen into the affected organ* as an Aschyotana.

Flowers of Pdtald, Arjtma, S'riparni, Dhdtaki, Dhdtri,

Vtha, the two kinds of Vrihati, and of Vhnhi-lota and

Manjishthd taken in equal parts and pasted together

with honey or expressed juice of sugar-cane and applied

to the affected organ as an Anjana (Collyrium) is said

to be a curative in cases of Raktdbhishyanda. 8-9.

A similar compound consisting of Chandana^

Kumtida, Patra, S'ild-jatu, Kwnkmna, powders of dead

iron and dead copper, Tuttha (Sulphate of copper), lead,

bell-metal, Rasdnjana and the resinous exudation of a

Nimha tree taken in equal parts should be pasted with

honey and made into large Vartis (sticks). These are

always recommended to be applied to the affected eye

as an Anjana. 10.

Treatment of ^irotpstta :—A compound

consisting of honey and clarified butter and applied as

an Anjana should be regarded as a patent cure in cases

of Sirotpsita eye-disease. A compound composed of

Saindhava (salt), Kds'is'a (Sulphate of iron) and pasted

together with breast-milk should be similarly used. The

* Both Dallana and S'ivadksa say that pure transparent water may be

used in preparing the compound if rain-water is not available. Dallana

says further that the affected eye should also be washed with the liquid

compound thus prepared. S'ivadasa, however, supports this latter view.
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application as an Anjana of S'amkha (cc nch-shell),

Manah-s'ild, Tuttha, Ddru-haridrd, and Saindhava pasted

with honey, or of (white) Markka pasted with the juice

of S'irisha flowers, honey and wine, or of Svarna-Garika

pasted with honey would be attended with beneficial

results in cases of Sirotpsita. 1 1.

^i !*£(-•harsha :—A compound consisting of

Pkdniia { tresicle boiled down to a sticky consistency)

and honey should be applied to the affected organ as

an Anjana in a case of SirSk-liarsha- Similar applications

of compounds composed of Rasdnjana (Antimony) pasted

with honey, or of Saindhava and Kds'is'a (Sulphate of

iron) pasted with honey, or of Vetrdmla^ and Saindhaza

pasted with Phdnita and breast-milk would likewise

prove highly efficacious. 12.

Treatment Of Arjuna :—All the measures

and remedies for Pitt^bhishyanda should be employed

in cases of Arjuna eye-disease. The expressed juice of

sugar-cane, honey, sugar, breast-milk, Ddfu-haridra,

Yashti-madhu and Saindhava should be used in combi-

nation as a wash (Seka), or as an Anjana. A7nla

(Kdnjika, &c.) should also be used as an Aschyotana (eye-

drop) in such cases. The following drugs, viz., sugar,

Yashti-fnadhu, Katvanga, Mastu, A7nla, honey, Saindhava,

Vija-puraka, Kola and Dddimba of acid taste and other

acid fruits either singly or in combination of two or

three should be judiciously used (as an As'cliyotana

with a due consideration of the vitiated Dosha in each

case). 13-14.

These two following compounds viz., of Sphatika

* Dallana explains "Veir^imia" as "A r/iia ve/asa". Some, however,

divide it into two words riiz., "Vetra" and "Amla" meaning thereby

sprouts of Veira (cane) and A»ila-vefasa respectively.
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(crystal), Vidriima (coral), S'amkha (conch-shell), and

YasJiti-jnadhu, pasted with honey, as well as of S'amkha,

sugar, and Samudm-phena pasted with honey, if used as

an Anjana would prove curative in a case of Arjana eye-

disease. Saindhava and Kataka pasted with honey, or

Rasdnjana pasted with honey, or Kds'isa (Sulphate of

iron) pasted with honey, should constantly be applied

as an Anjana to the affected organ. 15.

Scarifying-Anjana :—All kinds of powder-

ed (dead) metals (Gold, Silver, Iron, Copper, etc.) and

metallic substances {Manah-s'ild, Gairika, etc.), (the five

officinal kinds of) salt, all kinds of gems
(
Vaidurya, coral

etc.), the teeth (of cows, horses, etc.), the horns (of cows,

etc.), the drugs of the sedative (Avasddana) * group,

pulverised shells of hen's eggs, Las'una (garlic), Trikatu,

Karanja seeds and Eld (cardamom) mixed together and

used as an Anjana, should be regarded as Scarifying'

(Lekhya) in their action. 16.

Treatment of ^Ukra :—In a case of non-

ulcerated (A-vrana) ^akra (milky film or white fleshy

growth in the eye) a skilful physician shall (first)

adopt all the preceding measures prescribed in the

treatment of (Blood-origined) Abhishyanda.i* beginning

with Rakta-visravana (Venesection) and ending with

Puta-paka (and these failing, the Lekhydnjana

—

collyrium for scarifying) should be adopted. A case of

ulcerated (Sa-vrana) S'lkra whether superficial or deep-

seated \ or rough should be treated in the same

manner. 17-18.

* The group beginning with Kas'is'a—See Chapter XXXV^I, Sutra-

Sthana, page 334, Vol. I.

t See paras 3 and 4 of this Chapter.

X "Superficial" (Uttana) is here used in the sense of "seated in the

first Uyer" and "deep seated" (Avagadha) 'seated in the second layer'.
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In a case of Sakra the affected part should be

rubbed (scarified) with a compound consisting of S'irisha-

seeds, Markka., Pippali and SaindJiava pounded together,

or with Saindhava alone, A compound composed of

powdered copper, Manah-s'ild, Maricha and Saindhava

each preceding drug being taken in a quantity double

the one immediately succeeding it in the order of enu-

meration*, should be pounded together and made into a

thin paste. Applied as an Anjana to the seat of the

disease, it will cure a case of Sukra. As alternatives,

the two compounds composed of S'amkha, stones of

Kolas, Kataka, DrdksJid, Yashti-madhu, Mdkshika (honey),

or of teeth (of cows, etc.), Sa/fiiidra-phena and S'irisha

flower and honey should be applied to the affected

locality inthe manner of applying an Anjana. The Kslisi-

railljana (alkaline coUyrium) mentioned in connection

with the medical treatment of VaUsa-grathita,-f may
as well be profitably employed as an Anjana (eye-salve)

in the present disorder. Eye-salves made of fried husk-

less Mudga pulse, (burnt) S'amkha and sugar mixed with

honey, or of the pith of Madhuka pasted with honey,

or of the inner pulps of the stones of Vibhitaka pasted

with honey should be constantly used as an Anjana, in

cases of the eye-disease known as Sukra. A compound

consisting of conch-shell, oyster-shell, Drdkshd, Yashti-

madhu, Kataka and honey may be used and soothing

application (Tarpana) antidotal to the deranged bodily

Vdyu, should be resorted to in cases of Sukra, if the

second layer (Patala) of the eye is attended with pain

(^ula). 19-21.

* One part of 5aj«aS4uz/a, two parts of Maricha, four oi Manahs'ild,

eight of 6"aw/{7zrt and sixteen parts of copper should be taken in the pre-

paration of the compound.

t See Chapter XI, para 6.
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Young bamboo-sprouts, Arushkcira, Tdla (palm) and

Ndrikela (cocoanut)* should be burnt to ashes and

alkaline water should be duly prepared therewith. The

burnt ashes of elephant's bones should be soaked several

(seven) times with the above alkaline preparation in the

manner of BhAvand saturation. The application of this

preparation in the manner of an Anjana tends to

remove the discolouring nature (whiteness) of a case

of Sukra
-f*.

22.

Treatment of Ajaka :—The thin watery

matter accumulated in the eye in a case of Ajaksi

should be drained by making a puncture on either side

( of the cornea ) with a needle after which the incidental

ulcer should be filled with powdered beef mixed with

clarified butter. Scarification should be many times

made in the event of the ulcer becoming raised. 23.

Treatment of Akshi-paka :—Applica-

tions of Sneha and of Sveda (fomentation) to the affected

locality should be made in cases of the two kinds of eye-

disease known as Sa-s'opha and A-s'opha Akshi-psika

(inflammation of the eye-lid whether attended with any

local swelling or otherwise). Venesection should then be

resorted to. Eye-washes, eye-drops (As'chyotana), errhi-

nes (Nasya) and Puta-paka measures should also be

employed. 24.

After having cleansed the system of the patient both

internally and externally the following compounds

should be used as an Anjana (in cases of the two kinds

* The spathe (Jata) of the palm tree and the shell of the cocoanut

fruit should be taken in preparing the compound —S'ivadisa.

t The prepared powder of elephant's bane should be mixed with

honey and rubbed over the affected part (S'ukra) with the tip of the finger

or with a S'alaka (rod). The eye should then be washed with the in-

fusion of 7V//>Aa/a.—PalUnsi.
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of AksM-pa'ka). Saindhava and clarified butter pasted

together in a copper vessel with flesh or Maireya or curd

or with curd-cream should be used as an Anjana.

As an alternative, the rust of bell-metal pasted with

clarified butter, or Saindhava pasted with breast-milk,

or equal parts of the pith of Madhuka tree and Gairika

pasted with honey, or Saindhava and copper pasted

with breast-milk and clarified butter should be used as

AiDJanas. The compounds of Dddimba, Araveta, As'-

nianta, Kola, and Saindhava pasted with any acid juice*

should be applied to the affected organ in the manner

of a Rasa-kriya^ measure for the cure of (the two kinds

of) Akshi-paka. 25-26.

Animal flesh and Saindhava salt soaked in clarified

butter and mixed with S'unthi and breast-milk should

be applied to the affected organ in the manner of an

As'chyotana or as an Anjana. A compound consisting

oi Jdti flower, Saindhava, S'unthi, Pippali and huskless

Vidanga pasted together with honey, may as well be

used as an Anjana with advantage in a case of

AksM-pa'ka. 27-28.

Treatment of Puyalasa :—Blood-letting
(after the application of Sneha and Sveda) and poultic-

ing (Upanaha) of the affected locality are efficacious

in the affecticn of the eye, known as Puyalasa. The

measures and remedies which prove curative in cases

of Akshi-paka should as well be employed with dis-

cretion in this case by a physician. An Anjana
(eye-salve) composed of Ardraka, SaindJiava and Kds'isa

(Sulphate of iron), or Kds'isa Sai?idhava, Ardraka, iron

and copper dust pasted together with honey, should be

applied to the affected eye in the manner of an Anjana

(in a case of Puydlasa). 29-30.

* Some add honey in the list.
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Treatment of Praklinna-vartma :—
The deranged Doshas of the system should be duly*

removed (corrected) and the patient should be duly

soothed in a case- of Praklinna-vartma, after which

washes, eye-salves, eye-drops (As'chyotana), snuffs (Nasya)

and fumigation (Dhuma) should be resorted to according

to the Dosha involved in each case. A compound

composed of Musta, Haridrd, Yasliti-madJm, Priyangn,

Siddhdrtha, Rodhra, Utpala-sdrivd f pasted together \

should be employed in the manner of an As'chyotana

measure. As an alternative, the compound consist-

ing of Rdsdnjana and honey should be used as an

Anjana. 31-32.

The decoction of the leaves and fruits of Amalaka

should be duly prepared (in the manner of Rasa-kriyd)

and used as an Anjana. Rasa-kriy£i preparations pre-

pared with (the expressed juice of) the roots of bamboo,

or Vartis prepared with the same by (condensing it by)

cooking it (again) in a copper vessel, should be used for

the above purpose, Rasa-kriya preparations prepared

with Triphald, flowers of Paldsn, or Khara-manjari,

should be similarly applied to the affected organ. Eye-

salves made of powdered Kd?ns'ya-jnala and cotton fibres

(Tantu) burnt together and pasted with the milk of a

she-goat and mixed with (white) MaricJia and powdered

copper should be used as a Pratyanjana to the eye

(already weakened by the use of Anjana.) 33-34-

* Dallana says that the deranged Doshas of the system should be

cleansed with the application of Sneha, Venesection, pursative, errhines

and A'sthapana.

t In place of '^yffqsfgjf^^ff;^:" soms read '^WTf%tT^rTf^mf«:','"'^''^"'"S

in this case 'Syama-lata' by the term 'Asita-sariva'. Others again mean

'Rasdnjana' by the term 'Asita'.—Dallana.

% Dallana recommends 'tain water' as the liquid for the preparation.
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An eye-salve or an Anjana made of Samudra-phena,

Saindhava, conch-shell, Mudga and white MaricJia mixed

together (in the shape of a powder) should be prescribed

in a case of Aklinna-vartma as it would promptly

alleviate the local itching. The foregoing measures

and remedies should be likewise employed in a case

of Praklinna-vartma according to the nature of the

deranged Doshas involved therein. An Anjana pre-

pared with the admixture of Kajjala and TuthJiaka

(Sulphate of copper) rubbed in clarified butter on the

surface of a copper vessel, would be similarly used (in

such cases). 35-36.

Thus ends the twelfth chaptei of the Utlara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhita which treats of the curative treatment of Raktabhishyanda.



CHAPTER Xltr.

Now we shall discourse on the curative treatment of

eye-diseases in which Scarification should be resorted to

(Lekhya-Roga-Pratishedha). i.

The general course of treatment to be adopted in the

nine kinds of eye diseases which are amenable to Scari-

fying (Lekhana) operations is as follows :—The patient

should be laid in a chamber not exposed to the sun

and the gales of wind, after having been treated with

proper emulsive measures (Sneha-karma)* and sub-

jected to a course of emetics and purgatives. The eye-

lid should be over-turned with the thumb and the index

finger and should be very carefully fomented with a

piece of linen soaked in lukewarm water and squeezed.

The eye-lid should be covered with a piece of linen and

over-turned with the thumb and the index finger at the

time to guard against its movement and enclosing. The

(part of the) eye-lid to be scraped, should be wiped

with a linen and marked with a surgical instrument and

the scraping should be effected therein with a scraping

knife or any (rough) leaf according to the exigencies of

the case. After the subsidence of the bleeding, the

part should be fomented and then gently rubbed (Prati-

sarana) with a medicinal compound consisting of Manah-

s'ild (Realgar), Kds'isa (Sulphate of iron), Trikatu, Anjana

(black antimony), Saindhava salt and MdksJiika finely

pounded together. After this the part should be washed

with lukewarm water and lubricated with clarified

butter. The subsequent treatment thereof should be

* It should be noled that the patient should also be fomented (Sveda)

after being treated with the emulsive measures.
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.like that of an ulcer (Vrana).* Fomentations, Avapida,

etc., should also be employed after three days. Thus

.1 have described to you the general measures to be

observed in scraping an affected locality in the eye. 2.

Satisfactory and deficient scari-

fication :—Stoppage of bleeding, subsidence of the

swelling and itching, a smooth level aspect of the part

like the surface of a finger nail are the features, which

mark a proper and satisfactory scarification. Red-

ness of the eyes, swelling and discharge of blood

from the operated locality, occurrence of Timira (blind-

ness or darkness of vision), non-ameliorations of the

disease under treatment, browimess, heaviness, numb-

ness, itching, horripilation and coating (as if with foreign

matter) of the eye-lids and a consequent high inflamma-

tion of the eye if not attended to in time, are the symp-

toms which attend an incomplete and unsatisfactory

scarification, and this should be remedied by anointingf

and scarifying the affected part again. 3-4.

Excessive Scarification :—Excessive dis-

charge and pain in the locality together with an

upturning of the eye-lids and spontaneous uprooting of

the eye-lashes should be ascribed to excessive scraping.

Fomentation, application of Sneha and employment of

V^yu-subduing measures should be resorted to in such

cases. 5-

In the following diseases of the eye, viz., Vartmd-

vabandha, Klishta-vartma, Bahala-vartma and Pothaki,

the affected part should first be gently scraped and then

* For the first seven days the treatment should be like that of an

incidental ulcer (Sadyo-vrana) after which period, the case should be

treated, if necessary, as a case of S'arira-Vrana.

+ Dallana says that some read '^^^c^j' (fomenting) in place of

'^ifilc^l' ( anointing).
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scarified. In Sy&va-vartma and Kardama-vartma, the

intelligent physician will gently scarify the affected

part neither deeply nor superficially. In cases of Ut-

sangini, Sarkard and Kumbhikini, the seat of the disease

should be first cut (with a knife) and then carefully

scarified. An incision should be followed by a scarifica-

tion in the case of small, very hard, supperated, copper-

coloured, Pidakds (pustules) occurring on (the inner

membrane of) the eye-lid. Small and slightly swelling

Pidakas (pustules) occurring on the exterior surface

of the eye-lid should be remedied with fomentations,

plasters and the general corrective remedies. 6.

Thus ends the thirteenth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sua'ruta

Samhit^ which treats of the curative treatment of (eye-) diseases amenable

to scarification.



CHAPTER XIV.

Now we shall discourse on the curative treatment of

eye-diseases which require surgical incisions (BhedySl-
Roga-Pratishedha). r.

Treatment of Visa-granthi :—in a case

of suppurating Vis l-grauthi, it should be first fomented,

and its puncture-like holes should be completely incised

(so as to remove any swelling in the affected part). It

should then be dusted with Saindhava, KAs'is'a, Mdgadhi,

Pushpdnjana, Manah-s'ild and Eld pounded together*.

Honey and clarified butter should then be applied (over

the dusted part), and it should be duly (loosely) bandaged

(for the complete union of the parts). 2.

Lagana :—-An incision should be made into

the affected part in a case of Lagana, and any of the

following drugs, viz.^ Rochandy Yava-kshdra, Tuttha,

Pippali and honey should be applied to the incised

part
; while in serious (lit.—big) cases cauterization

with alkali or with fire will be the remedy. 3,

Anjana :—in a case of Anjana, the affected part

should be duly fomented and if it spontaneously bursts

open, it should be well pressed and rubbed (Pratisarana)

with a plaster-compound of Manah-s'ild^ Eld, Tagara-

pddukd and Saindhava, pasted together with honey.

If, however, the surgeon wants to open it, it should be

rubbed v/ith honey and Rasdnjana mixed together and

* Both Vrinda and Chakradatta read only the first two lines of the

text and hold that the incision should be dusted with Saindhava only.

Their commentators, however, accept the reading there to be Sus'ruta's.

They supply the next two lines of Sus'ruta, and notice the consequent

alteration in the sense.
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then coated with a warm collyrium made with the

lamp-black collected from a burning lamp flame. 4.

Krimi-granthi :—in a case of Krimi-granthi,

the affected part should be duly fomented after it has

been incised and it should then be treated with the

Rasa-kriy^ solution prepared with (the decoction of)

Triphald (with the addition of) TuUha'% Kd-sisa and

Saindhava. In a case of Upanaiha (in the eye) due to

the action of the deranged Kapha, the affected part

should be opened and rubbed with powdered Pippali and

Saindhava mixed with honey. It should then be scraped

with a Mandaldgra instrument. The surrounding parts

should also be gently scratched all around. 5.

In the foregoing five cases of incisable eye-disea.se,

until the setting in of suppuration therein, the affected

c>c should first be treated with Sneha and then with

light fomentation with (the help of) tender leaves (as

a cover over the eye). In all the remedies to be adopted

in the treatment of these (incisable eye) diseases, the

application of a Sneha should be first adopted. In

cases, however, where suppuration had already set in,

the remedies for the healing up of the ulcer, should be

carefully adopted. 6.

Thus ends the fourteenth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra of the Sus'ruta

Samhita which deals with the curative treatment of (eye-) diseases requiring

incisions.

* Both Vrinda and Chakrapani read '/J/w/ra' (cow's urine) in place of

'Tntlha'. Both of them also recommend the addition of Rasdnjana in

the compound.



CHAPTER XV.

Now we shall discourse on the curative treatment of

eye-diseases, which should be cured with excisions

(Chhgdya-Roga-Pratishedha). i.

Treatment of Armas ;—The patient should

be first treated with a Sneha-predominating food

before being surgically operated upon in a case of Arman
marked by the manifest vegetation or polypus (on the

affected eye). The patient should then be made care-

fully to sit at ease and the affected eye should then

be irritated by casting powdered Samd/iava-sa.\t into

its cavity after which the eye-ball, without any loss of

time, should be duly fomented and rubbed with the hand.

The intelligent physician will then ask the patient to

look at his Apdnga (the interior corner of his own aff*ect-

ed eye) and th^ cyst or the polypus (thus turned up),

should be carefully secured with a hook (Vadis'a) and

held with a Muchundi instrument or with a thread-

needle. It is dangerous to suddenly uplift the eye-lid

under the circumstances. The two eye-lids should be

firmly drawn asunder so as to guard against their being*

anywise hurt during the operation. The polypus,

thus made flabby and pendent with the means of the

three aforesaid accessories, should be fully got rid of

by scraping it with a sharp Mandaldgra instrument.

The root of the polypus should be pushed asunder

from the Krishna-mandala (Sclerotic region) and the

Sukla-mandala (region of the cornea), to the extremity

of the Kaninaka (pupil) and then removed. The
Kaninaka (pupil) should be duly guarded so as not

to be hurt. A quarter layer of the flesh (of the polypus)

should be left back and then the operation would not

in any way hurt or injure the eye. An operation at
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a point beyond the aforesaid limit of the Kaninaka

(might hurt the pupil and) would set up a hcemorrhage

and b3geL a sinu^ (as well as pain) in the locality.

The vegetation or polypus is sure to grow up again to

its former size if it is cut off insufficiently. 2.

A shreddy or netted Arman in the form of a mem-
branous growth (Jila) in the eye should be made pen-

dent by rubbing it (with Sainclhava-53.\t) and then cut

with a bent Vadis'a instrument at the junction of the

Sukla-mandala (cornea) and the Vartma-mandala (con-

junctiva or eye-lid). The affected part should then be

rubbed with a compound consisting of Yava-kshdra,

Trikatu and Saindhava-S3.\t (pounded together) and

then (duly) fomented and bandaged up by the skilful

physician. Lardaceous or oily (Sneha) application

should thereafter be prescribed with due regard to the

nature of the place*, the season, the time (day or

night) and the strength of the patient, and the incidental

wound should be treated as an ulcer. The bandage

should be removed after three days and the affected part

should be (mildly) fomented with the application of

heated palms of the hands and treated with corrective

or purifying remedies, 3.

Milk duly cooked with Karanja seed, Amalaka and

Vashti-madhii and mixed with honey (when cold),

should be dropped twice a day (morning and evening)

into the affected eye in the event of there being any

pain in it. A cold plaster composed of Yashti-tnadhu,

polens of lotus {Utpala) and Durvd-grass pasted together

with milk and mixed with clarified butter is recom-

mended in such cases to be applied to the scalp. 4.

* In place of '^'— the particular part and nature of the country,

some read '^^'—>the particular Ujsha involved in each case.
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Any residue of the Arman, left after the excision,

should be removed with the application of Lekhya*

(scraping) Anjana or eye-salve. An Arman (Cyst-like

papilla or protruberance) which is as white as curdled

milk (Dadhi), or which looks blood-red or blue or grey,

should be treated like a case of Sukrarman (Opacity of

the cornea or a flimy and fleshy growth in the eye). An
Arman which is very thick and looks like a piece of skin

and covered over with fibres of flesh and nerves f, as

well as one occurring on the Krishna-mandala (region

of the iris) should be excisioned. The eye assu Ties its

former and natural colour and function, and becomes

free from pain and other complications by the proper

excision of an Arman. 5-8.

Treatment of Sira-J^la and Sira-<

pidaka :—in a case of Sirai-Jala, the hardened veins

(Sird) should be hung down with a hook (Vadis'a) and

scraped with a Mandaldgra (round-topped) instrument.

Cysts or pimples (PidakAs) appearing on the diseased

veins in a case of the aforesaid Sird-Jdla and not prov-

ing amenable to the application of medicines, should

be excisioned as in a case of Arma with a Mandalagra

instrument. Pratisdrana (rubbing) as in a case of Arma
and Lekhana (scraping) with due regard to the nature

of the deranged Doshas involved in each case, are also

recommendad in both the diseases (Sira-Jala and

Sird-PidakA) under discussion. 9.

Treatment of Parvanikai :—in a case of

Parvaiiiksi the place of junction \ (of the lachrymal

* For Lekhya Anjana see Chapter XII, para 16 of this Uttara Tantra.

+ Some here read *f^^' (veins) in place of '^^'
\

:*: The 'junction' is the junction of the Krishna-mandala and the

b'likla-mandala of the eye.—Dallana.
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sac and the cornea) should be duly fomented. A
quarter part only of the protuberance or growth should

be kept apart, while the remaining upper three quarters

should be secured with a hook and cut with a knife.

Half of the afore^^aid quarter part should then be cut

away (very carefully), as lachrymal sinus (and conse-

quent lachrymation) would otherwise set in. The seat

of operation should be subsequently rubbed (Prati-

sArana) with a compound of honey and Saindhava-'soXi.

Scarifying (Lekhana) powders should then be applied

to the affected part for the complete recovery of the

disease (any complaint still remaining). lO.

Churna-Anjana : -Powders of S'amkha

(conch-shell), Samudra-phena, marine oyster-shell, crystal,

ruby, coral, As'mantaka, Vaidurya (Lapis lazuli), pearl,

iron, copper and Srotonjana (antimony) taken in equal

parts and mixed together, should be stuffed in a ram's

horn* and then let the intelligent one apply this Churna-

anjana (powder) to the affected locality, morning and

evening everyday, as such applications are extremely

efficacious in all types of Armans, Pidakls, Sira-jAla,

Arsis, Sushkdrs'as and Arvuda, etc., in the eye. ir.

Treatment of inner part of the eye-
lids :—The mode of treatment in a case of any aff'ec-

tion in the inner lining of the Vartma (eye-lid) is given

below. The affected part should be first fomented and

then the eye-lid should be over-turned (held at an angle),

and the diseased growth or swelling should be carefully

lifted up with a needle, when an experienced physician

should cut it at its root or base with the help of a sharp

Mandaldgra instrument. After that the affected part

should be rubbed with a pulverised compound consist-

* Dallana explains 'iMesha i'ringd a3 a kind oi Ingtidi tree.
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ing of Saindhava, Kdsisa (Sulphate of iron) and Pippali.

The affected eye-lid should then be carefully cauterised

with a (red-hot) rod after a (complete) cessation of the

bleeding. The residue of its root or base, if any, should

be scarified with a scarifying alkaline (caustic) prepara-

tion. Decoctions of strong emetic and purgative drugs*

should be (internally) administered for the elimination

of the Doshas (from the Vrana—ulcer). The measures

and remedies mentioned in connection with Abhi-

shyanda (Ophthalmia) should also be prescribed with

regard to the nature of the bodily Doshas involved in

the case. The patient shall observe strict regimen ot

diet and conduct for a month after the surgical opera-

tion. 12.

Thus ends the fifteenth chapter in the Uttara-Tantra of the Sus'ruta

Samhita which treats of the remedies of eye-diseases requiring excisions or

surgical operation.

* Some commentators say that emetics and purgatives should be inter-

nally administered, but Dallana and the Panjika-kdra oppose this view.



CHAPTER XVI.

Now we shall discourse on the curative measures for

the remedy of diseases occurring on the eye-lashes and

hence on the eye-lid (Pakshma-kopa Pl'atl-

shedha). i.

Surgical Treatment :—in a case of

Pakshma-kopa which is an affection of the eye-lid and

which has been described before as admitting only of

palliative treatment, the patient should be first treated

with a Sneha and made to take his seat (in a proper

position). A cut in the shape and size of a barley corn

should be made in the eye-lid horizontally parallel to

(the part of the eye-ball lying between) the Kaninaka

(pupil) and the Apdnga (exterior corner of the eye)

leaving two parts below the eye-brow and one part

above the eye-lashes. The surgeon should then diligently

suture up the two edges of the incisions with (horse's)

hair. After the application of honey and clarified butter

to the operated part, it should be treated in the manner

of an (incidental) ulcer. A piece of linen should be tied

round the forehead and the horse's hair sewing up the

operated part should be attached thereto. The stitching

hair should be carefully removed after the complete

adhesion* of the two edges of the incidental ulcer. 2.

Cauterisation :—in case of the failure of the

preceding measure, the eye-lid should be carefully exa-

mined and lifted up in an inverted posture and the

diseased cyst (Bali) sht)uld be very carefully cauterised

with fire or alkali. As an alternative, the Fakshma-

* According to Vagbhata, the stitching hair should be removed on the

fifth day.
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maid (eye-lashes) should be all removed and the affected

eye-lid having been carefully secured with three hooks

(Vadis'a) should be rubbed with pasted Haritaki and

Tuvaraka (Lodhra). The four aforesaid measures* as

well as purgatives, eye-drops (As'chyotana), medicinal

snuffs, inhalations (fumigations), Plasters, CoUyrium,

Sneha and Rasa-kriyd, should be likewise held as

beneficial-f" in cases of Pakshma-kopa. 3-5.

Thus ends the sixteenth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'nita

Samhita which treats of the remedies of Pakshma-kopa.

* The four measures are (a) operation, (3) cauterisation with fire,

(f) cauterisation with alkali, and [d) application of medicinal drug?.

t It should be noted that this disease cannot be radically cured, but is

amenable only to palliative treatments (^(ixg).
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Now we shall discourse on the curative treatment

of the diseases of the pupil and the Crystalline lens

(Drishti-gata-Roga-Pratishedha). i.

Of the diseases included within the present group,

three are curable, three are incurable, while the remain-

ing six admit only of palliative treatment. The cura-

tive remedies of the disea.se known as Dhuma-darsi

(smoky or dusky vision) has been already described

(in connection with the medical treatment of Pittaja

Ophthalmia) *. All the remedies applicable in cases

of deranged Pitta and Kapha as well as application of

Na.sya (snuff), Seka (sprinkling), Anjana (Collyrium),

Alepa (plaster), Puta-pdka and Tarpana (soothing)

remedies with the exception of surgical operation should

be respectively administered in cases of Pitta-affected

(Pitta-vidagdha) and Kapha-affected (Sleshma-vidagdha)

vision. Traiphala-Ghrita should be prescribed in a case

of Pitta-vidagdha-Drishti and Traivrita-Ghrita in a

case of Sleshma-vidagdha-Drishti. Potions of old and

matured clarified butter as well as of Tailvaka-Ghrita

are equally efficacious in both ca.ses f. Collyriums

(Anjanas) should be prepared with Gairika, Saindhava,

Pippali, and the charred remains (Masi) of cow's teeth,

or with beef. Markka, S*zns/ia-seeds and Manah-sild,

or with the stalk of a Kapitthx fruit together with

honey, or with Atmaguptd pasted with honey ; these four

* See Chapter X, 9, Uttara-Tantra.

t Traiphala-Ghrita, Traivrita-Ghrita and Tailvaka-Ghrita should

be prepared with both the decoction and Kalka of Triphala, Trivrita and

of Tilvaka respectively.
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Anjanas may be used with advantage in both the types

under discussion. 2-3.

Pushpa'njana :—Powders of the flowers of

Kubjaka, As oka, S dla, Antra, Priyangu, Nalini and of

Utpala, as well as powdered Renukd, Pippali, Haritaki

and Amlaki mixed with honey and clarified butter,

should be kept inside a hollow bamboo and applied

to the eye in the manner of a collyrium (Anjana) in

cases of Pitta-vidagdha and Sleshmd-vidagdha eye-

diseases. 4.

Dravanjana and Gudikanjana :—As
an alternative, Retiukd pasted with the expressed juice

of the flowers of Antra (mangoe) and Ja7nbu (black-berry)

and mixed with honey and clarified butter, should be

used in both the above cases as an Anjana. Pollens of

Nalini (red lotus) and of Utpala (blue lotus) as well as

Gairika * pasted together with the Rasa (watery secre-

tions) of cow-dung -f-
and made into large pills (Gudikd)

may be profitably applied to the eye as an Anjana alike

in cases of day-blindness and night-blindness. This

Anjana is called the Gudikanjana. 5.

Treatment of Day-blindness v—Rasdn-

Jana, Rasa (Juice) \, honey, Tdlis'a-patra and Svarna-

gairika should be pasted together with the Rasa of

cow-dung and applied (in the manner of an Anjana) in

cases of Pitta-affected vision i.e. day-blindness. S'ita

* Chakradatta does not read 'Gairika' in the list.

tin place of "jfj'ijfjfT" some read "jj^'jj^" j.^., the liver ofa"ji|"

which may mean a cow or any anjmal, such as goat, sheep, etc.

X According to Dallana, Rasa (lit :—^Juice) means the juice of

A'malika. According to others, however, it means the juice of the leaves

of Jati flower. Chakradatta, however, reads "gr^" (clarified butter) in

place of "?:^".
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(Rasdnjana, or according to some Camphor), and

Sauvira should be soaked in Rasa (meat-juice) * and

then pasted together. It should then be soaked again

in the bile of a tortoise or of a Rohita fish and dried

and reduced to powder. The present compound is called

the Churna-anjana (powdered Collyrium) and may be

used beneficially for the pacification of Pitta (in cases of

Pitta-vidagdha-Drishti). Kds'mari flowers, Yashti-tnadhu,

Ddrvi, Rodhra and Rasdnjana, should be pounded

together and mixed with honey. Used as an Anjana it is

always efficacious in the affections of the eye. 6-8.

Treatment of nocturnal blindness :

—The application of a medicinal Varti (stick) composed

of Sauvirdnjana, Saindhava, Pippali and Renukd pasted

together with the urine of a she-goat would prove

highly beneficial in cases of nocturnal blindness. Simi-

larly the application of a medicinal Varti (stick) com-

posed of Kdldmi-Sdrivd, Pippali, S'unthi, Yashti-madhti,

TcUis'a-patra, the two kinds of Haridrd, and Musta,

pasted with the Rasa of cow-dung i* and dried

in the shade, proves beneficial in such cases. Manah-

s'ild, Haritaki, Trikatu, Bald, Kaldnu-sdriva and {S'amu-

dra-) Phena pasted together with the milk of a she-goat

and similarly prepared in the shape of a Varti is also

recommended. 9-1 1.

Rasa- Kriya'njana :—The urine, bile and

dung of a cow \ together with wine, should be boiled

(in the manner of Rasa-kriyanjana preparation) in the

* Rasa may also, from the context, mean the watery secretions of

cow-dung.

t Dallana's reading is evidently 'iit^raifRfl' which he explains as

meaning the juice or serum of the liver of a goat, &c.

X The text has "art^f^Tf" |
The term "jfy" which literally means

a cow, here stands for any female quadruped, such as a she-goat, etc.
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expressed juice of Dhdtri, or in the Rasa (serum) of the

liver of an animal (e.g. a goat), or in the decoction of

Triphald. It is called the Kshudrsinjaiia, and should

be applied to the affected organ in the manner of an

Anjana (coilyrium). An Anjana consisting of cow's

urine, clarified butter, Samudra-phena, Pippali, Katphala,

Saindhava and honey mixed together should be first

kept inside a hollow bamboo and subsequently applied

(in night-blindness) as a coilyrium. The Medas (fat)

and liver of a goat, together with a quantity of clarified

butter skimmed out of the milk of a she-goat, mixed

with Pippali and Saindhava should be boiled and cook-

ed with the (expressed) juice of Amalaka (in the

manner of Rasa-kriyd preparations). It should then be

mixed with honey and kept in a closed vessel made

of Khadira (Catechu) wood. The use of this (com-

pound), known as the Kshudranjana, as an Anjana

(coilyrium) would be attended with good results.

Harenu, Pippali-se^d?, (without pericarps), Eld and the

liver (of a goat, etc.) should be pasted with the Rasa of

cow-dung. Used as an Anjana, it would prove efificacious

in a case of Kapha-affected vision (Sleshma-Vidagdha-

Drishti). 12-14.

The liver of a Godha(a kind of wild lizard) should be

partially opened and stuffed with Pippali and roa.sted

in fire (having been coated with clay ). The use of the

compound * for only once i* as an Anjana (with honey)

* According to Dallana the Pippali so roasted should be used with

honey as an Anjana.

t Both Vrinda and Chakradatta read '^jgjrf' in place of '^gja' and the

commentators of both of them say that the sentence means—the liver

should be taken internally and the Pippali should be used as an

Anjana. The commentator of Vrinda further says that the practice is to

use both of ihem together as an Anjana.
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would be found to be highly beneficial in cases of

night-blindness. Similarly a single application of an

Anjana made of a goat's liver stuffed with Pippali *

and roasted in fire as in the preceding case would

speedily and certainly cure an attack of night-blindness.

As an alternative, both the spleen and the liver (of a

goat or of a lizard) would be cut into pieces, mixed with

oil and clarified butter, and roasted on a spit. Used

internally or used as an Anjana with mustard oil, it

would speedily cure an attack of night-blindness. 15-17.

An Anjana or a pill composed of Nadija (Saindhava),

S'imbi (D, R.—Samkha—conch-shell), Kataka, Anjana

(Rasdnjana), Manah-s'ild, the two kinds of Nis'd, pasted

together with the juice of the liver -f (of a cow) and

mixed with red-sandal paste is recommended in a

case of day-blindness. 18.

Treatment of palliative types :—
Bleeding by opening the (local) veins should be resorted

to in the six kinds of ocular kffections in which the

palliative treatment is all that is open to us. The
patient should be as well kept constantly purged with

draughts of matured clarified butter duly cooked with

the admixture of suitable purgative drugs. In a Vdtaja

* Both Vagbhata and Dallana plainly say that the roasted Pippali

only should be used with honey as an Anjana in cases of night-blindness.

t There is a confusion in the reading of this couplet. In place

of "
tj^i}^ ' i-e. pasted with the juice of the liver (of a cow or any

other animal), Chakradatta reads "ji-^j ?^gjf^'' i.e. to say—the liver of

a cow (and of no other animal) should be taken. Vrinda, however,

reads and his commentator accepts the reading "^jfTi ?Jfiff ' (tJ^e liver

of an animal other than a cow) ; but this reading is objectionable on the

ground of a faulty construction. "ai§i?%*' i. e. pasted in the watery

secretions of cow-dung, is yet another variant noticed by both the

commentators of Vrinda and of Chakradalta.
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type (of any of these six affections) purging should be

induced with castor oil taken through the vehicle of

milk. Administration of Traiphala-Grhrita is also

recommended for purgative purposes, especially in

the Pittaja blood-origined types. Purging with (clari-

fied butter duly cooked with) Trivrit should be induced

in types having their origin in the deranged Kapha,

while oil duly cooked with Trivrit should be adminis-

tered (for the purpose) in cases of affections having their

origin in the concerted action of all the three deranged

Doshas. The use in any shape of old and matured

clarified butter, kept in an iron vessel, proves beneficial

in cases of Timira of any type. Clarified butter cooked

with (the Kalka and decoction) of Triphald or Mesha-

s'ringi always proves efficacious in Timira of any type.

The patient should be made to lick a compound of

powdered Triphald with a copious quantity of clarified

butter in cases of Pittaja blindness, with oil in the Vataja

type, and with a copious quantity of honey in the

Kaphaja type, of this disease (Timira—^loss or darkness

of vision). 19-21.

The use as a Navana (errhine) of a medicated oil

cooked and prepared with the decoction of cow-dung

would be attended with beneficial results in all types

of Timira. Clarified butter * alone is benefi-ial in

the Pittaja type ; similarly clarified butter prepared

by churning the milk of a ewe or a she-goat and

cooked with the admixture of the drugs of the Madhura
(Kdkolyadi) group would prove beneficial in the

Pittaja type of Timira. Oil cooked with the drugs

of the Sthirddi (Viddri-gandhadi) or the Madhura

* Some say that this clarified butter is to be prepared from the niilk

pf a ewe or she-goat
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group* as well as the Anu-taila (see Chapter V,

Chikitsita SthAna), might be prescribed with the greatest

advantage in the types of the disease due respectively to

the action of the deranged Vdyu and vitiated blood of the

system. A medicated oil duly cooked with an admixture

of Sa/id, As'va-gandhd, Ati-vald, S'atdvari, Trivrit and

the three fatty substances, Ghrita, lard and marrow,

mentioned before (in connection with the treatment of

Mahi-Vdta-Vyddhi, Chapter VI, Chikitsita Sthdna)

might be advantageously employed as an errhine in

cases of Vdtaja Timira. Butter churned out of the

milk duU' cooked with the flesh of any aquatic or

marsh-frequenting fowl or beast should be emplo)'ed

as an errhine ; it would prove curative in cases of

Vataja Timira (loss of vision). 22-23.

The flesh of a vulture and* of a deer of the Ena

species, Saindhava salt, honey and clarified butter should

be prepared and applied (to the affected eye) in the

manner of Fnta-pa(ka (see next Chapter). The lard of

vultures, snakes and cocks and Yashti-madhu should be

pasted together (with honey) and applied (to the affected

organ) in the manner of an Anjana (eye-salve)i-. 24.

Antidotes :

—

Srotonjana should be successively

soaked in meat-juice, \ milk and clarified butter in

* The part of the text within the two *s from 'Similarly' in the

last page to 'group' in this page is not to be found in either Vrinda or

Chakradatta. The commentator of Chakradatta, moreover, does clearly

say that this part is an interpolation and cannot be found in some of the

Mss. of Sus'ruta Samhita.

t According to Dallana the lards of vultures, snakes and cocks

may be jointly or separately used—taken either one, two or all the three

at a time. But in all cases they should be mixed with honey and Yashti-

madhu. It should be noted that the lard of a Krishna-Sarpa (venomous

serpent) should be used.

J Flesh of those animals which give strength to the sight should be

used in the preparation of meat -juice-
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the manner of Bhdvand saturation and used as a Praty-

anjaua * (in cases of V^taja Timira unattended with

redness). In cases of Vdtaja Timira attended with red-

ness of the eye, however, the Srotonjana should be placed

inside the blades of Kusa grass and preserved for a

month inside the mouth of a (dead) black cobra. Then

it should be taken out and mixed with Saindhava salt

and the burnt ashes of Mdlati (Jdti) flowiers. It should

then be applied as an Anjana to the affected organ.

As an alternative, Srotonjana should be soaked in milk

for three successive days and applied to the seat of the

disease in a case of (Vdtaja) Kjicha (cataract) which

is said by experts to be remediable by this Anjana. 25.

Treatment of Pittaja-Kstcha :—Clari-

fied butter skimmed from milk (and not from curd)

and duly cooked with the drugs of the MadJmra (Kdko-

ly^di) group -j* should be employed as a snuff (Nasya),

or as a Tarpana in the Fittaja type of this disease.

The i^esh of Jangala animals (deer, etc.) and the drugs

of the Kdkolyddi group should be used in the manner

of Puta-psika in the Pittaja type of Kdcha. A Kshudrdn-

jana composed of Rasdnjana, sugar, honey Manah-s'ild,

and Yashti-madhu may likewise be applied. The use

of an Anjana composed of Rasdnjana and Tutthaka

taken in equal parts and finely pounded, is also recom-

mended by experts \ in such cases. Powdered Tutthaka

soaked in the decoction of Bhillota and the drugs of

* Pratyanjana (secondary eye-salve) is an antidote for the over-use

of an Anjana.

+ According to some commentators the milk should be first

cooked with the drugs of the Madhura group, and butter should then be

churned out of that milk.

J A benumbed condition of the eye through the abuse of eye-

salves calls for the use of this Anjana as an antidote.

10
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the Elddi-gana would be used as a Pratyanjana, and

would be found beneficial in such cases. The use (as an

Anjana) of Mesha-s'ringi and Srotonjana taken in equal

parts and two parts of conch-shell pounded together is

efficacious in the Pittaja type of this disease (Kacha).

The juice of Palds'a, Rohita and Madhuka (flower)

mixed with honey and the surface layer of wine (taken

in equal parts) should be prepared (in the manner of Rasa-

kriya and applied as an eye-salve in this type). 26-27.

Treatment of Kaphaja Type :—The
drugs known as Us^ira, Rodhra, Tripliald and Priyangu

duly cooked together (with Tila oil) should be

employed for the purposes of snuffing (Nasya) in

the Kaphaja Type. Fttmigation (Dhumana) with the

vapours of Vidanga, Pdthd, Kinihi and IngHdi-ha.vk

would also prove beneficial in the Kaphaja type

of cataract (Timira). The affected part should be

likewise lubricated with the medicated Ghrita duly

cooked with the decoction of Vanaspati (the milk-

exuding trees, e. g., those of the species of Indian

holy fig) with pasted Haridrd and Us'ira (as Kalka).

The essence of the meat of Jdngala (forest) animals,

mixed with Pippali and profusely saturated with

Saindhava and honey, should be prepared in the

manner of Puta-pdka (and applied to the affected part).

Manah-s'il(i„ Trikatu, Saindhava, Mdkshika (honey),

S'amkha^ Kdsisa and Rasdiijana should be combinedly

used for the purposes of Rasa-kriyd (in the type under

discussion). Kdsisa, Rasdnjana, Guda (old and matur-

ed treacle) and Ndgara, may be likewise used with

benefit. 28.

Treatment of Tri-doshaja Ka'cha :—

Anjana (Antimony) many times heated and (subsequently)

soaked in the decoction of Triphald prepared with (the
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eight kinds of) urine, should be put inside the hollow

(marrowless) bone of a nocturnal bird (such as the

vulture, etc.) and kept immersed for a month in

unruffled (currentless) water. The Anjana thus prepared

may be used with advantage, in combination with

Madhuka (Yashti-madhu) and the flowers of Mesha-

s'ringi in the Tri-doshaja types of Katcha. As an alter-

native, all the measures and remedies (e. g., Tarpana,

Puta-paka, etc.) * applicable in all the three Doshas

should be employed in such cases. 29.

Treatment of blood origined Pari-
ml^yi :—Measures and remedies mentioned in con-

nection with the Pittaja type of Timira should be em-

ployed in a case of blood-origined ParimWyi. In the

alternative, the remedial agents prescribed for the

treatment of the different kinds of Ophthalmia (Abhi-

shyanda) should be as well prescribed according to the

nature of the deranged Doshas involved in the case.

In case the deranged Doshas are not thereby subdued,

Nasyas of the proper drug, as well as the many other

Anjanas (collyrium) mentioned in the (next) Chapter on

Kriyd-kalpa should be employed. 30.

Diet :—A person carefully partaking of old and

matured clarified butter, Triphald, S'atdvari, Patola,

Mudga, Amalaka, Yava (barley) as diet enjoys immunity

from all attacks of the dreadful Timira. Simply the

Pdyasa \ prepared with S'atdvari, or with Amalaka

or a meal of barley corns cooked with the decoction

* According to some, the measures and remedies to be applied

in such cases are the measures of Rasa-kriyd applicable in cases of

Vataja, Pittaja and Kaphaja Timira.

t The Fayasa of S'ala'vari and A'malaki should be prepared by

duly cooking S'ala'vari or A'malaki, as the case may be, with milk and

sugar. According to others, however, it means the gruel (Yavagu) prepared

with the expressed juice of S'ala'vari or A'malaki.
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of Triphald and a copious quantity of clarified butter

would remove (an attack of) Timira. The use of such

edibles z.^ Jivanti^ Sunishannaka, Tanduliyaka, Vdstuka,

Chilli, Mulaka as well as meat of birds (such as Lava,

etc.) and Jdngala animals (e.g. deer, etc.) should be con-

sidered as invigorating to eye-sight. The use of the

leaves or fruit (as the case may be) of Patola, Karkotaka,

Kdravella, Vdrtdku, Tarkdri, Karira (tender bamboo

plants), S'igru or Artagala, cooked with clarified butter,

proves beneficial (invigoratiog) to the sight. 31.

Blood-letting (venesection) should never be resorted

to in a case of Timira, marked by the redness of the

affected eye in as much as it might bring about an

aggravation of the deranged Doshas ending in blindness

of the patient. 32.

Prognosis :—A case of Timira marked by the

absence of any redness of the eye and in which the

first Patala (coat) of the organ is the seat of the disease,

is curable (Sidhya). The case in which the eye assumes

a bright red hue and the second coat or Patala of the

organ is the seat of the disease, may be regarded as a

curable one though only with the greaterst difficulty

(Kriclichhra-Ssidhya). The case in which the third coat

or Patala of the organ is the seat of the disease (charac-

terised by the redness of its outer coat) should be re-

garded as (an incurable aflfection) admitting only of

palliative treatment (Ysipya). Proper palliative measures

and remedies mentioned before should be employed in

cases of Timira marked by a redness (of the affected

organ), and leeches may also be applied to the region

of the affection (to relieve it of its exuberance of the

Dosha in cases of emergency). 33.

Surgical treatment of Kaphaja
Linga-nas'a :—Now we shall describe the (surgi-
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cal) measures to be employed for curing a case of Linga-

US^s'a (obstruction or choking up at the pupil with a

cataract) due to the action of the deranged Kapha. In

cases where the deranged Dosha in the organ, i.e.,

the affected part of the organ does not appear semi-

circular or thin in the middle, nor, fixed, (hard) nor

irregular (in shape), nor marked by a large number of

lines or a variety of tints, or where it does not resemble

a pearl or a drop of water in shape, or if it does not

become painful and red coloured, the patient should

be first treated with Sneha and Sveda at a season

of the year which is neither too cold nor too hot

for the purpose. Then the hands, etc., of the patient

should be secured with proper fastenings and he should

be made to sit, looking simultaneously (with his two

eyes) at (the tip of) his nose. Then the intelligent

surgeon leaving off two portions of the white part of

the eye-ball from the end of the Apdnga (the end of

the eye) and having fully and carefully drawn apart

the eye-lids with his thumb and the index and the

middle fingers, should insert the Yava-vaktra (needle)

instrument* through the sides of the natural apperture-

like point near the external angles of the eye,

neither above nor below, care being taken not to pierce

the veins. The left eye should be pierced with the

right hand, and the right with the left. The satisfactory

nature of the operation (perforation) should be pre-

sumed from the characteristic report or sound and the

emission of a drop of water \ from the affected region,

following upon the perforation. 34-35.

* Both S'rikantha Datta and S'ivad^sa, the commentators respect-

ively of Vrinda and Chakradatta, read 'sjiifl^^iT fTWT'^n' meaning that the

S'alaka (rod) shoukl be made of copper.

t Blood would come out if the perforation be not'satisfactorily done.
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Instantly with the perforation the affected organ

should be sprinkled over with breast-milk. The Salaka

should be retained in its place and the diseased growth

or appearance (cataract), whether fixed or mobile, should

be duly fomented from the outside with the help of the

tender leaves of Vayu-subduing efficacy, and the region

of the Drishti-mandala should be subsequently scraped

with the (pointed) end of a SaldkA. The mucus or

phlegm (Kapha) accumulated in the affected eye should

be removad by asking the patient to snuff it off by

closing the nostril on the other side of the operated eye-

ball. The part should be regarded as properly scraped

when it would assume the glossiness of a resplendent

cloudless sun and would be free from pain. Then the

Salikd (rod) should be gently withdrawn as soon as it

would be able to perceive vision, and then the (affected)

eye should be sprinkled over with clarified butter and

bandaged with a piece of linen. During this period *

the patient should be laid on his back in a comfortable

chamber (free from dust and smoke), and be warned

against indulging in all those bodily functions such as

eructation, coughing, yawning, spitting, sneezing, etc.

The regimen of diet and conduct thereafter should be

the same as observed by one internally treated with a

Sneha (See Chapter XXXI, Chikitsita-stha'na). 36-A.

The bandage should be removed on every fourth day,

and the organ should be washed with the decoction of

the drugs of Vayu-subduing properties and bandaged*

again with a fresh one. The eye should be (mildly)

fomented on every fourth day as before, so that the bodily

Vayu might not be aggravated. This rule should be

t The period during which these rules should be followed is

'seven days' according to Vagbhata. But according to Dallana it is only

the period during which the operation lasts.
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followed for ten days, as it would impart a fresh vigour

to the sight. After-measures (such as snuffs, errhines,

Tarpanas, etc.) should then be employed and the Diet

should consist of light articles of food and be given

only in moderate quantities. 36,

Persons declared unfit for venesection (viz., infants,

old men, etc.) in the chapter on venesection * should

not be subjected to any surgical operation, in cases of

Niliksi except at the place mentioned before (viz. the

natural aperture—Daiva-krita Chhidra). 37.

Symptoms and treatment of the
disorders resulting from an injudici-

ous operation :— if the incidental haemorrhage

(from a puncture in a wrong place) fill in the cavity of

the eye, in that case the eye should be beneficially

sprinkled over with clarified butter duly cooked with

Yasliti-madhu and breast-milk. An incision (puncture)

close to the exterior corner (Apanga) of the eye would

usher in swelling, pain, lachrymation and redness of the

eye, which should be remedied by poulticing (Upandha)

the part between the arches of the eye-brows, and

sprinkling (Sechana) the eye over with tepid clarified

butter. In the event of the organ being punctured

near the Krishna-mandala (region of the iris) and the

Krishna-mandala being affected thereby, the affected

part should be sprinkled over with clarified butter, pur-

gative should be administered and blood-letting (by

means of leeches) should be resorted to. A distressing

pain ensues from the puncture being made on the upper

part of the eye (Krishna-mandala) and this should be

cured by sprinkling drops of lukewarm clarified butter

on the seat of affection. Excessive lachrymation sets in

* S'arira-Sthana, Chapter VII.
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with pain and redness of the eye in the event of the

puncture being made on the lower part of the eye

(Krishna-mandala) and such cases should be treated in

the preceding manner. Emulsive (Sneha) application

and fomentation (Sveda) of the parts as well as applica-

tions. of Anuvasana enema should be considered as

remedies in cases of redness, lachrymation, pain, numb-

ness and bristling (of the eye-lashes) in the eye, as the

result of an excessive and improper handling of the

instrument during the operation. 37-38.

If removed in its acute .stage (in a case of Linga-

nds'a) the Do.sha is liable to have an upward course

and produce relapse in the red-coloured specks or films

(opacity) in the Sukra (white part of the eye), and it

tends to give rise to an excruciating pain in the locality

and completely obstruct the vision. The remedy in

such a case consi.sts in sprinkling the eye with clarified

butter duly cooked with the drugs of the Madhura-gatia,

and in the application of the same in the manner of

Siro-vasti (errhine). Meat diet .should be prescribed for

the patient in such cases. As a full-bodied cloud

coming in contact with the wind meets its destruction,

.so the fully aggravated Dosha meets its doom, if operated

upon with the surgeon's Saldk^ (rod). 39-40.

Causes of Relapse : —A rclap.se of the de-

ranged Dosha is caused by a blow on the head, physi-

cal exercise, .sexual excesses, vomiting, epileptic fits, or

by an act of piercing the Linga-nas'a (cataract) during

its partially developed (D. R. immature) stage. 41.

Symptoms produced by the defects
of the S'alaka' :—Care should be taken not to

remove the cataract ^^ith a roughh^ shaped Salatkai (rod)

as it might usher in an acute and aching pain in the

affected organ. A rod with an unsmooth body might
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lead to an aggravation of the deranged Doshas. A thick-

topped rod would necessarily create an extensive ulcer,

whereas a sharp one begets the apprehension of hurting

the eye in many ways. An excessive lachrymation

sets in from using a rod with an unequal or irregu-

lar top or mouth, whereas its unsteadiness (in the course

of the operation) makes the operation an abortive one,

Hence a Salakd (rod) should be constructed and used

for the purpose in such a manner as to preclude the

possibility of the foregoing defects and injuries. 42.

Description of the ^aiak^:—The
SaldkA (rod) should be made to measure eight fingers in

length, its middle part being covered with strings of

thread and resembling the upper section of the thumb

in circumference and its ends terminating in the form

of a bud. The rod (Salak^) should be prepared of

copper, iron or gold. 43.

Derangements due to defective
operation :—Redness of the eye, local swelling,

sucking pain, (appearance of) Arvuda or Vudvuda, hog-

like eye (Sukar^kshitd) * and ophthalmia &c. are due

to the improper handling of the rod or to the use of

improper regimen of diet and conduct. These should be

remedied according to the nature of the deranged Dosha

involved in each case. 44.

Tiieir treatment :—Now again hear me
discourse on the (specific) medicines to be employed

in cases of pain or redness in the eyes. A medicinal

plaster composed of Gairika, S'drivd, Durvd, and barley

pasted with milk f and clarified butter, should be

* Both Virinda and Chakradatta reads "Kekarakshita" i. e. a

squinting look.

+ Vrinda and Chakradatta following Vagbhata do not read "Fayas"

(milk) and they read the first line of this couplet in a different form.

n
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applied lukewarm (about the eyes) for the subsidence

of pain and redness. A plaster (Lepa) prepared of

Siddhdrthaka (white mustard seeds) and slightly fried

sesamum seeds pasted with the expressed juice of

Mdtuhmga, or one prepared of Payasyd (Kshira-k^koli),

Sdrivd, Patra, Manjishthd and Yashti-madhu pasted

together with the milk of a she-goat, if applied luke-

warm to the affected region, removes the pain and

redness of the eyes. A plaster composed of Ddru, Pad-

maka, and S'unthi, prepared and used in the same way
is likewise recommended for the purpose. A plaster

of Drdkshdy Yashti-madhu, Kushtha and Saindhava

should be likewise used. Cow's milk cooked with Sain'

dhava should also be used for the alleviation of pain

and redness of the eye. Clarified butter duly cooked

with the admixture of S'atdvari, Prithak-parni, Musta,

A7nalaka, Padmaka and the milk of a she-goat, should

be applied (cold) to the affected organ (eye) for the

alleviation of pain and burning sensation therein.

Clarified butter duly cooked with the Kalka of the

drugs of the Kdkolyddi group with a quantity of milk

four times the weight of the clarified butter, previously

cooked with the drugs of the Vdyu-subduing {Bhadra-

ddrvddi) group (in the manner of Kshira-pdka) should be

considered as efficacious in any form (internally or

externally, in cases of ocular affections. The affected

organ should be treated with Sncha emulsive (applica-

tions) and (Sveda), fomentation and opening of the veins

(SirA) or cauterisation (by honey, clarified butter, or

treacle) as described before, should be resorted to in

cases where the foregoing remedies would fail to pro-

duce any effect. 45-46.

Eye-sight-invigorating Anjana :—
Now hear me describe two beneficial recipes of Anjana
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which would invigorate the eye-sight and impart a clear-

ness of vision. Flowers of Mesha-S'ringi, S'irisha, Dhava

and of Mdlati together with pearl and Vaidurya (ruby)

should be pounded and made into a paste with the

addition of the milk of a she-goat. The compound

thus prepared should be kept in a copper vessel for a

week and then made into Vartis (sticks) of convenient

lengths and applied to the eyes in the manner of an

Anjana. A Varti (stick) should be similarly prepared

with Srotonjana, coral, Samudra-phena, Manah-s'ild and

MaricJia and used similarly as an Anjana (eye-salve). It

imparts steadiness of vision. The many other Anjanas

to be described in the next Chapter (Kriyd-kalpa) may
also be beneficially applied for the purpose. 47-48.

Thus ends the seventeenth chapter in the Uttara-Tantra of the Sus'ruta-

Samhitd which treats of the curative measures of the diseases of the

Drishti (pupil).



CHAPTER XVIII.

Now we shall discourse on the Chapter which treats

of the preparations and uses of the medicinal measures

(external applications) to be adopted or employed in

treating ocular affections in general (Kriya-
kalpa). I-

Here follows a general exposition of the instructions

which the sainted lord of Benares, the holy Dhanvantari

of profound intellect imparted to his disciple the

son of Vis'vdmitra (Susruta) regarding the different

medicinal measures (Kriyd) such as Tarpana (soothing),

Seka (sprinkling), A'schyotaua (eye-drops), Puta-palias

Anjanas (eye-salves), etc., mentioned before in different

places to be employed in diseases of the eye. 2-3.

The Tarpana IVIcasure :—The measure

known as Tarpana should be employed in respect of an

affected eye either in the fore-noon or in the after-noon

under the auspices of propitious astral combinations,

after having purged the head and bowels of the patient

and subsequent to the digestion of any food previously

taken. The patient should be laid on his back in a

chamber not exposed to the rays of the sun, and the gust

of the wind, and where the atmosphere is not charged

with minute particles of floating dust. The region of his

eye (i. e. eye-lids) should be thickly coated with powdered

Mdshq pulse, pasted (with water) in the form of a circular

wall which should be even, hard and compact. Then a

quantity of the transparent upper layer of clarified butter

should be stirred with the admixture of a quantity of

lukewarm water and poured (Purana) into the cavities of

the eye up to the eye-lashes and retained therein for as
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long a period as one would take to count five hundred,

six hundred, eight hundred, and ten hundred syllabless

respectively in cases of healthy persons and persons

with Kapha-origined, Pitta-origined and Vayu-origined

diseases of the eye. According to certain authorities,

the periods of such retention (of clarified butter) should

vary with the seat of the affection (in the eye-ball). The

clarified butter mentioned above should, according to

them, be retained in the cavities of the eye for as long

a period as one would take to utter three hundred, five

hundred, seven hundred, one thousand, or eight hundred

syllables respectively in cases of the diseases confined

to the region of the Sandhi, Vartman, Sukla, Krishna,

the eye in general (Sarva-gata) and the Drishti of the

eye*. The clarified butter should then be secreted through

the interior corner of the affected organ which should be

purified by applying poultices of pasted barley. The

Kapha, deranged by the use of this Sneha-Purana should

be then conquered by making the patient inhale some

kind of Kapha-subduing Dhuma (smoke). This rule -j'

should be observed for one, three or five days in succes-

sion. 4.

Symptoms of satisfactory, excess-
ive and defective Tarpana :~Sleep at

the first call, unembarrassed waking, cessation of secre-

tion, clearness of vision, agreeable sensation, perceptible

amelioration of the disease, and lightness of the organ

* Accordtng to some, the 'Purana' should be retained in the eye for a

period required to count one thousand syllables in cases of Sarva-gata and

eighteen hundred words in cases of Drishti-gata eye-diseases.

t According to Gayadasa, this rule should be observed for one, three,

or five days in cases of the preponderance of Vayu, Pitta and Kapha res-

pectively, and according to Jejjala, in cases of mild, moderate and severe

attack respectively.
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are the symptoms which result from a proper and
satisfactory Tarpana of the eye. Cloudiness of vision,

a sense of heaviness in the affected organ, excessive

glossiness (of the eye), lachrymation, itching, sliminess

and an aggravation of the Doshas are the features which

mark a case of severe and excessive Tarpana. A sense

of dryness in the affected organ, cloudiness of vision,

profuse lachrymation, sensitiveness to light and an

aggravation of the disease are the evils which follow an

act of defective Tarpana (of the eye). 5.

Treatment of excessive and defect-
ive Tarpana :—Cases of defective and excessive

Tarpana should be remedied with the application of

medicinal snuffs, xA.njanas, washes and inhalations of

smoke and by adopting dry or emulsive measures, (as

the ca.ses may require). 6.

Cases for Tarpana :—Shrivelling and de-

pilation of the eye-lashes, cloudiness and darkness of

vision, archedness of sight, absolute want of lachryma-

tion, parchedness of the eye, hardne.ss of the eye-lid and

a severely diseased condition of the eye are amenable

to the application of the Tarpana measure as giving

tone to the eye. The Tarpana measure should not to

be applied in a cloudy day, nor in a day excessively hot

or ccld. It should not be applied to the eye of a

person engrossed by anxiety or fear, nor before the

.subsidence of the supervening symptoms (Upadrava) of

the eye-disease. 7-8.

The Puta-pa'ka :—The Puta-psika measure

should be applied in the aforesaid cases. The Puta-paka

is not applicable in cases where Nasya (errhines), Tarpana

and the internal application of Sneha (Sneha-pana) are

forbidden. After a complete subsidence of the Dosha,

the Puta-pika should be applied to the (affected) eye
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in cases where the patient would be found capable of

being treated with it. The Puta-paka measure may be

divided into three classes, viz., Snehana (emulsive),

Lekhana (scraping) and Ropana (healing) Puta-pdka. The

Snehana (emulsive) Puta-p^ka is recommended in cases

marked by the extreme parchedness of the affected

organ or locality, and Lskhana (scraping) ones are

efficacious in cases of excessive applications of the

Sneha to the eye ; while the eye-sight is invigorated

by the Ropana (healing) Puta-pAka, which restores the

Vdta, * the Pitta and the blood of the affected locality

to their natural conditions, and (consequently) heals the

ulcer. 9-10.

Preparation of Snehana, Lekhana,
and Ropana Puta-pa'kas :—The Suehaua
(emulsive) Puta-pdka should be prepared with the flesh

(of animals frequenting marshy places) abounding in

Sneha -|- and with the Vasd (lard), Majjan (marrow),

and Medas (fat), and the drugs of the Madhura group and

it should be retained in the eye so long as one would

take to utter two hundred syllables. The scraping or

Lekhana Puta-paka should be prepared with the flesh

and the liver of an animal of the Jdngala species and

the drugs possessing the Lekhana or scraping properties,

as well as powders of black iron (steel), copper, conch-

shells, Vidruma (corals), Saindhva salt, Samudra-phena,

Kdsisa (sulphate of iron) and Srotonjana (pasted to-

gether) with the cream of curd. The affected locality

should be exposed to a Lekhana Puta-pcika as long as

* A different reading, mentioned by Dallana, does not read "Vita."

t In place of "^^.^f^" meaning flesh abounding in Sneha, a

different reading "^f§^5g" (i. e. clarified butter and flesh) is quoted by

Dallana.
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one would take to utter a hundred syllables at most. The
healing or Ropana Puta-paka should be prepared by-

cooking the flesh of an animal of the Jangala group with

breast-milk, honey*, clarified butter and the bitter

drugs, and should be retained in the affected eye for a

period three times as much as the Lekhana-Puta-pdka

should be retained i.e., for a period as long as one would

require to utter three hundred syllables. 11-13.

The fumigating measures mentioned in connection

with the Tarpana of an affected eye, as well as theappli

cations of Sn^ha and Sveda, should be resorted to in the

cases of the application of the Puta-paka measures, except

in cases of the application of the Ropana Puta-pdka.

Puta-pdka applications may be made on one day only

or may be continued for two or three days.-f. A
strict regimen of diet and conduct should be observed

for a period twice as long as the preparatory period

(beginning with the time of administering the Sneha to

the patient for preparing him for the application of the

Puta-paka till the time of actually administering the

Putapdka itself). 14-15.

Prohibition and Remedies for in-
fringement :—After the application of Tarpana

and Puta-pAka (to the affected eye) the patient should

not catch glimpses of the light, fire, sky, looking-glass or

any other luminous object ; nor he should expose the eye

* In place of ' ^t^T^Sf" (honey and clarified butter) Dallana quotes

a variant ''^t^jTsq"—lit. sacred clarified butter i e. , clarified butter pre-

pared from cow's milk.

t Dallana explains that the application of the Futa-paka measure

should be made for one day only in Kaphaja eye-diseases, or if the

Puta-pdka be a Lekhana one ; and it should be continued for two days

in Pittaja eye-diseases, or if it be a Snehana one ; and for three days in

Vataja eye-diseases, or if it be a Ropana Puta-paka.
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to the blast of the wind. The unfavourable symptoms

incidental to and induced by an infringement of the

rules to be observed after the application of these two

(Tarpana and Futa-paka) measures should be remedied

with the applications of Anjana (collyrium), A's'chyotana

and Sveda (fomentation) to the deranged bodily Doshas,

underlying each particular case. 16-17.

Satisfactory, excessive and defec-
tive application of Puta-paka :—Fresh-

ness and clearness of the colour (of the cornea), capa

bility of the organ (eye) to bear heat, light and wind,

refreshing sleep and an unembarrassed gladsome waken-

ing and a lightness of the organ are the benefits which

are derived from Satisfactory Puta-paka applications.

Darkness of vision, pain and swelling of the eye and

the appearance of eruptions (Pidakd) in the affected

organ, are the evils which mark an excessive applica-

tion of the Puta-pdka measure ; while suppuration and

lachrymations of the eye and a thrilling sensation

(Harsha) in the affected organ, as well as a further

aggravation of the Dosha (involved) are the characteris-

tic features of a deficient Puta-pdka application, 18.

Mode of preparing Puta-paka :—Now
I shall describe the mode of preparing a Puta-psika

remedy. Two Vilva (Pala) measures of cleansed and

pasted meat, one Pala measure of the medicinal drugs

pasted together and one Kudava (half a seer) measure

of liquid ingredients should be mixed together (and

made into a ball), well covered with the leaves of

Kadali, Kdsmari, Eranda, Kumuda or of Pad^na plant.

Coated with clay, it .should be duly scorched in the

burning charcoal (fire) of catechu wood or in that of

Kataka, As'?nantaka, Eranda, Pdtald, Vdsaka, Vadara,

/0///rrt;-exuding trees, or in the fire of the dried cakes

12
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of cow-dung. When well cooked the ball should be

taken out of the fire and broken and its contents with^

drawn and squeezed. The fluid extract should then be

collected and applied (to the affected organ) in the

manner of applying a Tarpana. 19.

The mode of application :—The patient

being laid on his back at the time, the fluid extract in

both the cases (Tarpana and Puta-pdka) should be

dropped cold into the Kaninikd (Cornea) of the eye in

cases of derangement of the blood and the Pitta ; it

should be used lukewarm when the V^yu and the Kapha

would be found to have been aggravated. A burning

sensation in the affected eye as well as its consequential

inflammation would result from the use of too hot

(warm) or strong or keen-potencied (Tikshna) extract

for the purpose. A thrilling sensation (Harsha), pain and

numbness in the locality and lachrymation from the

affected organ originate from the use of a cold and

mild-potencied Puta-paka or Tarpana eye-drop. Red-

ness and contraction of the eye attended with a jerking

and throbbing sensation therein are the effects of an

excessive (over-dose) application of the Puta-pdka and

Tarpana, whereas a deficient (under-dose) 'use of them

produces an aggravation of the deranged bodily Doshas

in the locality. Properly applied, they alley the burning

and itching sensation, swelling, pain, lachrymation and

mucous secretion, as well as the (unnatural) coating and

redness in the affected eye. As every one is desirous

of avoiding the aggravation of Doshas, so the Puta-paka

and Tarpana measures should be applied in such a way

as would give health and happiness (to the eye). The

evils resulted by a course of injudicious application of

Puta-paka or Tarpana, are to be remedied with the

application of errhines ( Nasya ), Dhuma and Anjana
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remedial to the specific deranged bodily Dosha or

Doshas involved in each case. 20.

The affected eye should be fomented before the use

of a Puta-pdka or a Tarpana measure with a piece of

cloth soaked in hot water (and rinsed). Fumigation of

the affected organ in the end should be prescribed in a

case marked by an aggravation of the deranged Kapha

of the locality. 21.

AS'Chyotana and Scka :— Properly pre-

pared and applied, the As'chyotana and Seka measures

would respectively subdue cases of slight and violent

attacks of the eye. Like the Puta-paka measure these

two also are devided into three classes viz., (Lekhana,

Snehana and Ropana). Seven or eight drops of the

medicinal fluid should be used in Lekhana-As'chyotana

(for the purpose of scraping the affected eye) ; ten drops

in the Snehana (for emulsive purposes) and twelve

drops in the Ropana As'chyotana ( for the purpose of

setting up a granulative process in a local sore or

wound). The maximum period for which an (affected)

eye should be subjected to the Seka measure is twice as

long as is enjoined in respect of a Puta-pAka measure,*

or until the disease is gradually and wholly removed.-j-

Both the As'chyotana and the Seka applications should

be made in the morning or evening or at noon (in accord-

* The period for which an affected eye should be subjected to the

As'chyotana measure, is not given in the text, but Dallana says that it

should be the same as observed in cases of Puta-p^ka- Some, however,

hold that in cases of both Seka and As'chyotana the period would be twice

as that for Puta-paka.

t This rule for subjecting the affected eye to the measure till the

disease is gradually and wholly removed is for Seka and As'chyotana only

;

but according to some it is a general rule which applies also to cases of

Puta-pdka and Tarpana, etc.
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ance with the aggravation of the deranged Uoshas) *

or whenever there would be pain (in the affected eye), -f

The symptoms of proper and improper (excessive and

deficient) applications of a Sneha (emulsive) Seka are

identical with those of Tarpana. 22-23.

Siro-vasti :—The serious diseases peculiar to

the head readily yeild to and are conquered by the

application of Siro-vasti, which also produces the

very good effects known as the Murdha-tailika ones

peculiar to the use of (emulsive) Siro-vasti. The patient

having been treated with purgatives and emetics (accord-

ing to requirements ) should be given a proper diet

according to the nature of the disease, and made to

sit erect in the evening, when an animal bladder (the

bladder of a goat being usually used for the purpose)

filled with the proper Sneha, should be placed on his

crown and firmly tied up with a bandage. The Sneha-

filled bladder should be so retained on the head ten

times as long as is necessary for Tarpana measure,

according to the nature of the disease. 24-25.

Anjana :—Proper Anjana for Lekhana (scraping),

Ropana (healing), or Prasddana (invigorating) purposes

should be applied after the cleansing
(
purging, etc.)

of the system in cases where the deranged bodily

Doshas would manifest themselves in the region of the

eye only. 26.

A Lekhana-Anjana should be prepared with the

* The Lekhana-seka and As'chyotana should be applied in the

morning in the aggravation of Kapha, while the Snehana one should be

applied in the afternoon in the aggravation of Vatyu,—the Ropana ones

being applied at noon in the aggravation of Blood and Pitta.

t Dillana holds, that both thi Sjka and As'chyotana m-asiires may

be applied when -ver there is pain in the affected eye, but others hold

that this rule ap'plies only in cases of Seka.
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drugs of one or more tastes (Rasa) except the sweet

one and should be used in five different ways accord-

ins; to the nature of the Dosha or Doshas involved in

each case.* The Dosha accumulated in the regions

of the eye and the eye-lids, in the ball, the passages,

and in the capillaries of the eye, as well as in the

gristle of the nose would be secreted through the

mouth, the nostrils and the corners of the eyes by

the application of a Lekhana Anjana. A Ropana-

Anjana should be prepared wath the drugs of bitter

and astringent tastes ( Rasa ) mixed with ( a little

quantity of ) clarified butter and is good for healing

purposes. Owing to the presence of the Sneha, it is

cooling in its effect and consequently gives natural

colour and vigour to the eye. A Prassidana-Anjana, pre-

pared with the drugs of sweet taste and with (a profuse

quantity of) Sneha, imparts tone and vigour to the eye-

sight and should be used with advantage for all sooth-

ing purposes connected with the organ. The application

of the different kinds of Anjana should be made in the

morning, evening or in the night "|* in accordance

* In cases of the derangemenl of the local Vatyu, the Anjana should

ba prepared with the drugs of acid and saline tastes (Rasa) ; in the

derangement of the Pitta with those of astringent taste ; in Kapha with

those of astringent, bitter and pungent tastes In cases of the derange-

ment of the blood, the Anjana should be like that in the derangement

of Pitta, and in cases of the derangement of two or three Doshas simul-

taneously, the Anjana should be prepared with drugs of two or three of

the tastes required.

t The Anjana should be applied in the morning, in the evening

and in the night respectively in the cases of the derangement of the Kapha

Vayu and the Pitta. According to the others, the S'odhana, the Ropana

and the Snehana Anjanas should be respectively used in the morning, in

the evening and in the night. Others, however, are of opinion that these

different times should be judiciously selected in the different seasons of

the year according to requirement.
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with the nature of the deranged bodily Dosha or Doshas

involved in each case. 27-30.

Forms of Anjana :—The forms in which

an Anjana may be, are those of pills, liquid (Rasa-kriya)

and powder * each succeeding, one being more effica-

cious than the one preceding it, in the order of enu-

meration. 31.

Their sizes and doses :—The size (dose) of

a Lekhana, Prasadana and Ropana Varti (Pill) should be

equal to that of one and a half and twice as much as a

Kaldya pulse for ocular affections in general. As regards

the application of Rasa-kriyd-Anjana in these disorders

the quantity to be used in a dose should be equal to

that of the Varti in the different cases respectively.

As regards the dose of the powders (to be used in eye-

diseases) it should be respectively twice, thrice and four

times as much as would be contained at the end of a

^alaka (rod). 32.

The materials of the vessel and rod
for the use of an Anjana :—The vessels

containing the different kinds of Anjana should be

according to the different kinds of Anjana themselves,

and these vessels as well as the Salaka (rod) for the

use should be made of gold, silver, horn, copper,

Vaidurya (a kind of precious stone), bell-metal and iron

respectively (in accordance with the different tastes of

the drugs the Anjanas are made of), i* The end of the

* Dallana says that Pill-Anjanas, Liquid-Anjanas and Powder-

Anjanas should be prescribed in cases of severe, intermediate and mild

attacks respectively.

t According to Dallana the Anjana of sweet taste should be placed

in a golden vessel, that of acid taste in a silver vessel, that of saline taste

in a vessel made of horn (of a sheep), that of astringent taste, in a vessel

either of copper or iron, that of pungent taste in a vessel made ofVaidurya^
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rod should terminate in a bud-shaped ball with the ^,arth

of that of a Kaldya pulse, its entire length measuring

eight fingers only. It would be well polished, slender

at the middle and capable of being easily handled.

A rod prepared of copper, precious stones such as

Vaidurya, etc., and horns or bones, etc.,* will prove

beneficial. 33.

How to apply an Anjana :—The lids of

the affected eye (of the patient) should be slantingly

drawn apart with the left hand, and the Anjana
should be carefully applied by holding the rod with the

right hand and by constantly moving the rod from the

Kaninika to the Apanga and vice versa ( along the

inner side of the eye-lid ). This process should be

repeated ( twice or thrice ) according to requirements.

The Anjana should be applied with the finger when it

would be necessary to use it on the outer side of the

eye-lid. The Anjana in no case should be thickly paint-

ed in the corners of the eye (i.e., in the Kaninik^l and

the ApAnga from fear of hurting them), nor the organ

should be washed till all the aggravations of the derang-

ed (bodily) Dosha in the locality are completely

removed thereform, in as much as it might bring on a

fresh aggravation and impair the strength of the eye-

sight. After the subsidence of the deranged local Dosha

and that of bitter taste should be placed in a vessel made of bell-metal.

The S'aMka (rod) for the use of the different kinds of Anjana should be

also accordingly prepared.

According to Nimi, however, as quoted by Dallana and S'rikantha

Datta, in their commentaries, the Ropana, Lekhana and Pras^dana

Anjanas should be placed in a vessel and used with a rod prepared respect-

ively of iron, copper and gold. The other materials may be, however,

used with discretion by an experienced physician.

* The word '^fq' in the text shows that a rod of gold may also be

used with benefit—Dallana.
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and of lachrymation, the eye should be first washed with

water, and Pratyanjana should then be used in accor-

dance with the nature of the specific deranged bodily

Dosha or Doshas underlying in each case. 34.

Forbidden Cases :—The application of

Anjanas is prohibited in cases of persons suffering from

fever, UdAvarta, and the diseases of the head and during

fits of anger, grief, fear, weeping and intoxication, as

well as in cases of the retention of stool and urine,

in as much as it might produce (in these cases) lachry-

mation, Sula (aching pain), redness, pain, blindness

(Timira), swelling in the locality, as well as giddi-

ness. An application of the Anjana in a case of

insomnia might be followed by the loss of the eye-

sight*. The application of an Anjana in a windy day

may impair the eye-sight. Application to the eyes

affected with dust or smoke, may bring on redness,

Adhimantha (Ophthalmia) and local secretion. Applied

after the use of an errhine (Nasya) it may usher in an

aching pain and swelling in the eyes. It leads to the

aggravation of the disease, if applied in any

disease of the head. The application of an Anjana

would be abortive, nay, it would rather aggravate the

Dosha, if applied before sun-rise, after a bath, or in a

very cold day, owing to the fixedness of the deranged

bodily Dosha. Similarly, the application of an Anjana

would fail to produce any effect in a case of indigestion,

owing to the sluggish condition of the internal passages

of the body (during the continuance of the disease).

* In some editions there is an additional text—"fif^f^g ^ aj^

f'tfsr^ g^^^Til" which supplies a complete verb and makes the sense

complete. The line means—the application of an Anjana in a forbidden

case produces loss of sleep (insomnia) in addition (to redness, pain etc,

mentioned in the preceding line).
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The application of an Anjana in an aggravated stage

of the deranged bodily Doshas, ushers in the distressing

symptoms peculiar to each of them. Hence, the applica-

tion of an Anjana should be carefully made in such a

manner as not to induce any of the aforesaid evils, and

these rules should be specially observed in connection

with a Lekhana-Anjana. These distressing symptoms

should be treated with washes (lotions), As'chyotana,

plasters, Dhuma (fumigation), Nasya and Kavala (gurgle)

with due regard to the specific nature of the deranged

bodily Dosha or Doshas involved in each case. 35-36.

Symptoms of satisfactory, excess-
ive and deficient use of a Lekhana-
Anjana :—Lightness, whiteness and pristine clear-

ness of the eye, marked by the improved power of

vision and absence of secretion and all other dis-

tressing symptoms, are the indications which point

to the fact that the eye has been satisfactorily purged

of the accumulated Doshas (by the proper application

of a Lekhana Anjana). An excessive purging of the

eye (by the excessive use of a Lekhana Anjana) begets

such local evils as the deep discolouration of the external

coat of the eye, its sense of looseness in the socket,

lachrymation, archedness of the organ and a sense of

constant dryness in its cavity. The medical treatment in

such instances consists in the employment of soothing

(Santarpana) and other Vayu-subduing remedies. An
insufficient or deficient application of the Lekhana
Anjana leads to the aggravation of the local deranged

bodily Dosha which should be fully secreted out

by employing medicinal errhines, Anjana and local

fumigation. 37-39.

Symptoms Of satisfactory, excess-
ive and deficient use of Pras^dana

13
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(Snehana) and Ropana Anjanas :--The

action of the satisfactory application of a Prasaidana

(Snehana) Anjana is to soothe the eye, to impart a

healthy tone to the organ of sight, to restore its

natural colour and gloss, and to make it strong and

unclouded and free from the aggravation of any Dosha.

Any excess in the application is followed by results

identical with those of excessive application of Tarpana

(soothing measures)* to the organ, and the remedy con-

sists in employing mild but parching remedies antidotal

to the deranged bodily Dosha (Kapha) involved in the

case. The symptoms which mark a satisfactory and

excessive application of a Ropana (healing) Anjana,

as well as the medical treatment to be applied in cases

of excess, are identical with those mentioned in connect

tion with the satisfactory and excessive application

of the Prasadana (soothing) Anjanas (respectively).

Deficient applications of both the Snehana (soothing)

and the Ropana (healing) Anjanas (in respect of ocular

affections) are sure to prove abortive in their effects.

Care should, therefore, be taken to apply it properly,

if it is hoped to get the wished-for result. 40-43.

Tho-usands of remedial measures and remedies may

be devised and employed in the manner of the

Puta-pdka and other measures on the basis of the

fundamental principles herein inculcated. 44.

Now we shall describe the recipes and preparations

of several principal Anjanas fit for the use of kings and

crowned heads for the purpose of giving strength to the

eye-sight and for the amelioration of ocular affections

(Kdcha, etc.) amenable only to the palliative measures.

Eight parts of Rasdnjana (Antimony) having the hue of

* See S'loka 5 of this Chapter,
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a (full-blown) blue lotus flower, as well as one part each

of (dead) copper, gold and silver should be taken together

and placed inside an earthen crucible. It should then

be burnt by being covered with the burning charcoal

of catechu or As'mantaka wood, or in tha fire of dried

cakes of cow-dung and blown (with a blow-pipe till they

would glow with a blood-red effulgence) after which the

expressed juice (Rasa) of cow-dung, cow's urine, milk-curd,

clarified butter, honey, oil, urine, lard, marrow, infusion of

the drugs of the Sarua-gandhd group, grape-juice, sugar-

cane-juice, the expressed juice of Triphald and the com-

pletely cooled decoctions of the drugs of the Sdrivddi

and the Utpalddi groups, should be separately sprinkled

over it in succession alternately each time with the

heating thereof, (or to put it more explicitly, the crucible

should be taken down after being heated and then one

of these draughts should be sprinkled over its contents

and then again heated and again sprinkled over with

another draught, and so on). After that, the preparation

should be kept suspended in the air for a week, so as to

be fully washed by the rains. The compound should

then be dried, pounded and mixed together with propor-

tionate parts (quarter part) of powdered pearls, crystals,

corals and Kdlanu-sdrivd. The compound thus prepared

is a very good Anjana and should be kept in a pure

vessel made of ivory, crystal, Vaidurya, S'amkha

(conch-shell), stone, gold or silver or of Asana wood. It

should then be purified (lit. worshipped) in the manner

of the purification of the Sahasra-Paka-Taila described

before. It may then be prescribed even for a king.

Applied along the eye-lids as a coUyrium, it enables a

king to become favourite with his subjects and to

continue invincible to the last day of his life free fronj

ocular affections. 45.
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Bhadrodaya-Anjana :~The drugs known
as Kushtha, Chandana, Eld, Patra, Yashti-madhu,

Rasdnjana, flowers of Mesha-s'ringi, Chakra (Tagara),

the seven kinds of jewels*, the pollens of the flowers of

Utpala, Brihati, Kavtakdri and of lotus, Ndga-kes'ara^

Us'ira, Pippali, the shells of hen's eggs, Ddnt-haridrd,

Haritaki, Gorochond, Markka, marrow or kernel of

Vibhitaka-s,Q.Qds and the flesh of lizards (which are found

to scale the walls of rooms), should be powdered together

in equal parts and should be preserved in a vessel and

purified (sanctified) in the preceding manner. This

Anjana is called the Bhadrodaya-Anjana and should

always be used by a king. 46.

Equal parts of Chakra (Tagara), Markka, Jatd-mdmsi

and S'aileya with Manah-s'ild equal to the combined

weiglit of the preceding drugs, four parts of Patra with

Rasdnjana (antimony) twice the combined weight of

all the preceding drugs and Yashti-madhu of equal-f-

weight with the last-named drug (Rasanjana) should be

powdered together and used as an Anjana in the fore-

going manner. 47.

Manah-s'ild, Deva-ddru, the two kinds of Rajani, Tri-

pfuzld, Trikatu, Ldkshd, Las'una, Manjishthd, Saindhava,

Eld, Mdkshika, Sdvaraka Rodhra, dead iron and copper,

Kdldmi-sdrivd and the outer shells of hen's eggs taken

in equal parts should be powdered together, resolved

into a paste with milk and made into pills of ade-

quate size. Diseases of the eye such as the itching

sensation in the eye, Timira, Suklarma and Raktardji

readily yield to the curative efficacy of this Anjana. 48.

* The seven kinds of gems are (i) Padmaraga, {2) Marakata, (3) Nila,

(4) Vaidurya, (S) Mukta (pearl) (6) Pravala and (7) Hema (gold).

t According to some the weight of the Yaskti-madhu to be used in

this Anjana should be equal lo that of all the other drugs combined.
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An Anjana should be prepared by collecting lamp-

black on a vessel made of Indian bell-metal, and mix-

ing it with one part each of Yashtimadhu, Saindhava,

Tagara and roots of Eranda, as well as two parts of

Brihati. This compound should be pasted together

with goat's milk and thinly plastered on a copper plate.

This process should be continued for seven times in

succession and dried in the shed. It should then be

made into Vartis and (used as such) would relieve

pain in the eye. 49.

One part each of Haritaki, Yashti-madhu with

sixteen parts of Maricha should be pounded and pasted

together with cold water. It should then be made into

Vartis and would be efficacious in all sorts of ocular

affections. An experienced physician may with care

and discretion prepare Pindailijanas with the drugs anti-

dotal to the specific Dosha or Doshas involved in

the case, in the manner of preparing the Rasa-kriya

preparations. 50-51.

Thus ends the eighteenth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhita whieh deals with the preparations and uses of the medicinal

measures to be used in different ocular affections.
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Now we shall discourse on the medical treatment

to be adopted -in cases of hurt or injury to the eye

(Nayanabhighata-Pratishedha). i.

A violent and intolerable pain in the eye accom-

panied by redness and swelling therein, resulting from

a blow or from any sort of hurt or injury to the organ,

should be remedied with the application of medicinal

Nasya (errhines), plasters, sprinkling and Tarpana

(soothing measures), and other measures mentioned

before, as well as the measures prescribed in cases of

Pittaja and Raktaja Abhishyanda—lit. remedial to the

pain (Sula) caused by the deranged blood and Pitta

in the locality. The affected eye (Drishti) should also

be soothed with the help of cool, sweet and fatty drugs.

This kind of treatment should also be followed in cases

where the eye would be hurt or oppressed by (excessive)

fomentation, smoke or glare-fire, or affected on account

of fear, mental agony, pain or injury. These measures

should also be resorted to in the first stage {i c,

during the first week) of the hurt or injury in the eye.

After this period the affected eye should be treated

as a case of an Abhishyanda with due regard to the

nature of the specific deranged bodily Dosha or Doshas

involved in the case. A slight hurt in the eye may
be instantaneously relieved by the application of warm
breath-fomentation. 2-4.

Prognosis :—Any ulceration restricted to one

Patala (coat) only of the eye may be easily cured ; an

ulcer invading two Patalas of the organ may be healed

only with the greatest difficulty, while the one affect-

ing three Patalas should be regarded as incurabl9.
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Palliative measures are all that are possible in cases of

looseness, dislocation, sunkenness and the thrashed

condition (Pichchita) of the eyes as well as in a case of

Hata-drishti (loss of eye-sight). Cases of wrong or

erroneous vision, marked by the dilation of the pupil,

absence of any considerable redness and those cases

where the eye (eye-ball) is in its proper place and is not

affected in its power of vision prove amenable to

medical treatment. 5-6.

A sunken eye may be uplifted either by holding "the

breath (Prana-vayu) or by inducing vomiting or sneez-

ing, or by throttling or obstructing the wind-pipe. Where

the eyes would be found to be hanging down from the

sockets, the measures and remedies prescribed before*

should be resorted to, and the patient should be made

to take in long breaths of air (through the nostrils) and

cold water should be poured on his head. 7,

Symptoms and treatment of Kuku-
naka :—The seventy-six kinds of eye-diseases herein

mentioned before, occur to adults as well as to infants,

but a peculiar disease, due to the action of deranged

V^yu, Pitta, Kapha and blood, sometimes manifests itself

in (the inner lining of) the eye-lids of an infant and this

is known as Kukunaka. Its exciting cause is the

vitiated condition of the breast-milk of the mother. In

this disease, there is excessive itching in the eyes, and the

child frequently rubs his eyes, nose and forehead with his

fist ; there is constant lachrymation and the child cannot

bear the least light of sun's rays. The organ should, in

such cases, be speedily bled (by applying leeches) and be

scraped (with rough leaves). The organ should further

be rubbed with Tri-katu and honey pasted together,

• See Chikit-^ita-sthana, Chapter II, Para 29.
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The mother (or the nurse) should also be treated in the

manner prescribed before (in cases of an affection of the

breast-milk). Compounds of Saindhava salt, honey

and powdered Khara-jnanjari (Apdmarga) seeds, as well

as those of powdered Pippali, Satndaava-ssAt and honey

with the vehicle of breast-milk should be given to the

child for emetic purposes, but this should be discontinued

as soon as vomiting would set in. 8-10.

To a child who takes both breast-milk and other

solid food, the emetic should be administered with the

admixture of VacM, and to a much older child («>., one

who has given up taking breast-milk) the emetic should

be given with the admixture of Madana fruit. 11.

Decoction of the tender leaves of Jambu, Antra

and Amalaki should be used for washing and sprinkling

purposes. Clarified butter duly cooked with Tri-phald

or with Guduchi should be dropped into the eye as an

As'chyotana measure. 12.

Anjanas composed of Manah-s'ldy Markka, S'amkha

(conch-shell), Rasdnjana and Saindhava pounded to-

gether and pasted with honey and treacle should be

applied to the affected organ. Compounds of Murvd,

honey and powdered copper should also be used as

Anjana. The compound prepared by burning black iron

(steel), clarified butter, milk and honey mixed together

should be similarly used as an Anjana. As an alterna-

tive, the Gutikainjana made up of Trikatu, Paldndu

(onion), Yashti-madku, Saindhava, Ldkshd (lac) and

Gairika (earth) pasted together, should be used. The
Anjana made of NimhaA^^vz^, Yashti-madhu, Ddrvi, *

* ^'D&rvi'' generally means Ddnt-haridrd ; but, here, on the authority

ofVideha, Dallana takes it to mean the two 'kxtids oi ffaridrd, viz.,

Haridra and D^'ru-haridrd.
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copper (powdered) and Lodhra taken in equal parts and

pounded together, is also efficatious. 13.

An Anjana prepared with Rasdnjana (Antimony),

S'amkha, curd and Saindhava kept together for a

period of half a fortnight, * should be applied to the

affected organ of the child in cases of Sukra, and the

directions given under the head of Kaphaja-Abhishyanda

should also be followed by experienced physicians in

such cases of the eye-disease of children. 14.

Conclusion :—The Science of medicine is as

incomprehensible as the ocean. It cannot be fully

described even in hundreds and thousands of verses.

Dull people who are incapable of catching the real

import of the Science of reasoning would fail to acquire

a proper insight into the Science of medicine if dealt

with elaborately in thousands of verses. The occult

principles (of the Science of medicine), as explained in

these pages, would, therefore, sprout and grow and bear

good fruits only under the congenial heat of a (medical)

genius. A learned and experienced (medical) man
would therefore try to understand the occult principles

herein inculcated with due caution and with reference

to other Sciences. 15.

Thus ends the nineteenth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhita which deals with the medical treatment to be adopted in cases

of hurt or injury to the eye.

* The method of preparing this Anjana, as explained by Dallana

on the authority of Videha, is as follows :

—

Samkka (conch -shell) and

Saindhava should be first pasted together with curd (Dadhi) and then a

quantity of Rasdnjana should be soaked with this preparation for seven

days and a half and Varti should then be prepared therewith and applied

to the eye as an Anjana.



CHAPTER XX.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which treats

of the causes and symptoms of the diseases peculiar to

the ear—the organ of hearing (Kama-gata-
Roga-Vijn^niya). i.

Classification :—Twenty-eight different forms

of ear-diseases are noticed in practice, viz.^ Karna-Sula

(ear-ache), Pra-nada (ringing or noise in the ear),

Vddhirya (deafness), Kshveda, Karna-Srdva (discharge

of pus, etc., from the ear), Karna-Kandu (itching in the

ear), Karna-gutha, Krimi-karna (vermin-infested ears),

Prati-n^ha, the two kinds of Vidradhi (local abscess),

Karna-pdka (suppuration of ear), Puti-karna (fetor in

the ear), four kinds of Ars'as (Cysts or polypuses in the

ear), seven kinds of Arvuda (tumour) and four kinds of

Sopha (swelling). 2

.

Symptoms of Karna-^ula and Pra-
nada :—The violent aching pain in the region of the

ear and inside the tympanum caused by the deranged

local Vdyu, aggravated and obstructed by the other

deranged Doshas in the locality is called the Karna-Sala

(ear-ache). Ringing and various other sounds in the ear

are heard when the deranged V^yu of the locality gets

into the wrong way and remains there stuffed in the

sound-carrying channels of the organ. This disease is

called the Pra-nj^da. 3-4.

Symptoms of Vsidhiryaand Kshve-
da :—V^dhirya (deafness) results from the conti-

nuance in the sound-carrying channels of the deranged

local Vdyu in combination with the deranged local

Kapha in those localites without anyway being remedied

or subdued. An attack of Karna-kshveda (expresing a
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peculiar sound in the ear) may be attributed to such

causes, as to the use of any cold thing or exposure to

cold after being treated with a head-purging remedy

(errhines), or to the continuance of the deranged local

Vayu in the sound-passage, aggravated by excessive

labour, by any wasting process in the system or by

taking articles of fare of astringent taste or of parching

(Ruksha) property.* <,-6.

Symptoms of Karna-SrsCva and
Karna-kandU :—^Any discharge or secretion of

pus from the ear caused by the deranged bodily Vdyu

stuffing the ear-cavity, owing to a blow on the head or

a long immersion in water or a spontaneous suppuration

(and bursting) of an abscess in the inner ear, is called

Karna-srs^va. The excessive itching sensation in the

ear due to the aggravation of the local Kapha is called

Karna-kandu. 7-8.

Symptoms of Karna-gutha and
Karna-Prati-nelha :—Any mucous accumulation

in the ear dried and hardened by the heat of the local

Pitta is called Karna-gutha ; when the dried accumu-

lation of the ear in cases of Karna-gutha becomes

liquefied, (and comes out through) the cavity of the

nose f and produces head-disease | it is called Kama-
Prati-natha. 9-10.

* Tha difference in the "Karna-nada" and "Kshveda" is that in the

former the sound in the ear is produced by the deranged Vayu alone and

is of various kinds, whereas, in the latter it is of a special kind, viz., that

of a wind-pipe—the exciting cause being the deranged local Pitta, Kapha

and blood.—Videha.

t Some explain "'^T'OH^" ^° mean the cavity of the nose and of the

mouth.

X In place of "fai^^sfiffntr'T'." (producer of head-disease) Madhava

in his Nidana reads ''fajT^jtw^Sfl'' '•'^j> producer of the head-

disease known as Ardha-Vedhaka (see chapter XXV).
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Symptoms of Krimi-karna and
Earna-Vidradhi :—Germination of vermins or of

other local parasites in the cavities of the ear com-

pletely impairs the faculty of hearing and is called

Kritni-kirna from the existence of worms in the ear.

Any abscess caused by any local ulcer or by a blow,

as well as any idiopathic abscess in the cavity of the

ear is known as Karna-vidratlii. It is marked by a

choked and burning sensation, and piercing and suck-

ing pain, and it secretes red, yellow or reddish bloody

discharges. 11-12.

Symptoms of Karna-p^ka and Puti-
karna, etc. :—A process of suppuration setting in

(in any of these boils) in the ear through the aggravated

condition of the deranged Pitta is marked by a blocked

and putrid condition of the passage of the ear. The

disease is called Karna-p£ikai (suppuration of the ear).

A discharge of condensed and fetid pus whether accom-

panied or not with pain is set up by the local mucous

accumulation in the passage of the ear having been

liquefied by the heat of the aggravated Pitta. This

disease is called Puti-karna (pus in the ear). The

symptoms of swelling (Sopha), tumours (Arvuda) and

polypoid growths (Ars'as) * in general as have been

described before should be carefully understood by an

experinced physicain to be the symptoms of these

diseases in the region of the ear. 13-15.

Thus ends the twentieth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which deals with the causes and symptoms of the diseases

peculiar to the ear.

* See chapter VI, XVIII and XXIII, Chikitsita-Sth^na.



CHAPTER XXI.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which treats

of the medical treatment of the diseases peculiar to the

car (Karna-gata-Roga-Pratishedha). i.

General treatment :—Potions of clarified

butter (after meal), use of Rasayana-measures* re-

nunciation of all sorts of physical exercise, baths

without immerging the head, absolute sexual abstinence

and abstinence from talkativeness are the general

remedies and rules to be prescribed in the affections of

the ear in general. 2.

Treatment of the Vataja Ear-di-
seases :—The course of medical treatment to be

pursued in the four forms of the ear-diseases (all due to

the action of Vayu) e^z^^., Kama-s'ula, PraiiJ^da, Vaidhirya

and Karna-kshveda is the same and is as follows,

Sneha should be first administered (both internally and

externally) and the patient purged with emulsive purga-

tives after which the affected locality should be fomented

with V^yu-subduing drugs administered in the manner

of Naidi-sveda or Pinda-sveda. 3.

A case of Karna-s'ula (ear-ache), due to the concerted

action of the deranged Vayu and Kapha of the locality

yield to the application of fomentation to the affected

part with (the fumes of) Vilva, Eranda-roots, Arka, Var-

shdbhti, Kapittha, Dhustura, S'igru^ Ajagandhd, As'va-

^(a;;«^/m',/<«j««2f/, barley and bamboo, boiled in Arandla

(fermented rice-gruel) and administered in the manner

of Nddi-sveda (fomentation through a pipe). An attack

of Karna-s'ula (ear-ache) yieds to the application of

* In place of "Rasayana" (use of tonic) some read *'Rar.as'anam"

(use of meat-soup with meal).
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Pinda-sveda made with pieces of boiled flesh of fish,

cock or Lava (jointly or severally), or with (balls of

condensed) milk. 4-5.

A bowl-shaped cup should be made of the leaves

of the As'vattha soaked in oil and Dadhi-mastu* and

it should be heated by means of charcoal-fire. The oil,

thus heated and made to drop into the affected organ,

gives instantaneous relief in a case of ear-ache. The

affected organ should be fumigated with the fumes of

burning pieces of Kshauma (linen cloth) as well as

with clarified butter, Aguru and Guggulu mixed together.

Draughts of clarified butter as well as the application

of Siro-vasti after meal are also found beneficial. 6-^.

A rice diet should be foregone in the night, and

draughts of clarified butter followed by potions of milk

should be taken in its stead. The Sata-p^ka Vald-Tailaf

should also be prescribed as Siro-vasti, errhine, as well

as Mastikya-Sirovasti and sprinkling. It may also be

given internally. Goat's milk first cooked with Kanta-

kdri (in the manner of Kshira-pdka) and then with the

fat (Vas^) of a cock is extremely efficacious (in cases of

ear-ache) if used as an ear-drop. 8-9.

The four kinds of Sneha (oil, clarified-butter, lard

and animal marrow) duly cooked together with the

Kalka of Tanduliyaka, Amkota fruits, Ahimsrd, Kendrakd-

roots, Sarala, Deva-Ddru, Las'una (garlic), S'unthi and

the scrapings of bamboo-skin and with the liquids of acidj

* "Mastu" (curd-cream) is mentioned neither by Vrinda nor by

Chakrapdni. According to Videha's recipe, clarified butter should be used

in place of oil in cases of the aggravation of the Pitta.

)

t For "Vala-Taila"—See chapter XV, Chikitsita Sthana.

X The liquid acids here are Dadhi, Takra, Surd, Ckukra (a kind

of Kanjika) and the expressed juice a^ Mdtulunga.
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taste (instead of water) should be used as an ear-drop in

order to alleviate the aching pain therein. lo.

The expressed juice of Las'una, S'igru, Ardraka,

Murangi, Mulaka and (branch of) Kadali jointly or

severally poured lukewarm into the cavity of the organ

acts as an excellent ear-drop (in case of acute ear-ache).

As an alternative, the expressed juice of S'ringa-vera

mixed with honey, Saindhava, and oil should be used

lukewarm as an ear-drop to alleviate the pain therein.

Clarified butter* duly cooked with the scrapings of

bamboo-skin and the urine of a ewe and of a she-goat-}"

should also be used as an ear-drop in cases of ear-

ache. 11-13.

Dipika-Taila :—Pieces of the roots of the

major Pancha-mula measuring eighteen fingures in

length should be covered (extending only to three-

fourths of the whole) with a piece of linen and then

soaked in oil. The stick so formed, should then be

lighted and the oil pouring in drops therefrom should

be used lukewarm (as an ear-drop). It instantaneously

removes the pain, and is known as the Dipiksi-Taila.

Different kinds of Dipikd-Taila may be likewise pre-

pared with pieces of Deva-ddru, Kushtha or Sarala wood,

and used in the same manner in cases of ear-ache. 14-15.

Tender sprouts of Arka plants pasted with Kdnjika

(Amla) should be mixed with oil and salt. The paste

thus prepared should be placed inside the hollow made

in a branch of Snuhi tree and wrapped up with the

* Both Vrinda and Chakrapini read "Taila" (oil) in place of

"Sarpih" (clarified butter). But we have the authority of Videha (as

quoted by S'rikantha Datta in his commentary on Vrinda) in favour of

clarified butter.

t Clarified butter should first be cooked with the urine of a ewe and

t:hen with that of a she-goat.—Pallanq,.
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leaves of the same plant. It should then be scorched

in fire in the manner of Puta-p^ka. The juice should

then be squeezed out of it and used lukewarm as an

ear-drop to alleviate the pain in the ear. i6.

Different kinds of Ear-drops :—The
expressed juice of Kapjttha, Mdtulunga and Ardraka

mixed together and made lukewarm, or the lukewarm

Chukra (a kind of KAnjika) should be used as ear-drops

in a case of ear-ache. As an alternative, the affected ear

should be judiciously dusted with powdered Samudra-

phena in such a case. As an alternative, the eight kinds

of officinal urines made lukewarm and used as an ear-

drop may prove efficacious in removing an ear-ache.

Similarly, a case of an ear-ache yields to the curative

virtue of an ear-drop, composed of the four officinal

kinds of Sneha duly cooked with the different kinds of

officinal urine and acids (wine, sour-gruel, etc.,) as well

as with the Vayu-subduing drugs. 17.

General and Specific treatment of
Pittaja Ear-ache :—The above-mentioned mode

of treatment (ear-drops and fomentations, etc.) with the

Pitta-subduing drugs should be followed in Pittaja-

Karna-sula (ear-ache). The use of the medicated Ghrita

duly cooked with milk weighing ten times as much and

with the drugs of the Kdkolyddi group, as well as the

Ghrita* duly cooked with the drugs of the Tikta

(bitter) group would be found beneficial in such cases.

Clarified butter duly cooked with the tender sprouts of

Kshira-vriksha (milk-exuding trees), as well as with

Yashti-tnadhu and Chandana wood, or that cooked with

the decoction of Vimbi with (the Kalka of) sugar, Yasthi-

* Dallana says that Jejjatdcharya holds these two recipes as

Vinauthoritative.
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madhu and the purgative drugs would also be found

beneficial. 18-20.

Treatment of the Kaphaja Karna-
SUla :—In cases of Kaphaja-Karna-s'ula mustard oil

or Ingudi oil will be found beneficial if used as an

ear-drop. Decoctions (Yusha) of the drugs of the bitter

group, fomentation (Sveda) with Kapha-subduing drugs,

as well as the oil cooked with the drugs of the Surasddi,

or the major Pancha-mula group would be found bene-

ficial. The expressed juice of Mdtulunga^ Las'una and

Ardraka, as well as S'ukta, or the oil cooked with any

of them should be used as ear-drops in such cases.

The use of strong head-purgatives (errhines), or of gurgles

is, likewise, recommended in such cases. 21-24.

The medical treatment in a case of ear-ache

due to the vitiated condition of the blood should be

just the same as that in the case of a Pittaja Karna-

s'ula. 25

Thus we have given a general outline of the course

of treatment and remedial measures to be adopted in

the four kinds of ear-affections, viz., Karna-s'ula (ear-

ache), Pra-ndda, V^dhirya and Karna-kshveda. Now we

shall deal with the special recipes and preparations

of ear-drops to be employed in cases of deafness

(Vaidhirya). 26.

Treatment of deafness :—The oil duly

cooked with water, milk and Vilva pasted with cow's

urine (as Kalka) should be used as an ear-drop in cases

of deafness. Oil should be first cooked with goat's

milk or the decoction of Vimbi fruit with sugar and

Yashti- madhu and Vi?nbi fruit (as Kalka). When
cooled down (it should be churned with the hand

and) the Sneha (oily portion) should be separated.

This oily part, after being stirred in the decoction of

1$
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Vilva* should again be cooked with milk weighing ten

times and with (the Kalka of) sugar, Yashti-madhii and

(red) sandal wood. It should then be thickened and

used as an ear-drop in cases of deafness. Measures

and remedies, which will be mentioned in connection

with Pratis'yayaf (catarrh) or have been already des-

cribed in the chapter on Vdta-Vyadhi \ Chikitsa may

be as well employed with benefit in the present

instances. 27-30.

Treatment of Puti-karna, Karna-
srava and Krimi-karna :—The general mode

of treatment to be employed in cases cf Karna-srdva,

Puti-karna and Krimi-karna is the same as above. Now
here (me describe) the general mode of treatment to be

employed in them. Errhines, fumigating, filling up the

cavity of the ear (as v.ith an ear-drop), cleansing and

washing should be employed according to the exigencies

of each case. The affected ear should be washed with

the decoction of the drugs of the Rdja-vriksJiddi or the

Surasddi group and filled with the powders of those

drugs. In a case of Karna-Srsiva, the cavity of the

affected organ should be filled in with the powders (D. R.

decoction) of the PancJia-Kashdya § drugs mixed with

honey and the expressed juice of Kapittha. 31-32.

* In place of "Vilvambu-gadham" some read "Vimbi-gadham" ,r e„

mixed with an abundant quantity of powdered Vimbi fruit.—Dallana.

t Chap. XXIV, Uttara-Tantra.

% Chapter V and VI, Chikitsita-Sthana.

§ According to some, "Pancha-Kashaya" means the bark^ of

A'ragbadha, S'irisha, Janibu, Sarja and of Asvamdra (Palas'a), but

Dallana, on the authority of the authors of the Tika and the Panjika,

(the two commentaries) refutes this and holds that "Pancha-kashaya"

means the barks of linduka, Abhayd, Lodira, Samanga' and of A'tnalaH

enumerated below in this chapter.
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The use of the powders of Safya-hSiYk mixed with

honey and expressed juice of the Kdrpdsi fruit is recom-

mended in cases of Karna-Srava. A compound con-

sisting of pulverised Ldkshd and Sarja-rasa (D. R.

Rasanj^na) should be used in filling up the cavity of the

affected organ in the said disease. The oil duly cooked

with the tender sprouts of S'aivdla, Makd-zriksha, Jambu

and of Amra, as well as with Karkata-S'ringi honey

and Manduki is highly efficacious in these cases.

Powders of the barks of Tinduka, Abhayd, Rodhra,

Samangd and of Amalaka mixed with honey* and

the expressed juice of Kapittha should be similarly

used. 33-36.

The expressed juice of Antra, Kapittha, Madhuka

flower, Dhava and of S'dla, or an oil duly cooked with

these is likswise recommended as ear-drops in these

cases. The oil cooked with Priyangu, Yashti-madhu,

Athbdlikd, Dhdtaki, S'ita-parni, Manjishthd, Lodhra,

and Ldkshd (as Kalka), and with the expressed juice of

the sprouts of Kapittha as the liquid, if used as an

ear-drop, arrests the secretion in a case of Karna-
srava. 37-38.

Treatment of Puti-karna i—Rasdnjana

rubbed and dissolved in the breast-milk and mixed with

honey proves highly efficacious even in chronic and long-

standing cases of Puti-karna attended with fetid dis-

charge. The use as ear-drops of the compound composed

of oil, the expressed juice of Nirgundi and honey mixed

together arrests an attack of Puti-karna. 39-40.

Treatment of Krimi-karna :—Vermi-
fuges should be employed for the treatment of a case

* S'rikantha Datta in his commentary on Vrinda quotes this couplet,

but does not read 'honey' there. He reads "fioji" in place of ''jm" i
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Krimi-karna. Fumigation* of the affected parts

with the fumes of (dried) Vdrtdku, or (the pouring of)

mustard oil (into the cavity of the affected organ)

is also beneficial in such cases. Vtdanir^ and Haritdla

(yellow orpiment) mixed with cow's urine (and used

as an ear-drop) as well as fumigating the affected

organ with the fumes of (burnt) Guggulu tends to destroy

the fetor in the ear due to local parasites. Administra-

tion of emetics, smoke-inhalation and gurgles are also

beneficial in such cases. 41-42.

Treatment of Karna-Kshveda, Vi-
dradhi, etc. :—Use of mustard oil as an ear-drop

is efficacious in cases of Karna-kshveda.t An abscess

(Vidradhi) in the ear should be treated as an ordinary

abscess. The aff*ected ear should be sufficiently fomented

after being filled in with oil so as to .soften the filthy

deposit in the cavity of the ear, after which the filthy

matter should be extracted with a probe or a director

(S'aldkA). 43-45.

Treatment of Karna-kandu and
karna-pratinaha :—Fumigation of the parts

with the help of a tube (Nadi-sveda), exhibitions of

emetics, smoke-inhalations, head-purging (errhines), as

well as all kinds of Kapha-subduing measures should be

resorted to in cases of Karna-kandu. Application of

Sneha and of Sveda and then of head-purgatives

(errhines) should be made in cases of Karna-pratina^ha,

* Dallana explains this to mean fumigation of the afifected organ,

as well as the use of the same in the manner of smoking.

+ The use of oil is also recommended in cases of abscess in the ear.

In cases of acute and painful Vataja Vidradhi sesamum oil should be used,

whereas in cases of Kaphaja Vidradhi the use of mustard oil is

recommended.—Dallana.
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and the treatment thereafter should conform to the

nature of the specific deranged Dosha of the body

involved in the case. 46-47.

Treatment of Karna-paka, etc. :—
Remedies and remedial measures described in connection

with Pittaja Vi.sarpa* should be used with equal

profit in a case of Karna-paika (inflammatory suppura-

tion of the ear). Any filth or vermin, etc., lodged in

the cavity of the ear .should be removed with the help of

a probe, or (by cutting it) with a horn. Cures for the

remaining cases of affections in the ear have been

described before ( in the Chikitsita-sthana, Chapters

XVIII, VI and XXIII). 48-50.

Thus ends the twenty-first chapter of the Uttara-Tanira in the

Sus'ruta Samhita which' deals with the treatment of the diseases pecu-

liar to the ear.

* In place of 'Piltaja-Visarpa', both Vrinda and Chakradatta read

'Kshataja-Visarpa'.



CHAPTER XXIL

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the causes and symptoms of diseases of the nose

(Nasst-gata-roga-VijnsCniya). i.

Nomenclature and Classification :—
Diseases which are specifically found to affect the organ

of smell may be classified into Thirty-one different

groups, viz.,—Apinasa, Puti-nasya, NdsA-pdka. S'onita-

Pitta.Puya-s'onita, Kshavathu, Bhrams'athu, Dipta, Ndsd-

ndha, Pari-srdva, Ndsd-s'osha, the four kinds of Ars'as

( polypoids ), the four kinds of swelling, the seven types

of tumours and the five types of Prati-s'y^ya which

will be described hereafter with the specific treatment

of each. Thus the diseases of the nose are said to be

thirty-one in all. 2.

Symptoms of Apinasa and Puti-na-
sya :—Chokedness and burning sensation in the

nostrils attended with dryness and deposit of filthy slimy

mucus in their passages, thereby deadening the faculty

of smell and taste for the time being, are the specific

indications of Apinasa, ( obstructions in the nostrils

)

which are identical with the symptoms (of the same

type) of Pratis'ydya (catarrh). It is due to the

concerted action of the deranged V^yu and Kapha.

The disease in which the fetid breath is emitted through

the mouth and the nostrils owing to the presence of the

deranged VAyu mixed up with the other Doshas ( Pitta,

Kapha and blood ) in the throat and about the root of

the palate is called Puti-nasya. 3-4.

Symptoms of Nasa-paka, Rakta-
Pitta and Puya-rakta : —A purulent inflam-

mation and the presence of pimples (Arush) in the
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nostrils owing to the vitiated condition of the local Pitta

attended with sliminess and fcetid odor is called NaiSE^-

ps&a.. The four kinds of Rakta-Pitta (haemorrhages)

with the two different origins and two different courses

will be dealt with again later on.* The disease in which

bloody or blood-streaked pus is discharged through

the nostrils either as the effect of a blow on the region

of the fore-head or through the highly heated condition

of the local blood, Pitta and Kapha is called Puya-rakta

(bloody pus ). 5-7.

Symptoms of Kshavathu :—The disease

in which the Vayu charged with Kapha repeatedly

gushes out of the nostrils accompained by loud reports

or sounds, owing to the fact of the nasal Marma being

anywise affected, is called Kshavathu (sneezing).-f- A
trickling sensation in the gristle of the nose owing to

the insertion of a thread, etc., into the nostrils, or to the

action of any strong (Tikshna) articles of fare, or of

any pungent smell, or of looking to the sun causes

sneezing. 8-9.

Symptoms of Bhramsathu and
Dipta :—The disease in which the deranged

undigested thickened and saline Kapha previously

accumulated in the region of the head is dissolved or

disintegrated and dislodged from its seat through the

heat of Pitta and is expelled (sneezed off) through the

nostrils is called Bhrams'athu. The affection in which

* The four kinds are clue to vitiated Vayu, Pitta and Kapha as well

as their concerted action. The two origins are (a) the spleen and the

liver, or (6) the Am^s'aya (stomach) and the Pakvas'aya (intestines). The

two courses are (a) the upper and the lower orifice, or {6) the mouth and

the nostrils. (2)

t The sneezing is here said to be of two kinds (l) Doshaja and (2) trau-

piatic. Here the former is Doshaja, while the latter is of traumatic origin.
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the Vdyu, in the shape of warm vapour-like breaths,

comes out of the nostrils accompanied by an excessive

burning sensation in the locality is called Dipta. lo-ii.

Symptoms Of Nasa-Pratinaha, Nassi-

parisrava and N^isst Parisosha:—The
condition under ^which the up-coarsing Udana Vdyu
of the region of the head is deranged in its passage

by a surcharge of Kapha, seems to stuff the

passages of the nostrils, and is called Nsisa'-Pratina'ha.

The disease in which there is constant, transparent,

slightly discoloured water-like secretion (of Kapha)

through the nostrils, more particularly at night, is called

Nsissi-Parisraiva (fluent coryza). Difficulty of respira-

ting (inhaling and exhaling) caused by the drying up

and consequent thickening of the Kapha (mucus) accu-

mulating in the passages of the nostrils, through the

action of the deranged VAyu and Pitta, is called Naisai-

Parisosha (parchedness of the nostrils ). 12-14.

Local Ars'as (polypoids) as well as local Sopha (four

each) are due to the action of the three deranged

Doshas of the locality jointly and separately. The differ-

ent kinds of Arvuda (nasal tumour) as mentioned in the

Sdl^kya-Tantra, with the one of SdnnipAtika origin are

seven in all. The five types of Pratisyaiya (catarrh)

mentioned here will be dealt with in chapter XXIV.
Remarks made in the chapter on the causes and

symptoms of swellings in general (Sopha-Vijndna),

as well as those of Ars'as (hsemorrhoid growths) in the

Niddna-sthdna should be understood to apply to those

diseases affecting the locality of the nose as well. 15-18.

Thus ends the twenty-second chapter in the Uttara-Tantra of the

Sus'ruta Samhita which deals with the causes and symptoms of the

diseases of the nose.



CHAPTER XXIIL

Now wc shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the therapeutics of nasal diseases (NcCScl-g'a.'ta."

Roga-Pratishedha). r.

Treatment of Apinasa and Puti-
nasya :—in cases of the first-mentioned disease {i.e.

Apinasa) and in those of Pati-nasya, applications

of Sneha and of Sveda to the affected part, and

application of emetics and purgatives should be made.

The diet should be light and moderate in quantity.

The water for drinking should be boiled before

use, and inhalation of smoke (Dhuma-pdna) should

be indulged in at the proper time. Hingu, Tri-

katu, Indra-Yava, S'ivdti*, Ldkshd, Katphala, Vacha,

Kushtha, S'obhdnjana, Vidanga, and Karanja should

be used daily with benefit in the manner of Avapida-

Nasya. Mustard oil should be duly cooked with the

aforesaid drugs together with cow's urine and be used as

an errhine (Nasya). 2-3,

Treatment of Nasa-paka, etc. :—in

cases of Naisai-paika, all the Pitta-subduing measures both

for internal and external use should be duly employed.

Barks of the Kshiri (milk-exuding) trees mixed with

clarified butter should be duly employed as wash and

plaster after a local bleeding. The medical treatment

of Sonita-pitta (Haimorrhaege) from the nose shall be

hereafteri* described. A case of Puya-Rakta ( dis-

charge of bloody pus from the nose ) should be treated

* S'ivdti may mean either white Puttarnavi or S'iphdlikd. Neither

Chakrapini nor Vrinda reads it in the text,

t See ch. XLIV of the Uttara-Tantra.
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as a case of sinus (Nddi) * for all practical purposes,

and Avapida-nasya as well as inhalations of smoke

(Dhuma) of keen-potencied drugs and Nasya (snuff or

errhines) of drugs of correcting or purifying virtues

should be used after the satisfactory exhibition of

emetics. 4-5.

Treatment of Kshavatu and Bhram-
S'athu :—Powders of head-purgaing drugs in the

form of snuff should be administered into the nostrils

through a pipe in cases of Kshavathu and Bhram-

sathu. The head should be duly fomented with V^yu-

subduing drugs and inhalation of Sneha-Dhuma-j* as

well as similar other medicinal measures remedial to

the deranged bodily VAyu should be resorted to. All

the Pitta-subduing measures should be employed in

a case of Dipta, and all cooling remedies and the drugs

of sweet taste should also be prescribed. 6-y.

Treatment of NsCsst-nsCha, etc. :—The

internal use of Sneha (Sneha-pdna) forms the principal

remedy in a case of Nstssf-iiiQia, in which fumigations

with lardacious drugs as well as head-purgings may be

likewise employed. The use of Bala-Taila or any other

V4yu-subduing remedy mentioned in the chapter on

the treatment of VAta-vyddhi (Ch. V. Chikitsita Sth^na)

may be similarly used with beneficial results. Pow-

dered snuff should be introduced into the nostrils

through a pipe or tube, and strong and keen Avapida-

Nasya should be used in cases of N^s^^Srsiva. Strong

fumes of (burnt) Deva-ddru and Chitraka should be

applied to the affected part. Goat's flesh is also

found beneficial in such cases. 8-9.

• See ch. XIV of the Chikitsifa-Sth^na.

t See ch, XVII of the Chikitsita-Sthana.
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Treatment Of Nstssi-^osha :—The use of

clarified butter churned out of milk, as well as that

of the oil as an errhine prepared in the manner of

Anu-taila are pre-eminently the best cures in a ca.s&

of Ndssi-Sosha. Potions of clarified butter, meals with

Jdngala meat-soup, applications of Sneha and of Sveda,

and fumigating the affected part with lardacious drugs

may be similarly prescribed with best advantage. The

remaining nasal diseases should be duly treated accord-

ing to the specific treatment of each case as described

before. lo-ii.

Thus ends the twenty-third chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhiti which deals with the treatment of the diseases of the nose.



CHAPTER XXIV.

' Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of catarrh

(Pratisy^ya-Pratishedha). i.

CauSSS :—Excessive indulgence in sexual inter-

course, heating of the head, entrance of the minute

particles of dust or smoke into the nostrils, excessive

application of cold or heat, voluntary retention of stool

and urine are the causes which may instantly usher in

an attack of nasal catarrh (Pratis'ydya). The fundamental

principles of Viyu, Pitta and Kapha, jointly and

separately, as well as of blood becoming aggravated by

various aggravating causes, bring on an attack of nasal

catarrh in course of time . 2-3.

Premonitary Symptoms:—Heaviness of

the head, sneezing and aching in the limbs, appearance

of goose-flesh upon the body, as well as many other

different kinds of supervening symptoms 'are seen to

precede an attack of nasal catarrh (Pratis'yaya). 4.

Specific Symptoms:—Hoarseness of voice,

a sense of stuffedness and obstruction in the nostrils

accompanied by a thin mucous secretion, dryness of the

throat, of the palate and of the lips, a pricking, and pierc-

ing pain in the region of the temples, as well as excessive

sneezing and a bad taste in the mouth are the character-

istics of Vjitaja type of catarrh (Pratis'yaya). A hot

and yellowish secretion from the nose, heated skin, thirst,

emaciation and yellowness of the complexion, as well

as the secretion being sudden, hot and smoky—these

are the characteristics which mark the Pittaja type of

catarrh. Constant running at the nose, the secretion being

white and cold, paleness (of the skin) and swelling (D. R.
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whiteness) of the eyes, heaviness of the head, flabbiness

of the face* and tickling and itching sensation in the

regions of the head, throat, lips and of the palate are

the features which mark the Kaphaja type of the

disease. 5-7.

The spontaneous disappearance, as well as re-

appearance of Pratis'ydya—'be it acute or chronic—is

the charracteristic symptom of Tri-doshaja Pratis'y^ya,

wherein the specific symptoms of all (the three) kinds

of Apinasa are present. 8.

Symptoms of Raktaja Pratisyaya:—
Discharge of blood (from the nose), redness of the eyes,

a bruised pain in the chest which seems as if struck with

a blow, fetid smell in the breath and the mouth, and loss

of the faculty of smelling are the characteristic symp-

toms of the Raktaja type of Pratis'ydya which has

its origin in the deranged condition of the blood. In

these cases i* hosts of extremely small worms of whitish

or blackish I hue are found to infest the affected loca-

lities {vis., the nostrils) which show symptoms identical

with those of the head-disease due to the germination

of parasites in that region. 9.

Prognosis :—The malignant nature of the

disease (Dushta-Pratis'ydya) should be inferred from the

constant alternate sliminess and dryness, as well as cons-

tant alternate contraction and expansion of the nostrils,

* In place of «^^g^ fTtft^^t '—some read '',^^^f%j^T ^^.''

—

i. e. "the man (patient) gets heaviness of the head." In this case the

flabbiness of the face is not seperately mentioned.

t According to some this is the characteristic symptom of another

kind of Pratis'yaya, and not one of the symptoms of the Raktaja type as

appears at the first sight.

t Madhava Kar reads '^f{V. f^'>?I*' '• ^'> glossy white in hue, in place

*^'f '^rrr, ir^;' '• '• whitish and blackish in hue.
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fetour in the breath and loss of the faculty of smell.

Such a case of Pratis'ydya should be regarded as extremely

hard to cure. Neglected and not properly remedied at

the outset of an attack, any type of catarrh (Pratis'yAya)

may bring on cases of malignant Pinasa, which in

time gives rise to a number of diseases and produces

.in its train deafness, blindness, loss of smell, violent

ocular affections, cough, dulness of appetite, and Sopha

(swelling). lo-ii.

General Treatment of Pratisyaya :—
Potions of clarified butter, various sorts of emetics, and

fomentations (Sveda) may be prescribed in nasal catarrh

(Pratisyaya), except in fresh and acute cases. Errhines

(Nasyaj of Avapida type may also be employed in

time, if required. Fomentation should be applied and

diet should be taken in a tepid state with articles of

acid taste, and draughts of milk should be administered

with green ginger* and with any modification of the

expressed juice of sugar-canef for the purpose of thick-

ening and maturing the secreted mucus, in cases where

that maturing process has not already spontaneously

set in. The mucus found matured, thick and pendent

should be made to secrete by applying head-purgatives

(^iro-vireka). Purgatives, Vasti of the Asthapana kind,

smoke-inhalations and medicinal gurgles should also be

prescribed according to the exigencies of each case

under treatment and in consideration of the nature and

intensity of the deranged Dosha involved therein. 12-14.

* Some explain "A'rdraka" to mean the expressed juice oifresh ginger,

while others explain it to mean the powder of </r«V^ ginger.

t In place of *'T^f^^T?;^t^:"—with any modification of the expressed

juice of sugar-cane, such as treacle, sugar, etc , some read "^^^q^^."

u e., with articles of pungent taste.
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Regimen of diet and conduct :—in a

case of Pratis'ydya the patient should sit, lie, or move

about in closed and windless rooms and wear warm

and thick turban on his head. He should take Vijayd

(Haritaki) and partake of meals consisting of Paldnna*

cooked without clarified butter. He should also be

subjected to a course of strong head-purging as well as

of sTnoke-inhalations. Use of new wine and cold drink,

cold baths, sexual intercourse, anxious cares, lamenta-

tions, voluntary retention of stools and urine, as well as

partaking of fares which are excessively dry (and beget

dryness in the system), should be foregone by a person

suffering from an attack of Pinasa. 15-16.

Fastings and employment of digestive (P^chana) and

appetising (Dipaniya) remedies should be the medical

treatment in cases of Pinasa (nasal catarrh) accompanied

by such distressing symptoms as vomiting, aching,

heaviness in the limbs, feverishness, non-relish for food,

apathy, and Atis^ra (diarrhoea). In case of an adult

person suffering from an attack of Pinasa due to the

concerted action of V^yu and Kapha, the patient should

be made to vomit by taking in a large quantity of any

liquid substance. The -complications (Upadrava) in-

volved therein should be remedied by appropriate diet

and remedial agents and after their subsidence, the

patient should be treated according to the instructions

given before. 17-18.

Treatment of VsCtaja Type :—in cases of

Vaitaja-Pratisyj^ya clarified butter duly cooked with

the drugs of the Viddri-gandhddi group or with the

five officinal salts should be prescribed for internal

* Palanna is generally prepared by cooking together rice, meat and

clarified butter as well as other spices, but in this case clarified butter

should not be used.
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use, according to the rules of taking Sneha (see chapter

XXXI., Chikitshita-Sthdna). The process of snuiifing,

etc., should also be resorted to, if necessary, as in a

case of Ardita (Facial paralysis). 19.

Treatment of Pittaja and Raktaja
types :—in the Pittaja and Raktaja types (of

Pratis'y^ya) the patient should be given draughts*

of clarified butter duly cooked with the drugs of the

Kdkolyddi group. Coldf washes and plasters should

also be used. Sarjarasa (Resin), Pattanga (red-sandal),

Priyangu, honey, sugar, Drdkshd, Madhulikd (Guduchi),

Goji, S'ri-parni and Yashti-madku should be pres-

cribed as gurgles, and purgings (errhines ?) should be

induced with the help of the drugs of sweet potency

(swch. 2iS Drdkshd, Aragbadka, honey, sugar, etc.). Oil

duly cooked with (a paste composed of) Dhava-hd^rk^

Tri-phald, S'ydtnd, Tilvaka, Yashti-tnadhu, S'ri-parni^

Rajani, and with milk weighing ten times as much as

oil, should be preserved for a time and used as an

errhine (Nasya) in either of these cases. 20.

Treatment of Kaphaja Type :—In a

case of the Kaphaja- Pratis'yaiya, emulsive measures

(Sneha-karma) should be performed with clarified butter,

and the patient should be made to vomit by using

Yavjigu (gruel) prepared with J/ij/irt-pulse and Tila,

(sesamum-seed), after which the general Kapha-subduing

measure should be employed. Oil duly cooked with

the two kinds of Bald, the two kinds of Brihati,

* Some read •fTf'a;' in place of 'qgw.' This word means that the

clarified butter for use in this case should be duly cooked with the f?f^

(bitter) drugs, viz., the leaves oi Palola, etc.

t Both the commentators of Vrinda and Chakradatta explain the

term ^cl%^ (cold) to mean 'prepared with the drugs of cold potency

such as the drugs of the Nyagrodhidi and Utpalddi groups.'
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Vidanga, Tri-kantaka, S'vetd-roots, Sahd (Mudga-

parni), Bhadrd (Gdmbhdri) and Varshdbhu should be

employed as an errhine, Sarald, Kinihi, Ddru, Nikmnhha

(Danti) and Ingudi should be pasted together and duly-

formed as Vartis. These Vartis should be duly used

for the purposes of smoking (Dhuma-pdna) 21-22.

Treatment of Tri-doshaja Type :—
Clarified butter duly prepared with the drugs of bitter

and pungent tastes, inhalation of the smoke of strong-

potencied drugs as well as the use of articles of pungent

taste and other appropriate medicinal preparations

would prove curative in a case of Tri-doshaja Pratis'y^ya

(nasal catarrh) brought about by the aggravation of

all the three Doshas. An intelligent physician should

prescribe as an errhine the medicated oil duly cooked

and prepared with the admixture of Rasdnjana,

Ati-vishd, Musta and Bhadra-ddru. Gargles prepared

with the decoction of Musta, Tejovati, Pdthd, Katphala,

Katuka, Vachd, Sarshapa (mustard), Pippali-mula, Pippali,

Saindhava, Agnika (Ajamodd), Ttittha, Karanja-stods,

Salt and Bhadra-ddru should be prescribed. Oil duly

cooked with the preceding drugs is recommended for

purging (Siro-vireka) the head of the patient. 23-24.

Flesh of birds and beasts of the Jdngala group, aquatic

flowers and the Vayu-subduing drugs (Bhadra-ddrvddi)

should be duly cooked in milk mixed with water weigh-

ing half as much as the milk. * The liquid in this

case should be reduced to the original quantity of milk,

when it should be taken down and allowed to cool.

Clarified butter should then be prepared from this

milk and should be again duly cooked with the drugs

of the Sarvagandhd (Elddi) group, sugar, Anantd, Yashti-

* Some say that milk and water in equal parts should be taken.

17
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madhu and (red) Chandana and with a quantity of milk

ten times its own weight. All types of nasal catarrh,

yield to the curative efficacy of this medicated Ghrita,

if used as an errhine (Nasya). Oils medicated with the

drugs remedial to the specific deranged Dosha involved

in each case under treatment should also be pres-

cribed. 25-26.

All the foregoing preparations should be surcharged

with the urine and bile of a cow and used in cases due

to the existence of local parasites , and vermifuges {e. g.^

drugs of the Surasddi group) should be administered as

a palliative measure.* 27,

Thus ends the twenty-fourth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the

Sus'ruta Samhita which deals with the (symptoms and) medical treatment

of Pratis'yaya.

* In places of "qTxpfT?r' Chakradatta reads ''^Tl^iry^' ie.., as an

errhine. He also reads "^r^^j^fq^;" i-e., pasted with the urine (of a cow),

and thus does not read the bile of a cow (fl{fT) in the text. Yrinda, however,

reads "^r^^nft' in place of *'?uq?fpeK' which means that vermifuges should

be used for washing purposes.



CHAPTER XXV.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the symptoms of diseases peculiar to the region

of the head (^iro-roga-Vijnsiniya). i.

CIa.SSifica.tion :—Diseases which are peculiar

to the region of the head number eleven in all, vis., the

four kinds respectively due to the action of the deranged

Viiyu, Pitta, Kapha, and their combination, as well as

those which are respectively incidental to any bodily

waste (Kshayaja), or to the vitiated condition of the

blood (Raktaja), or to the existence of parasites (Krimija),

the remaining four being known as Surydvarta, Ananta-

vdta, Ardhdvabhedaka and Samkhaka. The symp-

toms of these eleven kinds of head-diseases are given

below. 2.

Symptoms of Dosha-origined types s

—A fit of violent headache without any apparent cause

and which becomes worse in the night and is relieved

by pressure or by being bandaged or by an application

of fomentation round the head, should be ascribed to

the action of the deranged V^yu, and is known as the

Vaitaja-Siroroga. A violent burning and aching pain

in the head, in which the scalp seems to have been

strewn over with bits of live charcoal, accompanied by

a sense of scorching vapour being emitted from the

nostrils, and which ameliorates in the night or on the

application of cold, should be ascribed to the action of

the deranged Pitta, and is known as the Pittaja-

Siroroga. A fit of headache in which the head (palate)

and the throat* seem to be covered with a coat of sticky

* In place of "fsiftJT^" sonxe read "fjjft Vl^rl''. This reading is

adopted by Madhava. There seems to be no difference in the meaning

slhp word fajT^ (head) may inchide both the palate and the throat.

k
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mucus, and feel cold and heavy, and cannot be turned

about, and the face and the eyes look swollen or flabby,

should be attributed to the action of the deranged

bodily Kapha, and is called the Kaphaja-Siroroga.

A case marked by the concerted action of all the three

preceding Doshas exhibits all the symptoms peculiar to

all of them, and is known as the Trl-doshaja-Siro-

roga. 2-6.

Symptoms of Rkktaja, Kshayaja
and Krimija types of ^iro-roga :—

A

case of headache due to the vitiated condition of the

local blood manifests all the symptoms of the Pittaja

type, and the head becomes incapable of (bearing) the

least touch. This is known as the Raktaja-Siroroga.

A case of headache incidental to the waste of the local

Vasd (fat) or Kapha* is marked by an intolerable pain

(Abhi-tdpa) in the head which is aggravated by the appli-

cation of fomentation, fumigation, errhine, emetic and

blood-letting. This is known as the Kshayaja-Siro-

roga. The disease of the head in which a pricking

and tingling pain is felt inside the head as if being stung,

(by some poisonous insect), and which is accompanied

by a watery discharge mixed with blood (D. R. pus) from

the nose, should be attributed to the existence of local

parasites. This disease is a dangerous one and is

known as the Krimija (Parasitic) Siro-roga. 7-9.

Symptoms of Suryavarta ^iro-
VOgSi I—The disease of the head in which a severe pain

is felt in the eye and the eyebrow just at sunrise, and

* Dallana here comments that the term '*VaS8b" means all the

fatty substances in the body, e. ^., the brain substance, Medas, semen,

Majjan, etc. There is a variant which is not recognised by Gayi. That

• reading is '^HJJ^^nf^^^TWTTi (^- <?•> ^Y ^^e waste) of blood, Vasa

Kapha and Vayii. This, however, seems to be" the better reading.
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which goes on growing worse with the progress of the

day and begins to abate only when that great luminary

begins to set in the western sky, is called Surysivarta.

It (generally) abates on the use of cold articles but some-

times on that of warm things as well. It is ascribed

to the concerted action of the three Doshas. lo.

Symptoms of Ananta-vata ^iro-
rogca :—The disease of the head in which a violent

pain is felt at the Manya and the Ghdta (the two

nerves on the backside of the neck) which ultimately

affects the region of the eye, the eyebrow and the

temples and specially produces a throbbing of the cheek,

as well as paralysis of the jaw-bone and the eye. The

disease is known as Ananta-VJita and is due to the

concerted action of the three Doshas. ii.

Symptoms of Ardhavabhedaka and
^amkhaka:—The disease of the head in which

a violent and excruciating pain of a piercing or aching

nature is felt in one half of the cranium which

makes the patient feel giddy, and which either follows

no distinct periodicity or recurs at a regular interval

of ten days or of a fortnight, is called the Ardhjiva-

bhedaka and is due to the concerted action of the

three Doshas. A violent pain caused in the head

and more especially in the temples by the local YAyu in

combination with the deranged Kapha, Pitta and blood

is designated by the holy sages of Ayurveda as the

Samkhaka. It produces a very great pain, and is very

hard to cure even by the joint advice of thousands of

physicians and is as fierce as death itself. 12-13.

Thus ends the twenty-fifth chapter in the Uttara Tanlra of the Sus'ruta

Samhita which deals with the symptoms of the diseases of the head.



CHAPEE XXVI.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the therapeutics of the diseases of the head (^iro-

roga-Pratishedha). i.

Treatment of Vataja-^iroroga ".—Re-

medial measures described in connection with the treat-

ment of VAta-Vyddhi should be employed in their

entirety in the Vayu-origined types of the diseases of

the head, and all nfedicinal compounds of oil or clarified

butter should be followed by a potion of milk. Mudga,

Kulattha, or Mdsha pulse, unmixed with any other

thing, as well as pungent and heat-making articles,

saturated with clarified butter and followed by potions

of tepid milk should be taken in the night. Sesamum
oil or the paste of sesamum may also be taken. Milk

duly boiled with the Vdyu-subduing drugs should be

employed in a lukewarm state in washing the diseased

locality, and a plaster composed of the powders of the

same drugs boiled with milk should be applied luke-

warm to the scalp. In the alternative, the scalp may be

plastered over with the boiled flesh of fish or with

Kris'ard (preparation of rice and sesamum) saturated

with Saindhava salt, or with (the paste of) Chandana,

Utpala, Kushtha and Pippali, finely powdered together

(all in a lukewarm state). 2-3.

Oil duly prepared with Kulira (crabs) should be used

for Nasya (snuffing) purposes subsequent to the employ-

ment of the (above) fomentation. A quantity of milk

diluted with the addition of half as much of water

should be duly boiled with the paste of the drugs of the

Varunddi group and taken down from the fire when

the water has evaporated. Butter should be skimmed out
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of it when cool and clarified butter prepared therefrom

should be again duly cooked with the paste of the drugs

of the Madhura group. The use of this Ghrita as a

Nasya (snuff) is highly efficacious in the type under

discussion. Clarified butter duly cooked with the decoc-

tion of the preceding drugs (of the Varunadi group) and

with milk should be taken with sugar. Snaihika Dhuma
(ChikitsA, XL.) should be administered in time w^hen

required, and Traivrita Ghrita and Bala Taila should

be prescribed as a draught and as an errhine, as

well as for the purposes of anointing, sprinkling and

Vasti-Karma. The food in the present type of the

disease should be taken with milk cooked with V^yu-

subduing drugs and with meat-soup saturated with

Sneha (clarified butter). ^-5.

Treatment of Pittaja and Raktaja
^iro-roga :—Cooling plasters saturated with clari-

fied butter should be applied to the scalp and cooling

head-washes should be prescribed in the Pittaja and

Raktaja types of Siro-roga. Milk, the expressed juice of

sugarcane, fermented rice-gruel (Dhdnydmla), curd-cream

(Mastu), honey and sugar mixed in water—these should

be used for sprinkling purposes. Plaster for the head

should be prepared with Nala^ Vetasa, Kahldra (red

lotus), Chandana, Utpala, S'anikha (conch-shell), S'aivdla,

Yashti-tnadhit, Musta and lotus taken together and

mixed with clarified butter, and the plasters described in

connection with the treatment of Pittaja and Raktaja

Visarpa (Erysipelas) should also be used. The drugs

of the Madhura group should be used in a tepid state

as plasters and the Sneha (oil or clarified butter) duly

cooked with the same drugs should be used as an errhine,

and appropriate medicines should be used as purgatives

as well as in Asthapana and Sneha-Vasti measures,
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Clarified butter skimmed from milk, and fresh

Vasd (lard)* of Jdngala animals should be used as

errhines, and, cooked with the drugs of the Utpalddi

group, should be used in the manner of Asthdpana-vasti.

.Pood should be taken with meat-soup of J^ngala ani-

mals, and clarified butter should be used in the manner

of an Anuvdsana Vasti. Clarified butter skimmed from

milk and du'y cooked with the drugs of the Madhura

group and mixed with sugar should be used for emulsive

purposes (Snehana), and all measures and remedies

which are remedial to the deranged blood and

Pitta may be likewise employed with profit in these

cases, ^-y.

Treatment of Kaphaja ^iro-roga:—
In a case of Kaphaja-Siroroga, the Kapha-subduing

measures, such as strong emetics, head-purgatives (Siro-

vireka) and gargling should be resorted to. The trans-

parent upper part of clarified butter -f should be given

to drink, and fomentation should then be frequently

applied to the head. Head-purgatives should then be

administered with the pith of Madhuka wood, or

with Mesha-s'ringi and Ingudi bark. Vartis (sticks)

made of Mesha-s'ringi and Ingudi barks should be used

in smoking. Snuffs of powdered Katphala should be

taken, and gargles with Kapha-subduing drugs should be

used. Plasters prepared with Sarald, Kushtha, S'drn-

gashtd^ Deva-ddru, and Rohisha pasted together with

the alkaline water and mixed with Saindhava salt should

be applied lukewarm to the head. The diet should

consist of cooked barley or Shashtika rice, which should

* In place of *^^(' (lard) some read ^j^ which means meat-soup,

t According to a variant matured clarified butter should be used

in this case.
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be judiciously taken with Yava-kshdra and powdered

Tri-katu and with the soup of Mudga, Patola and

Kulattha pulse. 8.

Treatment of Tri-doshaja and Kshay-
aja S'iroroga :—The Measures which are severally-

remedial to the three deranged Doshas of the body

should be employed in a case of Siroroga marked by

the concerted action of the three Doshas (Tri-doshaja>

and draughts of old and matured clarified butter are

said to be specially efficacious in such instances. Em-

ployment of nutritive (Vrimhana) measures and reme-

dies is recommended in cases of the diseases of the head

due to any waste or atrophy of the local fat, etc. (Kshay-

aja siroroga). Clarified butter duly cooked with the

admixture of the drugs of the V^yu-subduing and the

Madhura groups* should be given as drinks and

errhines. Any medicated Ghrita which acts as a remedy

in cases of consumptive cough would be found most

efficacious in the present (Kshayaja) type. 9-10.

Treatment of Krimija S'iroroga :—
In a case of head-disease (head-ache ?) due to the germi-

nation of parasites (Krimi) in the head, the patient should

be made to snuff in a quantity of animal blood. The
worms or parasites lured with the smell of the blood,

would greedily come down (into the passages of the

nostrils) when they should be carefully extracted (by

means of tongs, etc). Head-purgatives composed of the

pulverised seeds of Hraswa (small) S'igru mixed with

Kdnsya (dead brass) and Nili (indigo) pounded together

should then be used, if necessary, or any vermifuge drug

(Vidanga, etc.) pasted with the urine of a cow should be

* According to Videha the clarified butler in this case should be

cooked with the decoction of the Vayu-subduing drugs and with the Kalka

ot the Madhura drugs.

18
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stuffed into the nostrils in the manner of an Avapida

Nasya. Fumigations should be applied into the nostrils

with the fumes of burnt sordid fishes and vermifuge

foods and drinks of various kind should be given. 1 1.

Treatment Of Suryavarta and ArdhsC-
vabhedaka :—Errhines etc. (plaster, gargle, etc.)

should be prescribed in cases of the Suryavarta type of

Siroroga. The diet should principally consist of boiled

rice and milk with clarified butter and the essence

or extract of the meat of J^ngala animals. These and

similar other suitable remedial agents should be employ-

ed in cases of the Ardhaivabhedaka type of Siroroga.

Sirisha* and Mulaka seeds or bamboo-roots camphor,

or Vacha and Mdgadhi, or Yashti-madhu and honey,

or Manah sild, pasted with honey, or (pasted)

Chandana should be stuffed into the nostrils in the

manner of an Avapida Nasya m a case of the Suryd-

varta type of Siroroga as well as in a case of Ardhdva-

bbedaka headache. After the use of the above, the

patient should be made to snuff in the medicated clarified

butter cooked with the drugs of the Madhura f (Kdko-

lyddi) group, in both the above cases. Plasters com-

posed of Sdrivd, Utpala^ Kushtha and Yashti-madhu past-

ed with Kdnjika(acid gruel) and surcharged with oil and

clarified butter are to be found efficacious in both the

cases, if applied to the affected region. This may be

employed with equal success in the cases of the Kaphaja

type \ of Siroroga. 12-14.

* Sripati Datta, the commentator of Vrinda, prescribes the bark and

S'ivadasa Sen, the commentator of Chakrapini, prescribes the seeds of

S'irisha.

t Some take "?r?T^" '° ™sa" "^^"
I

J In place of the Kaphaja type some read the Kshayaja type. But

it is not accepted by Jejjata, Others again read "Anildtmake" i.e. in

the Vdtaja type-
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Treatment of Ananta-V£ita :—Cases of

Ananta-vata Siroroga should be treated like those of

Suryavarta. Moreover blood-letting should be effected

(by opening a local vein) and the diet should be such

as to subdue the Vdyu and the Pitta and should cossist

of MadJm-Mastaka, Sangydsa ond Ghrita-pura (different

kinds of confectionery made of wheat, sugar, milk, clari-

fied butter, etc.). 15.

Treatment of ^amkhaka :—Clarified

butter churned from milk should be given for a drink and

used as an errhine in a case of Samkhaka and the diet

should consist of (boiled rice mixed with) clarified butter

and the essence of the meat of j^ngala animals. Plasters

composed of S'atdvari, black sesamum, Yashti-madhu,

Nilotpala, Durvd and Punainavd pasted together, or of

Mahd-sugandhd (Utpla-asdrivd) or Pdlindi pasted with

Kdnjika should be applied to the affected locality.

Cooling washes and plasters as well as different Avapida

Nasyas prescribed in cases of Surydvarta should also

be prescribed for this disease (Samkhaka). 16.

Strong head-purgatives (errhines) composed of oil

and honey should be first administered in cases of Siro-

roga with the exception of the Krimija and the

Kshayaja types. Then the patient should be made to

snuff in drops of mustard oil. In cases where the preced-

ing remedies would fail to produce any relief, the

patient should be treated with Sneha and Sveda, and

bleeding should then be effected by opening a local

vein. 17-18.

The Conclusion :—The causes, symptoms

and the therapeutics of the seventy-six kinds of ocular

affection, of the twenty-eight kinds of the disease of

the ear, of the thirty-one kinds of nasal disease, of the

eleven kinds of the disease of the head as well as
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of the sixty-seven (sixty-five) kinds of the affection of

the mouth have been described in detail in other

treatises (^.^. those of Videha, etc. dealing with this special

subject—the diseases of the over-clavicular region). The

number, symptoms and therapeutics of these diseases

of the over-clavicular region are herein briefly described

in accordance therewith, 19.

Thus ends the twenty-sixth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'iuta

Samhita which deals with the treatment of the diseases of the head.

Here ends the ^eCIsCkya Tantra (Surgery

Minor).



CHAPTER XXVII.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the specific features (of the nine diseases of infant

life, which are attributed to the influences) of the nine

malignant Grahas (Nava-Grahakriti-ViJn£L-
nam). r.

Different Names :—Attentively hear me des-

cribe, Sus'ruta, the origin, cause and medical treatment

of the diseases of infancy which are due to the influences

of malignant stars (Graha) or demons as well as the

characteristic symptoms by which each can be accurate-

ly diagonosed. The diseases number nine in all and

are called Skanda-Graha, Skandapasmara, Sakuni,

Revati, Putand, Andha-Putana, Sita-Putan^, Mukha-

mandikd and Naigamesha or Pitri-Graha. 2-3.

General course of attack :—These malig-

nant stars (Graha) or demons affect the person of a

child in the cases where the directions laid down before

(in the Sdrira-sthana) in respect of the conduct of the

mother or the nurse during the time the child is brought-

up on the breast are not followed, and consequently

where proper benedictory rites are not performed and

the child is allowed to remain in an uncleanly state, or

where the child becoming anyhow uneasy gets fright-

ened, is rebuked, or begins to cry. They (demons) make
their appearance for the purpose of getting proper

respect and worship. They being omnipotent and

omnipresent are not capable of being seen by man
when they enter the person of a child. I should, there-

fore, discourse on the symptoms of their presence, as

derived from the authority of the sages of yore. 4.
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Symptoms of attack by Skanda-
graha and Skandapasmara-graha :—
Swelling of the eyes and distorted features of the face

and an aversion to the breast-milk are the indications of

an attack by the Skanda-graha. The body of the chiid

emits a bloody smell and one of the eyelids becomes

fixed or motionless. The child looks frightened, closes

his fists (as in a fit of convulsion) and moans a little. The
eyes become highly rolling and the stool becomes hard

and constipated. Alternate fits of fainting and cons-

ciousness, convulsive jerks of legs and hands like those

in dancing, foaming (at the mouth), yawning and the

passing of stool and urine with the passage of wind are

the characteristic features of an attack by the Skanda^-

pasmatra-graha. 5-6.

^akuni and Revati :—Looseness of limbs

which emit a peculiar bird-like* smell are the indications

of an attack of the child by the Sakuni Graha. The
child in such a case starts up in terror and its body is

covered with a large number of secreting ulcers (Vrana),

or of eruptions of vesicles attended with a burning

sensation subsequently suppurating and bursting of

themselves. The face assumes a blood-red hue, the stool

(as well as the urine) becomes green and the body of the

child looks as if of deep yellow or dark brown colour,

fever ensues with an inflamation of the mouth, a bruised

pain is felt all over the body and the child frequently

rubs its nose and ears—these are the features which

mark a sure attack of Revati-Graha. 7-8.

Putan^ and Andha-putansL :—Loose-
ness of the limbs, disturbed sleep whether by day

* By the word f^-f^ (lit. a bird) in f^^^jffj^^j is here meant meat'

eating aquatic birds.
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or at nigh;:, loose stools, emission of a crow-like smell

from the body, vomiting, appearance of goose-flesh on

the skin and thirst are the specific symptoms of an

attack of the child by the Putana'-Graha. Dislike for

the breast-milk as well as an attack of dysentry,

(Atisdra), cough, hic-cough, vomiting, fever, discolouring

of the complexion, and swelling in the skin as well as

an inclination to lie always on the fa:e are the symp-

toms which are exhibited in a case of an attack by

the Andha-Putanai-Graha. 9-10.

^ita-putana anc? lYIukha-mandika :—
Constant and frightened startling up, excessive shivering,

comatose sleep, constant diarrheic stools and bloody smell

of the limbs are the symptoms which characterise a case

of an attack by S:ta-Putanai. The child in this case cries

almost unceasingly, and a rumbling sound is heard in the

intestines. Paleness (emaciation) of the body (trunk) and

a glossy line (swelling) of the face and the extremities

attended with frightfuln ess, voracious appetite, appear-

ance of net-like veins on the abdomen and the emission

of urine-like smell from the body are the symptoms of an

attack of the child by Mukha-mandiksi Graha. 11-12.

Naigamesha-Graha :—Frothy vomits, bend-

ing of the middle of the trunk, anxious appearance, loud

crying, upward gaze of the eyes, constant emaciation

(fever-D. R.), a fatty smell in the body and unconscious-

ness are the symptoms which mark a cage of an attack

by the Naigamesha. 13.

Prognosis :—A stupified state of the child

attended with anaversion to breast-milk and constant fits

of fainting as well as the full development of all the

specific symptoms show the imminent fatal termination

of the disease. Otherwise it may prove amenable to

medical treatment, if it be not a case of long standing. 14.
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Rules to be observed :—The child should

be kept in a clean and purified chamber and its body

should be rubbed or anointed with old and matured

clarified butter. Mustard seeds should be strewn all

over the floor (by a person) in a clean state and a lamp of

mustard oil should be kept perpetually burning therein.

Libations of clarified butter with the drugs of the Sarva-

gandhd and Sarvoushadhi * groups and garlands of

flowers as well as sandal paste should,be cast into the fire

and kept continually burning by reciting the following

incantations, "Obeisance to thee, O fire-god, obeisance

to thee, O goddess Krittiki, obeisance to thee, O
Skanda, obeisance to thee, O lord of the Grahas (which

has cast this malignant influence). With head down

with deep humility, I supplicate thy favour. Dost thou

accept the offerings I have made to thee. May my
child get rid of the disease it has been suffering from.

Makest it hale and hearty again." 15.

Thus ends the twenty-seventh chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the

Sus'ruta-Samhitd which deals with the specific features of an attack by the

nine (malignant) Grahas.

* The drugs of the Eladi group are known as Sarva-gandha.

Sarvaaushadhi drugs here mean Vava, Dha'nya, lUla, etc.
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Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the Therapeutics (and remedial measures) of an

attack by Skanda-Graha (Skanda-Graha-Pra-*
tishedha). i.

Decoctions of the leaves of the trees (Vilvddi) possess-

ed of Vayu-subduing virtue should be used for sprink-

ling purposes and oil duly cooked and prepared with

the decoction of their roots and with the drugs of the

Sarvagandha, group and iwith Kaitaryya* and Surd-

manda as Kalka should be used in anointing the body

of the child laid up with an attack of Skanda-graha.

Draughts of clarified butter duly cooked with Deva-ddru,

Rdsndy the drugs of the Madhura group and with milk,

should be internally administered. 2-3.

Fumigation :—Moreover the body of the child

should be fumigated with the fumes of the mustard

seeds, the cast-off skin of a snake, Vachd, Kdkddani,

clarified butter and the hairs of a camel, a goat, a sheep

or of a cow mixed together and burnt. 4.

The twigs of Soma-halli (Guduchi), Indra-halli (As-

mantaka) and S'ami as well as the thorns of Vilva and

the roots of Mrigddani, should be strung together (in

the shape of a garland) and tied (round its neck). 5.

The physician (or any other person acting on his

behalf) should bathe in the night and worship the god

Skanda for three successive nights in the inner quadrangle

of the house of the child or at the crossing of roads

with various offerings, viz., garlands of red flowers, red

flags, red perfumes such as Kumkuma, edibles of various

* Kaitaryya, according to Dallana, means Nimba or Guduchi.

19
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kinds and newly harvested barley grains, S dli rice.

A cock should be sacrificed on the occasion (to appease

his wrath) and bells should be rung (for his propitiation).

The water to be used for bath (in course of worship),

should be consecrated by reciting the G^yatri Mantra

ftnd the sacrificial fire should be duly lit with (three,

seven or ten) libations (of clarified butter). 6.

IVIantras :—The body of the child should be

guarded by a careful physician against the influence of

the malignant Grahas by reciting every day a Mantra

which runs as follows :
—"May Skanda, the eternal and

changeless deity who is the receptacle of all sorts of

energies produced by austerities, fame, valour, or organic

combination (vital energy), be propitious to thee. May
the almighty Guha protect thee from all evils—Guha

who is the commander-in-chief both of the army of the

gods and of the Grahas and is the destroyer of the

enemies of the army of the gods (in which rank he has

been installed, lit. wedded, with the suffrage of all the

gods). May he who is the begotten son of the supreme

deity—the god of the gods and who acknowledges

severally the exalted motherhood of Gangd, Umd and

the Krittik^s, give thee health and comfort. May the

beautiful god who pierced with a single shaft right

through the heart of the mountain Krouncha and who

is effulgent with the red rays of his own divine person

smeared with the paste of red sandal-wood and decked

with the garland of red flowers, protect thee from all

perils." 7.

Thus ends the twenty-eighth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the

Sus'ruta Samhitd which deals with the Therapeutics of Skanda-Graha.



CHAPTER XXIX.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the Therapeutics of an attack by Skanddpasmdra

(Skandapasmara-Pratishedha). i.

A decoction of Vilva, S'irisha, Golomi (JDurdlabhd),

and the drugs of the Surasddi %'(o\y^ should be employed

in sprinkling the body of the possessed child in a case

of the present disease. Medicated oil duly cooked

with the drugs of the Sarvagandhd group should be

used in anointing its body. Clarified butter duly cooked

with milk and the decoction of the barks of the Kshiri

trees together with the drugs of the K&kolyddi group

as Kalka* should be prescribed for internal use. 2A.

The body of the affected child should be rubbed

(Utsaidana) with the paste of Vachd and Hingu taken

together. The dungs of an owl and a vulture, human

hairs, the nails of an elephant, clarified butter, and the

hairs of a bull should be mixed together and used for

fumigating the child's body. Anantd, Vhnbi, Markati,

and Kiikkuti should be strung together and fastened

(as a charm) to the body of the child. 2B.

The physician (or the votary officiating for him)

should worship the presiding deity of the disease in a

ditch (dug out for the purpose) with the offerings of both

cooked and uncooked meat, fresh blood (of a goat\

milk, and edibles prepared with the Mdsha pulse for the

ghosts, and the possessed child should be bathed at

the crossing of roads by physician observing the

* Although Dallana prescribes the drug? of the Kdkolyddi group to be

used as Kalka, we are inclined to take the sentence to mean that the

decoction of those drugs should be used.
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necessary fast, etc. with the recital of the following

Mantra :
—"O thou, the trusted and beloved friend of

the god Skanda, O Skanddpasmdra, O thou ugly-faced

one whom the world knows by the epithet of Visdkha,

may good befall this child in distress." 2.

Thus ends the twenty-ninth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the

.Sus'ruta Samhitd which deals with the Therapeutics of an attack by

Skandapasmdra.



CHAPTER XXX.

Now we shall discourse' on the chapter which deals

with the medical treatment of an attack by SaTcuni

(^akuni-Pratishedha). i.

A wise physician should sprinkle the body of the

child possessed by Sakuni with the decoction (duly

prepared) of Vetasa, Amra and Kapittha. Oils duly

cooked with the drugs of the sweet and astringent groups

should be used in anointing its body. Fradehas

(plasters) composed of Madhuka^ Us'ira, Hrivera, Sdrwd,

Utpala, Padmaka, Rodhra, Priyangu, Manjishthd and

Gairika, should be applied. 2A.

Various kinds of medicinal powders and diet and

re-medial measures in general described in connection

with the medical treatment of Ulcers * as well as the

fumigations (Dhupana) mentioned in the chapter on the

treatment of Skanda-graha (vide ch. XXV III.) should

be prescribed for the disease under discussion. Drugs

such as S'atdvari, Mrigddani, Ervdru, Ndgadanti,

Nidigdhikd, Lakshmand, Sahadevd and Vrihati should

be fastened (as a charm) to the body of the child (in

the preceding manner). 2B.

The presiding deity of the disease (Sakuni Graha)

should be worshipped by a physician of self-control

inside a Karanja bower and be propitiated with

offerings of huskless sesamum, garlands of flowers,

Haritdla (yellow crpiment) and Manahs'ild (realgar)

and the child should be bathed duly inside the bower

(according to the rules laid down in the treatment of

Skanda Graha). The medicated Ghrita prescribed foi

* See Chapter I, Chikitshita Sthdna.
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the treatment of Skanda Graha may also be ad-

vantageously given in the present instance. 2C.

Various sorts of worship should be made with the

offerings of various species of auspicious flowers. The

Mantra to be recited on the occasion runs as folllows :—

•

"May the ever down-looking sharp-beaked goddess,

Sakuni, who (with her keen and far-seeing eyes) is

decked with all sorts of ornaments and who traverses

the ethereal sky in her flight, be propitious to thee.

May the brown-eyed, fierce-looking, huge-bodied, large-

bellied, and spike-eared Sakuni, who strikes terror

into the heart of man with her terrible voice, be pleased

with thee." 2.

Thus ends the thirtieth chapter of the Uttara Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which deals with the treatment of (an attack) by S'akuni.



CHAPTER XXXI.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which treats

of the Therapeutics of an an attack by Revati (RevSlti -

Pratishedha). i.

The duly prepared decoction of As'vagandhd^ Sdrivdy

AJas'rmgi, Punarnavd, the two kinds of Sahd and

Viddri should be employed in sprinkling' (Sechana)

the body of the affected child (in a case of an attack

by Revati). Medicated oil duly cooked with Kushtha

and Sarjarasa (resin) * should be used in anointing

the child's body. Medicated Ghrita duly cooked with

the decoction of Dhava, As'va-kd.rnii, Kakubha, Dhdtaki

and Tinduka and with the drugs of the Kdkolyddi

group (as Kalka) should be employed internally as a

draught. 2A.

Kulattha, (burnt and) powdered S'mnkha (conch-shell)

and the drugs of the Sarvagandha group should be used

as Pradehas (plasters), and the body of the child should

be fumigated {Dhupana) morning and evening with the

smokes of barley, Yava-phala (bamboo), and the dungs

of vultures and owls mixed with clarified butter. Neck-

ornament should be made with (the wood or pith of)

Varuna, Arishta (Nimba), Ruchaka, Sinduka (Nirgundi),

and Putranjivaka and should be always worn on the

neck (as a charm) by the child. 2-3.

The presiding deity of the disease known as Revati

should be worshipped in a cow-shed by a self-controlling

physician with the offerings ofwhite flowers, milk, parched

* There is an additional text in the Bhdvaprakas'a which says that

Guggulu (Palamkasha), Nalada (Khus-khus) and Giri-kadamba should also

be used in the preparation of the medicated oil.
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paddy and boiled S'dli rice and the nurse as well as

the child should be bathed in a junction of rivers.

The Mantra (to be recited in course of worship) runs

as follows :
—"May the goddess, Revati, of dark com-

plexion who is clad in parti-coloured garments and

garlands of flowers of various colours and painted with

anointments of various kinds and with oscillating ear-

rings, be pleassd with thee. May the goddess, Revati,

who is tall, drooping and terrible-looking, and who is the

mother of many sons be always propitious to thee." 2.

Thus ends the thirty-first chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Susfruta

Samhit^ which deals with the Therapeutics of an attack by Revati.



CHAPTER XXXII.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which treats

of the medical treatment of an attack by Futand

(Putana-Pratishedha). i.

A decoction of the barks of Kapota-bankd, Araluka,

Varuna, Pdribhadraka and A'sphotd should be used in

washing, and medicated oil duly cooked and prepared

with (the Kalka and decoction of) Vacha, Vayasthdy

(Brdhmi), Golomi, Haritdla, Manah-s'ild, Kushtha and

Sarja-rasa (resin) should be used in anointing the

body of a child possessed by Putand. 2-3.

Clarified butter duly cooked with the Tugd-kshiri,

KushtJia, Tdlis'a, Khadira and CJiandana, and the drugs

of the Madhura group would be found beneficial. 4.

Deva-ddru, Vachd, Kushtha, Hingu, Giri-kadamba,

Eld and Harenu should be used in fumigating the

body of the child. Fumigation of Gandhmidkidi,

Kumbhikdy marrow of Vadara-fruits, shells of crabs,

and mustard-seeds pounded together and mixed with

clarified butter may also be used. Kdkddani, CJiitra-

phald, Vimbi and Gunj'd should be worn on the body

(as a charm) by the child. 5-6.

Putand, the presiding deity of the disease, should

be worshipped in the interior of a lonely chamber with

oblations and with the offerings of boiled rice prepared

with the admixture of fish as well as those of Kris'ard,

and Palala (meat or puddings of sesamum) placed in a

saucer and covered with another, and the child should

be bathed with the water left behind after worship. 7A.

The worshipping Mantra is as follows :
—"May

the slovenly shag-haired goddess, Putani, who is

dressed in dirty clothes, and who loves to haunt lonely

29
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dwellings, preserve the child. May the fierce-looking,

frightful goddess who is as black as a dark rain-cloud,

who loves to haunt lonely and dilapidated human

dwellings and whose body gives off filthy odours protect

the child from all evils." 7.

Thus ends the thirty-second chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the

Sus'ruta Samhita which deals with the medical treatment (of an attack) by

Putanl



CHAPTER XXXIli.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

Nvith the medical treatment of (an attack by) Andha-pu-

tana (Andha-putana-Pratishedha). i.

The- decoction of the leaves of the trees of the

Tiktaka gana (trees of bitter taste) should be used in

sprinkling (the body of the possessed child). Surd (wine),

Souviraka (a kind of acid gruel), Kushtha, Hmitdla,

Manah-s'ild and Sarjarasa (resin) should be used in

due proportion in medicating the oil (for the child) and

medicated Ghrita should be duly cooked with the

Kalka and decoction of Pippali^ Pippali-mula, the drugs

of the Madhira group, S'dlaparni and the two kinds of

Vrihati with the addition of honey (as an after-throw). 2 A.

Plasters of the drugs of the Sarva-gandhd (Eladi)

group should be applied to the body of the child and

its eyes should be soothed with cold applications.

The feces of the the cock, its feather and skin*, the

cast-off skin of a snake and the ragged garment of a

(Buddhist) monkf should be used for fumigating the

child's body. The child should be made to wear (the

roots of) Kukkuti, Markati, S'inibi and Anantd as

a charm. 2B.

Offerings of meat, cooked or uncooked, and of blood

should be made (to AndhaputanA) at the crossing of

roads or inside a house for the preservation of the

* Some explain "^[i^" (hair) and '^4 (»kin) as those of man and

not of a cock.

t Bhavaprakas'a reads "^'n^T»fl'5!!!^ ^T9*." '• ^•> ^^''y old cloth. This

reading does not suggest that the cloth to be used should have been worn

by a Buddhist monk.
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child, which (with its nurse) should also be bathed with

the decoctio/i of the holy drugs of the Sarva-gandha

group. The Mantra runs as follows :
—"May the dread-

ful, brown-coloured, bald-headed, goddess Andha-putana,

wearing a red-coloured garment be pleased to save

this child." 2.

Thus ends the ihirt^-lhird chapter in the Utlara-Tantra of the

Sub'ruta Samhita which deals with the medical treatment of (an attack)

by Andha-putana.



CHAPTER XXXLV.

Now we shall discourse on the medical treatment of

(an attack by) S'ita-putana (^ita-putana-Pratl-
shedha). i.

The decoction of Kapittha, Suvahd (R^sna), Vimbi,

Vilva,Prachivala (?), Nandi (Vata) and Bhalldtaki shoved

be used in sprinkling (the child's body). The urine of

a cow and of a she-goat, as well as Musta, Devn-ddni,

KuslUha and the drugs cf the Sarva-gandJia (Elddi)

group should be used in duly preparing a medicated

oil (for the purpose) and medicated Ghrita should be

duly rooked with (three parts of) the decoction of

Rohifii, Sarjarasa (resin\ Khadira, Paldsd and barks of

Arjuna and (one part of) milk. 2 A.

Dungs of an owl and a vulture, the cast-off skin

of a snake as well as Ajagandhd and Nimba leaves and

Yashthi-madhu should be used for fumigating purposes,

and Lambd (Tiktalavu), Gunjd and Kdkddani should be

be worn (as a charm) by the child. 2B.

The goddess Sitaputana should be worshipped with

the offerings of the preparation of rice and Mtuiga

pulse (cooked together) as well as with Vdruni wine and

blood, and the child should be bathed near a river or a

tank. The Mantra is as follows :
—"May the goddess

Sita-putana, who is fond of the preparation of rice and

Mudga pulse, who delights in drinking wine and blood

and who resides by the side of a river or a tank, preserve

thee." 2.

Thus ends the thirty-fourth chapter in the Uttara-Tantra of the

Sus'ruta Samhita which deals with the medical treatment of (an attack

by) S'itaputana.



CHAPTER XXXV.

Now \vc shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the medical treatment of (an attack by) Miikha-

mandikA(IVIukha-mandikSL-Pratishedha). r

The decoction of Kapztt/ia, Vilva, Tarkdri (Jayanti),

Vams'a-lochana (D.R. V^sa), Gandliarva-hastakd (Eranda)

and Kuverdkshi {?k\.2\'6) should be used in sprinkling

(the body of the possessed child). Oil and fat (in equal

parts) should be duly cooked with the expressed juice

of the Bhringardja, Ajagandhd and Harigandhd (As'wa-

gandh^) and be used in anointing the child's body.

Medicated Ghrita .should be duly cooked with Madhulikd

(Murva), 7«^^-^'i7«W and thedrugsof the Madhura and

the minor Panclia-mtda groups and with milk. 2. A.

Fumigation with Vachd, Sarjarasa and KusJitha

mixed with clarified butter would be found beneficial

and the child should be made to wear the tongue of a

CJidsa bird, a Chiralli bird or a snake (as a charm). 2. B.

Offerings of Varnaka (Kampillaka), Ckurnaka, gar-

lands of flowers, Rasdnjana, Pdrada (mercury), Manah-

S'ild, Pdyasa (rice boiled in milk) and puddings should

be made (to the deity) inside a cow-shed and the child

should also be bathed therein with water consecrated

with Mantra. The Mantra runs as follows :—-"May the

beautiful and blessed goddess, Mukhamandika, who is

decked with ornaments, who can assume different

forms at will and who resides in cow-sheds, preserve

thee".

Thus ends the thirty-fifth Chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the

Sus'ruta Samhita which deals with the medical treatment of (an attack

by) Mukhamandika.



CHAPTER XXXVI.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the medical treatment of (an attack by) Naigame-

sha (Naigamesha-Pratishedha). r.

The decoction of Viha, Agnimantha and Putikd

should be used in sprinkling (the body of the possessed

child) and sprinkling with Surd, Sauvira and Dhdny-

dnila (Kanjika) is also advisable in such cases. A
medicated oil should be duly cooked with Priyangu,

Sarald, Anantd, S'ata-pJisJipd and Kutannata and with

cow's urine, the liquid of the milk-curd (Dadhi-mastu)

and Kdnjika. Medicated Ghritas shoulJ be duly pre-

pared with the drugs of the Madhura group as Kalka,

with the decoction of the Dasd^nula and with milk or

with the head of a date-palm tree 2. A.

The child should be made to wear Vac/id, Vayasthd,

Golonii and Jatild as a charm and the utsaidana measures

recommended iii the treatment of Skand^pasmara

should be used in this case also. Siddhdrthaka (white

mustard), Vachd, Hingu, Kushtha, parched rice, Bhalld-

taka and Ajamodd should be used in fumigating" the

body of the child. In cases of attacks by Navagraha the

dungs of a monkey, an owl and a vulture should also

be used by persons wishing the good of the child for

a fumigating purpose and that at the dead of the night

when all persons are asleep. 2. B.

Offerings of huskless sesamum, garlands of flowers

and various dishes should be made to the deity

Naigamesha (the preserver of the child) at the foot

of a Vata tree on the sixth day of the fortnight and the

child should be bathed there at the foot of the tree.
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The Mantra runs as follows :
—"May the far-famed

god, Naigamesha, the preserver of children, who has a

goat's face with moving brow and rolling eyes and who

can assume different forms at will, preserve the child." 2.

Thus ends the thirty-sixth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the

Sus'ruta Simhita which deals with the medical Uealment of (an attack

by) Naigamesha.



CHAPTER XXXVIL

Now we shall discour.se on the chapter which deals

with the origin of the (nine) Grahas (Grahotpattl-
Adhyaya). i.

The nine presiding deities

—

vis.^ Skanda and others

—

of the nine diseases of infant life are all possessed of

ethereal frames, divine effulgence and specific sex-

distinction of their own. They were created by the

gods Agni, Mahddeva and the goddesses Krittika and

Umd for guarding the person of the new-born Guha

though protecting himself with his own divine prowess

amidst the stems of S'ara grass. Of these Grahas

the females who are possessed of various shapes as

described before arc considered as originally made of

the Rdjasa essence of the goddesses Gangd, Uma and

Krittika. 2 A.

The Naigamesha Graha who is possessed of a sheep's

face was created by the goddess Parvati as the friend

and protector of the young god Guha and who was as

dear to him as his own self. Skanddpasmara, the

presiding deity of the disease named after him, was

created by Agni, the fire-god (Vulcan). He is as bright

as fire itself and is a constant companion of the god

Skanda and is also known by the name of Vis'akha.

The god Skanda, the tutelar divinity of the disease of

that denomination, was begotten by His Holiness, the

Almighty Destroyer of Tripura and is otherwise known

by the name of Kumara (lit. a child, vr^., of Mahd-

deva). 2B.

It is impossible that the god springing from Rudra.

and Agni, with his exalted parentage would find pleasure

in such a dangerous disease even out of childish froHc-

21
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someness and it has also been asserted by eminent

authorities on the physical science that some unintelli-

gent persons have been misled into holding, through a

mistake due to the identity of the names, that the

author of the disease under discussion (Skanda) is no

other than the invincible Skanda. 2.

On the effulgent god Skanda's being elevated to the

leadership of the armies of Heaven, the presiding deities

of those diseases waited upon him and with folded

palms asked him about the means of their subsis-

tence. The god Skanda in his turn, referred them to

His Holiness the god Siva for the answer, whereupon

they went to the latter in a body and made the same

query. Mahddeva, the Destroyer of Bhaga's eyes, replied

"Gods, men and other animals, O, ye Grahas, exist

on the principle of reciprocal benefit*. The gods minis-

ter to the wants of men and beasts, etc., by marshalling

different seasons of the year and by setting the air

in motion and sending down the rain, and men, in their

turn, propitiate the gods by duly and reverentially per-

forming the sacrificial rites, by saying their prayers with

blended palms, by bowing down in reverence, and by

repetition of prayers, religious vows and other religious

observances. All services and their emoluments in

consequence have been filled up and settled and there

remains nothing for you to fill. Your proper means of

subsistence will, therefore, be in the life of an infant

(though the emoluments you shall receive shall be

stained with the tears of many an anxious, watchful

and night-worn parent). 3 A.

* Exchange or reciprocity of services underlies the foundation of all

distinct and cognitive existences, whether b;asts, men or gods. The

worlds are linked to one another by bonds of service. (Hve-and-takc is

the law of the universe. Duty implies obligation.
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Children of the families in which the gods, the Fitris

(departed fathers), the Brahmans, the pious, the precep-

tors and the seniors and the guests are not properly

vv^orshipped and attended upon and wherein the rules of

cleanliness and virtues are not observed and the mem-

bers of which do not make daily offerings to the gods

and give alms to beggars and live on food prepared by

others and eat from broken bowls and plates of Indian

bcU-metal would be the proper persons whom you might

strike with impunity, and by your malign influence

lay them up with diseases peculiar to infant life. (It

shall be your duty to see that iniquities of the parents

are visited on their children. Attack them without

least compunction of heart and ample means of

subsistence will be thereby secured to you). There the

parents of thoi-e children will worship you in their

calamities and you shall get plenty to live upon." 3B.

Thus the Grahas came into being and began to

attack the children (of iniquitious parents), and it is

therefore that a child attacked by a malignant Graha

becomes very hard to be cured. Death or permanent

disfigurement of any limb or organ is sure to ensue

from an attack of Skanda Graha, since he is the most

dreadful of all the Grahas. A case of full-developed

attack by any other Graha should be likewise held as

incurable. 3.

Thus ends ihe ihirly-scvenlh chapter of the UlUira Taiilra in the

Sus'rula Samhita which deals with the origin of the Grahas.



CHAPTER XXXVIII.
1

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with (the symptoms and) the therapeutics of the diseases

of the female* organ of generation (Yoni vyapat-
Pratishcdha). i.

Causes :—The bodily (as well as the local)

Veiyu of a girl of tender years, weakly constitution or

build and dry organic temperament, is deranged and

aggravated in consequence of her excessive indulgence

with a man of abnormally developed reproductive

organ, and on getting into her organ of generation

(yoni) gives rise to different local vaginal diseases which

become manifest through the presence of the symptoms

of the aggravation of the three specific Doshas. 2.

In the chapter on the enumeration of diseases, the

diseases which affect the female organ of generation

(yoni) have been classified into twenty different kinds-f.

The injudicious conduct of life which is usually found in

females, menstrual disorders, the diseased or defective

nature of the seed (of the parents of the girl), or any

accidental cause may be fairly set down as causes

of these female diseases. Now hear them discussed

separately. 3.

Enumeration and Classification :—
Udavartd (dysmenorrhcea), Bandhya (sterility), Vipluta

(introversion of the uterus), Paripluta (retroversion or

retroflexion of the uterus) and Vatala arc the five kinds

* The term "yoni" is here used in a very coiup.ehensive sense and

means the whole female organ of generation, /. e.. Uterus, Vagina, etc.

i These three lines correspond vtrbaiiin with three lines in the

Charalsa Samhita (vide Charaka Sanihila, Chapter XXX, Chikilsita-

sihana).
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of Vataja vaginal diseases. Riidhirakshara (menorrhoea),

Vamini, Sramsini, Puttraghni and Pittalji are the

Pittaja ones. Atyanand^i (nymphomania), Karnini, the

two kinds of CharanA and Slaishmiki find their origin

in Kapha, and Shandi, Phalini, Mahati, Suchivaktra

and Sarvaja are said to be due to the aggravation of

the three Doshas. 4.

Symptoms of the Vataja types :—An
Udd>varta >'oni discharges painful and frothy men.ses

and a Baildhyai yoni is marked by the absence or

suppression of the catamenial flow. A local pain is

always complained of in a Viplutai yoni and in a

Pariplutai yoni an excessive local pain is experienced

at the time of sexual congress. A Va'talai yoni is marked

by an aching and piercing pain in the organ which

seems rough and numbed. The peculiar pain due to the

derangement of the V^yu is also felt in the first four

types of the series. 5-

Symptoms of the Pittaja types :—
Discharge of the menses with a burning sensation in

the passage is the characteristic symptom of Lohita-

kshai £i or Rudhira-kashra' yoni. The yoni from which

the semen charged with the menstrual blood, is ejected

with VAyu (sound) is called Va'mini ; the coming out

(prolapsus) of the organ (uterus) when disturbed and a

difficult or painful parturition are the .symptoms of a

Prasramsini yoni. The yoni in the ca.se of repeated

abortions due to the excessive discharge of catamenial

blood during the period of gestation is called

Puttraghni. An extremely burning sensation and

suppuration in the organ attended with fever are the

symptoms which mark a Pittalai yoni. The four

previous vaginal diseases are also marked by the specific

symptoms of the aggravated Pitta. 6.
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Symptoms of the Kaphaja types :—
An Atysiuandat yoni knows no satisfaction in matters

of sexual pleasures. Hsemorrhoid growths or polypii

due to the aggravation of Kapha and vitiated blood

appear on the living membrane of the organ in a

Karnini yoni. In an Achara^ai yoni a greater qui-ntity

of ovum is secreted before the completion of sexual

act, and in the other /. e., in an Aticharansi yoni the

semen is not retained in consequence of over-indulgence.

A SleshmalSb yoni is very cold and .slimy and has a

local itching sensation. The first four kinds of this

series of vaginal disease (lit. diseased vagina) are also

characterised by the actions of the deranged and

aggravated Kapha in the locality. 7.

Symptoms of the Tri-doshaja
types : —The yoni of a woman marked by the non-

appearance of the menses, non-development of her

breasts and the roughness of the vagina (vaginal

canal) which is felt at the time of coition is called a

Shandhi. A woman of tender years, who has just passed

her girlhood, when ravi.shed by a man with an abnor-

mally developed genital organ, offers Ihe illustration

of a Fhalini yoni. An extremely dilated vagina is

called Mahskyoni, while an extremely constricted one is

called a Suchivaktrai (lit. a vagina with a needle-eyed

vulva). The yoni marked with the symptoms of the

aggravation of all the three Doshas is said to be a

Sarvaja yoni. The four preceding kinds of vaginal

malformations or diseases are also due to the concert-

ed action of the three deranged Doshas in the locality

and these last (five) kinds of Tridoshaja vaginal diseases

are incurable. 8.

Medical Treatment :—The medical treat-

ment of the curable types of vaginal diseases should
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begin with the administration of a Sneha according to

the Dosha involved in each case and applications of

properly charged vaginal enemas (Uttara-vasti) should

be particularly resorted to. In cases where the yoni

(vagina) would feel cold, rough, numbed and be marked

by diminished sensibility of its mucous membrane

during sexual action it should be fomented, in the

manner of Kumbhi-sveda, with the flesh of aquatic and

A'nupa animals ; and drugs of the Madhura group

mixed with Ves'avara (all described before) should be

applied (in the form of poultice) to the part, and plugs

of oil-soaked cotton should be constantly retained in

the yoni (vagina). Proper vaginal lotions and washes

as well as the measures of Purana / c. medical injection

(prepared with the V^yu-subduing drugs) should also

be employed ; cooling measures should be adopted in

the cases marked by dryness and sucking pain (Osha and

Chosa) in the affected locality. The vagina should be

filled up with the powders of the five officinal kinds

of drug {Pancha-kasJidyd) in a case, marked by fetour

and slimy mucous Secretion, and the decoction of the

drugs of RAjavrikshddi group should be used in wash-

ing. Pindas (balls) of disinfectant (Sodhona, lit. purify-

ing) drugs pasted with cow's urine and saturated with

salt, should be inserted into the vagina marked by the

discharge of pus. 9— 12.

A yoni (vagina) marked by an itch and impaired

sensibility should be fumigated with the vapour of

VriJiati and the two kinds of Haridrd taken together,

which should be as well inserted and retained in the

vagina (in the shape of a plug\ A plug or stick com-

posed of a paste of disinfectant (or Sodhana) drugs should

be inserted into and retained in a Karnini yoni ; and a

prolapsing (Prasramsini) yoni should be fomented with
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hot milk and rubbed with clarified butter. It should

then be restored to its proper place and, being pasted

with Ves'avAra, should be duly bandaged 13— 14.

Diet.

—

Suri, Asava, Arishta, (wines of medicinal

drugs) should be pre.scribed according to the Dosha

involved in each case and the patient should be made

to take the expressed juice of garlic {Las/mna) every

morning and her diet .should consi.st mainly of milk,

meat-soup, etc. 15.

We have already described the nature of the

medical treatment and the remedial agents to be

respectively pursued in and prescribed for diseases of

the semen, men.strual complaints, affections of the

mamrhae, impotency, cases of fal.se presentation of

child and di.seases during the period of pregnancy

and motherhood, and all those may be employed with

equal benefit in these diseases peculiar to the female

sex. Other diseases (such as fever etc.) which may

arise from immature delivery should be treated in the

manner described in the respective treatment of those

diseases in the Uttara Tantra. 16, •

Thus ends the thirty-eighth chapter of the Uttara Tantra in the

Sus'ruta Samhitd which deals with the therapeutics of the female organ o

generation.

Here ends the Kaumarabhritya
Tantra.



CHAPTER XXXIX.

Now we shall discourse on the (symptoms and)

medical treatment of Fever (Jwara-Pratishe-
dha). I.

The Divine Dhanvantari, who in his first incarna-

tion arose out of the primordial Ocean with a pitcher

of ambrosia on his head, (when it was churned by the

gods and the demons) and who conferred immortality

on Indra and his brother celestials, was thus interro-

gated by his disciples, Sus'ruta and others. "You have

instructed us, O, you, the foremost of physicians, the

subject on all the concomitant distressing symptoms

(Upadrava) of Ulcer iVrana). Now let us have a general

outline and detailed description of the concomitant dis^

tressing symptoms, physiological and patholo^jical condi-

tions e. g. fever, dysentery, cough, etc. showing in an ulcer-

patient. An ulcer attended with many a concomitant

symptom Upadrava) may be cured only with the

greatest difficulty and such concomitant symptoms

appearing in an emaciated and weak ulcer-patient,

take time to be subdued because of the loss of his

Doshas and Dhdtus. Hence illumine us fully, O sir,

on those diseases afifecting the whole body (and not

localised in any particular limb or organ) observed by

the holy sages of yore, and instruct us the nature and

application of the therapeutic agents to be employed

in their cure". 2.

Description of Jwara :—To the query of

the* disciples, the divine physician, Dhanvantari replied

as follows :
—"First I shall discourse on the nature and

origin of fever for it is the king of all bodily distempers

23
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in as much as it affects the whole orgainsm at a time.

It was begotten by the fire of wrath of Rudra, and afflict-

ed the whole animal world or organic kingdom. The
different names by which it is designated amongst the

different kinds of animals are well known. Its presence

is perhaps an indispensable condition under which a

creature can come into being or can depart from this

life, and hence it is called the lord of ailments and none

but a god or man can bear the heat of fever. Men may
become gods by virtue of their good deeds (Karma) in

life and would again revert to humanity (mortality) at

the close of their blissful effects, and it is this divine or

godly element in man that enables him to bear this

abnormal heat of fever whereas the lower animals are

simply lost under its influence. 3.

Definition and Classification of

Fever : —The disease which is marked by the arrest

of the flow of perspiration, by increased heat (of the

skin), by pain all over the body and by a sense of

numbness in the limbs, is called Jwara (fever). Cases

of fever of which the causes are numerous, are divided

into eight types according as thfey are brought on

through the derangement of the three bodily Doshas

separately, or through that of any two of them in combi-

nation or through their cencerted action, or by any ex-

traneous causes* 4-5.

When the Doshas of the body are deranged by their

respective aggravating causes and in the hours of their

specific dominancei* they bring on an attack of fever by

* There can be three cases of fever clue to the derangement of the three

Doshas separately, three cases from the derangement of two of them at a

time and one case only from the concerted action of the three Doshas

These are the seven cases while that due to an extraneous cause is the eighth.

t Kapha is aggravated in the morning, Pitta, at noon and Vayu, in

the evening. Fever follows a distinct periodicity determined by the
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spreading through the whole organism. The deranged

bodily Doshas augmented or enraged by their specific

aggravating causes, enter into the Amas'aya and soon

find lodgment in the Rasa (lymph-chyle) by virtue of

their inherent heat ( Ushman ). The Doshas thus

deranged and mixed with Rasa obstruct the Rasa-

carrying and sweat-carrying ducts, impair the digestive

fire and expelthe inherent heat (Ushman) out of its

seat in the Pakv^s'aya, and spreading all over the body

during the period of their specific dominance, bring on

fever and causes its rise and exhibit. their specific colour

on the skin, etc. (of the patient). 6—7.

Pathology :—The improper and excessive

application of Sneha, etc., any kind of blow, the pre-

sence of any other affection in the organism, sup-

puration (of an existing boil or ulcer in the body),

over-fatigue, any process of physical waste, indigestion,

introduction of any extraneous poison or poisonous

matter into the system, infringement of any habitual

rule of diet and conduct, the sudden change or contrarie-

ty of seasons, the smelling of any kind of poisonous

herb or flower, grief, the malignant influences of inaus

picious stars or planets (at the time of birth); dynamics

time of aggravation of the deranged bodily Doshas ushering in the attack

An attack of fever due to the deranged Kapha comes on in the morning or

after dusk ; one due to the deranged Pitta comes on at noon or mid-

night, one due to the deranged Vayu comes on in the afternoon or during

the small hours of the night. In a case of Dvi-doshaja fever (due to the

combined action of the two deranged bodily Doshas) the heat is aggra-

vated during the specific hours of domination of the stronger Dosha and

continues through those peculiar to each of them. All night attacks

should be regarded as connected with the action of the deranged Pitta. In

a Tri-doshaja case, the heat comes on with the specific hour of the

strongest one and is abated on the approach of the time peculiar to the

weakest. Vayu is aggravated in the Varsha (rainy) season, Pitta, in tb^

S'arat (autumn) and Kapha, in the Vasanta (spring).
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of deadly incantations or charms, curses (from Brdh-

manas and superiors), any fancied diead or anxiety,

effects of miscarriage or untimely parturition, injudi-

cious conduct of life on the part of a woman after

delivery, and the first accumulation of the milk in the

breast (after delivery) are the causes which lead to

an attack of fever, the derangement and aggravation

of the fundamental vital principles (Doshas) of the

body being the existing origins of the disease. The

stomachic heat is propelled by the extremely deranged

and aggravated Doshas of the body, and, coursing

through the wrong channels in the orgainsm, tends to

escape through the surface (the skin of the body) and, by

incarcerating the vitiated Rasa Dhdtu generally causes

a rise in the bodily temperature and puts a stop to

perspiration. 8—9.

Premonitory Symptoms :—A sense of

fatigue or physical languor, aversion to all sorts of

work, paleness of complexion, bad taste in the mouth,

tearfulness of the eyes, alternate liking and dislike

for heat, cold and air, constant yawning, aching

of the limbs, a sense of heaviness of the ^Dody,

horripilation, disrelish for food, darkness of vision,

depression and a feeling of creeping cold in the

body are the general premonitory symptoms which

usher in an attack of fever Constant yawning, burning

of the eyes and aversion to food are the special pre-

monitory symptoms of the derangement of V^yu,

Pitta and Kapha respectively. The derangement of

all the three Doshas is marked by the presence of all

the symptoms, while, in the derangement of any two

of these, the special symptoms of those two Doshas

appear. 10.

Symptoms of VsCtaja fever ;—Shivering,
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irregular fits of fever, dryness of the throat, lips and

of the mouth, loss of sleep, stoppage of sneezing, par-

chedness of the skin, pain in the head, chest and limbs,

distaste in the mouth, suppression (D. R.—hardness)

of stool and aching pain (in the abdomen) are the

characteristics of a case of fever due to the action of

the deranged Vstyu of the body. ii.

Symptoms of PIttaja fever :—High
fever (hyperpyrexia), diarrhoea, scanty but disturbed

sleep, vomiting, inflamation in the throat, lips, mouth

and nostrils, perspiration, delirious talks, swoon or

fainting fits, burning sensation in the body, loss of

consciousness, pungent taste in the mouth, yellowness

of the stool, urine and of the eyes and vertigo

are the symptoms which mark the Pittaja type of

fever. 1 2.

Symptoms of the Kaphaja fever:—
Heaviness of the limbs, shivering, nausea, appearance

of goose-flesh, excessive sleep, obstruction of the internal

passages of the body, slight pain (in the limbs),

water-brash, sweet taste in the mouth, slight heat in

the body, vomiting, lassitude, mal-assimilation (Avi-

pdkatd), whiteness (glossinss) of the eyes are the indica-

tions which point to the Kaphaja origin of the

disease. 13.

Symptoms of the Tri-doshaja
fever :—Insomnia, vertigo, laboured or difficult

breathing, drowsiness (somnolence), a sense of innertness

in the limbs, aversion to food, thirst, swoon, delirium,

numbness, burning sensation and shivering of the body,

pain about the region of the heart, delayed assimilation

of the deranged bodily Doshas, (temporary) insanity,

blackish yellow coat on the teeth, blackness and

roughness of the tongue, pain in the head, in th"e joints
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and in the bone, dilation of the pupil and cloudiness

of the eyes, pain and ringing in the ears, delirious

talks, inflamation of the living membranes of the

channels (of the nose and of the mouth), indistinct

sound in the mouth, coma (loss of consciousness) as

well as perspiration, scanty emission of urine and faecal

matter at long intervals, are the symptoms which are

exhibited in a case of fever due to the concerted action

of all the three deranged Doshas of the body ( Tri-dc-

shaja or Sannipataja) 14.

Abhinyasa fever :—Now hear from me about

the peculiar forms of this type of fever the symptoms

whereof are as follows :—Where a slight or imperceptible

rise of the bodily heat, or a slightly subnormal tempera-

ture attended with a subcomatose state, erroneous vision,

loss of voice, injured or cracked condition of the

tongue, dryness of the throat, suppression of stool,

perspiration and urine, tearful eyes, hardness of the

thorax *, aversion to food, dulness of complexion,

difficult breathing and delirious talks and other con-

comitant symptoms are the specific indications in a

patient always confined to his bed, it is known by the

name of Abhiuyatsa, while others call it a case of

Hataujasa fever. 1 5.

An attack of Sannipdtaja fever can be cured only

with the greatest difficulty, while others hold it to be

almost incurable. A case of Sannipdtaja fever atten-

ded with somnolence is called Abhiayai3^, it is called

Hataujisa when the vitality of the patient is greatly

diminished and it is called Saunyjisa when there is

an innertness of the limbs. 16

'"iBT^TW^T^^TT;" is a different reading in place of ' ^gt f*W-

^X^W." i
The term f^f*?^ is more appropriately applicable to ?f?jiT

than to m^ broth grammatically and in sense.
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When (in a case of SannipAtaja fever), the Ojo-dhatu

(one of the fundamental principles) of the organism

being disturbed or agitated by the deranged and aggra-

vated Pitta and Vdyu, gives rise to shivering and

numbness of limbs and makes the patient drop into

fits of unconsciousness whether asleep or awake,

and when there are somnolence, delirious talks, hor-

ripilation, looseness of the limbs and slight pain (in

the body)—this kind of fever is called Ojo-nirodhaja

fever (due to an obstruction or an overwhelmed condi-

tion of the Ojo-dhatu) by the experts. 17.

The disease, (in such cases) linds aggravation on the

seventh, the tenth or on the twelfth day * when the case

takes either a favourable turn or ends in death. 18.

Symptoms of Dwandvaja fever :—
A case of fever which involves, and is due to the

combined action of any two deranged Doshas of the

body, is called Dwandvaja fever and such cases are

classified into three different types {e. g. V^ta-pitta-fever,

Vata-s'leshma-fever and Pitta-s'leshma-fever). Yawning,

distension of the abdomen, loss of consciousness, shiver-

ing pain in the joints, emaciation of the body, thirst,

delirium and heat or increased temperature of the skin,

are the characteristic symptoms of Vaita-pitta fever (due

to the action of the deranged Pitta and Vayu). Aching

pain (Sula), cough, the vomiting of Kapha, shivering,

coryza, cold, sense of heaviness of the limbs, aversion

to food, and a feeling of general numbness, are the

* The fever in which Vayu predominates gets aggravated on the 7th,

that in which Pitta predominates becomes aggravated on the loth and

that in which Kapha predominates comes to be aggravated on the 12th

day. According to some authority, however, Abhinyasa, Hataujasa, and

Sannydsa types of fever are pacified on the 7th, loth and 12th. day

respectively. —Dallana,
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symptoms of a case of Vfiita-s'leslima-fever (due to the

action of the deranged Vdyu and Kapha). Sensation

of cold and heat, aversion to food, numbness, perspi-

ration, epileptic fits, unconsciousness, vertigo, cough,

lassitude and nausea are the symptoms which charac-

terise a ca.se of Pitta-s'leshma-ftver (due to the action

of the deranged Pitta and Kapha)* . 19—21.

Even a small residue of the deranged bodily Do.shas

in a patient just cured of an attack of fever but still

sufferring from weakness and indulging in injudicious

regimen of diet and rule of conduct, is apt to be augment-

ed and aggravated by the deranged Vayu of the body,

and thus begets five different types of fever lodged in

any of the five specific locations of Kapha f. These five

types are known as the Satata, Anyedyushka, Tritiyaka,

Chaturthaka and the Pralepaka :|:. The (residue of the)

deranged Dosha of the body, shifting from one location

of Kapha to the next in the course of the entire day

* Dallana in his commentary has quoted in eight lines with diflferent

wordings the symptoms of these kinds of DWAndvaja fever and these

lines have been adopted by Madhava in his Nidana The lines when

translated would he thus :—Thirst, unconsciousness, vertigo, burning sensa-

tion, somnolence, pain in the head, dryness of the mouth and of the throat,

vomiting, horripilation, disrelish for food, giddiness, pain in Ibe joints, and

yawning are the symptoms of Vsita-pitta-fever. Sensation of moisture

( fttif^f fl ) all over the body, pain in the joints, excessive sleep, heaviness

of the limbs, pain in the head, catarrh, cough, scanty perspiration, slight

sensation of heat, and pulsation not too quick nor too slow, are the

symptoms of V^ta-sleslinia-fever. A bitter taste, a coaling on the

mouth, somnolence, unconsciousness, cough, disrelish for food, thirst,

alternate and varying sensation of heat and cold are the symptoms of

Slesbma-pitta-fever •

t The five locations of Kapha are the Amas'aya, chest, throat, head

and the joints.

X There is another kind of Vishama Jwara named Santata (cf S'loka

31 of this Chapter) and Dallana remarks that it is begotten when the

residue of the deranged Dosha is lodged in all the five seats of Kapha.
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and night, ultimately finds lodgment in the Amds'aya

(stomach) and thus brings on the virulent attack of

(those) fevers. Of these the type known as the Prale-

paka appears in cases of Sosha (consumption) and though

its attak is a mild one, it puts almost insurmountable

difficulties in the way of its cure, brings about a loss or

waste of Dhdtus (the seven fundamental principles of

the organism) and thus ultimately ends in death. There

are cases of Vishama-jwara known as the Viparyyaya

type (reverse of the above type) which are the result

of the deranged bodily Doshas being simultaneously

located in two or four specific seats of the deranged

bodily Kapha and are hard to cure. 22—23.

Several authorities hold Vishama Jvara to be sui-

generis in its origin. But whether spontaneously idio-

pathic or not, an extraneous fact (either a passing

psychic condition such as fear, grief, etc. or the presence

of any foreign poisonous matter in the system) is

always involved in and intimately connected with a case

of Vishama fever. The pre-dominance of the deranged

and aggravated Vdyu is marked in cases of Tritiyaka

(tertian) and Chaturthaka (quartan coming on every

fourth day) fevers. A case of fever due to the abuse

of any wine or ardent spirits as well as the one occuring

in a low land at the foot of a mountain, should be

supposed to involve a predominant action of the

deranged and aggravated Pitta. A case of Pralepaka

fever is due to the concerted action of the deranged

and aggravated Vayu and Kapha, of which the action

of the latter should be regarded as more dominant.

Cases of Vishama fever ushered in by epileptic fits

should be regarded as the result of the concerted action

of any two deranged Doshas of the body. 24—25.

The deranged Kapha and V^yu of the body, if lo-
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cated under the surface of the skin, produce cold (shiver-

ing) during the first (stage of fever, while the deranged

Pitta brings on the characterstic burning sensation at its

latter stage after the subsidence of the deranged Kapha

and Vayu. In certain cases the burning sensation is

engendered by the deranged Pitta at the outset, cold

(shivering) being brought on by the deranged Kapha

and Vdyu at the latter stage after the subsidence of the

deranged Pitta. Both these two types of fever are

brought on through the combined action of two deranged

Doshas of the body and of these two, the type which is

ushered in by a burning sensation in the body is extreme-

ly hard to cure. A case of continued fever resulting

from an abnormal psychic condition (such as anger,

grief, desire, etc.) or due to any blew or hurt is likewise

hard to cure. 26—28.

P'ever of the Vishama type attacks a man in various

ways and follows a distinct periodicity, it being aggra-

vated during the six specific times of dominance of the

deranged bodily principles (Doshas) as mentioned

before * in the course of day and night. This Vishama

fever never finds complete remission, (but lurks in the

deeper organic principles of the body) and produces a

sense of physical langour and heaviness of the limbs

as well as the characteristic emaciation. It is called

Vishama-jwara because its abatement is always con-

founded with its cure and remission, and this confound-

ing is due to the fact that the disease (fever) lies

dormant in a very small degree in the deeper principles

of the vital organism to be patent only at the slightest

exciting cause, just as a feeble fire fed with an insufficient

supply of fuel, becomes patent at the slightest exciting

cause. 29.

* See chapter XXI.—Sutrfi-sthana-
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Seat of Vishama Jwara:—Even a small

residue of the deranged bodily Dosha, lurking in the

system after the apparent cure of fever, is aggravated by

a course of injudicious conduct and indifference to strict

regimen of diet, and thus invites a fresh attack * which

is known as the Visham a Jwara. A case of Santata

(remittent or continuous) fever has its seat in the vitiated

Rasa (serum) and blood f of the organism ; while a

case of Anyedyuh finds location in the contaminated

flesh of the body. The type known as the Tri-tiyaka

(tertian-fever coming on every third day) affects the

principle of Meda (fat), while the one called ChJ^turthaka

(quartan-fever coming on every fourth day) affects and

is infiltrated into bones and marrow. The last named

type is very dangerous. It brings on a simultaneous

attack of several other diseases and often terminates

fatally. Several authorities include cases of fever due

to the malignant influence of evil spirits within the

category of Vishama Jwara. 30.

Durationof Vishama Jwara:—The type

of fever which continues for seven, ten or twelve days

without any break or remission, is called Santata. A
case of Satataka fever is characterised by two distinct

aggravations in the course of day and night. Fever

of the Anyedyushka type comes on only once a day

and one of the Tri-tiyaka type comes on every third

i. e. on every alternate day, while a case of Cha'turthaka

fever sets in every fourth day. 31.

* A case of feVer may lapse into a Vishama type even from the very

commencement of the attack.

t Vijaya Rakshita, the commentator on Madhava Nidana, says, on

the authority of Charak, that by the term Santata are meant here

both Santata and Satataka and that they have their origin in the vitiated

Rasa and blood respectively.
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Influence of Vayu on Vishama
Jwara :—Just as the ocean is overflown when its

water is swollen up by the gusts of wind (Vayu), so the

bodily Doshas are aggravated by the bodily Vayu,

and give rise to different kinds of fever. Just as

the water of the occean floods the shore at flow-

tide and rolls back to its former place during

ebb-tide, so fever being augmented by the deranged

Doshas of the body, rushes out of its lurking place

in the organism and manifests itself (or comes to the

surface of the skin) during the hours of the specific

aggravation of the Doshas, only to be driven back

into the deeper tissues and vital principles of the body

during the period of their specific abatement, or to

be expelled from the organisim at the completion of

their perfect assimilation in or elimination from the

system. 32.

Agantuka Jwara ;—A case of fever due to

any extraneous blow or injury should be treated in the

light of its periodicity and aggravation or in other

words the nature of the deranged bodily Doshas under-

lying, or involved in such a case should be ascertained

from the periodicity of its aggravation. A case of fever

due to the effects of poison is marked by such symptoms,

as blackness of the face, burning sensation, diarrhoea,

catching pain in the region of the heart, aversion to

food, thirst, piercing pain in the limbs, epileptic fits and

extreme weakness. A case of fever caused by smelling

the pollens of any kind of ( sti;ong smelling ) herbs ( as

Hay fever ) is marked by fainting fits, pain in the head

and sneezing. A case of fever incidental to an un-

gratified amorous longing of the heart, or due to any

such ardent passion is characterised by aberration or

a distracted state of the mind, drowsiness, languidness.
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aversion to food, pain at the cardiac region and a

speedy emaciation of the body. Delirium marks a case

of fever due to grief or terror and shivering charac-

terises one due to a fit of anger. Thirst and fainting

fits are the concomitants of a case of fever due to any

curse, or ushured in through the dynamics of deadly

incantations. Anxiety, laughter, shivering and weeping

mark a case due to the malignant influence of evil

genii. 33—34-

The bodily Vdyu deranged and aggravated by

fatigue, physical waste or by a blow spreads through the

entire organism and begets (traumatic) fever. There

is another kind of fever which is due to any extraneous

cause or which results from the acute stage of any

other disease attendant on the body. It exhibits all the

symptoms characteristic of each of the deranged bodily

Doshas involved therein * 35—36.

Gambhira fever and its prognosis :—
A case of Gambhira fever is characterised by a feeling

of internal burning sensation in the body (which is not

complained of in the surface), thirst, suppression of the

stool, laboured or painful breathing and cough. Paleness

of the complexion, dulness of the sense-organs, emacia-

tion cf the body, depression of the mind f and presence

of supervening symptoms (e. g. hard breathing, cough,

etc.) in cases of both Gambhira (inward or latent) and

* "Abhichar,' means incantations or Atharvan rites by which disease,

death and any other injuries are brought about.

"Abhis'apa" means the curse pronounced by Brahmins, preceptors,

seniors and alters possesed of puissance.

t Dallana says in his commentary that some read a few additional

lines after this. He, however, does not comment on those lines and

further adds that Jejjata does not read them. So we, too, refrain from

translating those lines.
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Tikshna (high) fever are the indications which point to

the hopeless nature of the case. 37—38.

A slightly, middling or excessively aggravated condi-

tion of the deranged Doshas of the body forebodes the

continuace of fever for three, seven and twelve days

respectively, each succeeding one being more difficult to

cure than the one immediately preceding it in order of

enumeration. Thus we have done with the description of

(the nature, causes and symptoms of) the different types

of fever. We shall now deal with the remedial measures

or therapeutic agents to be employed in these cases. 39.

Treatment :—Draughts of filtered (matured

but non-medicated) clarified butter should be given as

soon as the premonitory symptoms would make their

appearance and the patient would get relief thereby.

This is applicable only in a case of the Vs^taja type of

fever while purgatives should be administered in a case

of the Fittaja and mild emetics, in a case of the Kap-

haja type under similar conditions. In cases of Dwi-

doshaja and Tri-doshaja fevers, the foregoing measures

should be adopted according to the Doshas involved

in each case. In the cases in which emulsive measures

(Sneha-Karma) and exhibition of purgatives and emetics

are forbidden, such measures should be employed as

would tend to lighten the system such as fasting,

(Langhana) etc. 40.

Fasting^ :—^The premonitory and the actual

stages of fever are of various forms like those of

fire and its fume. Fasting is pre-eminently the best

remedy as soon as the characteristic symptoms of the

disease make their appearance distinctly and vomit-

ing is most efficacious in a case marked by the

presence of the deranged bodily Dosha in the Amds'aya

(stomach) and attended with nausea, thirst, water-brash.
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Fasting should be continued as long as the least quantity

of the deranged Dosha or Doshas would remain intact

in the organism, and light food should then be given

with discretion after the Doshas have been fully assimi-

lated in (to) the sysmtem. 41.

Prohibition of Fasting :—Fasting is pro-

hibited in a case of fever due to a wasting process in

the body or incidental to the action of the deranged

bodily Vdyu or appearing in consequence of any

serious state of the mind (e. g. lust, anger, grief, etc,)

as well as in cases in which fasting has been forbidden

as in the chapter on Divi-vrana (Chapter I, 25—Chikitsd-

sthana). 42.

Effect of Fasting :—Fasting in the case

qf a patient in whom the bodily Doshas have been

deranged and of whom the digestive fire has become

dull, lead to an assimilation of the deranged

Doshas and kindles the digestive fire, produces

remission of fever, lightness of the body and relish

for food. 43.

Satisfactory and excessive fast-
ing :—Easy and natural passing of Vayu and stool

and urine, intolerable keenness of thirst and appetite,

lightness of the body, sprightly, action of the mind

and the sense-organs and a weakness of the body are

the results which spring from Satifactory fasting
;

while such symptoms as loss of strength, thirst, dry-

ness (of the mouth), insomnia, vertigo, doziness,

fatigue and such other supervening symptoms (as diffi-

cult breathing, cough, fever, hic-cup) mark an excessive

fasting. 44—45.

Tepid water :—Tepid (boiled) water is appetis-

ing and it tends to disintegrate the accumulation

of Kapha and restores the deranged bodily Pitta and
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V^yu to their normal condition. The use of tepid

water which allays thirst is highly efficacious in cases

of fever due to the actions of the deranged bodily

Kapha and Vayu, as it tends to cleanse the internal

passages of the body and helps in the easy movement

of the deranged bodily Doshas in the organism. The

effect of cold water is just the reverse and its inherent

cold tends to aggravate fever. 46

PeysC !—A potion consisting of water boiled

with the admixture of the following bitter drugs viz.

Gdngeya (Musta\ Ndgara, Us'ira, Pdrpata, Udichya

(Bdlaka) and red sandal-wood should be given, when

cooled, for drinking in a case of Pittaja fever, as well as in

one due to the effect of any liquor or poison *. A Peyai

prepared with digestive drugs should be given to the

patient when hungry in as much as it is digestive,

appetising, light and febrifugal, Ta.steful decoctions of

digestive drugs, which alleviate thirst, remove bad

taste in the mouth, bring about a fresh relish for food

and prove remedial for fever, should be given after the

seventh day in a case of fever which, in consequence of

a plethora of deranged Dosha in the .system, would not

abate even after the observance of fasting and the

subsequent use of Yava'gu and where the digestive

power of the patient has been impaired. 47—49.

A decoction of Pancha-fnula assimilates the bodily

Dosha in a case of Vataja fever, while a decoction of

Musta, Katukn and Indra-yava mixed with honey (when

cold) proves curative in a case of Pittaja fever, and a

decoction of the component drugs of the Pippalyddi

group helps the assimilation of the deranged bodily

Dosha in a case of Kaphaja fever. Decoctions remc-

* According to different authori ies purely boiled water, when cooled,

may also be given in such cases.
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dial to each of the deranged bodily Doshas should be

administered in combination in a case of fever due

to the concerted action of any two deranged Doshas

of the body. A decoction should not be given to

a patient immediately after eating, drinking or fasting,

nor to a patient afflicted with thirst, extreme weak-

ness, emaciation and indigestion. 50.

Symptoms of Pakva-jwara :—Abate-
ment of the bodily heat, lightness of the body and

an easy passing of stool and urine are the indications

from which the assimilation of the deranged bodily

Doshas should be presumed, and it is then that febri-

fuges should be administered according to the nature

of the deranged bodily Doshas underlying the case

under treatment *. Some, however, believe that the

assimilation of the deranged Doshas should be presumed

from the changes in the symptoms characteristic of the

Doshas. 51.

Symptoms of Ama-jwara :—A crushing

sensation in the region of the heart, drowsiness, sali-

vation, aversion to food, non-assimilation of the derang-

ed bodily Doshas, suppression of stool (and wind),

copious discharge of urine, laziness, sense of heaviness

in the abdomen, stoppage of perspiration, undigested

stool, dissatisfaction, somnolence, heaviness and numb-

ness of the limbs, dulness of appetite, bad taste in the

mouth, a sense of physical languor and increased

virulence and continuity of the attack of fever (abnor-

mal rise in the bodily temperature) are the symptoms
by which a learned physician should ascertain the

* Some read these two lines in a different way. They would mean that

the non-assimilation (A'ma) of the deranged Doshas would be presumed

by the presence of high fever, heaviness of the body and stoppage of the

excreta (Mala), and the reverse is the sign of their assimilation (Paka).

24
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undigested state of the deranged bodily Doshas ushering

in an attack of fever. 52.

Time for administering Febrifuge:—
According to several authorities, medicines (febrifuges)

should be given in a case of fever after the seventh,

or according to others after the tenth day of the attack.

Febrifuges may be administered earlier in the cases of

Pittaja fever, or in the event of the deranged bodily

Doshas being digested earlier. An administration

of (febrifugal) medicine in an undigested stage of the

fever is sure to produce a recrudescence of the disease.

Corrective, purifying and soothing (Samaniya) remedies

(in a case of fever with undigested Dosha) helps

the lapse of the disease (fever) into a Vishama

type. 53—54-

The spontaneous motions of the bowels (Mala)

of a patient suffering from fever should not be stopped

unless they are excessive, vvhen the case should be

medically treated as one of Atisdra i^Diarrhea). 55.

Preliminary Treatment:—A suitable

purgative should be administered even in a case of

acute fever if the digested Malas (faecal matter

etc.) are accumulated in the internal passages of the

Koshtha (abdomen), in as much as their presence in

the organism in that undigested state may usher in

an attack of Vishama Jwara attended by distressing

symptoms, or may produce loss of strength. Hence

they should be eliminated from the system with the helf

of emetics, etc. Emetics, Asth^pana-enemas, purgatives,

Siro-virechana and errhines should be successfully em-

ployed for the purpose. Ein3tics should be at the outset

exhibited in a case of Kaphaja fever where the patient

would be found to be a person of considerable physical

strength, and purgatives should be given in a case of
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fever marked by the predominant action of the derang-

ed Pitta in the event of there being laxity of the

bowels (intestines). Nirudha-vasti should be applied

in a case of Vdtaja fever attended with aching pain in

the limbs and with Uddvarta (obstinate constipation of

the bowels), whereas Anuvaisana-vasti should be pres-

cribed for a patient with a strong appetite, if there be

pain in the regions of the back and the waist. Siro-

virechaua (head-purgative) should be adiministered in

cases marked by the accumulation of the deranged

Kapha in the head, as the pain in and heaviness of

the head would be relieved, and the sense-organs roused

up thereby to their normal functions. 56-A.

A plaster composed of Deva-ddru, Vacha, Kushtha^

S'atdhvd, Hingu and Saindhava pasted together with

Kdnjika should be applied lukewarm to the abdomen

in a case of fever attended with painful tympanites if

the patient be weak, whereas a medicated plug (Varti)

prepared with the above drugs should be applied into

the anus in a case marked by the upward coursing of

the bodily Vayu attended with suppression of stool

and urine, and Yavato^u prepared with Pippali, roots of

Pippali, Yamdni and Chavya should be given to the

patient as a potion, it being remedial for the deranged

bodily Vayu, 56.

Administration of Ghrita:—The residue

of the deranged bodily Dosha having lurked in the system

(of a patient) even after the exhibition of proper emetics

and purgatives, the fever should be remedied by

draughts of medicated clarified butter, if the system of

the patient be sufficiently dry (Ruksha). 57.

A weak patiei^t with only a small quantity of the

deranged bodily E|osha should be treated with the help

of soothing (Samartiya) remedies. Fasting should be
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the principal cure for all types of fever due to (Santar-

pana) over-eating etc., provided the patient be found to

possess sufficient strength. 58.

Diet :—Diluted barley gruel (YavAgu) should be

given to a patient constantly feeling thirsty and with

impaired digestion. Powdered parched corn (paddy)

mixed with honey and water should be given

in copious quantity to a patient suffering from the

after-effect of liquor, and afflicted with vomiting, thirst,

burning or perspiration and it should be followed, when

duly digested, by meals of rice-soup and meat-soup,

A diet consisting of boiled rice mixed with meat-soup

should be given to a patient suffering from an attack

of fever marked by the preponderance of the bodily

Vayu, as well as in a mild type * of fever due to

fasting or over-fatiguing physical labour. The diet

in a case of Kaphaja fever should consist of boiled

rice and of Mtidga pulse. In a case of Pittaja fever

it should consi-st of boiled rice and a soup of Mudga

pulse and be taken, when cold, with the admixture of

sugar. In a case marked by the concerted action of the

deranged V^yu and Pitta, the diet should consist of

Mudga soup mixed with (the expressed juice of) Ama-

laka or Dddima. In a case of VAta-s'leshmd fever

the diet should be prescribed to be taken with the

soup of tender radish, while in one of Kapha-pitta

type it should consist of the soup of the leaves of Nimba

and Patola. 59—60.

Laija-tarpaua—powdered parched corn (paddy) mixed

with a copious quantity of water and with honey (and

sugar)—should be given, instead of any other diet (e.g

* This passage is quoted by S'reekantha Datta in his commentary

on Chakra-datta wherein he does not read '^^ (mild type), and his read-

ing appears to be the belter one, it being supported by Charaka as well.
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boiled rice) to a patient suffering from fever marked

by burning sensation, vomiting, thirst and weakness.

Vavdgu is not beneficial in summer as a diet in

a case of Kapha-pittaja fever or in a case of Rakta-pitta

(Hemoptysis ?) or in the case of a habitual drunkard.

Such a case should be treated with the soup of any

pulse or of the meat of Jdngala animal with or without

any acid juice. 61—62. ,

Prepared barley mixed with any old wine would

prove beneficial in cases of (fever accompained by) a

dullness of appetite. Takra (butter-milk or whey)

mixed with the powdered Tri-katu should be given in

case of disrelish for food due to the action of the derang-

ed Kapha. 63-A.

IWilk as a diet :—Milk may be given with

advantage in a case of chronic or lingering fever mark-

ed by the scanty presence of the deranged bodily Dosha

in the system, by emaciation of the frame and by mental

depression as well as in a case of Vata-pittaja fever

accompained by dryness of the organism and non-

emission or otherwise of the deranged bodily Doshas as

well as in a case of fever marked by thirst or burning

sensation. But milk taken in a case of fever in its

acute stage is highly injurious, (y^.

A spare and light diet for a weak person should be

observed in all cases of fever, when its intensity abates,

as, otherwise by a heavy diet, it is aggravated. A proper

and wholesome diet should be given in a case of fever

even if the patient would show a positive aversion to it

since the want of food at the proper time or when the

sy.stem craves for it, is sure to be followed by the waste

of the body, and may bring about death in the end. A
food which is heavy of digestion (Guru), or secreting

( Kapha-producing) in its effect should by no means
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be taken nor should food be taken at an improper time,

since such a food which is not beneficial, is neither

conducive to longevity nor to happiness (in a case of

fever). 64—66.

A light diet (such as milk or essence of meat) may
be given in copious quantity and with advantage to a

patient emaciated through a long and protracted attack

of Satataka or Vishama fever. The soup of such pulses

as Mudga, Masura, Ckanaka (gram), Kulattha and

Makushtaka, etc. may be given with benefit as diet

to the hungry patient suffering from fever. 67. A
IVIea.t-C]iet :—The meat of Ldva, Kapinjala,

Ena, Prishata, S'arabha, Kdla-puchchha, Kuranga,

Mriga-mdtrikd (different kinds of deer) or S'as'a

(hare) may be prescribed as diet for a fever-patient

accustomed to the use of animal food *. Several

authorities, however, i* do not recommend the use

of the meat of Sdrasa, Krouncha, Mayuta (peacock),

Kukkuta (cock) and of Tittira in cases of fever, owing

to its heaviness (as regards digestion), as well as to its

heat-making potency. (We, too, subscribe to this opinion

with a certain limitation) The use of the flesh of

these animals may, however, be recommended in a

case of fever in moderate quantitiy and at proper time

provided the fever is marked by a preponderance of

the deranged bodily Vayu. 6"].

Prohibitions in fever :—A fever-patient

should forego baths, washing ( Parisheka), plunge-bath

(Avagiha. D. R. Pradeha—plaster), anointments, emul-

sive potions, day-sleep, physical exercise, sexual inter-

course and any cold articles or any emetic or purgative

* According to Charaka, the meat-soup, in cases of fever, may be given

with or without the addition of an acid juice (e.g. Dddima, A'mlaki, etc )

t Charaka also holds the same opinion as Sus'ruta.
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medicine (for a time even after his recovery) till he is

restored to his wonted strength and vigour. * 68.

Any of the preceding prejudicial acts done in a

weak state of health, closely following a recovery from

fever may bring on a relapse which invariably con-

sumes the body just as fire does a dried and sapless

tree. These rules, therefore, should be strictly followed

after recovery from fever till the fundamental Principles

of the body have returned to their normal condition

and the health and strength is fully regained. 69,

A very small amount of physical exertion, in cases

of fever, is likely to usher in an attack of fainting fit

and hence the patient in such cases should be support-

ed when he sits taking his food or passing urine or

stool. An emetic or purgative (Sodhana) remedy

should be resorted to even after the subsidence of

fever in the case where the continuance of a resi-

due of the deranged Doshas in the organism would

be apprehended from such symptoms as aversion to

food, weariness of the limbs, discoloration of the body,

its evacuations, etc. A fever-patient emaciated through

prolonged suffering should not be largely fed at a time

(D. R. should not have a bath) and in haste i.e. until the

patient recruits his strength in as much as it might lead

to a fresh attack of the disease. 70—72.

All cases of fever should be remedied with thera-

peutic agents antidotal to the exciting factors. The
principal pathogenic cause or causes should be first

removed and remedied in a case of fever due to bodily

* Additional text :—A patient suffering from acute fever should

forego also the use of astringent, heavy and dry food as well as fatty

and secreting food. In short he should also discourage mental emotions of

anger, grief, etc. as well as the use of newly collected corns. This ig

evidently Dallana's reading.
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exhaustion, waste or hurt. An attack of (peurperal)

fever incidental to miscarriage or to the spontaneous

accumulation of milk in the breast of the mother after

delivery, should be medically treated by an experienced

physician with Dosha-subduing (Sams'amana) remedies

according to the deranged bodily Dosha involved

therein. Now we shall deal with the recipes of

Dosha-subduing (Sams'amana) decoctions which may
be advantageously employed in all types of fever.

73—74.

Sams'amana decoctions for Vata-
J'wara:—A decoction duly prepared of Pippali,

Sdrivd, Drdkshd, Satapushpd and Harenu should be

given with the admixture of treacle in a case of Vdtaja

fever or a cold infusion \ of Guduchi should be taken by

the patient. Similarly a decoction of Valdy Darbha and

S'wa-danshtrd boiled down to a quarter part of the

original quantity of water and mixed with sugar and cla-

rified butter ; or a decoction oi Satapushpd, Vachd, Kush-

tha, Devaddru, Harenukd, Kustumburu Nalada and

MustamxyixA with sugar and honey should be given to a

patient in a case of Vdtaja fever. A decoction of Drdk-

shd, Guduchi, Kds'marya, Trdyamdnd and Sdrivd mixed

with treacle should be prescribed in a case of Vdtaja

fever. A potion of the expressed juice of Guduchi mixed

with an equal quantity of that of S'atdvari and

with treacle proves almost instantaneously efficacious

in a case of fever of the same type. Rubbing of the

X According to Dallana the cold infusion of Guduchi should be

given in a case of Vataja fever involving the action of vitiated Pitta also ;

whereas the decoction duly prepared of Guduchi should be prescribed

if, in a case of V^taja-fever, the vitiated Kapha is also involved. Cold

infusion is prepared by keeping over-night a quantity of the drugs immer-

sed in hot water. The infusion thus prepared is used in the morning.
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body with clarified butter as well as fomentation

(Sveda) and plaster should also be prescribed under

certain conditions in the present disease. 75—8r.

Samsamana decoctions for Pittaja
Jwara :—A decoction of S'riparni, red sandal wood,

Usira, ParusJiaka and Madhuka (Moul) flowers duly

boiled and mixed with a proportionate quantity of

sugar (when cold), or a decoction of the drugs of the

Sdrivddi group duly mixed with sugar, or a decoction

of the drugs of the Utpalddi group and Yashti-madhu, *

or a cold infusion of the drugs of the same group

mixed with sugar would cure a case of Pittaja fever.

A similar preparation of Guduchi, Padmaka, Rodhra,

Sdrivd and Utpala taken, when cold, with sugar

would prove beneficial in cases of Pittaja fever. 82-84.

A decoction of Drdkshd and Aragvadha, or of

Kds'marya^ or of the drugs of sweet, bitter or

astringent groups mixed with sugar and used, when

cold, would alleviate thirst and the severe burning

sensation of the body (in a case of Pittaja fever). The

contents of the stomach should be vomited out by

large draughts of cold water saturated with honey

whereby thirst (in a case of Pittaja fever) would be

alleviated. Milk duly cooked with the decoction (of

barks or twigs) of the Kshiri-Vriksha (milk-exuding

trees), or with Chandana or with any other cool-

ing drugs should be used cold (both internally and

externally) as a relief for an internal sensation of

burning in a case of Pittaja fever. 85—87.

Draughts of water with Padmaka, Yas/iti-madhu,

* Yashli-madhtt is comprised in the drugs of the Ulpalddi group.

Hence in preparation of this deeoction, two parts of Yashti-madhu

should be taken.

25
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Drdkshd, Paundarika (white lily), Utpala, parched

barley, Us'ira^ Samangd and Kds'mari fruit steeped there-

in and stirred and kept overnight and then mixed and

taken with honey (in the morning) would give relief

from fever and burning sensation and a plaster of the

same drugs should be applied over the scalp in a case

of fever accompained by dryness of the tongue, the

palate, the throat and of the Kloma. Pastes of the

polens or filaments (Kes'ara) of Mdtuhmga mixed with

honey and Saindhava salt, or of Dddima mixed with

sugar, Drdkshd and Kharjura (date) as well as

gargles prepared from these drugs should be retained

in the mouth with a view to removing its bad taste.

88—89.

Sams'amana decoctions for Kapha-
Ja Jwara :—A decoction of Saptachchhada, Gudu-

chi, Nimha and Sphurjaka mixed with honey, or of Tri-

katUy Ndga-Kes'ara, Haridrd, Katurohini and Indra-

yava^ or of Chitraka, Haridfd, Nintba, Us'ira, Ativishd,

Vacha, Kushtha, Indra-yava, Murvd and Patola mixed

with honey and pulverised Markka (black pepper j should

be given in a case of Eaphaja fever. A decoction of

Sdrivd, Ativishd, Kushtha, Puru (Guggulu), Durdlabhd

and Musta, or of Musta, Vrikshaka-seeds (Indra-yava),

Tri-phald, Katurohini and Parushaka will be found to

be equally efficacious in the case of Kaphaja fever.

90—94.

Treatment of Kapha-VsCtaja Jwara:—
A decoction of the component members of the Rdja-

vrikshddi group mixed with honey and taken in due

course, would readily prove curative in a case of fever

due to the concerted action of Vskta and Kapha. The

exhibition of the decoction oi Ndgara,Dhanydka,Bhdrgi,

Abhayd, Devaddru Vachd, Parpataka, Musta, Bhtitika,
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and Katphala mixed with honey and Hingu (asafcetida)

would be attended by almost instantaneous benefit in

the present type of fever accompanied with bronchitis,

cough, asthma, constriction of the throat, hic-cough,

swelling in the throat and aching pain at the chest and

at the sides. 95—96.

Pitta-S'Icshmaja Jwara:—A decoction

duly prepared with Eld, Patola, Tri-phald, Yashtydhva,

and Vrisha (V^saka) and mixed with honey, or one

oi Katuka, Vijayd, {Haritaki), Drdkshd, Mitsta and Par-

pataka, or of Bhdrgi, Vacha, Parpataka, Dhanydka,

Hingu, Abhayd, Ghana, Ndgaia and Kds'marya mixed

with honey would prove efficacious in a case of fever

due to the combined action of the deranged Pitta and

Sleshmsk. Similarly two Tola-measure of powdered

Kattika and sugar dissolved in warm water proves

curative equally in a case of the present type. 97

—

too.

A decoction of Bhu-nimba, Guduchi, Drdkshd, Ama-
laki and S'athi mixed with treacle, or of Rdsnd, Vrisha

(V^saka), Tri-phald and fruits of Rdja-vriksha proves

curative in a case of fever due to the combined action

of the deranged Vaiyu and Pitta loi—102.

Drugs and therapeutic agents remedial to each

of the specific deranged Doshas involved in a case of

the Tri-doshaja type should be employed in combination

for cure according to the predominance of each

Dosha. A potion of milk duly boiled with Vrischika

(white Punarnava), Varshdbhic (red Punarnava), Vilva

and water, but from which the water has entirely evapor-

ated would prove curative in Tri-doshaja fever. The pith

and marrow of a S'irisha tree duly mixed with milk

(weighing eight times that of the drug) and with water

weighing three times that of the milk, should be boiled

down to the quantity of the milk which, if administered
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as a drink would prove curative in Tri-doshaja fever. A
potion of the decoction* duly prepared with the roots of

Nala and of Vetasa (cane) and Murvd and Devaddrn

would prove remedial to this form of fever, i* Clari-

fied butter mixed with the decoction of Tti-phald should

be given to a patient sufiering from an attack of Tri-

doshaja fever. \ 103—106.

Two-Tola-measure of powdered Anantd (Duralabhd),

Vdlaka, Musta, S'wtthi and Katuka should be given

with (one Pala of) tepid water with benefit to a patient

before sun-rise in Tridoshaja fever. Moreover, it acts as a

good appetiser. Any one or two of the (groups of the)

drugs of the purgative or appetising properties can

be employed with benefit in a case of (chronic) fever.

A lambative composed of AhJiayd pasted together with

honey and mixed with oil and clarified butter should be

licked by the patient in a case of Tri-doshaja fever.

Tfivrit with honey would pacify a case of high fever.

107—109.

IVIedical treatment of Vishama-
Jwara :—Purgatives and emetics should be exhibited

in a case of Vishama Jwara and the medicated clarified

butter described under the treatment of Plihodara

(chapter XIV Chikitsa-sthdna), or pulverised Tri-phald §

with the addition of treacle may be advantageously

used in the type under discussion. A decoction of

* The decoction should be prepared with water only or with milk

and water according to the rules of Kshira-paka, if the exigencies of the

case so require —Dallana.

t Additional text :—A potion of the decoction of Haridrd,

Bhadra-tniista, Tri-phald, Kattika, Nimba, Paiola, Devada'ni and Kanta-

/fflVt would cure a case of Tri-doshaja fever with indigestion, water-brash,

dropsy, cough and disrelish for food.

X Dallana includes this line also in the additional text.

§ According to Dallnaa the decoction of Truphata' should be used.
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Guduchi, Nimha* and Dhdtri duly mixed with honey,

may be likewise prescribed (in a case of Chdturthaka

fever). The patient should be likewise made to take

Las'una (garlic) with clarified butter. The three decoc-

tions duly prepared with three, four or all of the

following drugs, viz :

—

Madhuka, Patola, Katuka, Mus-

taka (D. R.

—

Batsakd) and Haritaki -f should be like-

wise administered, no—in.

A potion consisting of milk, clarified butter, sugar,

honey and Pippali should be administered according

to the strength of the patient. Similarly Pippali should

be taken with the decoction of Das'a-nmla. Pippali-

Bardhamana (see chapter V, Chikitsita-.sthana) should

be likewise used by a patient who should then be made
to take only milk or meat-soup. The use of good wine

with the meat of fowl is also recommended. 112

Use of medicated Ghrita in cases of
Vishama Jwara :—Clarified butter duly cooked

with the decoction of Kola, \ Agnimantha and Tri-

phald, with milk-curd (Dadhi), with Tilvaka as Kalka

would be found to be highly efficacious in a case of

Vishama Jwara A potion of clarified butter duly

cooked with the Kalka (and decoction—Dallana) of

Pippali, Ativishd, Drdkshd, Sdrivd, Vilva, Chandana

(red), Katuka, Indra-yava, Usira, Simhi, Tdmalaki, Musta,

Trdyanidnd, Sthird (S^la-parni), A'mlaki, S'unthi and

Chitraka would be found highly beneficial to irregular

(Vishama) appetite and would cure cases of chronic

* Chakradalla reads "iI/«f/o" in place of ''Nimba".

t Dallana says that some commentators are inclined to use the

decoction of the 16 different combinations of the five drugs taken three,

four or five at a time.

(25) Kola is here used for Pancha-kola, viz :

—

Pippali, Pippali-rools,

Chdvya, ChitraJca and Na'gara,
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fever, headache, Gulma, Udara (ascites), Halimaka,

consumption, cough, burning sensation in the body

and pain at the sides. 113— 114

GudUChySLdi Ghrita ;—The use of a medi-

cated clarified butter duly cooked with the decoction of

Guduchi, Tri-phald, Vdsd {D. R. Rcisnd), Trdyamdnd

and Durdlabhd together with the Kalka of Drdkshd,

MdgadJiikd, (Pippali), Ambhoda (Musta), Ndgara, Utpala

and Chandana would be attended by good results in

cases of consumption, asthma, cough and Jirna-Jwara

(chronic fever). 115.

KalasysCdi Ghrita :—Cases of chronic fever,

headache, pain at the sides, cough, and of consumption

(lit—any wasting disease of the body attended with

fever) would readily yield to the curative efficacy of a

medicated clarified butter duly cooked and prepared

with the decoction of Kalas'i (Pris'ni-parni), Vrihati,

Drdkshd, Trydnti, Nimba, Gokshura, Vald, Parpataka,

Musta, S'dla-parni and Yavdsaka and with the Kalka

of S'athi, Tdmalaki, Bhdrgi, Medd, Kataka (D. R.

—

Amalaka) and Pushkara-roots and with milk twice as

much as the clarified butter. 116.

PatOleCdi Ghrita :—Clarified butter duly

cooked with the Kalka of Patola, Parpata, Arishta

(Nimba), Guduchi, Tri-phald, Btisha, Katuka, Ambuda

(Musta), Bhii-nimba, Yavdsa, Yashti-madhu, Chandana,

Ddrvi, Indra-yava, Us'ira, Trdyamdnd, Kand and Utpala

and with the expressed juice of Dhdtri, Bhringa-rdja,

Abhiru (Satavari) and Kdka-nidchi readily proves

curative in cases of Apachi (scrofula), Kushtha, fever,

Sukra and Arjuna (two optical diseases), ulcer and in

diseases of the mouth, ears, nose and the eyes. 1 17.

KalysCnaka Ghrita :—Clarified butter duly

cooked with the Kalka of Vidanga, Tri-phald, Musta,
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Manjishthd, Dddima, Utpala, Priyangu, Eld, Elavdhika,

Chandana, Devaddru, Varhistha (Vdlaka), Kushtha,

Haridrd, the two kinds of Parnni and of Sarivd, Hare-

nuka, Trivrit, Dantl, Vacha, Tdlis'a, Kes'ara and Mdlati

flowers with milk twice as much as clarified butter, is

called the Kalyanaka Ghrita. The range of its thera-

peutic application includes such diseases as Vishama

Jwara, asthma, Gulma, insanity and diseases due to

the effect of any poison. It is auspicious and it

removes affections due to the evil influences of

malignant spirits and demons, etc., dulness of appetite,

epileptic fits, senile decay, sterility and diseases

of the seminal cord. It invigorates the eye-sight and

imparts memory and longevity to the person who

uses it. 118.

IVIah£C-KaIy£inaka Ghrita :—A Prastha

measure of clarified butter made from the milk of a

cow of Kapila species and duly cooked with the Kalka

of the preceding drugs and the drugs known as Sarva-

gandhd (Elddi-gana) and with (dead) gold and gems

should again be duly cooked with the Kalka of

Sumanah, Champaka, As'oka and S'irisha flowers and

with Nalada and Padma (red lotus) and the polens of

Dddijna flowers with the milk of a cow of the same

species. It should be prepared under the auspicious of

favourable astral combinations and lunar planes of both

the physician and of the patient and then be duly con-

secrated by Brdmhanas. It is called Maliai-Kalyai-

naka Ghrita aud may be prescribed for a king. It

proves curative in all forms of fever. Its very touch

and sight confers bliss and destroys disease. Its

use enables a man to live to three hundred years free

from disease and decay and to remain invincible against

the attacks of all created beings. 119.
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Pancha-Gavya-Ghrita :—Fquai parts of

milk, curd, clarified butter and urine of a cow and the

expressed fluid of cow-dung duly cooked with the Kalka

of Tri-phald,, Chitraka, Musta, the two kinds of Haridrd,

Atlvishd, Vachd, Vidanga, Tri-katu, Chavya and Sura-

ddru prove curative in Vishama Jwara. It is called Pau-

cha-Gavya-Ghrita. The same five substances obtained

from a cow (e.g., milk, curd, clarified butter, urine and

the expressed liquid of cow-dung) may be duly cooked

without the addition of any Kalka as also with the

above Kalkas and the expressed juice of V&saka or of

Vald, or of Guduchi. * All of these medicated Ghritas

are efficacious in cases of Jirna Jwara (chronic fever),

chlorosis and edema. The same five substances (e. g.

milk, curd, clarified butter, urine and the expressed

fluid of dung) of a she-sheep, a she-goat or a she-

buffalo and the four substances ( e. g. milk curd, clari-

fied butter and urine) of a she-camcl may be prepared

(and used) in the same manner. 120—122.

Tri-phaladi Ghrita:—Clarified butter duly

cooked with the Kalkas ^ of Tri-pJiald, Us'ira, Sam-

pdka, Katuka, Ativishd, S'atdvari, Sapta-parna, Guduchi,

the two kinds of Rajani, Chitraka, Trivrita\ Murvd,

Patola, Arishta, Vdlaka, Kirdta-tikta, Vachd, Vis'd/d,

Padmaka, Utpala, the two Kinds of Sdrivd, Yashti-

madhu, Chavikd, Rakta-chandana, Durdlabhd, Parpataka,

Trdyamdnd, Atarushaka (Vdsaka), Rdsnd, Ktimkuma

(saffron), Manjishthd, Mdgadhi and Ndgara with the

* Dallana says that the expressed juice of Vasaka, Bald or

Guduchi, should be separately used along with the ordinary Kalkas

(Tri-phala, etc.) of the Pancha-gavya Ghrita. But we are inclined to take

the lines to mean that Vdsaks, VaW and Guduchi should be separately

used as Kalkas in place of the ordinary Kalkas.

H Some here add Ghana (Musta) with the other Kiilkas,
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expressed juice of Dhdtri weighing twice as much as

clarified butter proves curative in Parisarpa (erysipelas),

fever, Asthma, Gulma, Kushtha, Chlorosis, enlargement

of the spleen and dulness of appetite. 123.

One Pala weight each of Patola, Katuka, Ddrvi,

Ni?nba, Vdsd, Tri-phald, Durdlabhd, Parpataka and

Trdyamdnd and a Prastha measure of Amalaka should

be boiled in one Drona measure of water down to its

quarter measure. A Prastha measure of Ghrita should

then be cooked with the above decoctions. * The

Ghrita thus prepared proves curative in cases of Rakta*

pitta, diseases due to Kapha, perspiration, muco-purulent

discharges, atrophy of the limbs, fever, chlorosis, erysi-

pelas and Ganda-mdla (scrofula). 124.

PanCha-S'ara :—Boiled milk, sugar, Pippali,

honey and clarified butter should be taken by stirring

them together with hands. The compound is called

Pancha-SEira and may be employed with advantage in

cases of Vishama-Jwara, Kshata-Kshina, consumption,

asthma and affections of the heart. 12$.

lYIedicated TailaS:—A medicated oil duly

prepared by cooking it with Ldkshd, Vts'va, Nis'd,

Mnrvd, Mmijishthd, Sarjikd and Amaya (Kushtha) as

Kalka and with Takra weighing six times as much as oil

acts as a febrifuge. A medicated oil duly cooked and

prepared with Ksldri-Vriksha, Asana, Arishta, Jamhu,

Sapta-chchhada, Arjuna, S'irisha, Khadira, Asphotd,

Atnrita-valli, Atanishaka, Katuka, Parpata, Us'ira,

Vacha, Tejovati and Ghana as Kalka may be employed

"Additional text :—Some recommend the use of Kutaja, Bhu-

nimba, 6'Aa«a (Musta), Yashti-madku, Chandana and /"//J/a/j as Kalka

in the preparation of this Ghrita and that it proves efficacious in the

diseases of the eye, nose, ear, mouth and of the white part of the eye and

of the eye-lid and in ulcer.

26
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in anointing the body of the patient in a case of Jima-

Jwara with benefit. 126—127.

The patient should be frightened with a non-veno-

mous snake, trained elephants and bogus thieves (or

rebuked with a thievish act falsely supposed to have been

committed by him before) at the appointed date and

hour of the paroxysm and be kept in empty stomach for

the day. In the alternative, he should be fed with

heavy and extremely secreting articles (milk, milk-

curd, etc.) and be made to continually vomit out the con-

tents of his stomach afterwards, or he should be made

to drink any strong liquor, or febrifugal medicated

clarified butter or simply matured clarified butter in

copious quantity or be treated with drastic purgatives,

or withjfomentations followed by Nirudha-Vasti applica-

tion on the date of the expected attack. 128.

Fumigation and Anjana :—The body

of the patient should be fumigated with the fumes of

the skin and hairs of a goat and a sheep mixed with

Vac/id, Kus/it/ia, Palankashd (Guggulu), Nimba leaves,

and honey and burnt together. The excreta of a cat

should be similarly used in fumigating the body of

the patient in a case of fever marked by shivering.

Pippali, Saindliava and Naipdli (Manah-s'ilA) should be

pasted together and mixed with oil and be applied

along the eye-lids as an Anjana. 129—130.

The medicated Ghritas mentioned in conection with

the treatment of Udara (ascites), as well as the Ajita

Ghrita mentioned in the Kalpa-sthdna (Chapter II.)

may be likewise employed with benefit in fever. 131.

A case of fever due to the malignant influence of the

spirits, etc. should be remedied with the help of magical

incantations (Aves'ana), binding and beating (D. R.—

•

adoration) mentioned in the treatment of Bhuta-vidyd
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(demonology—Chapters LX—LXII). A case of fever

due to any mental condition should be cured with

psychic (hypnotic) measures ; while the one due to over-

fatigue or exhaustion should be treated with diets of

Rasaudana * after anointing the body of the patient

with clarified butter. Fever due to any curse or to

deadly incantations (exorcism) may be cured by per-

forming Homa (offering oblations to the gods) and such

other ceremonies ; while the cases due to the malignant

influence of any hostile planet, or of any unearthly

sound may be cured by practising charity, hospitality and

peace-giving rites (Svastyayana). All heat-engendering

(Ushna) measures are prohibited in a case of traumatic

fever and sweet and astringent drugs charged with oil or

clarified butter should be prescribed. Other therapeutic

agents should also be employed according to the nature

of the specific derangement of Dosha involved in the

case. In a case of fever caused by the smell of any herb

or cereals or in one due to the effect of any sort of

poison, the treatment should consist in such measures as

would alleviate the poison and the aggravated Pitta in

the system, f Decoction of Sarva-gandhd (the drugs of

the Eladi-gana) is also beneficial in these cases. A
decoction of Nimba and Deva-ddru or of Jdti flowers

may be prescribed as well. Clarified butter, wine and

preparations of barley grains are wholesome in a case

of Vishama-Jwara which may be got rid of as well

* Rasaudana is a kind of food prepared by boiling rice in meat soup

(instead of in water). The term may, however, mean rice simply mixed

with meat-soup.

t In place of "f^'srfq^q^T^lf:" some read "f^^rqlcrfl^l^^:" and

that would mean that the measures and remedies prescribed in cases of

poisoning (aec Kalpa-slhana) should be applied. This variant seems to be

the belter one.
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by worshipping Br^hmans, cows, the god Is'dna, and

Ambika. 132—133.

The body of the patient overwhelmed with coldness

(shivering) in cases of fever due to the action of the

aggravated Kapha or Vayu, should be plastered with

a paste of the drugs of the heat-making group *

and heating measures should then be resorted to. In

the alternative, a compound of Arandla, S'ukta,

cow's urine and Mastu (curd-cream) made lukewarm

should be sprinkled over the body. Plasters of the

leaves of Surasa, Arjaka and S'igru pasted together

with water would prove beneficial. The body may be

rubbed with Kshdra-taila (oil cooked with alkali) mixed

with S'ukta. A decoction of the drugs of the Aragva-

dhddi group proves highly efficacious particularly in

the present case, and decoction of Vdyu-subduing

drugs should be used tepid as a bath. The shivering

having been thus relieved with the foregoing measures

and by the sprinkling of tepid water over the body, the

languid body of the patient should be smeared with

pasted Kdldguru and wrapped up in a silk, woolen

or linnen cover and then the patient should be made to

lie in a bed. 134.-A.

Damsels young, beautiful and skilled in the sport

of love, with faces glowing like the full moon of

autumn and darting forth beams of love from their

languid blue-lotus-like eyes, with eye-brows moving in the

ardour of desire and with dreary foreheads throbbing with

the gentle pulsations of love, with girdles sliding down

frDm their slender waists, with their splendid buttocks

naturally making them lazy in their steps, with their

lips vying with the ripe Viniba fruit in their luscious

* Dallana explains the Ushna-varga (heat-making group) to mean

the Bhadradatvadi, Surasidi and the Elddi groups.
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redness, with their elevated thickest breasts, and smeared

with saffron and Agiiru pastes and clad in thin trans-

parent garment, fumigated and scented with the vapours

of burnt Agiirii, should be asked to take the patient

into a firm embrace like a forest-creeper entwining itself

around a sylvan tree, and the girls should be told to

keep off" as soon as the patient would feel himself heated.

The patient thus cured of the disease (cold-fever) by

the fond embrace of these beautiful damsels should

be treated to such a wholesome repast as would be

welcome to him. 134.

Measures which alleviate the burning sensation

should be employed in a case of fever marked by sever

burning sensation of the body. Vomiting should be

induced in such cases with honey and treacle mixed

with the (cold) infusion of Nimha leaves. The body

of the patient should be anointed with Sata-dhauta *

Ghrita and then plastered with a paste formed by

mixing powders of barley, Kola and Amalaka with the

fermented boilings of S'uka paddy, or with the cold

paste of tender leaves of Phenild (soap-berry) mixed

with Kola and A'malaka and pasted with Amla
(Kanjika), or with the cold paste of the leaves of

Palds'a pasted with Amla (Kanjika, or with the froth

(produced by stirring in Kdnjikd the paste) of the leaves

of Vadara or Arishta, -f whereby thirst, swoon and

burning sensation would be relieved and removed. 135.

A Prastha measure of oil duly prepared by cook-

* Clarified butter washed hundred times in water is known as ^ata-

dhauta Ghrita.

t Arishla according to Dallana and S'rikantha (the commentator of

Vrinda) may mean either Nimba or Phenila' (soap-b rry). But S'ivadasa,

the commentator of Chakradatta, explains Arishla to mean (leaves of)

Nimba. The practice, however, is, to use the leaves of Nimba,
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ing it with half a Kudava measure of Yava ^barley), half

a Pala weight of Manjishthd and a hundred Prastha

measure of Amla (Kdnjika). The oil is called Prall-

Is^dana (refreshing) Taila and it relieves the burning

sensation of the body due to an attack of fever. 136.

In the alternative, the body of the patient should

be plastered with the pasted drugs of the Nydgrodhddi,

Kdkolyddi or Utpalddi groups, or anointed with a Sneha

duly cooked with the decoction of the drugs of the

preceding groups and with Amla, or the patient should

be given a bath (Avagdha) in the Sita-kas4ya * of these

drugs. On the alleviation of the burning sensation, the

patient should be raised out of the tub and then washed

with the spray of cold water and smeared with soothing

sandal pastes, etc. Young, gay, beautiful and lotus-faced-

damsels with their youthful cooling breasts profusely

smeared with sandal pastes, wearing garlands of beauti-

ful lotus flowers as well as necklace of pearls, etc.,

and clad in fine silken clothes should be asked to hold

the depressed patient in their firm embrace and to kiss

him. These damsels should be removed as soon as

the patient would exhibit symptoms of exhilaration.

He should be given wholesome (Pitta-subduing) food

which would give him much relief. Purgative and

pacifying (soothing) medicines described in connection

with the Pittaja fever are likewise beneficial in the

present case. 137.

General treatment of the Compli-
cations :—The deranged Pitta should be crushed

and remedied first of all in a case of fever, involving

therewith the co-operation of any of the deranged

Doshas of the body, in as much as it is extremely hard

* *'dita-kaS3iya" niay here mean either Ihe Cold infusion of ihc

drugs or only the cold decoction.
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to subdue the deranged Pitta especially in a case of

fever. Such distressing symptoms as vomiting, epilep-

tic fits, thirst, etc, should be remedied with such thera-

peutic agents as are not hostile or aggravating to the

principal disease (fever) but are antidotal to the exciting

factors. 138.

Specific treatment of the complica-
tions :—Now hear me tell you other specific remedies

for the complications. A plaster composed of Yashti-

madhu, Rajani, Mustn, Dddima, Ainla-vetasa, Rasdnjana,

Tintidika (tamarind), Nalada (Mdnsi), Patra, Utpala,

Tvak (cinnamon), VydgJira-nakha, the expressed juice

of Mdtulufiga, honey and Madhti-s'ukta, * if applied to

the head, would alleviate heat in the head, delirium,

vomiting, hic-cough, and shivering—concomitants in cases

of fever. Vomiting would yield to the use of a com-

pound consisting of Mad/mk:i flower, Hrivcra, Utpala

and Madlmlikd mixed with honey and clarified butter

and used to be licked up with the tongue as a lambative.

It is equally efficacious in water-brash, hic-cough, Rakta-

pitta (hemoptisis) and asthma. Fits of cough and

asthma in cases of fever readily yield to the use of the

electuary prepared with Tri-pJiald, Pippali and Mdk-
shika -j- and mixed with honey and clarified butter.

139—141.

A plaster of Viddri, Dddmia, Lodhra, DadJiittha and

* Madhu-s'tikla is prepared by preserving the expressed juice of

/am5ira-\emoTi, Pippali and honey in an earthen pot formerly used in

keeping honey. It should be laid for a month under the heap of paddy

before use. (Dallana) For an alternative mode of preparation see ^Tl'^fTi

Chapter X—^^ ^i^.

t Dallana takes "A^dhAika" in the sense of honey and comments

largely on the seperate use of honey (?Tg) in the compound. But we are

inclined to take "M^kshika" as the mineral of the same name.
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Vijapuraka pasted together may be applied with

advantage to the scalf of a fever-patient afflicted with

thirst and burning sensation. Pastes of Dddima and

sugar, and of Drdkshd and Amalaka, if kept in the

mouth, or a gargle ^Gandusha) of milk, expressed juice

of sugar-cane, Mddhvika, * clarified butter, oil and

warm water, according to the exigency of the case,

would remove the bad taste in the mouth in fever. An
empty feeling in the head in fever would be relieved

by using as an errhine (Nasya) the medicated clari-

fied butter prepared with the drugs of the Jivaniya

group. 142— 144.

A pulverised compound consisting of Tri-phala\

S'ya'mof, Trivrit and Pippali mixed with honey and

sugar, can be given for purgative purposes with

benefit after the digestion of the derangsd Dosha in

a case of chronic Pittaja fever, in an up-coursing

Raktapitta and in shivering. The system of the

patient should be cleansed with similar purgatives and

lardaceous lubrications in cases of Kaphaja and Vdtaja

fever. Lambative of honey, sugar and Abhaya' should

be given in a case marked by vertigo (Bhrama) even

after the subsidence of the aggravated Dosha. 145.

Application of VastiS :—Nirudha-vastis

charged with the decoctions of sweet (Kdkolyddi) or

Vdyu-subduing(Bhadra-darvddi) drugs, should be applied

in fever due to the derangement of the bodily Vdyu,

according to the nature and intensity of the specific

deranged Dosha in the case and to the strength of the

patient ; in the alternative, Anuveisana Vasti should

also be similarly applied. The decoction of the drugs

* Dallana seems to read "Ma'kshika,'" and explains it as honey.

'^Madhvika" which generally means the wine made of honey, may

however, also mean honey.
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of the Utpalddi grovi^ mixed with Chandana a.nd I/s'ira

and sweetened with the addition of sugar should be

similarly applied cold (as a Nirudha Vasti) in cases of

Pittaja fever. A Vasti (in the manner of Nirudha)

charged with a compound consisting of AMra'ha.TkSj.

etc., S'amkha (conch), Chandana, Utpala^ Gainka,

Rasdnjana, Manjishthd, Mrina'l.i and Pad^na-kdshtha

pasted together and dissolved in milk saturated with

sugar and honey should be passed through a piece

of linen and then applied cold in a case of (Pittaja)

fever marked by intolerable pain. The characteristic

burning sensation due to fever may be relieved

by applying Vasti charged with a decoction of the

preceding drugs in the manner of an Anuvasana-vasti.

A Nirudha Vasti charged with the decoction of the

drugs of the Aragvadhddi group mixed with (the pow-

ders of) the drugs of the Pippalddi group and with honey,

should be applied in cases of Kaphaja fever and the

decoction of the Kapha-subduing (Aragvadhddi) drugs,

should also be injected into the rectum in the manner

of an Anuvdsana Vasti. In cases of fever due to the

'aggravation of two or three Doshas, the Vastis (Nirudha

and Anuvdsana) to be applied should be charged with

the decoction of the drugs respectively antidotal to the

deranged Doshas involved in each case. 146—150.

All the medicated lardacious substances with the

exception of oil, which have been prescribed as being

efficacious (in the use of Vastis) in diseases of the de-

ranged Vdyu, are equally applicable (in Anuvdsana

Vastis) in a case of fever due to the same cause. But

all of them (including also oil) are equally applicable

to anointing, etc. Lubrication of the body with oil

at the close of the acute stage i.e., on the thirteenth

or fourteenth day of the attack would be attended with

27
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beneficial results in a case of Vdta-s'leshma fever, where

fomentations have utterly failed to relieve the distress-

ing symptoms of the deranged Vdyu. Clarified butter

duly cooked with sweet and bitter drugs should be

used (for the purpose of annointing) in Pittaja fever
;

while in Kaphaja fever, the Ghrita should be cooked

with bitter and pungent drugs. In the cases of fever due

to the concerted action of two or three Doshas, the

Ghrita should be cooked with the drugs of two or

more of the above groups according to the nature of

the Doshas involved in each case. 151— 152.

The presence of even a small residue of the deranged

Pitta in the organism maintains the heat of the skin

up to the fever-point, so the remedy consists in taking

the expressed juice of sugar-cane, or sweet cordials or

Sarvats (sugar dissolved in water), and the diet in such

a case should consist of cooked Sdli and Shashti rice

and milk. Fomentations and anointments should be

employed in cases of Kaphaja and Vdtaja fevers.

Draughts of clarified butter should be given in all forms

of fever at the close of twelve days, for by that time the

aggravated Doshas return to their respective As'ayas

(places in the system). The Dosha involved (in a case

of fever) becomes aggravated by affecting, at the time

of the remission of the fever, the other fundamental vital

principles (Dhatus) of the body and thereby makes the

patient weak and dejected at this time. 153— 155.

Symptoms of remission :—The features

or indications which mark a complete remission of

fever, are lightness of the head, flow of perspiration,

pale and yellowish colour of the face, sneezing and

desire for food. 1 56.

Fever originating from the wrath-fire of the god

Sambhu, is a dangerous disease. It affects appetite and
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the strength as wqII as the complexion of the body and

is virtually the sum-total of all the other diseases. It

is, therefore, called the lord of all bodily diseases. It is

common to all created beings (men and animals), affects

the whole of the organism (including also the mind),

is extremely hard to cure and is present in all cases at

the time of the death of all creatures. Hence it is rightly

called the destroyer of created beings. 157.

Thus ends the thirty-ninth chapter of the Uttara Tantra in the Sus'rulra

Samhiti which deals with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of fever.



CHAPTER XL.

Now we shall discourse on the (causes, symptoms

and) medical treatment of diarrhoea, etc, (Atisstra-
pratisheda). i.

Causes of Atisara:—The excessive use of

extremely heavy (hard to digest), oleaginous, dry, hot,

cold, fluid, thick, and incompatible articles of food,

eating irregularly and at improper time (or unaccus-

tomed articles of fare), indigestion, eating before the

digestion of the previous meal, excessive use or misuse

of any lardacious substances, etc., (Sneha, Sveda, etc.),

use of any poison, fright, grief, drinking impure water,

the excessive drinking of liquor, change of season or

physical contrarieties, indulgence in aquatic sports,

voluntary repression of any natural urging (of the

body) or germination of parasites in the intestines

are the causes which bring on an attack of diarrhoea

(Atisj^ra) the symptoms whereof will be dealt with

presently. 2.

Pathology :—The liquid part (Ap-dh^tu) of the

body, if aggravated and carried downward by the bodily

Vdyu, impairs the fire in the stomach (fire of digestion)

and mixing with the fecal matter, is painfully and cons-

tantly emitted through the anus. This dangerous disease

is named Atissira from the constant oozing out (Ati

and Sarana) of the liquid fecal matter from the anus.

It is usually classified into six different types, viz., those

due to the predominance of the deranged bodily Doshas

severally involved therein, that due to the concerted

action of the three Doshas, one due to grief and

that due to the indigested mucous accumulations (Ama)
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in the intestines. Some authorities hold that Atisdra

is of many kinds but the holy Dhanvantari, on the

contrary, holds that it is not so but that the physical

conditions of a diarrhoeic patient undergo changes and

become manifold. 3.

Premonito»*y Symptoms :—Piercing pain

in the regions of the heart, umbilicus, rectum, abdomen

and in the Kukshi (sides of the abdomen), a sense of

numbness in the limbs, stoppage or suppression of flatus

and of stool, distension of the abdomen, and indiges-

tion are the premonitory symptoms of the disease, 4.

Symptoms of Vataja, Pittaja, Ka-
phaja and Tri-doshaja Types :— The

Vaiyu-origined type of the disease is marked by Sula

(colic), suppression of urine, rumbling sound in the

intestines, looseness (constant movement in the intes-

tines) of the abdominal (Apdna) wind, a gone feeling

in the waist, in the thighs and in the legs, and

frequent emissions with flatus of a scanty, frothy,

dry (Ruksha) brown-coloured (yellowish black) stool.

The specific features of the Pitta-origined type are

that the stool is fetid, hot, yellow, blue or slightly

red-coloured, or resembles the washings of meat,

and is emitted with sharp or acute force and is accom-

pained by thirst, epileptic fits (fainting), burning sensa-

tion, perspiration, suppuration and inflamation (Paka)

of the affected organs, and fever. In the Kapha-
origined type of the disease the stool becomes loose and

constant, gets mixed with the lump of mucus and looks

white. The stool comes out without any sound. A sense

of constant urging is complained of and each motion

only creates the apprehension of a fresh one in the

mind. The patient becomes drowsy or sleepy, and feels

a sense of heaviness in the limbs, nausea, disrelish for
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food, horripalation and lassitude. The symptoms which

mark a case of Tri-doshaja type (due to the concerted

action of the three simultaneously deranged bodily

Doshas) are drowsiness, swoon, lassitude, dryness of

the mouth, thirst and a varied colour of the stools. A
case of Tri-doshaja type, if attended with all the

symptoms, is very hard to cure and if occurring in an

infant, or an old person, is scarcely amenable to medical

treatment. 5-8.

Symptoms of ^okaja and Amaja
AtiS£ira :—The suppressed tears of a bereaved

person of sparing diet, on quenching the digestive fire,

reach down into the Koshtha (intestines) and there freely

mix with, and vitiate the local blood which becomes

dark-red like Kdkananti (Gunj^). It then passes through

the rectum, charged with a peculiar fetour impart-

ed to it by the fecal matter in case of its combi-

nation with the latter or without any fetid smell,

when passing out unmixed. Such an attack ushered

in by the grief of bereavement of a person is according-

ly considered very hard to cure. The local bodily

Do.shas in the Koshtha (abdomen) are aggravated and

deranged when they come in contact with the Ama
(unassimilated chyle), and are brought down into the

Koshtha (bowels), where they are more agitated and

emitted in combination with the undigested fecal

matter in various ways, and are attended with pain and

characterised by a variety of colour. This is the sixth

type of Atisdra. 9—10

Symptoms of Ama and Pakva Ati-
SSCra !—A case of Atisdra (diarrhoea) would be said to

be in the Ama (acute) state, if the stool of the patient

suffering from any of the foregoing Doshas would be

found to sink in water and to emit a very fetid smell
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5

and to pass in broken jets (D. R.—to be slimy).- A
contrariety of the preceding symptoms and a sense of

lightness of the body and in the affected cavity would

indicate that the disease has passed the acute stage

and it is then called Pakva (chronic) Atisdra. ii.

Prognosis :—If the colour of the stool (in a

case of Atisdra) resembles that of clarified butter, fat, the

washings of Ves'avara, oil, goat's milk, honey, Manjis/itM,

brain-matter, or Rasdnjana, or if the stool is cold or hot

to the touch, or if it is charged with a fleshy or fetid

smell, or marked with lines or specks of variegated

colours, or if it looks like pus or clay, or if just the

opposite or reverse symptoms or other distressing symp-

toms would be exhibited, the case is likely to end fatally

in case the patient be weak. A patient suffering from an

attack of AtisAra would be given up (as incurable) if he

be weak, if the orifice of his anus become suppurated and

cannot- be closed, if there be distension of the abdomen

(D. R.—if the patient be not self-restrained), if there be

distressing symptoms and if the patient be found

destitute of thermal heat. 12-13.

An attack of Atisdra ushered in by whatsoever

cause, is sure to be marked by the specific symptoms

of the deranged bodily Dosha or Doshas complicated

with it. All cases of Atisdra whether due to the indiges-

tion of any oleaginous food or drink (Ghrita, oil, etc.),

whether with (or without) the symptoms of Pravdhikd

and the accompanying colic, as well as those due to

Visuchika or any 'other kind of indigestion as also

those due to the effect of any poison (affecting the

digestive system), hcemorrhoids (Ars'as), or worms in

the intestines,—all of them are marked by the symp-

toms of the specific Dosha involved therein. The treat-

n^ent of Atisdra varies according to its acute or matured
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stage, the characteristic symptoms of those therefore

are to be carefully observed and noted in each case

under treatment. 14-15.

The patient should be kept without food as soon as

the premonitory symptoms of Atisira would appear,

and then the dietic gruels (Yav^gu) prepared with

the admixture of digestive drugs should be given in

their proper order. In a case marked by colic and

flatulent distension of the abdomen, fasting should

be first advised. And then vomiting should be induced

with draughts of water mixed with powdered Pippali

and Saindhava salt. A light diet in the shape of

a Khada-yusha, Yavdgu, etc., prepared with the admix-

ture of the drugs of the Pippalyddi group, should then

be prescribed after the cessation of vomiting. A decoc-

tion of the drugs of the Haridrddi, or VachMi group,

should be be taken in the morning where the preceding

remedies would fail to relieve mucous accumulations

in the intestines (Amaitissira). No astringent or costive

medicine in the acute or immature (Ama) stage of

the disease should be administered in as much as by

obstructing the passage of the Doshas it might

bring on an attack of enlarged spleen, chlorosis, disten-

sion of the abdomen with suppression of stool and

urine, Meha (urinary complaints), Kushtha (cutaneous

affections), ascites, fever, (Edematous swellings of the

limbs, Gulma (abdominal gland, etc.,) diarrhoea, piles,

colic, Alasaka and cat:hing pain at the heart. 16-17.

Purging should be induced with Haritaki in a case

marked by constant and scanty motions (of mucus and)

attended with griping and pain (Sula) or by an incar-

ceration of the deranged bodily Doshas (in the intestines).

Emetics should be first exhibited and followed by

fastings and digestive or assimilative (Pdchana) remedies
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in a case marked by watery and copious motions. Pow-

dered Haritaki and Pippali with tepid water should be

administered for purgative purposes in a case marked

by scanty emissions of stool at times attended with

pain and colic (Sula). Fasting is the first remedy to be

prescribed in cases of Ama (acute) Atisara, or in the

alternative, digestive remedies should be prescribed.

The recipes of digestive medicinal compounds which

are curative in the disease under discussion (Amdtisara)

are described below. 18— 19.

Twenty different Recipes for Amati-
Sara :—(i) Deva-ddru, Vacha, Musta, Ndgara, AHvishd

and Ahhayd ; or of (2) Kalinga [Indra-yava), AHvishd,

Hingu, Snuz>(7rc/ia/a-sai\t, Vachd and Ahhayd, or of (3)

Abhayd (D. R.-Nagara^, Dhanydka, Musta, Vdlaka and

Vilva ; or of (4) Musta, Parpataka, S'unthi, Vacha,

Ativishd and Abhayd ; or of (5) Abhayd, Ativishd, Hingu,

Vachd, and Sauvarchala-szXt ; or of (6) Chitraka, Pippali-

mula, Vacha, Katuka-rohini, or of (7) Pdthd, Vatsaka-

seeds(Indra-yava), //irrnVrt/^/ ^.nd Mahaushadha (Sunthi),

or of (8) Murvd, Nirdahani, (Chitraka), Pdthd, Tryushana

(
Tri-katu) and Gaja-pippali ; or of (9) Siddhdrthaka,

Bhadra-ddru, S'atdhvd lAXiA Katu-rohini ; or o( (id) E/d,

Sdvaraka (Lodhra), Kushtha, the two sorts of Haridrd^

Kutaja-9,Q^ds> (Indra-yava) ; or of (i i) MesJia-s'ringi, Tvak,

Eld, Krimighna {y'xddLrxgdi) ?in6. Vrikshaka (Indra-yava);

or of (12) Brikshddani, Virataru, the two kinds of

Vrihati and the two kinds of Sahd (Mudga-parni and

MAsha-parni) ; or of (13) barks q{ Eranda, Tinduka,

Dddima, Kutaj'a and of S'ami; or of (14) Pdthd, Tejovati,

Musta, Pippali and Indra-yava
; or of (15) Patola,

Dipyaka (Yamdni), Vilva, the two kinds of Haridrd

and Deva-ddru
; or of (16) Vidanga, Abhayd, Pdthd,

Sringavera, Ghana (Musta) and Vacha ; or of (17) Vacha^

38
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Vatsaka-seeds (Indra-yava), Saindhava and Katti-rohini
;

or of (i8) Hingu, Vatsaka-secdiS (Indra-yava), Vacha and

dried green Vilva ; or of (19) Ndgara, Ativishd, Mustd,

the two kinds oi Pippali and F.'^/i'^z^rt-seeds (Indra-yava)
;

or of (20) Mnhaushadha, Prati-vishd and Mustd,—these

are the Twenty different recipes of the remedies which

are digestive (of the mucous accumulations) in cases of

Ama-Atisdra and should be administered (in the shape of

powder) with DJidnydmla (Kdnjika), tepid water or wine,

or their decoctions in luke-warm state should be

used. This is a detailed list of the best remedies in

cases of Ama-Atissira. 20.

A compound of Haritaki, Ativishd, HingUy Smi-

vatcJiala and Vachd should be taken with tepid water in

cases of Ama-Atisdras. Similarly a compound oi Patola^

Yanidni, Vis'va, Vachd,Pippali, Ndgara, Musta, Vidanga,

and Kushtha, or that of S'unthi and Giiduchi should

be taken with tepid water. 21-23.

The five following compounds separately composed

(l) of all kinds of officinal salt, Pippali, Vidanga and

Haritaki ; or of (2) Chitraka, S'ims'apd^ Pdthd, S'drn-

gashtd, and all kinds of officinal salt ; or of (3) Hingu,

Vrikshaka-sccd^ (Indra-yava) and all kinds of officinal

salt taken in equal parts ; or (4) of Ndga-danti and

Pippali, weighing two Tolds ; or (5) of Vachd and

Guduchi-iXezns, would be found beneficial, if taken with

tepid water. Twenty Musta, should be boiled in a

quantity of milk and thrice as much water. The milk

which is left back after all the water is evaporated

by boiling, should be used for the relief of the griping

(Sula) due to the accumulation of mucus (Ama) in the

intestines. 24-25.

Clarified butter mixed with Saind/iava-scilt and

Yava-kshdra should be given to a patient of weak
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digestive pcwer in a case in which the VAyu has not

been restored to its normal condition in spite of the

subsidence of the intestinal Sula (griping) and which is

marked by scanty (but repeated) motions passed with

pain. The Ghrita duly cooked with Ndgara, Chdngeri

and Kola (Vadara) and with milk*, curd (Dadhi) and

Amla (Kdnjika), or simply the transparent part of clari-

fied butter should be taken as a relief for Atisdra

attended with Sula (pain). In the alternative, clarified

butter mixed with (an equal quantity of) oil and duly

cooked with curd, together with a paste of Tri-kafu,

Jdti (flower) and Chitraka, or with that of Pippali-mula,

Vilva, Dddima-bark and Kushtha should be given. All

these arc the remedies to be employed in a type of

Atisara due to the action !of Vdta or of Sleshma ; and

all the foregoing remedies with the exception of those

of keen and heat-making potency, may be used in the

Pittaja type of the disease. 26—27.

Fasting as already advised should be first observed

and it should be broken with gruels (Yav^gu) duly

cooked with the two kinds Vald, or with Ams's-mati, or

S'vadamshtrd and Vrihati, or S'atdvari made cold and

mixed with honey. The soup (Yusha) of Mudga duly

cooked with the drugs of appetising virtue, or with mild

and bitter drugs of appetising property would cure (the

Dosha in) the acute stage (Am^-dosha) of the stool.

Decoctions of Haridrd, Ativishd, Pdthd, Vatsa-s<^Q.ds

(Indra-yava) and Rasdnjana ; or of Rasdnjana, the two

kinds of Hnridrd and Ktitaja-seeds (Indra-yava ; or of

Patha, Giuhichi, Bhu-nimba and Katu-rohini would

,* We have tha recipe of this Ghrita in Charaka Samhita also. But

there we find Kshara in place of Kshira and that appears to be the better

reading. See Chapter XIX,—under Changeri Ghrita, Charaka SamhitiL
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prove extremly useful in correcting (Pdchana) the

deranged Pitta. 28—29.

Six Yogas for Pittaja-Atisara :—Any
one of the six decoctions respectively prepared with

Mustd, KutaJa-sG&ds (Indra-yava.^, Bhu-nimba and

Rasdnjana ; or with Ddrvi, Diirdlabhd, Vilva and red

Chandana ; or with Chandana, Vdlaka, Miistd, Bhu-

nimba, Durdlavd ; or with Mrindla, Chandana, Rodhra,

Ndgara and Nilotpala ; or with Pdthd, Musta, the two

kinds of Haridrd, Pippali and KutaJa-sQeAs, ; or with the

seeds and barks of Vatsaka, S'ringavera and Vachd

mixed with clarified butter should be regarded as good

remedies for the Pittaja type of Atisdra. 30.

A case of Pittaja-Atisira in its acute (Am a) stage

would yield to the use of a decoction of (unripe) Vilva,

Indra-yava, Ambhoda (Musta), Vdlaka and Ativishd. A
decoction of Yashti-madhtt, Utpala, Vilva, Antra, Hrivera,

Us'ira and Ndgara mixed with honey proves curative in

the case under discussion. 31—32.

Astringent or constipating (Samstambhana) reme-

dies should be employed in a case of the chronic (Pakva)

Atisara marked by dullness of the Grahani, viz., the

digestive fire and by constant motions. Any of the

four following medicinal compounds, vis., Samangd,

D/idtaki-^io-wQi-, Manjisthd, Lodhra and Mustd ; or of

S'dlmali-veshtaka, Rodhra and the bark of Vrikshaka

(Kutaja) and of Dddima ; or of the stone of Antra,

Lodhra^ the inner pulp of (unripe) Vilva and Priyangu
;

or of Yashti-fnadhu, S'ringavera and the bark of

Dirghaorinta (Syondka) should be taken with honey

and the washings of rice in cases of chronic (Pakva)

Atisdra. 33—34-

The decoction of Musta alone should be taken with

honey in the case under discussion, or a decoction of
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any of the nine Ganas, viz., the Lodhrddi, Amhoshthddi,

or Priyangvddi groups, etc. (see Chapter XXXVIII,

Sutra-Sthana) should be employed. Similarly, the

decoction of Padmd, Samangd, Yashti-madhu and dried

Vilva ?iX\^ Jambu fruits should be taken with the washings

of rice mixed with honey. A paste of the root of

Kachchhurd weighing an Udumvara (two Tolds) should

be similarly taken (.with the same vehicles). A case of

Pakvatisdra marked by bloody stool or by emission of

blood (from the intestines) would yield to the use of

the decoction of Payasyd, Chandajia, Padmd (Bhargi),

Sitd (sugar), Mustd and the polens of lotus. 35—38.

Application of Chrita :—Clarified butter

with Yava-kshdra should be given to a patient with

due regard to the state of his digestive power if, after

being treated with fasting, etc., he be still found

to be affected with Sula and dryness and if the stool

would be found to be free from mucus i.e., in a case of

Pakvdtisdra. The colic (in a case of Atisdra) is relieved

by taking (a potion of clarified butter duly cooked

with) Vald, Vrihati, Ams'u-mati and Kachchhiird-root^

mixed with a little honey and Yashti-madhu (as an

after-throw). Clarified butter duly cooked with Ddrvi^

Vilva^ Kand {Pippali), Drdkshd, Katuka and Indra-yava

would prove curative in a case of Atisara due to the

action of the Vata, Pittd and Kapha (jointly or separ-

ately). A draught of milk, honey and clarified butter

(in equal parts) mixed with sugar, Aj'amodd, Katvanga

and Yashti-madhu (as an after-throw) would relieve

the griping (Sula) in the intestines (in a case of Atisara).

39—42.

Putapsika Preparations :—A case of

long-standing (chronic) Atisara marked by stools of

various colours and a keen diccestion but unattended
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with any sort of pain or complication should be reme-

died with medicines prepared in the maner of Puta-

patka preparation (described below). The barks of

Dirgha-vrinta {S'yondka), and polens of lotus should

be pasted together and wrapped up in leaves of

Kds'mari or of Padma (lotus) with their ends tied

with string or thread (D. R.—Kus'a). The cover, should

be then coated with a plaster of clay and duly scorched

in the fire of (smokeless) charcoal (of Khadird). When
well cooked, it should be taken out and the juice, squeez-

ed out of its contents. This juice should be cooled and

administered in combination with honey in a case of

AtisAra. Similar preparations of the drugs known as

Jivanti and Mes/ia-s'ringi, etc., may also be used in

the same way. The skin of a Tittira bird should

be peeled off and a paste of the drugs of the

Nyagrodhddi group should be stuffed into its belly

after it has been previously drawn. After this it should

be duly stitched up and cooked (scorched) in the

fire in the above manner. The juice should then be

squeezed out therefrom and administered, when cool,

with the admixture of honey and sugar in a case

of Atisira. The drugs known as Lodhra, Chandana,

Yashti-madhu, Ddrvi, Pdthd, Sitd (sugar), Utpala and

the barks of DirgJia-vrinta pasted together with the

washings of rice should be duly scorched in the fire

in the above manner (of a Puta-pdka). . The juice

pressed out of its contents and taken with honey,

when cold, proves curative in cases of Atis^ra due

to the action of the deranged Pitta and Kapha.

Similar preparations may be made of the aerial roots

of Vata, etc ., and may be advantageously prescribed

with the soup of the flesh of any JAngala bird (such

as Tittira, Kapinjala, etc ,). 43-47.
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The Kuiaja-hark taken with treacle would cure per-

force the long-standing cases of Atisiira attended with

blood and marked by the diminished action of the

bodily V^yu but a predominant action of the deranged

Kapha. The drugs of the Ambashtddi group as well

as those of the Pippalyddi group taken with honey

would be similarly beneficial. 48-49

A Peyai duly prepared with the admixture of Pris'ni-

parni, Bald, Vilva (D. R. Vis'va\ Bdlaka, Utpala,

Dhanydka and Isfdgara, should be taken by a patient

suffering from Atisdra. A case of Pakv^tisara would

yield to the curative efficacy of a light medicinal gruel

(
Yavdgii) duly prepared with the admixture of the paste

of Syondka-bark, Priyangu, Yashti-niad/m, and tender

sprouts of Dddima pasted together with curd. A case

of Atisdra attended with blood and colic (Sula) would

be readily cured by the use of Rasdnjana, Ativishd,

Dhdtaki, Ndgara and the bark and seeds of Kutaja

taken with honey and the washings of rice. 50—52.

Yashti-7nadhu, (dried) green Vilva-{x\x\\. mixed with

honey and sugar, or particles of S'dli and Shashtika

rice (administered with the same drugs) would prove

curative in a case of Atisara. Badan-roots pasted with

honey should be given to be licked with the same result.

Barks of Badari, Arjuna, Jmnbu, Amra, S'allaki and

Vetasa taken with honey and sugar would cure a case of

Atisara. Gruels (Yavilgu), Mandas (thick gruel squeezed

through a piece of linen) and Yusha (soup) may also be

duly prepared with the admixture of these drugs, and

in a case marked by excessive thirst, the water for

drinking should be prepared by duly boiling these drugs.

The cold infusion of * S'dlmali-sX^ms, kept in the open

* Powders of S'almali stem should be kept immersed for whole
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space for a whole night, may be given good with good

results as a drink in combination with Yasthi-madhu

and honey. 53—54.

Use of Milk in AtissCra.:—Milk should be

given in a case of Atisara marked by the suppression of

stool and Vayu and attended with griping (Sula),

constant scanty motions, symptoms of Rakta-pitta and

thirst. Milk is ambrosia itself in such a case of Atisdra

(Dysentery), and in long-standing cases the milk to be

taken should be duly boiled with thrice as much water.

This would remove the remnant, if any, of the Dosha

involved and is, therefore, considered as the best remedy

in such cases. Oily purgatives and application of Pich-

chila-Vasti (slimy intestinal injections) as well as the

medicated Ghrita duly prepared with the expressed

juice of the barks of slimy trees, e. g., S'yond, S'dlmali,

etc., are beneficial under the circumstances (in chronic

or longstanding cases). 56.

Draughts of clarified butter duly prepared with the

tender sprouts of the Kshiri trees and mixed with honey

and sugar (as an after-throw) should be taken in a case

of Atisdra marked with a discharge of blood before

or after the passing of the stool and with a cutting

pain (in the region of the anus). Draughts of medi-

cated clarified butter duly prepared with the barks of

Devaddru, and with Pippali, S'tmthi, Ldkshd, Indra-

yava, and Bhadra-rohini (Katukd) administered through

the medium of any kind of Peydy would prove highly

efficacious in a case of Tri-doshaja Atisdra of severe

type. 57-58.

night in an equal quantity of water. In the morning the water should

be passed through a piece of linen. Four-Pala-weight of this water

mixed with a Karsha weight of iYashti*madhu and honey should be

talten.
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Exhibition of emetics or vomiting is an excellent

remedy in a case of Atisdra marked by heaviness

(in the abdomen) and the predominance of the deranged

bodily Kapha. A case attended with fever, burning

sensation and suppression of stool and marked by an

aggravation of Vdyu should be treated as a case of

Rakta-pitta. Intestinal injections with urine-purifying

(Mutra-S'odhana) drugs should be speedily administered

in the manner of an Asthaipana or Anuvaksana Vasti, as

the occasion might arise, in a case marked by an exces-

sive accumulation of the deranged bodily Doshas in

the affected locality as well as by the suppression (of

stool) during the mature stage of the disease. 59-60.

Intestinal injections consisting of oil or clarified

butter duly cooked and prepared with the drugs of

sweet and acid tastes should be applied in the manner of

an Auuvaksana Vasti in a case marked by the protrusion

of the bowel through violent and excessive straining

and by painful obstruction of urine (Mutrdghdta) and

pain in the waist. Pitta-subduing washes, and injec-

tions prepared with the Pitta-subduing drugs and appli-

ed in the manner of Anuv^sana Vasti, are the remedies

in a case marked by the suppuration of the anus due

to the aggravation of Pitta in an injudicious or intem-

perate patient. Anuvaisana Vasti charged with oil

duly cooked with wine, Vilia and DadJd-manda should

be applied in a case of Atisdra marked by the aggra-

vation of the deranged bodily Vaiyu, and milk duly

boiled and cooked with the admixture of Kachchurd-

roots should be given to drink. 61-63.

Pichchh^-Vasti should be applied (into the rectum)

in a case of Atisdra marked by painful and frequent

emission of blood, though in scanty quantities at a

time, and by an entire suppression of Vayu (flatus). An

29
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atonic condition of the anus results from a long-

standing attack of Atisdra which should, therefore, be

remedied by rubbing the part with oil. 64-65.

Diet :—The diet of the patient suffering from

Atisira should be prepared with the admixture of

Kapittha, S'dhnali, Phanji (a kind of Patha), Vana-

KdrpAsi (D. R. Vata and Kdrpasi), Dddima, Yuthikd,

Kachchhurd, S'elu, S'ana, Chuchchu, Dadhi (curd), S'dla-

parni, Pris'niparni, Vrihati, Kanta-kdrikd, Va/d, S'vad-

amstrd, Vilva, Pdthd, Ndgara and Dhanydka and may
also consists of the pastes of sesamum and Mudga pulse

or of Mudga soup. ^(>.

Causes and Symptoms of Raktati-
S£Lra :—The bodily Pitta of a person already suffering

from an attack of Pittaja-Atisdra is further deranged

and aggravated, if Pitta-generating eatables are taken,

and ushers in the discharge of blood with stool accom-

panied by fever, burning sensation, thirst, gripings (Sula)

and excessive suppuration (inflamation) of the anus

(Guda). The above are the characteristies of the

Raktsiti-sa(ra. dy.

Treatment :—Draughts of milk duly boiled

and cooked with the leaves of Vata, etc. (those includ-

ed within the Nyagrodhddi group) should be given with

clarified butter, or with sugar and honey in a case

marked by a discharge of blood before or after motions
;

or the butter prepared by stirring the preceding prepara-

tion of milk should be taken ; and draught of the Takra

(thus prepared) should be taken as an after-potion. The

discharge of blood (in a case of Atisara) may be

stopped by a potion consisting of the barks of Piydla,

S'dhnali, Plaksha, S'allaki, and of Tinis'a pasted to-

gether with milk and mixed with honey. The same

result is obtained by administering the milk of a she-
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goat with a paste of Yashti-^nadhu, sugar, Lodhra,

Payasyd (Arkapushpi) and Ddrvi and mixed with

honey, or with a paste (or powder) of Manjishthdy

S'arivd, Lodhra, Pad^naka, Kufnuda, Utpala and Padmd

(Bhargi. 68-71.

Sugar, Utpala, Lodhra, Samangd, Yashti-madhu and

Tila ; or Tila, Mocha-rasa and Lodhra ; or Yashii-7nadhu

and Utpala ; or Kachchurd and Tila are the ingre-

dients of four recipes which, if taken with the she-goat's

milk and honey, would remove the blood in the stool.

Pastes of unripe Vilva fruits, treacle and honey taken

before the meal would be a remedy in a case marked

by watery motions mixed with blood. A case of blood-

dysentry due to the deranged blood, and Pitta and

attended with Sula yields to the use of a compound con-

sisting of Kos'akdra (a kind of sugar-cane) pulverised

parched paddy fried in clarified butter and mixed

with sugar and honey. A case of blood-dysentery due

to the action of the deranged blood, and Pitta may be

cured with a compound of the kernel of a ^unripe)

Vilva-hult mixed with Vashtt-madhu and taken with

the washings of rice, honey and sugar. The remedies

mentioned in connection with a case of Guda-paka

(suppuration of anus) should also be employed in these

cases. Application of Pichchhai-Vasti is recommended

in the type where the pain begins to subside. A purga-

tive consisting of the decoction of Vidanga, Triphald

and Pippali should be given to a patient with good

appetite as soon as the stool would assume* the

colour of blood. In the alternative, a purgative con-

sisting only of milk cooked with Eranda-roots (castor

plant) should be employed and the patient should be

* D. R.—When the stool would harden ''^^fi^;"
1
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given Yavd^i prepared with appetising and Vdyu-

subduing drugs. 72-78.

Treacle (Phanita) mixed with powdered S'unthi,

curd, oil, milk and clarified butter should be given in a

case marked by good appetite but by frothy motions

devoid of all foecal matter. Badara-irwxts boiled with

oil and treacle, or cakes prepared from them and dried

unripe Vilva-^xmt's, should be prescribed. Cakes prepared

with boiled Mdsha-\)Vi\sc should be prescribed to be

taken with curd followed by a draught of S'vetd (cake-

made) wine in the case marked by the absence of fecal

matter in the stool. The blood-stained flesh of a hare

cooked with 5 amangd, curd and clarified butter should

be taken with well boiled rice. 79.

A decoction of J/iffj/za-puIse, Kola and barley duly

cooked in equal parts of the oil and clarified butter

and mjxed with curd and the expressed juice of Dddima

should be prescribed as diet in the case. The absence

of any fecal matter in the stool (Furisha-Kshaya)

would yield to the use of Bit (black halt), dried unripe

Viha fruit and S'unthi pasted with any acid juice and

mixed with curd-cream and cooked in equal parts

of oil and clarified butter. Clarified butter duly cooked

with as- tringent and appetising drugs should be

given in a case of AtisAra attended with Sula where

the patient feels a good appetite after the loss of fecal

matter. 80—81.

Symptoms of Prav^hiksC :—The Vdyu

in the organism of a person addicted to the use of

unwholesome food, is deranged and aggravated. It

carries down the accumulations of Valdsa (mucus) into

the lower part of the body, whence, mixed with stools,

they are constantly passed off with tenesmus. The

disease is called Prava(hik2i (mucous diarrhoea). The
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motions are attended with Sula (pain) in the Vsktaja

type of the disease, with burning sensation in the

Pittaja one, with mucus in the Kaphaja one and with

blood (blood-streaked mucus) in the Baktaja (blood-

origined type). lixcessive use of dry (Ruksha) or of

fatty articles of food may be regarded as the exciting

factor of these cases. The specific indications of

Pravdhika as well as its Ama or acute and Pakva or

mature stage are respectively identical with those of

the several types of Atisara. 82-83.

Treatment :—In the event of fasting and

other digestive (Pachana) compounds (of Pravahikd)

producing no beneficial effect in serious cases they

are found to readily yield to the use of boiled milk,

oil, Tila (sesamum) or Pichchhila Vasti. The green

stems of S'dlmali well covered with green iTzz/^-blades,

should be scorched in the fire in the manner of Puta-paka.

The juice should be squeezed out thereof and mixed

with boiled milk, oil, clarified butter and powdered

Yashti-madhu, and should be carefully injected into the

rectum in the manner of Vasti application in cases

of PravdhikA marked with the retention of stool and

urine. Similar injections of a decoction of Das'a-mula

duly cooked in milk and mixed with honey and applied

in the manner of an Asthsipana-Vasti as well as

the application of oil in the manner of an Anuvs^saiia

Vasti would prove highly efficacious in cases marked
with painful tenesmus. 84—86.

Diet :—Oil duly cooked with the drugs of the

V^yu-subduing (Vidari-gandh^di) group and with (the

five officinal kinds of) salt should be used in (the

preparation of) food and drink. A compound consist-

ing of Lodhra, ^zV-salt and dried unripe VtVva-hmt

pasted with oil and mixed with Tri-katu should be
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given to be licked*\ The food (boiled rice) of a diar-

rhoetic patient should be taken with honey and curd

from which the cream has not been removed ; or with

milk warmed by a piece of red-hot metal f (other than

gold and silver) and mixed when cold with a profuse

quantity of honey. The use of milk duly boiled and

cooked with the admixture of Tri-katu and Viddri-

gandhd, with the food would prove curative in a case

attended with Sula. He should also be given soups

(Rasa) prepared with the drugs of appetising, astringent

(Grclhi) and Vdyu-subduing virtues. Fish he may take

and his soup should be prepared with oil and clarified

butter with the admixture of Vayu-subduing drugs.

The diet in this disease should consist of venison, mutton

or goat's flesh cooked with the tender sprouts of a Vata

tree or of blood of a fatty goat duly cooked with curd

(Dadhi), oil and clarified butter. He may take his

food with an unsalted soup (Yusha) of a peacock or

of a Ldva bird, or with well prepared curd. He may
take (with benefit) well cooked Mdsha-pulse mixed

with the transparent upper part of clarified butter

(Ghrita-manda) and with curd, while chewing at inter-

vals (with his teeth) the unpowdered Markka (black

pepper). 87—89.

A compound of milk, honey and clarified butter

mixed with the decoction of Yashti-madhu and Utpala

should be applied in the manner of Vasti-appHcation

in (a case of Pravdhikd, marked by) excessive pain and

painful micturation (Mutra-Krichchhra). The applica-

tion of this Vasti would alleviate the burning sensation,

* According to some variants this compound should be taken thrice

daily.

t In place of •'gfcq"—Kupya (any metal other than gold and silver)

some read "gj^"—Kurpa which is explained to mean a kind of stone.
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allay the the accompanying fever and remove the blood

(in the stool). Injections of the decoction (of the drugs)

of Madhura group (such as KakoH, etc.) in the manner

of an Anuv^sana Vasti, should also be applied every

day—at daytime or in the night, if the patient be

feeling any pain. 90.

A Vasti applied with the admixture of oil would

pacify the aggravated bodily V^yu and Pravdhikd,

would be removed with the pacification of the deranged

bodily Vciyu. The main treatment, therefore, in a case

of Pravdhika is to restore the deranged local Vayu to

its normal condition, (which is identical with a cure). 91.

Medical Treatment :—The drugs known

as Pdthd, Ajmnodd, Kutaja-seeds, S'unthi and Mdga-

dhikd taken in equal parts, pasted together and dissolved

in tepid water or milk duly boiled with the testicles

of a goat and mixed with clarified butter would prove

efficacious in a case of Pravahika. Clarified butter

mixed with oil and duly cooked with S'unthi and

Kshavaka would give instantaneous relief, if licked.

Yavdgu duly prepared with the admixture of Vilva

and the expressed juice of Gafds'ana (Sallaki), Kum-
bhikd and Dddima and with curd, oil and clarified

butter would prove highly beneficial. The use of milk

just drawn would similarly prove beneficial in the

case. 92.

A wise and experienced physician should employ
the foregoing medicinal compounds and decotions in

the complaints of the bowels and of the stomach (Udard-

maya) as well as light, appetising and emulsive (Snigdha)

articles of fare and other articles of food prescribed

before as diet in the cases. 93.

YavaCgU :—Yavagu (gruel) is always efficacious

in cases of fever and Atisdra in as much as it allays
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thirst, is light in digestion and appetising, and acts

as a cleanser of the bladder (diuretic). 94.

General Principle of Treatment :—
Drying (Ruksha) measures should be employed in a

case due to the excessive use of any oily or emulsive

food and emulsive (Snigdha) measures should be

adopted in a case brought on through an excessive use

of any dry (Ruksha) article. The cause of terror

should be first removed in a case due to fright, while

the mind should be calmed or consoled in the case due

to any grief or bereavement. The treatment in cases

(of Atisdra) due to piles or worms (in the intestines)

as well as in those due to the effect of poison (intro-

duced into the system) consits in employing therapeutic

agents which are sirriultaneously remedial both to the

disease and to its exciting factors. Complications or

distressing concomitants such as vomiting, thirst, faint-

ing fits, etc., should be removed with drugs which are

not incompatible with the main treatment of the disease,

and which do not aggravate the exciting factors. In a

case of fever or Atisdra marked by the simultaneous

aggravation of the deranged bodily Doshas, the deranged

Pitta should be first remedied, while in all other

affections, it is the deranged bodily Vaiyu which should

be first curbed down or corrected. 95—96.

Indications of cure :—Non-emission of

stool at the time of urination and the free emission of

flatus (Vdyu), as well as the rousing of the appetite,

and the lightness of the abdominal cavity (Koshtha)

are the indications of cure in a case of Udaramaya

(Diarrhcea, etc.).* 97.

* The printed edition of Dallana's commentary says that these are

the symptoms of cases of aggravated Atis-ir.-;.
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Static or Dynamic causes of Dis-
eases and Treatment :—Some diseases are due

to the dynamics of Earmas (deeds done by a man in

the present or any prior existence), and some are due to

the effects of deranged bodily Doshas, while there may
be others which have their origin both in the dynamics

of Karma and the necessary physiological (Doshaja)

causes. Of these a Karma-origined di.sease may come

on without any apparent exciting factor and it dis-

appears with the extinction of its (Karma's) result

effected by means of any remedial measure (e. g.

penance, etc.) other than medical treatment, whereas as

a Dosha-origined disease is conquered as soon as the

involved deranged Doshas of the body are restored to

their normal condition. Cases due to a slight derange-

ment of the bodily Doshas but attended with a good

deal of troubles as well as those due to the excessive

aggravation of the Doshas but attended with only slight

troubles should be attributed both to the physiological

causes and to the dynamics of Karma, and these are

cured only when both of these causes viz., Karma and

aggravated Doshas are removed. 98.

Grahani :—The Grahani (lit. the uppermost

extremity or the receiving ducts of the intestines) is

affected by the causes which produce dulness of

appetite. The digestive fire of a patient is again de-

ranged, even after * the subsidence of an attack of

Atisjir^, if, with the dulness of appetite, he be still in-

temperate and injudicious in matters of food and drink.

Hence the regimen of diet and conduct in a case of

Atisara should be as laid down in connection with the

* The use of "'?jfq" in the text shows, say the commentators, that

Grahani is possibie even without a previous attack of Atisdra.

30
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sequel of any purgative course (Virechana), until the

deranged Doshas of the body would be completely res-

tored to their normal condition, bringing in the natural

health and strength in their train. The sixth Kala

which has been described as the Pitta-dhara Kalei (Pitta-

containing sheath) is situated between Pakv^s'aya

and Am^s'aya (duodenum ?) is called Grahani. The

strength of the organ of Grahani is dependent on the

digestive fire (Agni) and the latter is situate in the

former. Hence anything that impairs the digestive fire

(Agni) necessarily affects the Grahani. 99-102.

The aggravation of one or all the bodily Doshas

leads to the derangement of the Grahani into which

the food taken is passed off* in the shape of undigested

fecal matter, or if it is digested, it sometimes produces

constipation of the bowels and sometimes liquid motions

accompained (in both cases) by pain and fetid smell.

The disease is called Grahani (chronic diarrhoea ?) by

experienced Physicians. 103.

Premonitory Symptoms :—incomplete
digestion, lassitude or a sense of physical langour,

laziness, thirst, a sense of exhaustion, weakness, aversion

to food, cough, ringing in the ears (Kama-Kheda) and

rumbling sound in the intestines are the symptoms which

mark the premonitory stage of the disease. 104.

Symptoms :—Swelling or oedema of the hands

and of the feet, emaciation, pain at the joints, greediness,

thirst, vomiting, fever, aversion to food, burning sensa-

tion, eructations of bitter, acid or fermented taste, or of

those smelling of blood or smoke, water-brash, bad taste

in the mouth and non-relish for food, as well an

attack of Tamaka-Svdsa (variety of asthma) are the

indications of the developed stage of the disease

(Grahani). 105.
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Specific Symptoms of Crahani :—

A

case of the Vfiitaja type is accompained by a severe

aching pain at the anus, thorax (Hridaya), sides,

abdomen and the head. A case of the Pittaja type is

marked by a burning sensation in the body, while the

one of Kaphaja origin is characterised by a sense of

heaviness in the limbs. A case of Tri-Doshaja Grahani

exhibits symptoms belonging to all the symptoms of

the three cases (Vdtaja, Pittaja and Kaphaja types).

The deranged bodily Dosha involved in a case imparts

its characteristic colour to the finger-nails, eyes, face

and excreta (stool and urine) of the patient. Thus it

furnishes a satisfactory clue to the diagnosis of the

disease, which, if neglected or unchecked at the outset,

may usher in an attack of Hrid-roga (disease of the

heart), P^ndu (chlorosis), Udara (ascites, etc), Gulma,

piles and enlargement of spleen. 106.

Treatment and Diet :—Appropriate emetics

and purgatives should be exhibted (for cleansing the

upper and lower parts of the body) in accordance

with the aggravation of the Dosha or Doshas involved,

and Peyds (gruels) and other articles of diet duly pre-

pared with appetising drugs should then he prescribed

in their due order. Therapeutic agents possessed of

digestive, astringent and appetising virtue should then

be employed through the vehicles of Surd, Arishta

(wine), Sneha (oil or clarified butter), cow's urine, tepid

water, or Takra. The use of Takra in the morning

is in itself an excellent cure for the disease (Grahani).

Remedies mentioned in connection with the treatment

of worms in the intestines, Gulma, ascites or piles may
also be adopted with benefit in the disease uuder

discussion. The compound known as the Hingvddi-

chunia, or the medicated clarified butter described as
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remedial in a case of enlarged spleen, or the one

duly cooked with the expressed juice of CJidngeri and •

with the drugs of the Mdgadhddi (Pippalya(di) group

as Kalka may be likewise prescribed with beneficial

results. Clarified butter duly cooked with four times

as much curd (Dadhi) may also be used with benefit.

Whatever is appetising (medicines, drugs and diet, etc.)

would be beneficial in cases of Grahani. Complications

(Upadrava) such as fever, etc. should be subdued with

drugs not incomptible with the main treatment of nor

in any way aggravative of the main disease. 107.

Thus ends the fortieth chapter of the Utlara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Sanihit^ which deals with the (symptoms) and medical treatment of

Atisdra.



CHAPTER XLI.

Now we shall discourse on the (symptoms and)

medical treatment of Phthisis (Sosha-Pratishedha). i.

Nomenclature :—Wasting or a general ema-

ciation of the frame marks the sequel of and comes

in as a premonitory symptom of an organic disease.

Any cachectic condition of the body accompanied by

a low lingering fever is called Kshaya. A correct

diagnosis and a radical cure of the disease under dis-

cussion has baffled many a skilful physician. The

disease is nameds Sosha from the fact of its consuming

or drying up (Sosha—withering) the vital principles of

the body such as Rasa—serum, etc. It is called Kshaya

(wasting) since a wasting process is found to accompany

all the functional activities of the body during its

attack. Since the Moon-god, the king of the Brdhmanas,

was the first to fall a victim to its attack, it is

also called Raija-yakshmJi (king's disease) f by some

authorities. 2.

Some say that the disease is produced by the

separate action of the three fundamental Doshas of the

body. It being usually found to be attended with all

* The mythological origin of Sosha (Phthisis) is :

—

The Moon-god married 27 daughters of Daksha of whom he was

attached to Rohini in the extreme. Thereupon the personated wrath of his

father-in-law, Daksha entered the Moon-god in the shape of Phthisis,

whereby the body of the Moon-god began to emaciate. The Moon-god

became penitent and the wrath of his father-in-law having been subdued

at the intervention of the other gods, he managed to send down the

personated Phthisis to earth to take possession of men indulging

in any kind of excess and more particularly

—

seXUal excesS. The
moon-god was then medically treated and radically cured by the celestial

physicians, the twin As'wins.

^ Cf. Scrofula which is now known as the "King's disease,"
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the eleven distressing symptoms which arc manifested

simultaneously with the ushering in of the disease, and

being the only instance in the science of therapeutics

in which the treatment does not vary according to

the variation of symptoms. This disease, Sosha, is

more properly said to originate in the simultaneous

aggravation of all the three Doshas, and it is the

symptoms of the most predominant Dosha only that

are manifested. 3.

etiology and general symptoms :—
The process of any wasting di.sease in the system, re-

pression of any physical urging or propulsion, over-fatigu-

ing physical exercise and irregular diet are the causes

which, by aggravating the bodily Doshas and propelling

them all over the organism, give rise to the disease.

The aggravated Doshas with Kapha as the most predo-

minant factor having obstructed the lymphatic channels,

or the semen of a person having been exhausted by

sexual excesses consequently produce a loss of the

other Doshas or the principal elements of the organism,

thereby producing a cachectic condition of the body,

and the following symptoms, vu:;, aversion to food, fever,

asthma, cough, emission of blood, loss of voice, number-

ing six in all are found in cases of Rcija-yakshm^. 4—6.

Specific Symptoms;—The symptoms which

mark the action of the deranged bodily Vsiyu in the

disease are loss of voice (hoarseness), aching pain (in

the chest), contraction of the sides and stoop at the

shoulders (Ams'a), while those which are exhibited

through the action of the deranged Pitta are fever,

burning sensation, Atisdra and expectoration of blood,

and the features which indicate the action of the

deranged Kapha in the disease are a sense of fullness in

the head, aversion to food, cough and a sense- of the
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presence of a lump or plug in the throat (as if something

is rising up). 7.

PrOg'nOSiS :—A physician having an eye to

his professional reputation or good name should not

take in hand the treatment of a case of Sosha (Phthisis)

whether marked by all the preceding eleven kinds of

symptoms or attended with six of them vis. cough,

Atisdra, pain at the sides, loss of voice, aversion to

food and fever, or accompanied by only three symp-

toms, viz. fever, cough and blood-spitting. 8.

Other causes of ^osha and their
symptoms :—Sexual excess, grief, old age, over-

fatiguing physical exercise, toils of journey, fasting,

ulcers and ulceration of the Urah (lungs) are included

by certain authorities within the exciting factors of

this disease, Sosha. A case of Sosha due to sexual

excess is attended with all the symptoms due to loss

of semen and is marked by palour or yellowness of

the complexion, the vital organic principles beginning

with semen being wasted up in succession in their inverse

order of enumeration. Constant brooding over the

departed person, looseness of the limbs and all the

symptoms of sexual excess other than the actual dis-

charge of semen mark a case due to grief, A general

cachectic condition of the body accompanied by imbeci-

lity of the mind, diminution of bodily strength, impaired

functions of the sense-organs, laboured or difficult breath-

ing (D. R. shivering of the limbs), aversion to food, a

gong-like voice, expectorations marked by the absence

of mucus (A. R. heaviness of the limbs), a general apathy

to the concerns of life and (constant mucus) secretions

from the ears, nose, eyes and mouth are the symptoms

which indicate the origin of the disease iin the natural

^nd spontaneous waste of an extreme old age. 9-12.
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A case due to the toils of journey or travel develops

such symptoms as looseness of the limbs, flabbiness of

the muscles, scorched or burntness of complexion, a

haggard and cadaverous look, a gone-feeling in the

limbs, the absence of natural gloss of the body and

dryness of the mouth, throat and of the Kloma. These

symptoms in addition to those of the ulcerated lungs

(Urah-Kshata) without actual ulceration, characterise the

type due to over-fatiguing physical exercise. 13-14

If a case of ulcer is attended by loss of blood, pain

and difficulty in eating, it is turned to a case of Sosha

and is pre-eminently the most uncurable type of the

desease. Rupture or ulceration in the lungs (Urah-

kshata) is caused by physical exercises, lifting up heavy

loads, excessive and loud reading, a hurt or a b'ovv,

or excessive sexual congress and such other acts as

require the active co-operation and entail excessive

straining of the chest ^Urah). They ultimately dis-

charge blood and pusy secretions. Yellowish, black or

purple coloured blood is expectorated or hawked out

by coughing. A burning sensation is felt inside the

region of the chest. A fetid smell is felt in the mouth

and in the breath. The complexion of the body and

the tone of the voice is changed and the patient

becomes senseless from the excessive pain he suffers

from. In certain cases the symptoms vary according

to the varied natures of their exciting factors, and all

the specific symptoms arc not fully exhibited. Never-

theless these diseases also go under the denomination

of Kshaya (consumption) owing to the fundamental

vital principles of the body being equally consumed

or withered up in them, and the specific mode of

their treatment has already been explained before

(Chapter XV, Sutra-SthAna), 15-17,
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Premonitory Symptoms:—Laboured or

difficult breathing, a gone-fccling in the limbs and a

sense of physical lassitude, secretion of mucus, dryness

of the palate, vomiting, dulness of appetite, vertigo or

fainting fits, nasal catarrh, cough, somnolence, whiteness

of the eyes, desire for meat, and increased sexual propen-

sities are th? symptoms which mark the advent of the

dreadful disease—Sasha. The patient dreams that he

has been borne on the wings of a crow or a parrot or a

vulture or a pea-cock or has been riding a porcupine or

a lizard or a monkey or sees in dreams river-beds dried

up and trees dried up or fanned by gales of wind or

surrounded by flames or fumes of fire. 1 8.

Prognosis :—A gradual wasting of the body

inspite of sufficient food, presence of Atis^ra (diarrhoea)

and swelling of the abdomen and scrotum are the symp-

toms of a comsumptive patient who should be given

up. The treatment, however, of a patient temperate

in his habits and strictly conforming to the instructions

of the physician and possessed of a good digestive fire

and not much reduced in body may be taken in hand

provided the disease be an acute one. i$-20.

Treatment :—The patient should be made
first to use the medicated clarified butter prepared from

the milk of a ewe or a she-goat and duly cooked

with the drugs of the Sthirddi (Viddri-gandhcldi) group

and then mild emetics and purgatives. Intestinal

injections after the manner of an Asthapana Vasti

should follow the preceding medicinal measures and

head-purgative (Siro-vireka) should be applied. The
diet should then be given consisting of (cooked) wheat,

barley S'dli-rice together with meat-essence. Construc-

tive tonics or tissue-builders (Vrimhana) should be given

to a patient with a good digestion and relieved of

31
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all distressing symptoms or concomitants. Complica-

tions peculiar to the action of the deranged bodily

V^yu generally mark a case due to sexual excess,

wherein constructive tonics and remedial agents of

Vayu-subduing virtue would be found to be extremely

efficacious. 21—22.

Diet—meaty etc. :—The flesh of a crow or an

owl or a mungoose or a cat or a Gandupada (earth-

worm) or a cormorant or a beast of prey (Vydla) or of

any animal of the Viles'aya or Jangala class mixed

with Saindhava salt and fried in mustard oil, should be

prescribed in various ways for a patient laid up with

Phthisis. The diet may also consist of Mudga-so\yi^ or

of Adhaki-'s>o\)i'^ or of the flesh of an ass, camel, elephant,

mule or horse variously prepared and well cooked.

Meat in combination with any Arishta as well as wine

mixed with Mddhvika may also be given. 23.

Various articles of food made of barley-grains

previously soaked in the alkaline water duly prepared

with Arka and Amritd may likewise be prescribed.

Clarified butter skimmed off from the milk of a ewe

or a she-goat, may be given with gruel at the meal-time

to an extremely emaciated patient. A compound con-

sisting of Tri-katu, Chavya and Vidanga made into a

paste with honey and clarified butter should be given to

be licked up by a patient suffering from Phthisis. The

use of a medicated clarified butter duly cooked with the

essence of the flesh of any carnivorous animal and

mixed with Pippali and honey as an after-throw proves

remedial in a case of Phthisis. A lambative consisting

of Drdkshd, sugar and Mdgadhikd pasted together with

honey and oil proves efficacious as a cure for Phthisis.

A;case of Phthisis would yield to the use of a lambative

consisting of Tila, Mds/ia-puhc and As'vgandhd ground
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to a fine paste with the addition of honey and clarified

butter skimmed out of the milk of a she-goat, or of

sugar, As'vagandhd and Pippali pounded together and

made into a fine paste with the addition of honey and

clarified butter. Milk duly cooked with the admixture of

As'vagandhd may be prescribed as a constructive tonic.

Butter skimmed out of the preceding preparation of

milk and mixed with copious quantity of sugar should

be taken, as an alternative, every morning and this

should be then followed by a draught of milk. 24.

As'vagandhd, Punarnavd and Yava should be used

in rubbing (Utsadana) the body of the patient. Clari-

fied butter duly cooked with (the decoction of) the

whole of a Vdsaka tree (viz., its roots, leaves, branches

and barks) and with its flower (as Kalka) and mixed

with an adequate quantity of honey* should be taken

by a consumptive patient strictly conforming to the

regimen of diet Thus a virulent attack of Phthisis

accompanied with cough, asthma and chlorosis would

be speedily conquered. 25-26.

A wise physician should take equal parts of clarified

butter, milk, decoctions of Murvd, Haridrd and of

Khadira and the expressed liquid of the dungs of a cow,

a horse, an elephant, a she-goat and a ewe. Ten

equal parts of the above ten articles should be duly

boiled and cooked together with the Kalka of powdered

Tri-katu, Tri-phald, Devaddru and the drugs of the sweet

(Kdkolyddi) group. This medicated clarified butter

would be found highly beneficial in the cure of Phthisis

(Yakshmd). 27.

. Six Pdtra measures of the duly prepared decoction of

Das'a-niula, Vaiuna, Karanja, Bhalldtaka, Vilva, the two

* This preparation is also found in the Gharaka Samhit^ though in

different language under the treatment of Rakta-pitta.
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kinds of Punarnavd, Yava, Kulattha, Badara, Bhdrgi,

Pdthd, Chitraka and Mahi-Kadamba should be cooked

with a Pdtra measure of clarified butter and with (the

Kalka of) Vyosha (Tri-katu), the milk of Mahd-vriksha

(Snuhi), Abhayd, Chavya, Devaddru and Saindhava salt

(D. R. Pippali). The medicated clarified butter thus pre-

pared proves efficacious in cases of Phthisis, Ascites and

V^taja-Prameha. Clarified butter duly cooked with the

milk, blood, meat-essence and the expressed liquid of

the dungs of a cow, a mare, a ewe, a she-goat, a cow-

elephant, a hind, a she-ass and a she-camel and with

the Kalka of Drdkshd, As'vagandhd, Magadhd and sugar

proves extremely beneficial in cases of Phthisis. 28-25,

Eladi-mantha :—A Prastha measure of clari-

fied butter should be duly cooked with the decoction of

Eld, Aj'amodd, Amalaka, Abhayd, Aks/ta, Gdyatri, Arishta^

Asana, S'dlasdra, Vidanga, Bhalldtaka, Chitraka, Ugtd*,

Tri-katu, Ambhoda and Surdshtraja-(t2.x\\\. When duly

cooked it should be taken down from the oven and

thirty Pala weight of candied sugar, six-Pala-weight

of Tugd-kshira (Vams'a-lochana) and two-Prastha-

measure of honey should be added to it and stirred

with a laddie. A Pala weight of this preparation

followed by a draught of milk should be given to be

licked every morning to a Phthisical patient. The

present elixir is possessed of ambrosial sanctity. The

extent of its therapeutic application embraces such

diseases of the body as Phthisis, chlorosis, fistula-in-

ano, asthma, loss of voice, cough, troubles of the

heart, enlarged spleen, Gulma and chronic diarrhea or

indigestion. It imparts longevity to a person using it,

leads to the expansion of his intellectual faculties and

* Chakradatta does not read Ugra in the listt
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tends to invigorate his eye-sight. It is the best of all

rejuvenating preparations cf our pharmacopea and no

strict regimen of diet and conduct is required to be

followed while it is used. 30.

The medicated clarified butter mentioned under the

treatment of Plihodara (dropsy of the abdomen owing

to the enlargement of spleen—Chapter XIII, Chikitsita-

sth^na) as well as the three others mentioned in that

connection may be also used with advantage in the

disease under discussion. The accompanying symptoms

or complications such as hoarseness of voice, etc. should

be remedied with appropriate medicines presented for

those diseases in the S«istras. The patient should be

made to use regularly the milk, butter, urine, blood,

meat and the (expressed liquid of the) dung of a goat as

his bath or in any other way possible (e.g., in drinking)

and to live in a goat-shed (in the company of goats)

whereby he would be cured of his Phthisis in a month.

A Phthisical patient should likewise be made to take

Rasona (garlic) or Ndga-vald or MdgadJdkd or S'ildjatu

with milk, in the prescribed manner (laid down in

connection with the medical treatment of Maha-v^ta-

Vyadhi). 31-34.

Rules of conduct :—He should not allow any

grief, anger or jealousy to disturb the equilibrium of

his mind, should lead a life of strict continence, deal

in the discussion of sublime subjects and conform to the

injunctions of his medical advisers or physicians. He
should pay respects to the gods, superiors and Brahmanas

and listen to the discussions of the spiritual truths from

the lips of Brdhmans. 35.

Thus ends the forty-first chapter of the Uttara Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of Phthisis.



CHAPTER XLII

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the symptoms and) medical treatment of Gulma

(Culma-Pratisheda). i.

Definition and number of Culmas :—
The fundamental principles of the body, deranged and

aggravated by their respective or specific exciting

causes and factors tend to accumulate in the cavity of

the abdomen (Koshtha) and help the formations of ball-

like tumours or Gulmas ('internal tumours inculsive of

those known as the phantom tumours) somewhere inside

the body lying between the extreme confine of the

regions of the heart and of the bladder (Vasti). The

Gulma is of five kinds and found to be round or

spheroid in shape and may be either fixed or mobile (lit.

shifting) in their character and subject to variations in

their mass and size. 2.

Localisation and nomenclature :—
They have five locations inside the abdominal cavity,

vi:j. the two sides, the region of the heart, the.

bladder (Vasti) and the region of the umbilicus).

The Gulmas are so named because their root or base

cannot be exactly localised as well as their cause cannot

be exactly ascertained owing to the fact of their

having their origin in the aggravated condition of the

local bodily Vdyu, or because of their being but a

agglomeration of the deranged bodily Doshas in the

affected locality and the shrub-like large converse outline

of the surface (Gulma-shrub). Since a Gulma, like a

bubble of water, is a self-contained agglomeration of the

deranged bodily Doshas and freely moves about in the

cavity of its growth, it is not marked by the advent of
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any suppurative process in its mass or body. The

Gulmas are the products of either the several or con-

certed actions of the three Doshas, while in females a

separate class of tumours (such as the ovarian or uterine

tumours) intimately connected with the deranged or

vitiated condition of the blood (catamenial fluid, etc) is

also recognised. 3— 5-

Primonitory Symptoms ;—A sense of

lassitude, dulness of appetite, pain and rumbling in the

intestines, suppression of stool, urine and flatus, in-

capacity to take food to the full, aversion to food,

and an upward coursing of the internal Vdyu are the

indications which may be set down as the premonitory

symptoms of Gulma, 6.

Specific Symptoms :—Pain (S'ula) in the

region of the heart and the belly (Kukshi), dryness of

the throat and of the mouth, suppression of Vdyu (flatus),

irregularity of digestion and all other symptoms which

specifically indicate the deranged condition of the bodily

Vdyu are the characteristics of the Vsitaja-Gulma-

Fever, perspiration, defective digestion, burning sensa-

tion, thirst, redness of the body (Anga-rdga), bitter taste

in the mouth and all other specific symptoms of the

deranged Pitta mark the Pittaja type of the disease.

A sensation of wetness all over the body, an aversion to

food, lassitude, vomiting, water-brash, sweet taste in the

mouth and all other specific indications of the deranged

Kapha are exhibited in the Kaphaja type of the disease.

The Tri-doshaja type exhibits the symptoms specifically

belonging to each of the preceding ones and should be

regarded as incurable. 7—9.

Symptoms of Raktaja-Gulma :—The
symptoms of Raktaja-Gulma are mentioned below. The
bodily Vdyu of a woman newly delivered of a child as
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well as that of a woman who has recently miscarried, or

of a woman in her courses is deranged by the use of

unwholesome or injudicious food (and regimen of con-

duct), and by supressing the discharge of the blood

(lochia) it gives rise to Gulma attended with pain and

burning sensation. A Gulma of this type is easily

mistaken for a case of conception, which exhibits all

the symptoms of pregnancy as well as those which are

peculiar to the state of the Pittaja type, with the

exception that the abdomen does not enlarge and

there is no movement (in the womb). The medical

treatment of a Gulma of the present type should be

taken in hand after the lapse of the natural term of

gestation and this is known as the Raktaja-Galma *

by the experienced physician. lo.

General Treatment :—A person suffering

from an attack of Vjttaja Gulma should be duly treated

with a Sneha, purged with any fatty purgative and

then treated in the proper time with Nirudha and

Anuvdsana Vastis. In a case of Pittaja type of the

disease, the patient should be treated (rubbed) with

clarified butter duly prepared and cooked with the

drugs of the Kdkolyddi group and then being properly

purged with the compounds of sweet drugs (of the

Aragvadhddi group) he should be treated with Nirudha

Vastis. In a case of the Kaphaja type, the patient

should be first anointed with a medicated Ghrita duly

cooked and prepared with the drugs of the Pippalyddi

group, then purged with a strong (Tikshna) purgative

and then treated with Nirudha Vastis of the same

* This Raktaja Gulma is peculiar lo the females only. But some

authorities are of opinion that a kind of Raktaja (blood -origined) (hilma

due to the vitiated blood of the organism may be possible both in the

males and females.
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character. Iti a Tri-doshaja type, measures held to be

remedial for each of the Doshas should be adopted or

employed. Measures laid down in connection with the

Pittaja type of the disease should be as well employed

in cases of Raktaja (blood-origined) Gulma in female

patients. Now hear me describe the recipes of the medi-

cines which would particularly lead to the disintegration

of the blood (in cases of Raktaja Gulma). Clarified

butter duly cooked and prepared with the alkaline

preparation of Palds'a wood (water charged with the

burnt ah.has of Palds'a) should be internally adminis-

tered, and the medicated clarified butter known as the

Pippalyddi Ghrita should be employed after the manner

of an Uttara-vasti. In the alternative, the discharge

(of blood) should be induced with the help of the drugs

of heat-making (Ushna) potency {e.g, PippalyAdi group)

and measures laid down in connection with menorr-

hagia (Asrigdara) should be adopted after the flow

has fairly set in. 11.

Anuvasana :—The use of curd, clarified butter,

oil, lard (Vasd) and marrow of Anupa (such as boar

buffalo, etc.) and Audaka (aquatic) animals, boiled

together and applied after the manner of an Anuvaisaiia-

vasti, proves beneficial in a case of Vaitaja-Gulma.

The application of similar Vastis charged with a solu-

tion of clarified butter and the lard of animals of the

JAngala and Eka-s'apha groups proves efficacious in

the Fittaja type of the disease, while the application

of these containing solutions of oil and the marrow of

any J^ngala animal will prove beneficial in a case of

the Kpahaja type*. 12-15.

* Dallana recommend* the use of Vjlyu subduing, Pitta-subduing

and Kapha-subduing drugs as Kalka in the preparation of these three

Vastis respectively.

32
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In a case of the Vsitaja, type of Gulma, the patient

should be made to use the medicated Ghrita duly

cooked with the expressed juice of Amalaka and with

the Kalka of the six drugs * and with the admixture

of sugar and Saindhava (as an after-throw). 15,

Chitraka Ghrita :—Clarified butter duly

cooked with curd, fermented rice-boilings (Kanjika)

as well as with the decoction of Vadara and the ex-

pressed juice of Mulaka and with the Kalka of Chitraka,

Tri-katu, Saindhava, PritJivikd, Chavya, Dddima,

Dipyaka, Granthika, Ajdji, Habushd and Dhanydka

taken in equal parts, proves curative in cases of Vaitaja

Gulma, Sula (colic), distention of the abdomen and

dulness of appetite. 16.

HingV£Ldi Ghrita :—Clarified butter duly cook-

ed with Hingu, Sauvarchala-salt, Ajdji, Vit-salt, Dddima,

Dipyaka, Pushkara, Vyosha, Dhanydka, Amla-vetasa,

Yava-kshdra, Chitraka, S'athi, Vachd, Ajagandhd, Eld

and Surasa as Kalka and with the admixture of curd

(Dadhi) as liquid, proves efficacious in a case of Vdtaja

Gulma, colic-pain and suppression of stool and urine. 17.

DSLdhika Ghrita :—Clarified butter duly

cooked with Vit-salt, Dddima, Saindhava, Chitraka,

Vyosha, Jiraka, Hingu, Sauvarchala-salt, Yava-Kshdra,

Kushtha, S'unthi, Vrikshdfnla (turmeric) and Amla-

vetasa as Kalka and with the expressed juice of

Vija-pura and with curd weighing four times as much

as of Ghrita, proves curative in cases of Gulma, enlarge-

ment of spleen and Sula. The clarified butter thus

prepared is called Da'dhika-Ghrita. 18.

Rasona Ghrita :—Clarified butter duly cooked

with the admixture of the expressed juice of Rasona

* The six drugs to be used as Kalka are Pippali, Pippali-mula,

Chavya, Chitraka, Nagara and Yava-kshara t^ken one Pala of each-
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and with the decoction of (major) Pancha-mula as well

as with wine (Sura), Aranala (fermented rice-boilings),

curd, and the expressed juice of Mtdaka, with the Kalka

of Vyosha, Dddinia, Vrikshdmla, Yanidni, Chavya, Sain-

dhava, Hingu, Anila-vetasa, Ajdji and Dipyaka (Aja-

mod^) taken in equal parts, includes within the range

of its curative efficacy such diseases of the body as

Gulma, Grahani (chronic diarrhoea), piles, asthma, in-

sanity, consumption, fever, cough, epilepsy i Apasm^ra',

dulness of appetite, enlargement of spleen, colic, and

the derangements of the bodily Vdyu. 19.

An Adhaka measure each of curd, Sauviraka (a

kind of Kanjika), clarified butter and the decoctions of

Mudga and Kulattha pulse should be cooked' with the

admixture of two Pala weight of each of the following

drugs, viz., Sauvarchala, Sarjikd, Devaddrti and Sain-

dhava. The medicated Ghrita thus prepared proves

curative in cases of Vdtaja Gulma and acts as a good

appetiser. 20.

Ghritas in Pittaja and Raktaja
GulmaS :— Clarified butter duly cooked with the

Kalka of the drugs or the Jivaniya (Kakolyadi) group

and with the decoction of the component members of

the Trina-pancha-mula, or of the Nyagrodhddi or of the

Utpalddi group, would undoubtedly prove curative in

cases of Pittaja and Raktaja Gulma. 21.

Ghritas in Kaphaja Gulma :—A Gulma
of the Kaphaja type would surely yield to the use of

medicated Ghritas duly cocked with the drugs of the

Dipaniya (Pippalyddi) group as Kalka with the admix-

ture (as liquid) of the decoction of the component mem-
bers of either the Aragvadhddi group, the alkaline

(Mushkakddi) group or the kragvadhddi Gana, or witli

the officinal group of (animal) uFines. 22. , \
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A Gulma of the Ssinnipaitika type (due to the

concerted action of all the three fundamental Doshas

of the body) should be treated according to the pre-

dominance of any specific deranged bodily Dosha
involved therein. The patient should be made to take

at the proper time {ie , as soon as the disease sets in)

the pulverised compound known as the HitigvaiU-churna

or the medicated Ghrita known as Tilvaka-Sarpih or the

one {viz. Shatpalaka Ghrita) which has been described

as curative of the enlargement of the spleen, as these

would prove curative in a case of Gulma. 23—24.

Inte>*nal use of Kshara :—Alkaline pre-

paration should be duly made with the following drugs,

vis.^ the ashes of (dried stems of) l^ila, Ikshuraka,

Sarshapa and Vava and of (the barks of ) Palds'a and

of Mulaka with the urines (weighing four times as much)

of a cow, she-goat, ewe, she-ass and she-buffalo. This

alkaline preparation should then be cooked in an iron

vessel and on a slow fire with one Pala weight of each

of the following pulverised drugs, vis, Kushtha, Sain-

dhava, Yashti-madhu, Ndgara, Vidanga and Ajamodd

and with ten Pala weight of Sdmudra-salt thereto added

and, should be taken in the form of a lambative with

one or the other of clarified butter, curd, wine, ferment-

ed rice-boilings (DhAny^mla), warm water or the soup

of Kulattha. The alkaline compound, thus prepared,

undoubtedly proves curative in cases of Gulma and in

the derangements of the bodily Vjiyu. Compounds

consisting of Sarjikd-Ks/idra, Kushtha and the ashes of

Ketaki taken with oil*, or of Sarjikd-Kshdra, Kushtha

* According to Dallara, .Sarjikd-Kshdra, Kushtha and Yava-Kshara

^•ilh oil would form ihe 1st compound and the KetakaKshdra wiih oil

W'oxdd form a separate compound.
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and SaidJiava taken with tepid water, would subdue an

attack of the deranged bodily Vdyu. 25-26.

VriSChirarishta :—The drugs known as

Vris'chira, Uruviika, Varshdbhu, the two kinds of

Vrihati and Chitraka should be duly boiled together

with a Drona-measure of water and taken down from

the oven after three-fourths of the water are evaporated

by boiling. It should then be poured into an earthen

pitcher of which the interior has been previously coated

with pastes of Mdgadhi, Chitraka and honey. One Seer

of powdered Pathyd and four Seers of honey shonld be

subsequently added to its contents and the pitcher

should be then kept buried in a heap of husks for ten

days, after which it should be taken out and its contents

should be given to the patient after the digestion of his

daily food. The Arishta (fermented wine) thus pre-

pared proves curative in cases of Gulma, indigestion

and aversion to food. 27,

Powders of Pdthd, NikumbJui, Rajani, Tri-katu, Tri-

pJiald, Agnika {Chitraka), Saindhava-salt and Vriksha-

vija (Indra-yava) in equal parts should be taken with

matured treacle of their combin d weight ; or the

powders of the above drugs with pulverised Pathyd

(weighing a fourth part only of the other powders

taken together) should be cooked with cow's urine

(weighing four times) to a thick consistency and made

into pills which should be taken in an empty stomach

(by the patient). These medicines would radically

cure the cases of Gulma, enlarged spleen, indigestion,

heart-disease, chronic diarrhoea and violent forms of

chlorosis. 28.

Blood-letting :—Blood-letting by the applica-

tion of leeches or by venesection should be effected in a

case of elevated and immobile (unshifting) Gulma
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characterised by Sula, burning sensation, inflamation

and piercing pain. 29.

Diet and Sveda ".—-Drinks composed of the

meat-essence of an animal of the Jangala group, pro-

fusely salted with Saindhava and mixed with clarified

butter and Tri-katu and taken lukewarm are good

for Gulma-patients Pcya^s prepared with the Vdyu-

subduing drugs and the soup of Knlattha-^xxlso. cooked

with a Sneha as well as the Khada-yusha prepared with

PancJia-mula also are likewise efficacious as Diet.

Draughts of milk with Ardraka should be prescribed in

a case of Gulma attended with the suppression of stool

and flatus. Fomentation (Sveda) after the manner of

Kumbhika, Pinda and Ishtaka (see Chapter XXXI I)

Chikitsita Sthana) are also efficacious. 30—32.

Purgatives preceded by the application of fomenta-

tion should be exhibited to a Gulma-patient, since it is

extremely difficult to purge him. Vilepana (massage

of the Gulma), application of unguents and poultices,

Samdahana (cauterisation) as well as tepid fomentation

after the manner of Salvana-Svcda and the like are

likewise applicable. Medicated Ghritas, powders and

Vartis mentioned in connection with the treatment of

Udara as well as medicated saltt" mentioned under the

head UdarAmaya* are likewise applicable in the present

disease. 33-34-

Medicated Plugs or Vartis made of Sdmudra -f,

* Udar^maya may mean either indigestion or ascites. Anildmaya

(Vata-vyadhi) is a variant addopted by Dallana and is undoubtedly pre-

ferable since there are several medicated salts e. g., Patra-Lavana,

Kdnda-Lavana, in the treatment of Vata-Vyidhi. See Chap. IV, Chikit-

sita Sthdna.

t According to some 'Siimudra' means Samudra-sall and others, it

means Samudra-Phena.
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Ardraka, Sarshapa (mustard) and a profuse quantity of

Markka pasted together should be inserted into the

rectum in suppression of stool and flatus in a case of

Gulma. Arishtas made with Danti -roots, Chitraka-roots,
or with the Vjiyu-subduing drugs according to the

manner laid down in the Sutra-sthdna should be pres-

cribed, or the patient should be made to use the duly

fried tender sprouts of Putika and Nripa-Vriksha. A
Gulma patient with the upward coursing of his bodily

Vdyu should not be treated with Nirudha-Vasti. 35—37.

Compounds of Trivit and S'unthi or of treacle and

powdered Haritaki* as well as of Guggulu, Trivit, Danti,

Dravanti, Saindhava and Vacha should be adminis-

tered through milk, wine or the expressed juice of

grapes, according to the strength (of the disease and of

the patient). Pilu made into la paste ond salted with

the addition of Saindhava should also be similarly

taken. Wine surcharged with Pippali, Pippali-voois,

Chavya, Chittaka and Saindhava and taken at an oppor-

tune moment (/. e., when attended wi':h tympanities, etc.)

would prove readily curative in a case of Gulma. A
Gulma-patient afflicted with a suppression of stool and

of flatus should take barley with milk or Kulmdsha

(Mdsha-cakes) profusely saturated with salt and clarified

butter. 38-39.

Supervening Symptoms :— if s'ula which

is its supervening symptom anyhow appears whereupon

the patient suffers a kind of digging and piercing pain

resembling that arising from the piercing of a dart,

there will also appear the following distressing con-

comitants according to the Dosha or Doshas involved,

* According to some commentators the first two compounds should be

tjiken with water.
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viz., supression of stool and urine, difficult respiration,

and numbness or stiffness of the limbs (in cases of

aggravated Vaiyu), thirst, burning sensation, vertigo, ill-

digestion of food, and excess of the colic pain (in cases

of aggravated Pitta), and goose-flesh, aversion to food,

vomiting, increase of pain after the taking of food and

a sense of lassitude in the limbs (in cases of aggravated-

Kapha). The course of medical treatment in such

cases should be determined by the nature and number

of the deranged bodily Doshas specifically lying at the

root and should be as follows. 40.

The following three compounds, vh., (i) PathyA,

the three kinds of salt ^Saindhava, Sauvarchala and Vit)

Yava-Kshdta, Hingu, Tumhuru, Pushkara, Yamdm,
Harid- d, Vidanga and Amla-vetasa

; (2) Viddri, Triphald,

Satdvari, S'ringdta, Guda-s arkard (GAnfjeri-phala),

Kds'mari-phnla, Yashthi-madhu, Parus/iaka, Hima (san-

dal wood) and (3) SJiad-grmitJid (Vacha), Ativishd, Deva-

ddru, Pathyd, Maricha, Vriksfuka, Pippali-7nula, Chavya,

Ndgara, Kshdra (Yava-kshdra) and Chitraka should be

respectively given in the Vdtaja, Pittaja and Kaphaja

types of the disease. The medium through which

these compounds should be given would be tepid Amla-

Kdnjika, luke-vvarm milk and tepid water respectively.

The preceding three compounds should be jointly

administered in sets of two or three when two or three

DoshTs arc involved in any case. 41.

Sprinkling (of water), baths, plaster (Pradeha) un-

guents and dietetic treatment should be similarly applied

in Vdtaja case.s. Contacts with ves.sels filled with cold

water should be applied in Pittaja cases, while the use

of emetics, rubbing, fomentation (Sveda), fasting and

other Kapha-subduing remedies .should be recommended

in Kaphaja types. Applications of Sneha and su:h-likc
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remedial measures are specifically recommended in

the disease, according to the Dosha or Uoshas involved

in each case. 42.

Prohibited articles :—A person suffering

from Gulma, should refrain from taking Vallura (dried

meat), Mulaka (radish), fish, dried pot-herbs, any prepara-

tion of pease, Aiuka, (potato of any kind) and any kind

of sweet fruit. 43.

Causes and symptoms of Sula :—Now
I shall deal with the causes, the characteristic symptoms

and the treatment of Sula occurring in any specific

locality of a Gulma even without its actual presence or

formation therein. A voluntary retention of flatus

(Vata), stool or urine, over-eating, indigestion, eating

before the digestion of previous food, over-exertion, use

of articles of food which are incompatible in their com-

bination, drinking water when hungry, use of germinated

grains, dry food or cakes of dry meat, as well as the use

of other such-like articles of fare, derange and aggravate

the bodily Vayu, which produces a violent cutting and

spasmodic pain (Sula) in the main cavity of the trunk

(Koshtha). The patient complains of as if being pierced

with a Samku (spear) in the inside and of a feeling of

suffocation under the influence of that excruciating pain,

which fact has determined the nomenclature of Sula

(lit.—a spear). ^4—45.

Vataja Sula:—The patient experiences a

\ iolent colic whenever in an empty stomach and he feels

a difficulty of respiration. The limbs seem to be numbed

or stuffed and the flatus, stool and urine are evacuated

with the greatest difficulty—these are the symptoms

which mark the Vattaja type of the disease. 46.

Pittaja oUla :—Thirst and a burning sensation

ip the body attended with an excruciating pain, giddi-
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ness, loss of consciousness, desire for cold things and

amelioration on application of cooling measures, are

the specific features of the Pittaja type. 47.

Kaphaja ancf Ssinnipatika ^ulas :—
An agonising pain attended with nausea, excessive full-

ness of the stomach and a sense of heaviness in the

limbs are the indications which distinguish the Kaphaja

type of the disease. The type due to the concerted

action of the three simultaneously deranged Doshas of

the body (Sfiinnipaitika Sula) exhibits all the series of

symptoms which respectively mark the preceding types,

and hence it is said to be incurable. 48-49.

General treatment :—The symptoms have

been described. Now hear me describe the mode of medi-

cal treatment (to be generally pursued in curing a case

of Sula). Since the deranged bodily V^yu (which is the

principal and immediately exciting factor^ is very active

in its operation, hence it should be speedily subdued.

Fomentations with Pdyasa^ Kris'ard or cooked meat

saturated with any Sneha (clarified butter, etc.) should

be resorted to. Fomentation naturally gives relief to a

patient suffering from Sula. The patient should take

cooked TrivritA.Q2iWCs, (as pot-herbs) with his meals

cooked with a Sneha (clarified butter) and served hot
;

or he should eat the tender sprouts of Chiraviha fried

with oil, or drink the meat-essence of the flesh of any

birds of the Jdngala group charged with a Sneha, or take

the meat of any animal of the Vilcs'aya group. 50.

Treatment of Vataja ^ula \—Surd, Smivi-

raka (fermented rice boilings), S'ukta, the cream of curd

and Udas'vit (half-diluted Takra) saturated with Kdla-

salt *, should be taken in a case of Vataja Sula. The

* Kala Lavana generally means 'Vil-sali', bul here, according to

P.iHana, it means '.Saiivarchala-salt'.
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soup of Kuluttha with an adequate quantity of the acid

articles (e. g. pomegranate, etc.) and cooked with the

soup of Ld^a bird salted with Saindhava and seasoned

with pepper, exercise a curative efficacy in a case of

the Vdyu-origined type. The compound of Vidmga,

S'igru, Kiwipilla, Pathyd, S'ydma, Amla-V2tasa, Surasd,

Asva-karna and Sauvarchala should be taken with wine

in an attack of the Vayu-origined type of Sula. 51—52,

A pulverised compound consisting of PritJivikd,

Ajdji, Chavikd, Yavdni, Vyos/ia, Chitraka, Pippali,

Pippala-mula and Saindhava pounded together should be

taken with milk or Kdnibalika or Madhvdsava (wine of

honey) or CJiukra or Surd (wine) or with Sauviraka

(fermented rice-boilings) as alternatives. The above

pulverised compound should be soaked in the ex-

pressed juice of Mdtulunga and with the decoction of

Badara several times after the manner of Bhdvana

saturation, and the compound should be taken with a

profuse quantity of Hingu, and with sugar. A Varti

made of the same powders and pulverised (pith of)

Dddinia wood mixed together should be li{^ed with

treacle or honey or taken with wine in cases of Vataja

Sula as giving an instantaneous relief. 53.

In a case of Sula due to hunger, light and sparing

diet should be given with lukewarm milk, Yavdgu or

meat-soup charged with clarified butter. Emulsive

diet should be given in a case of Vjitaja Sula to a

patient of dry or parched organism, use of well seasoned

Ghrita-puras being specially recommended. The patient

should also take Varuni wine wherefrom he will get

relief. 54—55-

Treatment of Pittaja ^ula :—The treat-

ment of Vataja Sula has been described above. Now
I shall narrate the therapeutic agents and remedies \\\
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respect of Pittaja-Sala. A person afflicted with an

attack of the present type of the disease, should be

made to vomit without any violent effort by drinking

(a stomachful of) cold water. He should have recourse

to cooling measures and avoid all heat-making ones.

Vessels of copper, silver, or precious stones and cooling

gems and filled up to the brim with water, should be

placed upon the seat of affection (Sula) in his body.

Treacle, barley, S'a'li rice, milk, (draughts of^ clarified

butter, purgatives, the flesh of any Jangala animals

—

these should be prescribed in cases of Pittaja Sula. All

Pitta-generating articles should be avoided and those

which soothe the Pitta should be used. The soup of the

meat of Jangala animals may be taken with sugar as an

alternative. Parushaka^ grapes, dates and aquatic fruits

such as S'ringa'taka, etc., should also be taken with

sugar as they tend to relieve Pittaja Sula. 56.

Treatment of Kaphaja ^ula :—A fit of

Sula due to the action of the deranged Kapha is aggra-

vated just after eating. Vomiting should be induced

in such a case with draughts of the decoction of

Pippali*. Dry fomentations and other heating measures

should be likewise resorted to and the patient should be

made to take Pipfali and S'unthi (in any shape) in

cases of Kaphaja Sula. Pdthd, Vachd, Tri-katu^ and

Kattika-roJiini should be used with the decoction of

Chitraka, or the soup (of any Sula-subduing article)

should be taken with an equal part of Arjaka. 57-58.

Seeds and roots of Eranda, Gokshura-roots, S'dla-

parni, Pris'ni-parni, Brihati, Kantakdri, S'rigdla-vinnd (a

kind of Piis'ni-parni), 5rt//rtrt^i??;f^,iT/rt:/r<i.f^/m (M^shaparni),

* Sonic ccnmientalors, according to Dallana, take Pippali to mean

seeds of Madana-phaln.
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Kshudra-saha (Mudga-parni) and Ikshuraka-roots should

be duly boiled with a Drona measure (sixty-four seers)

of water and should be boiled till reduced to a quarter

part. This decoction should be used with the admix-

ture of Ynva-ks/idra *. By this compound attacks of

Vataja, Pittaja, Kaphaja and Tri-doshaja types of Sula

would be thrown off just as the floating clouds are

shattered and driven by the wind. Pippali, Yava,

Chitraka, Us'ira and Sarjikd-kshdfa should be burnt

together and reduced to ashes. Taken with tepid

water, this compound proves curative in an attack of

Kaphaja Sula. 59-60.

Symptoms of Pars'va-^ulai :—The de-

ranged Kapha in the regions of the P^rsva (sides)

arrests the course of local Vayu which thus irritated

causes an immediate distention of the abdomen and a

rumbling in the intestines. A pricking pain is felt in

the affected part, which seems as if being pierced with

needles, and the patient complains of insomnia and has

nc relish for food and his respiration becomes painful

and difficult. The disease is named PsirsVa-Silla (side-

colic) and is brought on by the action of the deranged

Vdyu and Kapha. 61.

Treatment of Pars'va-^ula :—A pul-

verised compound of Pushkara-root?,, Hingu, Sauvar-

chala, Vit-salt, Saindhava, Tufnburu and Pathyd should

be taken with a decoction of barley in a case of (colic)

pain at the sides, at the region of the heart and at the

region of the bladder. The medicated Ghrita mentioned

in connection with abdominal dropsy due to the en-

• The total weight of the drugs should be 8 seers, according to

Dallana. According to others, however, it should be 12 seers. The

preparation should be used in any shape both internally and externally

e. g> a bath, washings, etc.
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larged spleen, or clarified butter mixed with Hingu

should be as well administered in such cases. Vija-

puraka-Sdra* duly cooked in milk as well as draughts

of castor oil mixed with wine, Mastu, milk or meat-soup

(whichever of these may be conducive to the health of

the patient) should be taken and the diet should be taken

with milk or with the meat-soup of Jdngala animals. 62.

Symptoms of Kukshi-^ula :—The de-

ranged and aggravated bodily Vayu, affecting the fire

of digestion and incarcerated in the region of the

Kukshi (loins) interferes with the digestion of the food

previously taken which remains stiff and undigested

in consequerice. The patient breathes heavily owing to

the accumulation of undigested (fecal) matter and tosses

about in agony of pain, finding no relief in any posture

whatever, whether sitting or lying. The disease is called

Kukshi-Sula, and is due to indigestion incidental to the

action of the deranged bodily Vayu. d'l^.

Treatment of Kukshi-^ula:—Vomiting
should be induced and fasting should be prescribed in

the case according to the strength of the patient. Acid

and appetising drugs should be employed for the

alleviation of the Doshas (V^yu and Ama). A decoc-

tion of Ndgara, Dipyaka, CJiavya, Hingu, Sauvarchala,

Vit, i* and the seeds of Mdttihmga, S'ydmd, Urtivuka,

Brihati and of Kantakdri, should be taken for the relief

of the pain (Sula). Vac/id, Sativarchala, Hingu, Kushtha

Ativishd, Ahhayd and Kutaja-scQ^s taken together would

instantaneously relieve Sula. Purgatives should be

administered, and Sneha-Vastis and Nirudha-Vastis

should be applied for the amelioration of the deranged

* Vijapuraka-s^ra, according lo Dallana, means the fiuit of Vija*

puraka. Vijaka-sdra (ihe pith of Vijaka) is, however, a variant.

+ Hingu, SoHVarchala and Vitbalt bhuuld be used ab an after-throw.
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Doshas according to their nature and intensity. Sneha-

Sveda and poultices should be applied and Dhdnyd^nla

(fermented paddy-boilings) should be employed as

washes. 64-66.

Symptoms and treatment of Hrich-
Chhula :—The deranged bodily Vdyu aggravated

by the vitiated Rasa (chyle) and incarcerated in the

region of the heart through the action of the deranged

Pitta and Kapha, produces Sula (pain) in the heart

and gives rise to difficulty of respiration. This disease

which is called Hrich-chhula (cardiac colic) is ushered in

through the action of the deranged Vayu and Rasa of

the body. Remedial measures mentioned in connection

with the treatment of the diseases of the heart should be

as well employed in the present malady. 67-68.

Symptoms of Vastf-^ula and Mutra-
^Ula :—The local Vayu aggravated by the suppres-

sion of stool and urine is incarcerated in the region of

the Vasti (bladder) and gives rise to a pain in the

bladder, in the groins and about the umbilicus causing

a further suppression of the stool, urine and flatus.

The disease is called Vasti-Sula (bladder colic) and is

due to the action of the deranged bodily Va'ya. A
cutting pain experienced in the genital, the intestines

and the loins as well as at the sides and in the inguinal

regions and about the umbilicus and causing a complete

suppression of urine, is called Mutra-Sala. The disease

should be likewise attributed to the action of the

deranged bodily Vayu 69-70.

Symptoms of Vit-^ula :—The bodily

V^yu deranged and aggravated by the use of dry food,

etc., affects or impairs the digestive fire and obstructs

the evacuation of feces accumulated in the bowels

and gives rise to an excruciating pain in the locality by
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stuffing or choking the channels of the intestines. The
pain is first experienced in the region of the right or

left Kukshi (loin), but it soon extends over the whole

abdomen with rumbling sounds therein. Thirst becomes

unquenchable and vertigo and epileptic fits follow in its

train, and the patient finds no relief even after the

evacuation of the bladder and of the bowels. This

disease is called Vit-Sala and is a very violent one. 71.

Treatment :—An experienced physician should

instantly employ \m such cases) the medicinal remedies

which have the virtue of eliminating the deranged

Doshas from the sy.stem. Fomentations, emetics as well

as Sneha-Vastis and Nirudha-Vastis should be applied,

and the bowel-cleansing compounds dealt with before

should be administered. Medicinal measures mentioned

in connection with the treatment of Uddvarta should

be likewise employed with advantage. y2.

Symptoms of Annaja ^ula :—A vora-

cious eating in an impaired state of digestive fire,

aggravate the local Vdyu which makes the food

taken remain stififed in the Ko.shtha. The food thus

undigested in the Koshtha causes an intolerable colic,

which brings on a distension of the abdomen, epileptic

fits, eructation, nausea and an attack of Vilambik.l

The patient shivers, vomits, or passes stool, and even

loses consciousness. Anti-colic (pain-killing) pills, powders

and medicinal Kshdras are recommended in the case.

All the medical remedies applicable in cases of Gulma

should likewise be applied in cases of Sula. y^—74.

Thus ends the forty-second chapter of the Ullara-Tantra in the Sus'ru!.n

Sanihild which deals with the medical treatment of Gulma.



CHAPTER XLIII.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of the

disease of the heart (H ridroga- Pratishe-
dha). I.

Etiolog^y and Nomenclature :—The de-

ranged Doshas of the body, aggravated by such causes

as voluntary repression of any natural urging (of stool,

urine, etc.), external blow or hurt, use of extremely dry

(Ruksha) and heat-making articles of fare in inordinate

quantities or of such articles as are indigestable or arc

incompatible in combination or are uncongenial to the

system as well as taking food before digestion, con-

taminate the bodily Rasa (lymph chyle) and find

lodgement in the heart, producing the characteristic pain

in the organ, which is known as Hridroga (the disease

of the heart). The disease may be divided into five

distinct types, of which four are Dosha-origined, {viz.—
Vdtaja, Pittaja, Kaphaja, Sdnnipdtika) and the fifth

is du6 to the presence of worms (Krimi). The different

symptoms should be first described and then the medical

treatment thereof. 2-3.

Specific symptoms :—in the Vsitaja type,

a pain is felt in the region of the heart which seems as

if being drawn and crushed, pierced and cracked, pricked

and split. Thirst with a burning sensation, a gone-feel-

ing and a sucking pain in the heart, epileptic fit, pers-

piration, fumy eructation and dryness of the mcJuth,

are the symptoms which characterise the Pittaja type.

A sense of heaviness in the chest, secretion of mucus

(from the nose and the mouth), an aversion to food,

feeling of nurnness (in the body), dulness of appetite and

34
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a sweet taste in the mouth are the features which mark

the Kaphaja type of the heart-disease. 4-6.

Krimija Hridroga :—Nausea, salivation

(spitting), piercing and cutting pain (in the heart), dark

vision, an aversion to food, a dull yellow hue of the eyes,

as well as emaciation of the body (D. R. swelling) are

the indications which point to the presence of worms

(Krimija Hridroga) as the exciting factor of the

disease 7.

Supervening symptoms :—Vertigo and

a sense of exhaustion attended with a feeling of

physical lassitude and emaciation of the body exhibit

themselves as the distressing concomitants in all the

cases, while the supervening symptoms of Kaphaja

worms exhibit themselves in case of Krimija Hridroga

also. 8.

Medical treatment of the Va'taja

type :—in a case of the Vcitaja type, the patient

should be first treated with a Sneha and then made to

vomit (out the contents of his stomach) with a draught

of the decoction o{ Dasd-mula mixed with salt and a

Sneha. After being purged he should be made to take

a pulverised compound consisting of Pippali, Eld^

Vachd, Hingu, Yava-kshdra, Saindhava-sdAty Sauvarchala,

S'uthin and Ajamodd through the medium of the juice

of (acid) fruits, fermented rice-boilings, decoction of

AVz/rt/ZZ/rt:, curd, wine, Asava or with any kind of Sneha.

The patient should be made to have his meal of matured

S'dli rice, with the soup of any Jdngala meat cooked

with clarified butter. Oil duly cooked with the Vayu-

subduing drugs .should be applied as a Vasti in an

adequate,quantity in the case. 9.

Treatment of Pittaja type :—in a case of

Pittaja-Hridroga, vomiting should be induced with the
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decoction of S'rt-pan-huit, Yashti-madhu and Utpala

(D. R.—treacle) mixed with honey and sugar. Clarified

butter duly cooked with the drugs of the Madhura

grou[>, as well as the decoction efficacious in Pittaja-

fevcr, should be internally administered. The food of

the patient should be prescribed with the soup of the

flesh of the principal animals of the Jdngala group

cooked with clarified butter, and he should then be

treated with a Vasti, charged with honey and oil

duly cooked with Yashti-madhu. 10.

Treatment of Kaphaja type :—in the

Kaphaja type of the disease, vomiting should be

induced with the decoction of Vachd or of Nimha and

the pulverised medicinal compound prescribed for the

Vdtaja type, should be adminstered. The patient

should also be advised to take clarified butter with his

food. A decoction of Tri-phald or of the drugs of the

Phalddi (Madana-phaladi—Sutra, Ch. XXXIX) or the

J/iwi'/tfV/ (Sutra, Ch. XXXVIII) group, should be pres-

cribed for internal use, or the patient should be purged

with clarified butter mixed with powdered S'ydmd

(Vriddha-ddraka) and Trivrit. A physician skilled in

the art of applying Vasti should prescribe a Vasti

charged with Vala-oil under the circumstances, i [.

Treatment of Krimija type :— In the

type (Krimija) characterised by the persence of

worms, the patient should be first treated with a Sneha.

A meat-diet with curd or (fried and) powdered sesamun

should then be given to the patient for three days in

succession after which he should be purged with the

compound of Ajdji and sugar mixed with the salt-

predominating* purgative preparation (see—Sutra,

* Some read "Su-pala-lair-jogaih" in place of *Salava-nair-jogaih'. It

would mean that the compound should be mixed with fried and powdered
sesamum.
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XLIV.) and mixed with the scented drugs ("mentioned

in the Sutra-sthdna, Ch. XLIV). An adequate quantity

of fermented-rice boilings (Dhanyamla) with a profuse

quantity of Vidanga should then be internally adminis-

tered, whereby the worms would be dislodged from

the hearts (and expelled through the lower orfices of

the body). A diet consisting of cooked barley grains

saturated with powdered Vidanga should then be given

to the patient. 12.

Thus ends the forty-third chapter of the Utlara Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Sanihila which treats of the (symptoms and) treatment of Ilridroga.



CHAPTER XLIV.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of Jaundice,

etc. (Pandu-roga Pratishcdha). r.

Etiology and Nomenclature :—The
deranged bodily Doshas of a person addicted to sexual

excesses* or to eating clay or salts or articles of keen

potency and of acid or saline taste or to strong liquors

in excessive quantities or to sleeping in the day, con-

taminate the blood and produce a yellowish (Pandu)

colour of the skin. This is known as Pandu-roga and

is divided into four distinct types f according as they

are severally originated through the action of the

deranged Vdta, Pitta, or Kapha, the fourth being the

one incidental to their concerted action. The disease

has got the name of Psindu-roga from the fact that a

deep yellow (Pdndu) colour is imparted to the skin of

the patient suffering therefrom. 2

Premonitory symptoms :—Cracking of

the skin, salivation (spitting) a sense of lassitude in

the limbs, (desire for) eating clay, swelling of the eye-

lids, yellow colour of stool and urine, and indigestion

are the premonitory symptoms which usher in an attack

of Pandu-roga. The diseases known as Kdmal^-Palaki-

P^ndu (popularly called Kjimald), Kumbha-Kamala,

* Madhava in his Nidana reads "Vyay^ma" (physical exercise) in the

place of "Vyavaya" "sexual cnjoynienl." Charaka, however, includes both

"Vyavayd" and Vyayama" in the long list of the causes of Pandu-roga.

t A variant reads that Pandu-roga is of eight kinds. In that case the

four dififerent varieties of Pandu, separately mentioned below should be

added to the four kinds mentioned here. Charaka says that Pandu-roga

is of five different tvpes :—by separating and adding the one due to the

eating of clay to the four kinds enumerated here.
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Ldgharaka and Alasa (otherwise known as Halimaka)

are all included within Jaundice (Pdmdu-roga), the

characteristic symptoms of which are fully enumerated

in succession below. 3-4.

Specific Symptoms :—A black colour of

the eyes and of the skin marked by the prominent

appearance of black-coloured vein (on the surface), black

colour of the stool and of the urine, blackness of the face

and of the finger-nails as well as other symptoms

characteristic of the deranged bodily V^yu are mani-

fested in the Vsitaja type of Pandu. Yellowness of the

eyes and of the skin marked by the appearance of veins

(Sira) of the same colour (on its surface), yellowness of the

stool and of the urine, yellowness of the face and finger-

nails and other specific symptoms of the deranged Pitta,

mark the Pittaja type of the disease. Whiteness of the

eyes and of the skin, marked by the appearance of veins

of the same colour (on its surface), whiteness of the stool

and urine, whiteness of the face and of the finger-nails

and other specific symptoms of the deranged Kapha

mark a case of the Kaphaja type of the disease. All

the preceding symptoms are exhibited in a case of the

Ss^nnipsita type. Now I shall describe the symptoms

which mark the disease known as Kdmala. 5-8.

The Pitta of a patient suffering from any disease

not radically cured gets deranged by the use of any

acid, or unwholesome food or drink, and imparts a

(deep) yellow tint to his complexion and produces

physical weakness as well as all the specific symptoms

(of Pcindu-roga) described above. This disease is

known as Ks^tuala. When it is accompanied by a

general swelling (edema) of the body and a crushing

pain in the joints, is called Kumbha-Kamala, which,

when it developes in its course such s)'mptoms a.s fever,
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1

aching pain in the limbs, vertigo, physical langour,

drowsiness and emaciation comes to be known as

Ls^gharaka. This, in its turn, when marked by an

excessive preponderance of the deranged Vayii and

Pitta is called Alasa, otherwise known as Halimaka,

by those who are conversant with its nature. 9-1 2.

Supervening* Symptoms :—Aversion to

food, thirst, vomiting, fever, headache, dulncss of appetite,

swelling about the neck, weakness, epileptic fits, exhaus-

tion and a pain in the region of the heart are included

their distressing concomitants, 13.

General Treatment :—Having ascertained

the curable nature of an attack of PAndu-roga, the

patient should be treated with clarified butter*. He
should then be purged and vomited with the compounds

containing powdered Haritaki mixed with a copious

quantity of honey and clarified butter. Clarified butter

duly cooked with turmeric or the one known as Trai-

phala-Ghriita \ as well as the one known as Tailvaka-

Ghrita \ may also be used for the purpose. Drugs

possessed of purgative properties should also be taken

in combination with clarified butter (or clarified butter

duly cooked with purgative drugs should be prescribed).

Half a Pala (four TolAs) of Nikumbha duly cooked in

an adequate quantity (eight Palas) of the urine of a

she-buffalo should be daily used. Similarly half a

Kudava measure of treacle mixed (D. R. duly cooked)

* Some say that the Sneha used should be the Kaly^naka-Ghrita

(Ch. LXIL). Others says that simply matured clarified butter should be

used.

t Traiphala-Ghrita may mean either the Ghrita duly cooked with

Tri-phala or the one known as Traiphala-Ghrita mentioned in.

X Similarly Tailvaka-Ghrita may mean the Ghrila of that name men-

tioned in Chap. V. Chikitsita-sthana or the one duly cooked with Tilvakji.
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with pulverised Haritaki should be taken by the

patient. A decoction of the drugs of the Aragvadhddi

group, may be likewise prescribed for internal use.

Powdered (dead) iron mixed with pulverised Vyosha and

Vidanga, or powdered Haridrd* and Tri-phald should be

licked up with honey and clarified butter. •\ Any other

medicinal compound mentioned anywhere as remedial

to Gulma should also be administered. 14.

The aggravated Doshas should be gradually elimi-

nated from the system in as much as an quick and ex-

cessive elimination of the Doshas under the circum-

stances might produce swelling in the patient. Either

the expresed juice of Dhdtri or of sugar-cane, or a

Mantha \ .should be taken with honey by a patient and

he should take wholesome diet. 15-16.

Clarified butter duly cooked with the Kalka and

decoction of the two kinds of Vrihati, Rajani, S'likdkhyd

{S'uka-s'imbi), Kdkddani, Kdkamdchi, Addri-vimbi and

Kadamba-pushpi {Bhumi-Kadanibd) should be taken as

a remedy for Psindu-roga. Pippali-^^owAzx dissolved in

milk should also be taken according to the condition

of the appetite. The use of a decoction of Yashti-

madJiu, or of powdered Yashti-madhu mixed with

honey would likewise prove efficacious. Powdered

* Here we have followed Dallana in the text. Some take Haridrd to

mean D^ru-Haridrd.

+ According to Charaka's recipe, however, we find that the two

compounds here have been combined into one and there we find the

definite mention of Dirvi (D^ru-baridrd). In our practice also we

follow Charaka in this case.

+ Mantha is prepared by mixing powdered grains of barley with clari-

fied butter and a copious quantity bf water. Some commentators, however,

on the authority of other medical works, are of opinion that in cases of

Piindu (jaundice) the word "Mantha" is lechnic.illy used for the prepara-

tion of the powdered grains of barley mixed with the expressed juice of

A'malnki and of Migar-cane and with honey.
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leaves of Tri-phald and powdered (dead) iron should be

frequently taken as an electuary in combination with

cow's urine. A compound composed of powdered coral,

pearl, antimony and conch-shell, or powdered Giru

mrittikd (ferrugnious earth) should be similarly used

by the patient. 17-18.

A compound consisting of half a seer of powdered

goat's dung together with a Pala weight of each of the

drugs known as F«V-salt, Haridrd and Saindhava-sdAt,

should be licked with honey by a patient living on

wholesome diet. A compound of Mandure (iron-rust),

Agni (Chitraka), Vidanga, Pathyd, Tri-katu all taken in

equal parts with Tdpya (Svarna-mAkshika) equal to their

combined weight should be duly soaked in cow's urine

and formed into a lambative with the addition of honey,

the same being prescribed for an immediate cure of a

serious type of Pdndu-roga. 1 9-20.

Vib/iitaka, Mandura (iron-rust), Ndgara and Tila

should be pounded together and made into a paste with

the addition of a profuse quantity of treacle. Pills

prepared from this compound should be administered

through the medium of Takra whereby a violent attack

of jaundice would be defeated. Pills of the Kal^ya

weight of each of Sauvarchala, Hingii and Kirdta-tikta

pasted together, should be taken with tepid water. As

an alternative, a lambative compound of Mtirvd,

Haridrd and Amalaka pounded together and alternately

dried and soaked in cow's urine for a week, should be

given to be licked by the patient. 21-22,

A patient suffering from Pandu-roga should observe

a proper regimen of diet and take two-Told-weight of

the compound of the powders of Vald and Chitraka

(with cow's urine or tepid water). The compound of

Saindhava salt and powdered S'igru-secds taken in equal

35
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parts shculd be taken with tepid water, followed by a

ineal of cocked rice with milk. The decoction of the

drugs of the Nyagrodhddi group should be taken, when

cold, with honey and sugar followed by a proper regimen

of diet. Powders of the drugs included within the S'ttla-

sdrddi group or of Anialaka should be formed into a

lambative with the addition of honey and given to be

licked by the patient. 23-26.

The pulverised compound of Vidanga, Mnsta, Tri-

p/iald, Ajamodd, Parushaka, Vyos/ia and Chitraka as

well as clarified butter, honey, sugar and treacle should

be duly cooked in the decoction of the drugs of the

S'dla-sdrddi group till reduced to the consistency of a

lambative. It should then be taken down and preserved

inside a covered vessel prepared of Mokshaka (Mush-

kaka). This lambative proves curative in cases of

P.indu attended (with a general edema as well as in

cases of the violent types of iCdmalA. 27.

Treatment of Kama I a, etc \—Tiibhandi

(Trivrit) taken with sugar as well as Gavdkshi or S'unthi

taken with treacle, is beneficial to a patient suffering

from an attack of Kdmald. Clarified butter duly

cooked with Kdle)a--woo6. and mixed with turmeric

as an after-throw is also efficacious. In the alternative

the patient should take Srotdnjana and S'ildjatu with

cow's urine in a case of Kumbha-Kamalai. Manduia

(rust of iron) kept immerged in cow's urine should be

likewise taken with Saindhava-s7i.\\. continually for a

month. Mandura should be burnt in the fire of Vibldtaka-

wood and cooled with cow's urine. The process should

be repeated eight times in succession. The iron-rust

thus tempered should be subsequently reduced to

powders. Licked with honey it would act as a speedy

cure in cases of Kumbha-Kamala. 28-30.
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Saindhava-sdi\\. once made red-hot by heating (in the

fire of Vibhitaka-vfood) should be cooled in cow's urine.

Iron-rust (Mandura) should be successively heated in fire

and cooled with cow's urine as directed above, the

process being repeated many times. The two substances

(Saindhava and iron-rust) thus prepared, (taken in equal

parts) and made into a paste with (five times of) cow's

urine, should be cooked on an oven, care being taken to

guard against their ignition. When dried, the com-

pound should be reduced to powder and taken with

Udas'vit (a kind of Takra). The medicine acts as a

good appetiser and proves curative in cases of Pdndu.

The patient using it should take his diet with Takra

after the assimilation of the medicine. Clarified butter

duly cooked with the expressed juice of Drdkshd,

Guduchi and Amalaki proves curative in cases of

La'g-liaraka 31.

Articles of Diet \—Arishtas and Asavas

prepared with treacle or with honey or with sugar or

with cow's urine or with Kshdra (alkali) as well as the

essence of meat of any J angala animal saturated with

clarified butter and mixed with the expressed juice of

Amalaka or of Kola should be prescribed and meals of

cooked barley grains or of S'dli rice and the prepara-

tions prescribed in cases of swelling (Sopha) should be

daily taken by a patient suffering from an attack of

Pandu-roga. 32.

Treatment of supervening Symp-
toms :—The supervening symptoms such as difficulty

of breathing, diarrhoea, aversion to food, cough, epileptic

fits, thirst, vomiting, colic pain, fever, swelling (Sopha),

burning sensation in the body, indigestion, hoarseness,

lassitude, etc. should be remedied on the principles laid

down in the S^stras with due regard to the nature and
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intensity of the deranged bodily Doshas, severally lying

at their roots. 33.

Prognosis :— if a patient afflicted with Pandu

have an edematious swelling of the extremities with

an emaciation of the abdominal region and vice versa

or if he have a swelling of the scrotum or of the

genitals or about the anus or if he be suffering from

fever or diarrhaea or be lying in a sub-comatose state, he

should be given up and should not be attended by a

physician caring anything for his fame. 34.

Thus ends the forty-fourth chapter of the Uttara-Tanlra in the Sus'rula

Samhita which deals with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of

Pandu-roga.



CHAPTER XLV.

Now we shall discourse on the Chapter which deals

with the symptoms and) medical treatment of Hemorrh-

age (Rakta- Pitta- Pratishcdha). i.

Cause and Pathology :~Excessive indul-

gence in grief, fright or anger, excessive physical labour,

exposure to the sun and fire, constant use of pungent,

acid, saline and alkaline food, or, of articles of fare which

are keen or heat-making in potency, or incompatible

in their combination, or are followed by deficient gastric

or intestinal digestion are the factors which tend to

aggravate the Rasa (chyle), which, in its turn, aggravates

the Pitta. The aggravated Pitta thus imperfectly assimi-

lated affects or invades in virtue of its own essence the

blood (lit. leads to its imperfect digestion) which finds

an outlet through the upper or the lower channels of the

body or through the both. The deranged blood accumu-

lated in the Amas'aya (stomach) finds out an upward

outlet, while it flows out through the lower orifices in

the event of its continuing in a similar state in the

Pakvds'aya (intestines), and it escapes through both the

upward and downward orifices in the event of its being

deranged and accumulated in both the Amas'aya and the

Pakvas'aya. According to several authorities, the ejected

blood in the disease comes from the spleen and the

liver. 2.

Prognosis : - A case of Rakta-pitta in which

the blood finds outlet through an upward channel of the

body is amenable, while palliation is all that is possible

in a case in which it flowes out through a downward

orifice of the body. A case marked by the emission of
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blood through both these outlets, upward and downward,

should be regarded as incurable 3.

Premonitory Symptoms :—A sense of

lassitude in the limbs, desire for cooling things, a sense

as if fumes are rising in the throat, vomiting and fetof

of blood in the breath are the symtoms which usher

in an attack of Rakta-pitta. The number of the cases

of Rakta-pitta as w^ell as the aggravation of the different

Doshas involved in each case should be ascertained

from the colour and nature of the ejected blood (as

described before in Chap. XlV-Sutra-sthdna). 4-5.

Supervening" Symptoms '.—Weakness,

laboured breathing, cough, fever, vomiting, mental

aberration (lit : a state like intoxication), yellowness

of complexion, burning se.-sation in the body, epileptic

fits, acidity of the stomach,restlessness, extreme pain in

the region of the heart, thirst, loss of voice (D. R.

loose stool), heat in the head, fetid expectoration, aver-

sion to food, indigestion and absence of sexual desire

(D. R. bending of the body after sexual act) arc the

usual complications in a case of Rakta-pitta. 6,

Symptoms of Incurable Types:—
In a case of Rakta-pitta the emitted matter resembling

the washings of meat or drug-decoction, or turbid water

or fat or pus, or being liver-coloured or dark-black or

blood-red in colour or looking like a vxt^c Janibu-{v\i\t or

blackish blue or variously coloured like a rain-bow or

having a very fetid .smell as well as the presence of the

above mentioned supervening .symptoms—these are the

indications which show that the case should be given up

as incurable . 7.

General Principles of Treatment :—
It is improper to arrest the emission of blood imme-

diately at the outset of the disease if the patient be a
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sufficiently strong man, in as much as such a procedure

may bring on an attack of * Pdndu-roga, Grahani,

Kushtha (cutaneous diseases), Gulma, or fever or enlarge-

ment of the spleen. An attack in which the blood

makes a downward course should be arrested with

emetic medicines, while purgatives should be exhibited

in a case in which the blood finds an upward course.

But weak patient, under the circumstances, should be

treated in both cases with soothing remedies. Fasting

should be first enjoined in the case of an excessive emis-

sion i* of blood in respect of a strong patient with an

unimpaired digestion and an unemaciated frame. A
Pcyd prepared with a small quantity of rice should be

given to the patient after fasting \. Tarpana measures,

decoctions of digestive drugs, as well as a variety of

medicinal lambatives and Ghritas should be the proper

applications in the disease under discussion. Purgation

should be induced with the compound of Drdkshd,

Yashti-mad/m, Kds'marya and sugar, while vomiting

should be induced with an emetic compound consisting

of Yashti-^nadhu mixed with honey. 8— 11.

Articles of Fare:—The use of milk, the

drugs of cold-producing potency (e g. the drugs of the

Utpaladi group), essence of the meat of an animal of the

Jdngala group, soup of Satina (cerials), S'dh'-rlcc, Shash-

///^<z-3rains, leaves of Patola, S'ehi, Sunishanna, Yuthikd

* Both Chakrap^ni and Vrinda read "^cfqi^^^^ft etc." i.e.^ they say

that it may bring on an attack of heart-disease also.

t Both Chakrapani'and Vrinda read •'^^" flfrl^^" '-e. in cases of

upward emission. There is also another variant "^gff Ifg^^q^" i-e. in

cases of excessive upward emission or in cases where a good deal of the

vitiated Doshas takes an upward course.

X Additional Text :—Meat-essence (Rasa) and soup (Yusha) seasoned

with clarified butter prepared from cow's milk.
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and Sindhuvdra (Nirgundi) as well as the tender sprouts

of Vata and Atiniuktd (Tinduka) as pot-herbs and cooked

with clarified butter are recommended as diets. Soup of

the meat of pigeons, S'anikha (conch) and tortoise as

well as the gruels mentioned before mixed with the

expressed juice of Dhdtri and pomegranate and with a

profuse quantity of clarified butter should be given to

the patient as diet. Milk should be duly cooked in

combination with the drugs of the Utpalddi group, and

the cream therefrom should be likewise prescribed with

a copious quantity of honey and sugar. Cold Pradehas,

honey, sugar, and clarified butter are said to be

beneficial in cases of Rakta-pitta. 12— 13.

An experienced physician should prescribe any one

of the four lambatives composed of the powders of

the flowers of Madlmka, S'obhdnjana, Kcviddra or of

Priyangu, mixed with honey to be licked up by a patient

suffering from Rakta-pitta. Similarly lambatives of

Durbd, or the tender leaves of Vata, or of white Karnika

pasted together with the honey should be given to be

licked up by the patient*. Dates and other friuts of

the same therapeutic virtue, taken with honey, would

prove efficacious in the disease. 14— 15.

Medicinal compounds mentioned in connection with

the treatment of RaktdtisAra (blood-dysentery) may be as

well employed with advantage in the present instance.

A piece of sugar-cane devoid of its skin and crushed

should be kept immersed in cold water contained in a

new earthen pitcher. The picther with its lid off should

be kept in an open place for a night. Its contents

duly strained in the morning should be given with pow-

dered Utpala and honey to a patient suffering from

* Dallana takes only DurW and Vata under one ricipt. Some com-

mentators would prescril)c all these together under one recipe.
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1

Rakta-pitta. A cold infusion of Jdmbu, Amra and

Arjuna should be taken with honey. As an alterna-

tive, the expressed juice of Udmnbara fruit should be

taken (with honey). 16—A.

The best six Yogas :—A paste (Kalka) of

Trapusi-roo\.s, in combination with honey and washings

of rice or two TolAs of the pasted Yashti-madhu should

be taken (with the same vehicles). A compound con-

sisting of Chandana, Yashti-madhu, and Rodhra taken

in equal parts or Karanja-^z&As made into a paste with

sugar and honey should be similarly used In a similar

way, the pith of Ingudi together with Yashti-jnadhu

should be taken. As an alternative, salt (Saindhava)

and Karanja-^eeds turned into a paste with curd-cream

should be taken lukeworm for three days in succession

by a person suffering from an attack of Rakta-pitta.

The six preceding medicinal compounds act as excellent

cures for the disease under discussion. 16.

Pathyd should be employed as an errhine after the

manner of Avapida-Nasya in the event of the blood

passing through the nostrils. In case of excessive

haemorrhage (in the disease) the patient should drink

blood in combination with honey, or eat a goat's raw

liver with the bile. 17.

Clarified butter duly cooked with the admixture

of an adequate quantity of the expressed juice of (the

bark of) Palds'a trees should be taken, when cool, in

combination with honey, or clarified butter prepared

by churning the milk duly cooked with the expressed

juice of (the bark of) the Vanaspati-XxQcs (Vata, etc.)

should be used with sugar. A Pala weight of each of

Drdkshd, Us'ira, Padmaka and sugar should be kept

immersed in cold water during the (whole) night. This

cold infusion would cure a case of Rakta-pitta. A
36
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draught of milk with an equal quantity of water is also

re:ommended for a patient comforming to a proper

regimen of diet and conduct. i8.

The watery secretion of the dung of a horse or a bull

should be taken with honey and sugar. In the alter-

native, powders of the seeds of Vdstuka or (of the

roots, of Tanduliyaka--^\dints should be licked with honey.

A lambative formed of LAja (parched paddy) and

Anjana * mixed with honey, or powdered Tugd-kshiri

mixed with honey and sugar should be licked. A patient

suffering from an attack of Rakta-pitta should take a

compound of Drdkshd, Tikta-rohini, Yashti-tnadhu and

sugar with cold water, or lick a compound of pulverised

Pathyd, Ahinsrd and Rajani with clarified butter, rr.

The compound of (blue), Utpala Sourdshtra mrithikd

(red earth), Priyangu, Lodhara, polens of lotus and

sugar mixed together and taken with honey and a

decoction of Vdsaka would speedily stop the emission in

a virulant type of Rakta-pitta. Similarly a compound

consisting of flowers of Khadira, Jamhu, Arjuna, (red)

Koviddra, S'irisha, Lodhra, Asana^ S'dlmali and S'igru,

pounded together and mixed with honey should be

licked by the patient in a case of Rakta-pitta. 20—21.

The alkaline water prepared with the ashes of

Indivara and taken with honey, powdered AVznz«;Vz-seeds

taken with honey and clarified butter and the decoction

o{ Jambu, Arjuna and Amra—these three compounds

prove curative in cases of Rakta-pitta. A paste made of

the roots and flowers of Mdtulunga should also be taken

with the washings of rice. 22—23

* Kdldnjana is a variant, in place of Laja and Anjana. For KdMnjana

Dallana reads Souvirinjana. This should be the proper reading because

there is a word in the receipe which shows that there will be only one

thing and not two.
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A solution of milk or water saturated with sugar

should be applied into the nostrils in the event of

bleeding from the nose. The expressed juice of grapes,

clarified butter prepared by churning milk or the express-

ed juice of sugar-cane should be taken cold (through

the nostrils) in combination with sugar *. All cooling

measures and sweet-drugs should be employed in the

present disease 24—25.

Asthapana and AnuvsCsna :—The ap-

plication of an Asthapana-Vasti charged with milk

duly cooked with the drugs of the Viddri-gandhddi

group and mixed with honey, clarified butter, sugar

and Drdkskd, proves extremely efficacious in the disease

under discussion. The application of an Anuvasna-

Vasti charged with clarified butter * would be attend-

ded with equal benefit. The drugs known as Pri-

yangu, Lodlira; Souvirdnjana, Gairika, Utpala^ Suvarna-

gairika, Kdliyaka, conch-shell, Chandana, sugar, As'va-

gandhd, Ambuda, Yashti-niadhu, Mrindla and Sougan-

dhika, taken in equal parts, should be pounded together

and mixed with copious quantities of milk, honey and

clarified butter. This solution should be injected into the

rectum after the manner of Nirudha-Vasti. The patient

should be sprinkled with cold water and given his diet

with milk after which clarified butter duly cooked with

YasJiti-madhu should be injected into the rectum of

the patient after the manner of Anuvtisana-Vasti. This

measure proves extremely beneficial in cases of

down-coursing Rakta-pitta and violent types of blood-

dysentery. In the case of an excessive discharge of

* S'rikantha Datta, the commentator of Vrinda, would mix sugar with

the juice of sugar-cane only and not with the other two. All these should

be applied into the nostrils.
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blood, if the patient be strong enough, vomiting should be

induced after the cessation of the blood-discharge. 26-27.

Urethral-injections composed of the aforesaid drugs

should be applied (after the manner of Uttara-vasti) in

the event of bleeding from the bladder. Measures laid

down in connection with the treatment of Rakta-pitta

should be resorted to in cases of bleeding-piles. In cases

of menorrhagia as well as in cases of excessive bleeding

incidental to any surgical operation, the above measures

(of the medical treatment) should be adopted by an ex-

perienced physician. The subsequent treatment of the

cases should be determined by the nature and intensity

of the deranged bodily Doshas as well as of the blood

involved therein. 28-29.

Thus ends the forty-fifth chapter of the Utlara-Tantra in the Sus'rula

iSamhita which deals with (the symptoms and) the medical treatment of

Rakta-pitta.



CHAPTER XLVI.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with (the symptoms and) the medical treatment of faint-

ing fits (IWurchchha-Pratishedha). i.

Defi nation ;—The deranged and aggravated

Doshas of the body of a person who is emaciated or

accustomed to the use of incompatible articles of food

or who has become very weak on account of a sudden

suppression of his natural urgings or of any external

blows or injury give rise to fainting fits. The deranged

bodily Va\'U. etc. choking up the sense-carrying nerves

of the body, produces that giddy state in a patient in

which the world seems to vanish from the eyes of the

afflicted person and the perception of the pleasure or

pain is suspended for the time being. The patient, in

consequence of this suspension of the sense-perception

drops down insensible as a log of wood and this disease

is called Murchchhai or Moha- (fainting), it admits of

being divided into six kinds or types according as an

attack is due to the action of the deranged Doshas

separately or To that of blood, wine or poisoD, but a

predominance of the deranged Pitta may be detected in

all forms of the diseases due to any cause whatever. 2.

Premonitory Symptoms :—Pain or op-

pression of the heart, yawning, lassitude, loss of cons-

ciousness and of strength are the symptoms which

usher in an attack of the disease (MurchchhA) according

to the nature of the deranged bodily Dosha lying at its

root. 3.

The natural elements, water (Ap) and earth (Kshiti)

abound with the attribute of Tamas (insensibility). A
smell of blood also contains the same attribute, Tamas.
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It is therefore that persons generally lose their conscious-

ness at the smell of blood. Several authorities hold that

the loss of consciousness in these instances happens in

virtue of the natural properties of the thing itself, viz.,

blood, wine and poison which also possess these pro-

perties in a greater degree and it is therefore that an use

of either of these substances suspends animation and

produces Moha (fainting). 4-5.

Symptoms :—A case of Murchchha (fit of uncon-

sciousnes.s) due to the effects of(deranged) blood is charac-

terised by stiffened condition of the limbs and by the

fixedness of the eyes (Drishti) and by deep breathing.

Delirious talks, mental aberration and the state of the

patient convulsively lying flat on the earth until the wine

is perfectly assimilated into the system are the symptoms

of a case of Murchchhd due to the effects of wine ; while

shivering, drowsiness, thirst and numbness of the body)

attended with the specific symptoms of poisoning form

the general characterstics of the type due to the effect

of poison. 6.

General Treatment :—Constant sprinkling

of water over the body (water-spray) plunge-bath in cold

water, contact of cold gems and garlands of flowers, cold

plasters and compresses, (cold) breeze and fanning, cold

and perfumed drinks and cooling measures in general

arc efficacious in all cases of the dcsease under

discussion. Cordials prepared with the expressed juice of

Ikshu, Piydla and Drdkshd and with sugar or with the

expressed juice of Drdkshd and Madhuka ( Maula ) or

those prepared by boiling Kds'marya and Khatjura or

clarified butter duly cooked with the drugs of the

Jivaniya group with the d-ugs of the Madhura group, or

the essence of J^ngala meat in combination with the

expressed juice of pomegranate should be taken in a
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case of Murchchh^. The diet should consist of cooked

red S'dli-r\ce. or barley grains or Satiua-^\x\sQ.^ 7—8.

Specific Treatment :—A compound con-

sisting of Ndg.i-kes'ara, Maricha, Us'ira, the kernal of

Kola as well as Visa (lotus stock) and Mrindla (lotus-

stem) taken in equal parts should be taken with the

decoction of Satiiia (D. R.—with cold water). Pippali

with honey or Pathyd with sugar should also be taken.

The mouth and the nostrils should be pressed close

during a fit and the breast-milk should be given to the

patient to be drunk. 9.

Strong medicinal errhine should be administered and

strong emetics should be as well employed in cases of

repeated attacks of the fit. Clarified butter duly cooked

and prepared ^^'ith the decoction of Haritaki or with

expressed juice of Amalaki should be prescribed. The

decoction remedial to Pittaja-fever should be given in a

cold state, mixed with Drdkshd, sugar, parched paddj',

Nilotpala and Padnia and well perfumed with any

good-smelling scent. 10.

Sannyasa :—The case of a patient lying in a

comatous state and incapable of being roused up or

brought to under the circumstances owing to the aggrava-

ted nature of the delusion (unconsciousness) due to an

extensive preponderance of the deranged bodily Dosha

(involved therein) should be looked upon by an intelli-

gent physicion as extremely hard to cure. This is said

to be a case of Sannyaisa (.Epilepsy ?). Just as a lump of

clay, when thrown into water, should be instantaneously

taken up before it is being finally desolved therein, so a

patient lying unconscious under an attack of suspended

* Chakrapani and Vrinda both -read Mudga also in the list of the

diet.
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animation ( Sanny^sa ) should be speedily restored to

consciousness with the help of medecinal remedies before

the process of final dissolution ( lit.—death ) sets in his

body. II— 12.

Treatment :—The patient should be tried to

be roused up with the applic^tion of strong eye-salves

(Anjana), unguents and inhalation of smoke (Dhuma) or

by pricking needles into his finger-nails or by discoursing

sweet words and music in his hearing or by shaking his

limbs roughly or by rubbing his skin with the fruits of

Atma-gupta creepers. An attack of the present disease

not amenable to the above remedies but attended with,

salivation, laboured breathing, retention of stool and

urine and distension of the abdomen should be given up

as irremediable. Strong emetics and purgatives should

be exhibited after the return of consciousness and

diet should consist of light articles of fare. S'ildjatu*

mixed with Tri-phald, Chitraka, S'unthi, etc. should be

employed in combination with sugar and continued for

a month. Matured clarified butter should be used in

particular. Medicinal compounds remedial to any case

of fever originated by the Dosha in the case may be as

well prescribed in any case of Murchchhd ; and a case

due to the action of poisom should be remedied with

the antitoxine remedies (mentioned in the Kalpa

Sthdna). 13—14.

Thus ends the forty-sixth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the .Sus'ruta

Samhitd which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of Murchchha.

* According to Dallana S'ildjatu should be prepared with the said

drugs after the manner of Bhdvand saturation and then be applied with

sugar.



CHAPTER XLVII.

Now shall discourse on the (symptoms and) medical

treatment of alcoholism and its kindred maladies

(PgCnatygiya- Prat fshed ha), i.

Properties and actions of Wine :—
Wine is heat-making in its potency, keen or sharp in its

properties, subtile in its essence, acts as a soaker or

cleanser of moisture and albuminous matter (Vis'ada), is

dry, and instantaneous in its action (As'ukara), stimula-

ting or exhilarating in its effect (Vyavdyi) and is diffu-

sive (Vikds'i). It destroy cold and shivering by virtue

of its heat-making potency. It suspends all cognitive

process (lit.-intellectual motions) on account of its keen-

ness or sharpness, enters into every limb and member

of the body by reason of its subtlety ( Sukshmatva ),

destroys Kapha
(
phlegm ) and semen in virtue of its

Vais'adya, enrages or aggravates the bodily VAyu on

account of its dryness ( Rukshmtva ), and is instantaneous

in its action by reason of its As'ukdritva. It is exhila-

rating on account of its Vyavdyitva and diffusive

(coursing swiftly all through the body) for its Vikds'itva.

Wine is acid in its taste, is light and appetising, and

produces fresh relish for food. Others assume the pre-

sence of all the tastes except the saline one in it. 3—4.

Wine taken in combination with cooked meat and

boiled rice, or any other articles of food profusely

saturated with a Sneha (clarified butter, etc.) adds to

the longevity, muscular strength and corpulency of a

person (using it in moderate quantities) and to the exhi-

larated state of mind accompanied with beauty, fortitude,

vigour and valour and these benefits one may derive

from the proper use of wine. This fiery liquid in com-

17
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bination with the aggravated bodily fire ( Kdya-Agni )

produces the symptoms of intoxication and unconcious-

ness, etc. ( Mada ) in a foolish person taking it without

food or in an empty stomach and in an inordinate

quantity. 5.

Evil effects of Drinking^ :—Excessive
drinking, produces incidental nescience which gradually

creeps into and clouds the sense-perceptions, destroying

all power of self control (control over the sense-organs)

and giving publicity to the innermost thoughts (in the

mind) of the intoxicated person. 6.

Three stages of Alcoholic Intoxica-
tion :—There are three .stages of intoxication

—

viz.,

the first, the second or intermidate and the third or last.

The first or preliminary stage ( of intoxication ) is

marked by an exhilarated state of mind with increased

valour, and conviviality as well as satisfaction and

talkativeness, etc. The second or intermediate stage is

indicated by incoherent speech, exhilaration and the

performance of proper and improper acts. In the third

or last stage the man lies down unconsciou.s. bereft of

all powers of action, of memory and of judging the ethic

eflfects of his acts. 7.

A man who is in the habit of taking fatty food or in

whom Sleshma predominates, or in whose con.stitution,

there is only a little of Pitta, is not so easily affected by

the action of wine, which, however, proves distressing in

a person of contrary nature. Wine, if taken daily without

food by a man in an empty .stomach, gives rise to many
distressing and dangerous diseases in his organism and

leads to the ultimate dissolution of his body. 8-9.

Cases where wine is prohibited :—
Wine should not be taken by a person under the in-

fluence of anger, grief, fright, thirst or hunger. The use
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of wine is prohibited immediately after a fatiguing

journey, physical exercise or an act of load-carrying, or

after the repressing of any physical urging, or after the

use of excessively acid food, (D. R. excessive water and

food) to the full, or before the proper digestion of food

or by a weak person, or by one suffering from the effects

of heat. In the above cases, wine undoubtedly proves

a source of a host of bodily derangements such as

Pandtyaya, Paramada, Pdndjirna and the violent Pdna-

vibhrama the characterstic symptoms of which I shall

presently describe. 10.

Specific symptoms of PsCnatyaya : —
The Vattaja type of Pskna^tyaya is marked by such

symptoms as numbness and aching pain in the limbs,

palpitation, a catching and pricking pain in the region

of the heart and headache. Perspiration, delirium,

dryness of the mouth, burning sensation and fainting

fits (loss of consciousness) [and yellowness of the face

and eyes are the features which distinguish the Pittaja

type (of Pdnatyaya). Vomiting, shivering and water-

brash are the indications which mark the Kaphaja type.

The symptoms of all the three preceeding types being

exhibited in the one due to the concerted action of the

three deranged bodily Doshas

—

Tri-Doshaja type of

Pdndtyaya. 11.

Symptoms of Para-mada :—Heat and a

smse of heaviness in the body, bad taste in the mouth,

excessive accumulation of Sleshma in the body, an

aversion to food, supression of stool and urine, thirst,

headache and a crushing pair^ in the joints are the

symptoms which the learned physicion sets down to

Para-mada (reactionary effects of the abuse of wine). 12.

PstnsCjirna and Psina-Vibhrama :—
Distension of the abdomen (tympanites), acid or sour
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taste (in the mouth), vomiting, deficient gastric diges-

tion are the symptoms which are exhibited in a Ptinir

jirua type (alcoholic indigestion). Aggravation of the

deranged Pitta should be regarded by a physicion as

the exciting factor of the disease. The malady which

exhibits such symptoms as piercing pain in the heart

and limbs, vomiting, fever, a sensation of the rising of

fumes into the throat, salivation, epileptic fits, headache,

a burning sensation in the throat and an aversion to

all sorts of food and wine (in connection with an abuse

of wine) is called Paina-Vibhrama. 13-14.

Prognosis :—A patient suffering from the effects

of excessive drinking and exhibiting such symptoms

as protuded upper lip, excessive shivering or burning

sensation and clamminess of the face, black or blue

colour of the tongue, lips or teeth and yellowness or

blood-colour of the eyes should be givin up as incurable.

Hiccough, fever, vomiting, shivering, tremor, cramp of

the sides, cough and vertigo are the supervening symp-

toms ( Upadrava ) which are found in all forms of

Panatyaya (alcoholism). 15.

Treatment of VsCtaja type :—Now hear

me describe the medicinal remedies for all the above

said maladies. Wine saturated with the mixture of

pulverised Chukra, Maricha, Adraka, Dipya (Yamdni),

Kushtha and Souvarchala should be given for the relief

of the Vsitaja type of P^ndtyaya, or one mixed with

Prithvikd, Dipyaka, MaJtoushadhi and Hingu, or with

Souvarchala should be taken for comfort. Shddavas or

cordials made of Amrdtaka, Amra-fruits, Dddima and

Mdtulunga should be given for relief. In the alternative,

the cooked flesh of an animal of Anupa group i.i. tor-

toise, etc. should be seasoned with the expressed juice of

above fruits and be taken. 16.
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Treatment of Pittaja type ;— in the

Pittaja-type of Pdndtyaya, wine mixed with the decoc-

tion of the drugs of the Madhura group and saturated

and flavoured with the admixture of sugar and scented

drugs should be taken, or wine profusely mixed with the

expressed juice of sugar-cane should be taken and fully

vomited out, a short while thereafter. Meat-juice (Rasa)

of Lava, Ena and Tittira unmixed with any acid, or

Mudga soup should be taken with sugar and clarified

butter. 17.

Treatment of Kaphaja and Tri-
Doshaja type, etc. :—In the Kaphaja type of

Pdndtyaya, the mucus should be eliminated by taking

a potion of wine mixed with the expre.ssed juice or

decoction of Vimibi and Vidula (Vetasa). Meat-juice

of any fatty Jdngala animal mixed with bitter and

and pungent articles as also the Mudga-soxx'^ made bitter

and pungent should be taken as beneficial to the patient.

The diet should consist of preparations of barley, flesh

oiJdngala animals and also the Kapha-subduing articles,

as well as those calculated as remedial to the present

type of Pdndtyaya. The above kinds of medicines and

diet should be combinedly applied in the one due to

the concerted action of the three Doshas of the body

(Tri-Doshaja type), while in the Dvi-Doshaja types, the

treatment should be according to the nature of the

predominant Doshas. 18— 19.

Now I shall describe the medicinal compounds which

tend to relieve the delirious state of mind and may be

employed for the relief of all forms of Pdnatyaya in

general. The fine powder of Ndga-pushpa, Mdgadhikd,

Eld, Madhuka, Dhdnya, Ajdji and Maricha taken in

equal parts mixed copiously with the expressed juice of

Kapittha, water and Parushaka should be duly taken
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in all forms of Pdndtyaya after the mixture is strain-

ed through a piece of cloth. The body of the patient

should be anointed with a paste of Haridrd, Padnia,

Paripelava, Karavira, Padmaka, drugs of the Sdi ivddi

group and acquatic flower pasted togather, and clear

and cold water should be sprinkled over the body of the

patient in a case of Maddtyaya. 20 -21.

PsCnakS :—A Painak prepared with Tvak, Patra,

Chocha, Markka, Eld, Ndga-pusJipa and flowers of

S'leshndtaka ground together into a paste and mixed

with treacle and Drdkshd, should be filtered and per-

fumed and given to a person suffering from an attack of

P^ndtyaya. The patient would find relief by the frequent

use of a Fainaka (draughts) composed of Yashti-madhu,

Katurohini, Drdkshd and Trapusha-roots, or of Kdrpdsa-

roots, Ndga-vald and Suvarchald (Surjdvarta) all taken

in equal parts. 22—23.

Treatment of Para-mada :—A Painaka

( cordial ) made of the fruits of Kdshmarya, Ddru,

Dddima, Vit, Pippali, Drdkshd pasted together and

disolved in water and taken in combination with the

expressed juice of Vijapuraka, instantly gives relief in

discomforts due to an abuse of wine (Para-mada).

Pdnakaa made of sugar, Drdkshd, Madhuka, Jiraka,

Dhdnya, /sTm/m^ (Pippali) and Trivrit,ox of Souvarchala,

the meat-soup (Rasa) of any fatty Jdugala animal and

Phaldmla should be taken. Cold infusion of Bhdrgi

would be found beneficial in sprinkliBg. :^—25.

Treatment of PansCjirna :—Vomiting
should be induced with an Anjali measure of milk

duly cooked with the admixture of Ikshvdku, Dhdtnd-

rgava, Brikshaka and two kinds of Udumvarikd after

which the patient should be advised to take wine in

the evening in a case of indigestion due to an abuse
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of wine (Pfiinaijirna). Phaldmla in combination with

Tvak, Pippali, Ndga-pushpa, Vidy Hingu, Markka and

Eld, or a compouud consisting of Saindhava, vid, Tvak,

Chabya, Eld, Hingu, Pippali, Pippali-roots and S'unthi

pounded and desolved in warm water should be taken.

The food of the patient should be made palatable with

the admixture of Khada-jusha * in the present ins-

tance. 27.

Treatment of Peina-vibhrama :—

A

Pdnaka composed of Dr&kshd, Kapittha, Phala ( Mdtu-

lunga, etc.) and Dddima sweetened with profuse quantity

of sugar and honey, as well as the one made with the

expressed juice of Kola and Amrdtaka sweetened in the

same manner would prove curative in a case of Paiaa-

vibhrama. A compound consisting of Kharjura, Vetra,

Karira, Parushaka, Drdkshd and Trivrit pounded

together and disolved in cold water should be taken,

sweetened with sugar, or the same should be taken in

combination with S'ri-parni. In the alternative, the

tender sprouts of Kshiri-txQQs, Visa (Mrindla), Jiraka,

Ndgapushpa, Patra, Elavdlu, Sita-sdrivd, Padmaka, A^n-

rdtaka, Bhavy?i, Karamarda, Kapittha, Kola, Vrikshdmlt,

Vetra-{xvX\.<s,, Jiraka, Dddima, Yashti-madhu and Utpala,

all pounded together and mixed with the cold infusion

of such drugs as Maricha, Jiraka, Ndga-pushpa, Tvak,

Patra, Vis'va, Chavikd and Eld filtered through a piece

of thin linen duly perfumed with the addition of scented

drugs would be found curative in the seven types of dis-

tempers which have their origin in drinking excesses. 28.

Objects which are pleasing to the five sense-organs

of man and gratifying to the mind and heart, as well as

* Dallana in his commentatory says that some read "?f^;" in place of

"^^}" and others read **tfi^;" in place of "igpl',".
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light wine should be always prescribed in a case of

Paujitayaya and the patient should be enlivened with the

embrace of handsome and youthful damsels exceedingly

attached to the gratification of the senses with splendid

hips and thighs with their slender waists drooping under

the weight of the exuberance of their breasts. 29.

Potions prepared with powders of Ndga-pushpa,

Ajdji, Krishnd and Maricha taken in equal parts mixed

with sugar, Madhuka and Tri-sugandhi and then

disolved in the expressed juice of Kushmdnda fruits,

should be taken. The drugs known as Varshdbhu,

Yashtydhva, Madhuka, Ldkshd, Tvak, tender sprouts of

Karvudara, Jiraka, DrdksJid, Krishnd and Kes'ara

should be given mixed with tepid milk. 30—31,

A person afflicted with diseases due to the excess

of Suril, Asava, etc. should be treated with the same

wines (Surd, Asava, etc.) duly administered otherwise

he will be ruined, in the same manner as a person who

has incurred the king's displeasure, should be saved by

courting the royal favour. An inveterate drunkard

giving up his habit of drinking is afflicted with the

symptoms of Pdndtyaya if he suddenly revert to his

former pernicious habit. 32—33.

The Agneya and Vdyaviya virtues of wine tend to

produce a dryness in the water carrying channels of the

body, hence thirst is experienced by a drunkard person.

A cold infusion of Patola, flowers and bulbs of Utpala,

and Mudga-parni mixed with Mdgadhika' should be

taken under the circumstances (reactionary thirst), or

oil, clarifiied butter, Vas.4 (lard) and marrow (D. R.

—

milk) should be duly cooked with curd (four times), ex-

pressed juice of Bhringa-ra'ja (four times), and the decoc-

tion of Vilva and Yava (four times) with the Kalkas

of the drugs kno\\n as the Sarvn-gandhd should be
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applied as an Abhyanga. The body should be sprinkled

(Seka) with the cold decoction*. Palatable foods and

cold, pleasing and scented cordials should be pres-

cribed according to the nature and intensity of the

deranged bodily Doshas underlying the disease. 34 -35,

The heat generated by drinking being aggravated

by bodily Pitta and blood of an intoxicated person,

escapes through the surface of the skin and causes a

feeling of intense burning (Daiha) which should be

remedied with measures and therapeutic agents pres-

cribed in connection with the aggravation of Pitta. 36.

Remedies for Daha :—Now I shall describe

the cooling measures which should be employed for

alleviating the burning sensation (Djftia) in the case of a

rich patient. The body of such a patient under the

circumstances should be smeared at the outest with

Chandana ^white sandal wood) pastes made cooler by the

contact of cold beams of the moon, pearl-necklaces and

the water produced from melted ice. He should be

la-id down in a bed of full-blown lotus flowers sparkling

with dew drops or of lotus-leaves sprinkled with spray

of translucent water, and youthful damsels decked with

necklace and bangles of lotus-stems cooler even than

cold water, should be asked to touch him. He should

try to alleviate the burning feeling by strolling on the

banks of a tank in a garden in the soft, cool and sweet

breeze bearing on its wings the soft perfume of

Kalhdra (red) lotus and water-moss dancing in the

adjoining tank. Water cooled and charged with U/tra,

Vdlaka and (white) sandal paste should be sprinkled

over his body, or he should be made to sport in a

cleansed tank filled with freshly collected water em-

* Decoction of the drugs of Madhura-gana and of the drugs of cold

virtues.

38
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balmed with full-blown red and blue lotus-flowers and

scents {e. g. sandal pastes) after being smeared with

sandal paste and with the hairs -of his body standing

on their roots with the magnetic touch of beloved female

hands. Here he should take his bath with young, gay

and beautiful damsels skilful in aquatic sports refreshing

.
him with the lotus-like touch of their cold hands, thighs

and mouth and hard {i.e., full-grown) breasts and with

their sweet words. 37-A.

He should lie down, when tired, in a cool chamber

cooled with watery breeze, fitted with fountains and

made dusky with the misty jets (vapours^ of water. The

floor of the chamber should be sprinkled over with

scented water and flowers and the walls thickly coated

with pastes of sandal wood, Teja-fatra and Vdlaka.

The chamber should be scented and decorated with

Mdnsi, Tamdla, Musta, Kmnkmna, Padma-\ea.\-es, Jdtir

flower, Utpala (blue-lotus), Priyangu, Kes'ara (Bakula),

and Pundarika (red-lotus), Punndga, Ndga-Kes'ara, and

Karavira and there in the room with garlands of

flowers gently swinging in the sweet and lazy wind,

the patient should lie down and listen to the sweet

discourses about the Hemanta, the Vindhya, the Malaya

or the Himdlaya mountains as well as about cold water,

leaves of Kadali or of any other evergreen tree or plant

and about the receptacles of full-blown blue or red

lotus, as well as abo.ut topics of raoon^*ise, or any other

subject which may be calculated to be agreeable to his

mind under the circumstances. Young and beautiful

damsels with their full and thick-set breasts and thighs

anointed with sandal pastes, being clad in wet clothes

(adhering to and advantageously showing the splendid

contours of their limbs, etc.,) and with their necklaces

and girdles loosely sliding down their bosoms and
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slender waists should lie there with him in their firm

embrace. These damsels should refresh him with their

secret charms in that lonely chamber and by means of

their bodily coolness would be able to alleviate the

burning sensation of aggravated Pitta due to over-

drinking- 37.

These are the measures in general which should be

employed also in the cases of burning sensation due

to the aggravated condition of blood, Pitta and thirsti

Now hear me discourse on the measures which are to be

specifically employed in the case of a burning sensation

in the body under different circumstances. 38 A.

Symptoms of Raktaja DsCha :—The
blood coursing through the whole body when aggravated

by any cause, whatsoever becomes heated and imparts

a copper colour to the skin, complexion and the eye-

balls of the patient. It produces a bloody smell in the

mouth and the body, and the patient feels a burning and

contracting sensation as if he is surrounded by fire. 38.

Treatment :—Fasting should be prescribed

at the outset in such a case and then the diet should

be regulated conformably to the nature and intensity

of the deranged bodily Dosha involved therein. If such

burning sensation (in the body) be still unrelieved, the

patient" should be treated with a diet largely composed

of the soup oi Jdngala flesh and venesection in the ex-

tremeties should then be resorted to duly in conformity

with the rules (prescribed in Chapter VIII—S^rira

Sthdna). Cases of burning sensation due to the aggrava-

tion of Pitta' would produce the symptoms of Pittaja

fever and remedies for Pittaja fever should in such

• cases be resorted to. 39,

Symptoms and treatment of DsCha
due to thirst :—The watery part is dried up in
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the event of an unslaked thirst, thus generating a heat

in the organism. This produces an extreme dryness

of the lip, throat and palate and a burning sensation

(Daflia) both in the skin and inside the organism of the

patient followed by the coming out of the tongue and

the trembling of the whole body. The medical treat-

ment under such circumstances consists in alleviating the

heat and adding to the watery component of the body.

A large draught of cold water or cooled milk saturated

with a copious quantity of sugar, or of the expressed

juice of sugar-cane or of Mantha should be given to the

patient to his satiety under the circumstances. 40-41.

An intense burning sensation in the body is caused

by the presence of accumulated blood in the abdomen

(Koshtha), the symptoms and therapeutics of which are

those mentioned in the chapter on Sadyo-vrana (Chap.

II—Chikitsita-Sthdna) A burning sensation of the body

incidental to the waste (Kshaya) of any of its funda-

mental organic principles (Dhatus) brings on thirst,

fainting fits, feebleness of voice, suspension of physical

and mental faculties or functions, weakness and lassitude

in its train which should be remedied with measures laid

down under Rakta-pitta. Emulsive and Vdyu-subduing

remedies are likewise applicable therein. 42-43.

A severe internal burning sensation in the body may

also be produced by (the aggravation of) blood due to

(the breach of the rules of) diet and to grief of any kind.

The symptoms in such cases are thirst, fainting fits and

delirium The remedy should consist in giving the

patient the wished-for objects, and the diet under the

circumstances should largely consist of milk and meat-

essence to be partaken of in company with friends in

the manner described before. A burning sensation in

the body incidental to a hurt or to a blow on any of
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its vulnerable or tender parts (Marma) is the seventh of

its kind and should be deemed as incurable. All kinds

of burning sensation in the body with a coolness of its

surface are incurable. Emetics and purgatives should

be exhibited according to the Dosha involved even after

the subsidence of the supervening symptoms of excess

in wine. 44-46.

Wine mixed with half its quantity of water and

scented with Jiraka, Sauvarchala^ Ardraka and S'unthi

becomes palatable and immediately allays thirst. Wine,

taken with meal and with cooked meat by a person

besmeared with sandal paste and wearing wet clothes

and garlands of flowers, does not produce any of its bad

after-effects nor brings on intoxication which' in its

turn would throw the mind and mental faculties off

their balance. 47-48.

Thus ends the forty-seventh chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Sanihita which deals with the (symptoms and) medical treatment ,of

alcoholism.



CHAPTER XLVII'L.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of thirst

(TrishnsC-Pratishedha Adhy^ya). i.

He who is not satisfied even with the constant

drinking of water but craves for more and more water

should be regarded as afflicted with the disease known

as thirst (morbid desire for water). 2.

Etiology :^The Pitta, and Vdyu of the body

become extremely aggravated by such factors as

(excessive) exercise, grief (or any violent mental agita-

tion), fatigue, drinking, use of any extremely dry, acid

»

hot or pungent fares, or of those which cause a

parched condition in the organism, or waste of any

vital organic principle (Dhatu) of the body, fasting or

exposure to the sun, and combinedly affect the water-

carrying channels of the body (diminish the liquid

portion of the bodily lymph-chyle). The water-carrying

channels thus aff'ected give rise to violent thirst. The

disease is divided into seven types. 3.

Classification :—The first three are due to

the action of the deranged Doshas (VAyu, Pitta and

Kapha). The fourth and fifth!are respectively incidental

to any ulcer and to the waste of any of its fundamental

organic principles. The sixth is due to the presence of

undigested fecal matter in the intestines (lit. mucus) and

the seventh is due to errors in diet. Now hear me

describe their specific symptoms and the therapeutic

agents to be employed in curing them. 4.

Premonitory Symptoms :—An extreme

dryness of and a burning sensation in the palate,
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throat, lips and mouth, externall heat, vertigo, loss of

consciousness, and delirium are the general premcmd-

tory symtoms which usher in an attack of the disease.

The specific symptoms are given below. 5.

Symptoms of Vataja, Pittaja and
Kaphaja Thirst :—Dryness of the mouth with a

tingling sensation in the regions of the temples, and the

head (D. R.—throat), obstruction of the (water-carrj'ing)

channels of the bo'dy and a bad taste in the mouth,

are the symptoms which specifically mark a case of the

Vaitaja type in which the drinking of cold water leads

to a distinct aggravation of the disease (thirst). Loss

of consciousness (epileptic .fits), delirium, an aversion to

food, dryness of the mouth, yellowness of the eyes,

extreme burning sensation in the whole body, desire for

coldness, a bitter taste in the mouth and a fumid sensa-

tion (in the throat) are the features which specifically

mark the Pittaja t>'pe of the disease. The vapours

produced by the fire of digestion being enveloped and

obstructed in their course by the layer of accumulated

Kapha, the heat (pent up in the body tends to dry up

the moisture of its water-carrying channels and) produces

a kind of thirst which is characterised by somnolence,

a sense of heaviness in the limbs, a sweet taste in the

mouth, extreme emaciation, cold-fever, vomiting, an

aversion to food and suppuration in the skin are the

symptoms of Kaphaja type. And where such symptoms

are present, the patient has no excessive desire for

drinking water. 6—8.

Kshataja and Kshayaja Thirsts :—

A

case of thirst which is engendered in consequence of

pain in .or discharge of blood from, any cut in the body

is the fourth type and is known as Kshataja thirst. The
days of the patient in such a case pass with great un-
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easiness even if he drinks water. In the type due to the

waste of the fundamental organic fluid (Rasa) which is

known as Kshayaja thirst, the patient constantly drinks

water in large quantity both in the day and in the

jiight but -still finds no relief. This type is attributed

by several authorities to the concerted action of the

three deranged Doshas and all the specifice symptoms

due to the waste of the vital organic principle (Rasa)

described before are expected there." 9— 10.

Amaja and Annaja Thirst:—The symp-

toms of all the three (aggravated) Doshas in addition to

pain in the heart, spitting and a sense of lassitude in the

limbs are present in the type which is due to indigestion

(Amaja). The case of thirst which is produced by using

extremely fatty and saline articles of fare, as well as

those which are hard to digest is due to errors in diet

(and is known as Annaja thirst). 11— 12.

Prognosis :—A patient who has become ex-

tremely weak and deaf in consequence of thirst and

who suffers from a mental stupour and lies with his

tongue protruded and hung down should not be taken

charge of (by a physician) for treatment. 1 3.

General Treatment :—Vomiting should be

induced with a solution of powdered Pippali in a

case of thirst in which the stomach of the patient

becomes fully loaded (with water). A plaster composed

of Dddinia, Amrdtaka and Mdtulunga is also beneficial.

Drugs which are cooling in their virtue and potency

should be applied in the three cases of thirst (due to the

three Doshas). A gargle composed of a solution of

powdered Amalaka with any acid drug (Matulun^a, etc.)

should be retained in the mouth for removing the bad

taste in the mouth under the circumstances. Water

made hot by immersing bits of heated gold, silver, etc

,
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as well as pieces of heated stone or baked clay in it

and taken in a tepid state, or cold water charged with

sugar and honey, is possessed of the efficacy of allaying

thirst. 14—16.

Specific Treatment :—A patient suffering

from Vaitaja thirst would find relief by taking lukewarm

and in a little quantity at a time the water boiled with

the drugs of any of * the five Pancha-mula groups or

with the drugs of the first group (Viddri-gandhddi-

gana). A decoction of the drugs of the Pitta-subduing

groups -|- subsequently cooled and taken with the

addition of honey and sugar, or milk duly boiled with

the admixture of the drugs of the Jivaniya group (Kdko-

ly^di Gana) would allay a case of Pittaja thirst.

Water duly boiled with Vilva, Adhakiy the drugs

of the Kantaka-Pancha-mula \ and Darhha allays a

case of Kaphaja thirst. Vomiting induced with the help

of a draught of the infusion of tender NimbaAz-dMZ?,

taken lukewarm would likewise prove curative in such

a case. 17—19.

The Pitta-subduing remedies and measures should, in

the alternative, be applied in all types of thirst which

cannot otherwise be allayed. The expressed juice or a

decoction of ripe Udumvara should be taken with

* The five Pancha-mula groups are (i) The major pancha-mula, (2) The

minor Paucha-mula, (3) The Valli Pancha-mula, (4) The Kantaka-Pancha-

mula, (5) The Trina-Pancha-mula. See Chap. XXXVIII, Sutra sthdna.

t The Pitta-subduing groups are Utpalddi, Sarivadi and Kakolyddi

groups.

X In place of "^n^^q^^^^^, etc.", some read "^^^x?^;^"
etc., i.e. Kantaka (Gokshura) and the drugs included in the group known

as "q^^^," viz. Pippali, Pippali-mula, Chavya, Chitraka and Nagara.

The commentator Kartika Kundu supports this:—Dallana. For Kantaka

—

Pancha-mula, see Chap. XXXVIIJ—Sutra-Sthana.

39
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sugar under the circumstances. A thirst-afflicted patient

should likewise drink the water duly boiled with the

drugs of the Sdrivddi group sufficiently cooled down

for the purpose. 20—21.

Water duly boiled with Kas'eru, S*ringdtaka, Padma,

Mocha (plantain-flower) and Vis'a is efficacious in allay-

ing thirst incidental to hurt (Kshataja). Water contain-

ing Nilotpala, Us'ira and red Chandana should be kept

in an open space during the night and a physician should

give this well-scented water mixed with sugar and honey

and with a large quantity of Drdkshd to the thirst-

afflicted patients on the following morning for their

benefit. Cold infusions of the drugs of any of the Trina-

pancha-mula, Utpalddi and Madhura (D. R. the first group

i.e.^ Viddrigandh^di) groups mixed with the drugs of the

Sdrivddi group as well as that of the drugs of the

Madhuka-piishpddi groups should be prepared in the

preceding manner and prescribed. The six kinds of

cordials (Pdnaka) separately prepared (in the preceding

manner) with the (four kinds of) Rdjddana, Kshiri or

Kapitana are also beneficial in such cases. Fruits of

Tundikeri (wild Kirp^sa) and of Kdrpdsa pasted to-

gether (and dissolved in water) and taken internally

would prove beneficial. A case of thirst incidental to

any ulcer (Kshataja) is allayed with the stoppage or

removal of the pain or by taking meat-soup or the

blood (of deer, goat, etc.). 22—26.

A case of thirst due to the waste (Kshaiyaja) of any

fundamental organic fluid (Rasa) is removed by

taking draughts of clarified butter churned from milk *

* In places of "^^cf" "^t¥t^" and "^ry^ft^^" some read

"^^51^" (™>lk mixed with water), "iTT^^" (soup of Mdsha pulse) and

J^S^ (honey mixed with water) respectively.
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as well as those of meat-soup and infusion of Yashti-

madhu. Thirst which is incidental to the presence of

mucus and undigested fecal matter in the intestines

(Amaja) should be remedied with the decoction of

Vilva, Vachd and the drugs of the Dipaniya (Pippalyadi)

group or with the decoction of the drugs of the Dipaniya

group mixed with Amrdtaka, Bhalldtaka and Vald.

The type which has its origin in the use of heavy and

indigestible fares or due to errors in diet as well as

all other types of thirst, with the exception of the one

which is incidental to the waste of any fundamental

organic principle should be cured by inducing vomit-

ing. 27—28.
,

Solution of common treacle or Mantha or meat-

soup is efficacious in allaying thirst which is due to

physical fatigue. Warm Yavdgus or cold Manthas *

would alleviate a thirst caused by the obstruction of

the participated meal. A man should drink warm

water in cases of thirst due to an excessive taking of any

fatty substance (Sneha). The thirst of a habitual drunk-

ard which is due to the reactionary effects of wine is

allayed by draughts of half-diluted wine. Thirst due to

heat, may be allayed with draughts of cold water

surcharged with sugar or with the expressed juice of

suger-cane. 29

—

I'i,.

General Treatment s—Vomiting should be

induced in these cases with the decoction of such drugs

as are remedial to the deranged bodily Doshas involved

in each case and the digestive (P^chana) remedies as

prescribed in cases of fever should also be prescribed

in these cases. Use of cooling plasters and of cold

* Warm Yav^gu should be prescribed in cases where V£yu pre;

ponderates and cold Mantha in cases where Pitta preponderates.
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baths and spray, residence in cold chambers, exhibition

of emetics and purgatives^ use of milk, meat-essence,

clarified butter and sweet and cooling lambatives would

be likewise prescribed in all cases of thirst. 34—35-

Thus ends the forly-eighth chapter of the Uttara-Tanlra in the Sus'ruta

Samhita which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of thirst.



CHAPTER XLIX.

' Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of vomiting

(Chhardi-Pratishcdha).
Causes ancf Nomenclature :—The bodi-

ly Uoshas are deranged and aggravated per force by

the use of extremely liquid, emollient, unpalatable or

oversalted food or of one taken at an improper time

or in an inordinate quantity or which is incongenial

to the physical temperament of its user, as well as

by over-fatiguing physical exercise, fear, mental agita-

tion, indigestion, presence of worms (in the intestines),

or quick eating or owing to pregnancy or any disgus-

ting or loathsome causes. Thus deranged, the Doshas

rush up to the mouth and after covering the whole

of it come out with great force and with an aching

pain in the limbs. This is, therefore, called Vomiting

(Chhardi). 2.

The vital Viyu known as the Udana-Vdyu coming

in combination with the one known as the Vyana-Vayu

in a man addicted to incompatible food and drink leads

to the derangement of the bodily Doshas and rushes

up to the upper part of his body (which causes vomit-

ing)- 3-

Premonitory Symptoms :—Nausea, sup-

pression of eructations, thin and saline water-brash and

.an aversion to food and drink are the premonitory symp-

toms of vomiting. 4.

Specific Symptoms :—Scanty ejections of

frothy matter of strong astringent taste accompanied

with a loud sound and cramps at the back and the sides
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produce a sense of exhaustion or fatigue and increase

after the digestion of a meal and this should be

ascribed to the action of the deranged bodily Vstyu.

Vomiting of yellow, greenish or blood-streaked matter

with an excessively acid, pungent or bitter taste in the

mouth and attended with such complications as fever,

dryness of mouth, fainting fits and burning and sucking

(Chosha) sensations in the body, should be ascribed to

the action of the deranged Pitta. Excessively cold,

white, sweet, thick and mucous vomiting attended

with horripilation, an aversion to food, heaviness of the

limbs and lassitude should be ascribed to the Kaphaja

type of vomiting. The specific features of all the three

preceding types are present in the type due to the

concerted action of all the three Doshas. 5^8.

Traumatic Cases :—The five cases of vomit-

ing due to any di.sgusting or loathsome cause or to

pregnancy, indigestion, presence of worms (in the

bowels) or the taking of uncongenial food and drink,

should be duly classified according to the Dosha aggra-

vated in each case. The stomach is irritated in all

types of vomiting. Fasting should, therefore, be the

first remedy in these cases. Violent cramps and nausea

as well as the symptoms of Krimija-Hridroga are the

special characteristics of a case of vomiting due to the

presence of worms in the bowels. 9— 10.

Prognosis :—A skilful physician shall not

take in hand the medical treatment of a patient afflict-

ed with vomiting, where the patient is emaciated and

is distressed with the supervening symptoms,* and in

which the ejected matter is mixed with pus and

• The supervening symptoms are :—Cough, asthma, fever, hic-

congh, thirst, mental dejection, heart-idisease and Tamaka-S'visa.
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blood, and resembles the variegated colour of a peacock's

plume and where vomiting is almost constant. II.

General Treatment :—in a case of vomit-

ing marked by an excessive preponderance of any Dosha

(or by the presence of all the three Doshas), emetics

or purgatives should be administered with a due regard

to the nature and intensity of the Dosha or Doshas

involved. In cases due to the concerted action of

any two of the deranged bodily Doshas the medical

treatment should be determined according to their

relative order of preponderance. Diet in these cases

should consist of dry and light articles and what the

patient is accustomed to. Febrifuge decoctions should

be administered according to the nature and intensity of

the deranged bodily Doshas involved in each case. 1 2.

Treatment of Vataja Type :—Draught
of clarified butter churned from milk, * or the soup

of Mudga and Amalaka taken with clarified butter and

Saindhava-saXt, or gruels
(
Yavdgu ) prepared with the

drugs of Pmicha-mula and taken with honey, would

prove curative in the Vaktaja type of vomiting. The

use of the essence of any bird of the Vishkira group

[e.g. chicken, etc.) taken with a little quantity of salt

and juice of acid-fruits would likewise prove efficacious.

Lukewarm oily purgtives mixed with salt are also

recommended in such cases 13.

Pittaja Type :—Cold drinks and decoctions of

Pitta-subduing virtue would relieve vomiting due to

the derangement of Pitta. Emetics or purgatives com-

posed of the drugs of the Madhura-Axwg?, and mixed

* "^H^ft" '>^s been explained by some commentators as milk

mixed with clarified butter. Chakradatta reads "^tft^" Jn'^'^ ^"d

water in place of "^^-^''j
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with the expressed juice of Drdkshd may likewise be

employed in the present type. In violent attacks of

vomiting the medicated clarified butter known as

Tailvaka-ghrita should also be prescribed, i \
.

Treatment of Kaphaja Type :—A de-

coction of the drugs of the Aragvadhddi-^xo\x^ or of

Das'a-mula should be given with honey in a case of

vomiting due to the aggravation of Kapha. A cold

infusion (Hima-Kashaya) of Guduchi mixed with honey

would prove an excellent remedy in all the three

preceding types of vomiting. 15— 16.

Vomiting due to ( the use or sight of ) any disgusting

or loathsome thing should be treated with agreeable

things, while that peculiar to pregnancy should be

relieved by giving to the enceinte the things she longs for.

Traumatic Types :—Vomiting due to the

use of any unaccustomed or incongenial food should be

relieved with fasting, vomiting or with the administra-

tion of habituated or congenial food. Vomiting due to

the presence of worms in the bowels (Krimija) should

be treated with remedies applicable in a case of Krimija

Hrid-roga (heart-disease of parasitic origin). The measures

and remedies prescribed before should be employed with

a due regard to the nature and intensity of the deranged

bodily Dosha or Doshas involved in each case. 17.

General Treatment :—Vomiting is relieved

by frequently licking a lambative made of Pippali, honey

and the expressed juice of Kapittha-{v\\\t Madhurasd *

with the washings of rice and with honey may be

likewise taken for the purpo.se. Tarpana (soothing)

measure with the admixture of honey would be bene-

*.*'Madhurasd" may mean (i) Drak'shd (2) Gdmbhdri fruit (3) Murvd

pr (4) Yashti-madhu. The practice is to prescribe Drdkshd.
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ficial in all the three cases (due to the aggravation of the

Doshas). A potion composed of powdered Atma-guptd-

seeds and Yashti-madhu mixed with a copious quantity

of rice-washing and with honey as well as gruels

prepared with the admixture of Karanja-\^2.wz^ should

be administered. Kiistumburu pasted and mixed with

salt and acid would also be bcnificial. Kapittha should

also be taken with Tri-k tu and rice-washing. 18—A.

The excreta of flies should be licked with sugar,

honey -and sandal paste. A lizard should be immersed

in hot milk and this milk, when cooled, should be

given to the patient to drink. Powdered fried

paddy mixed with honey and clarified butter should

be given to drink or pulverised Pippali mixed with

honey, sugar and clarified butter should be licked.

Sandal-paste * with the expressed juice of Amalaka or

the decoction of the leaves of Mudga f as well as a

lambative composed of the marrow of Kola and

Amalaka spiced with the Tri-sugandhi drugs {viz., Ela,

Patra and Tvak) powdered together should be prescribed.

Gruels of fried S'dli paddy mixed with honey should

also be prescribed. The use of perfumes which are

agreeable both to the mind and to the organ of smell,

is also recomended. 18-B.

Diet :—The meat of any Jdngala animal and

palatable cordials and victuals of various plates should

be likewise taken with care in all cases. 18.

Thus ends the forty-ninth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'tuta

Samhitd which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of Vomiting.

* The practice is to take white Sandal in this case.

t Vdgbhata 'prescribes the decoction alone as a separate remedy.

40



CHAPTER L.

Now wc shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of hic-

cough (HiCCSC-PratiShCd ha). I.

Causes :—Hiccough, cough and asthma are the

result of using those articles of fare which are heavy, dry,

or secreting (Abhishyandi) or which are followed by an

acid reaction or which remain long in an undigested state

(in the stomach) as well as of cold drinks, residence in

cold places, exposure to cold or dust or smoke or fire or

wind, over-fatiguing physical exercises, physical exer-

tion, load-carrying, toils of journey, voluntary repres-

sion of (physical urgings), fasting (Apatarpana), accumu-

lation of Ama-dosha (mucus in the intestines), blow

or hurt, emaciation (weakness) due to sexual excesse,

concomitant distress or agony of any existing or con-

tinuing physical ailment, irregular diet, eating before

the digestion of a previous meal or of a wrong applica-

tion of Sams'amana remedies. 2.

Derivation :—The Vdyu (wind) constantly

belches out of the mouth with a report shaking, as

it were, the spleen, the liver and the intestines. The

physicians have bestowed the name Hiccsf on the disease

owing to fact .of its speedily extinguishing the vital

spark in man (from Sanskrit root—Hins to kill). 3.

Classification :—HiccA is divided into five

kinds which arc styled Annajd, Yamal^, KshudrA

Gambhir.i and Mahati, all of which arc the effects of

the derangement of the bodily VAyu acting in unison

with the deranged Kapha. 4.

Premonitory Symptoms :—An astrigent
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taste in the mouth, an aversion to all sorts of pursuits,

heaviness about the throat and cardiac region and a

rumbling sound in the abdomen (Jathara) arc the pre-

monitory symptoms which usher in a fit of hic-

cough. 5.

Symptoms :—The bodily Vdyu being suddenly

deranged by taking too much food and drink, is pushed

upward and belched out in gusts which are known as

Annajai Hiccai. The hiccough which occurs in double

strokes and at long intervals shaking the head and the

neck is called Yamalai. The hic-cough which rises

with a mild force and at long intervals from the root*

of the clavicles (Jatru) is called Kshudrikai. The violent

hiccough which rises from the region of the umbilicus

accompaincd by a deep sound and interfering with free

respiration, causing dryness of the lips, throat, tongue

and of the mouth and producing pain at the sides and

complicated with many other distressing symptoms, is

called Gambhirs^ The hiccough which produces a

feeling of crushing pain as it were, at the vulnerable

parts (Marmans) and stretches out the body in full, shak-

ing all the limbs and which occurs frequently and with

a considerable force accompained by a report, and

produces a severe thirst is called Mahai-HicC£^. 6 — id.

Prognosis :—A hiccough-patient whose body

is stretched out in full during a fit, with his eyes turned

upward and fixed in a gaze as w^ell as the one suffering

from weakness, frequent sneezing (D. R.—cough) or

an aversion to food as well as those suffering from the

last two cases of Hicca vz:^., Gambhir^ and Mahati

should be given up as incurable. 11.

* By the word "Mula" (/.«,, root) of the Jatru (clavicles) Gayadas'a

understands the regions of the heart, Kloma, throat, etc.—Dallana.
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Treatment : — Practice of Pr^naydma (control of

breath-wind), tickling, frightening and producing con-

fusion by pricking with needles may be effectively re-

sorted to in a case of (simple) hiccough. Yashti-madhu

mixed with honey, or Pippali mixed with sugar, or a

Inkewarm compound of milk, clarified butter and the

expressed juice of sugar-cane* should be employed after

the manner of an Avapida-Nasya. Vomiting and

purging may be induced in a patient not extremely

weak. Red sandal-wood made into a paste with the

breast-milk, or lukewarm clarified butter mixed with

Saindhava salt, or powdered Saindhava dissolved in

water is beneficial, if administered as a medicinal

snuff". 12.

Gummy exudation of S'dla trees, Manah-s'ild, or

cow's horn, or cow's hairs and skin, charged with clarified

butter, should be used in fumigation (Dhupana). As an

alternative, the seats of hiccough [viz., umbilical

region, etc.) should be duly fomented. The patient

should be advised to use a lambative composed of

Svarna-Gairika or the ashes of the bones of any domes-

tic animal pasted with honey. Hairs of SvAvidh f,

a sheep, a cow or of Sallaki should be burnt in a covered

pot and given to be licked with honey. Plumes of a

peacock or the fruit of Udumvara or (the bark of)

Lodhra should be similarly burnt and the ashes thus

prepared should be licked by the patient in combination

with honey and clarified butter. Sarjikd-kshdra licked

with the expressed juice of Vijapiira and with honey

* Tepid milk, tepid clarified butter and expressed juice of sugar-cane

are also separately used as snuff.

t S'vavidh and S'allnla are Ihc two different kinds of i>urcupine.
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would also give instataneous relief in a paraxysm of hic-

cough. 13.

Lukewarm gruels (Yavagu) saturated with clarified

butter as well as lukewarm P^yai--a prove curative in

a case of hiccough. The milk of a she-goat duly

cooked with S'unthi and water * (in the manner of

Kshira-pAka) and mixed with sugar could be as well

taken with benefit. The urine of a she-goat and of a

ewe taken to satiety would readily cure a fit of hiccough.

Similarly the smell of P«//-/^^^^rt: -f duly soaked in the

infusion of radish, Vaclid and Hhigu \ after the manner

of BhAvana saturation would have the same result. 14.

Ndga-kes'ara mixed with sugar and honey should be

taken with a copious quantity of) the expressed juice

of sugar-cane and of Madhuka flowers. A Pala weight

of Saindhava salt should be used with two-Pala weight

of clarified butter. Haritaki should be first taken and

then a draught of tepid water. Clarified butter should

be taken with milk and honey. A Pichu (two Tolas)

weight of the expressed juice of KapittJui should be

taken with honey and powdered Pippali for the relief

(of hiccough). A lambative prepared with Pippali,

A'malaka, S'unthi, sugar and honey, or one prepared

with Anjana (Souvirdnjana), powdered fried paddy, and

the kernel (of the stone of) Vadara-huit should be licked

as a remedy for an attack of Hicca. 1 5.

The four different liquid compounds
\\ prepared

* Some render Tusf^^^ as the decoction of S'unthi.

t Puti-keeta is a kind of bad-smelling worm appearing generally

during the rainy season.

X Some read •f%^f«f' (Ilingu and lotus) in place of 'ff^?^' | In

both cases, however, *»fx1%fT' means simply 'mixed'.

II According to Vrinda and Chakrapilni lambatives should be prc-

pated with these drugs. According tu some, the decoction should be Used.
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with the drugs mentioned in the four quarts of the

present verse, vi::.,{i) The fruit and flower o{ J^dtald,{2)

Gairika and Katu-rohini (3) the kernel (inner pulp) of

Kharjura and Pippali and (4) Kdsisa (sulphate of iron)

and Kapittha (D. R.—Dadhi), should be mixed with

honey and administered by an experienced physician in

cases of Hiccd. 16.

IVIeat as diet :—The soup prepared with the

meat of S'allaka (porcupine), S'vadamshtrd, Godhd,

Vrisha-damsa (wild cat), Rishya (D. R. Riksha—a bear)

and Mriga (different kinds of deer, as well as of

Kapota and Pdrdvata (different kinds of pigeon), Ldva

and other birds should be taken lukewarm with the ex-

pressed juice of acid fruits and with Saindhava and a

Sneha (clarified butter, etc.). 17.

Purgatives as well as potions of tepid clarified butter

mixed with Saindhma-'^dXt and sugar should be regarded

as highly beneficial in an up-coursing of the bodily Vayu

in cases of Hicc5. Some authorities are of opinion that

the application of an Anuvoisana-vasti would be also

beneficial in such cases. 18,

Thus ends the fiftieth chapter in the Ultara-Tanlra of the Sus'ruta

Samhitil which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of hiccough.



CHAPTER LI.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of Asthma

(^vasa-Pratishcdha). i.

^tiolOgCy 1—To the same group of exciting

factors which bring in an attack of hiccough should

be attributed the origin of that voilent disease which is

known as Svdsa (asthma). The vital Vayu known as the

Prana-VAyu foregoing its normal function rises upward

in unison with the deranged Kapha of the body and

produces that gasping and laboured breathing which is

calle:l Sva'sa (asthma). This dreadful disease though

virtually one in its nature and origin is divided into

five spicific types, z'Z5., Kshudra-Svasa, Tamaka-Sv^sa,

Chhinna-Svdsa, Maha-Svdsa and Urddhva-Svasa. 2 4.

Premonitory Symptoms ;—Pain in the

region of the heart and at the sides, aversion to food

as well as to all other pursuits, suppression of stool and

urine and a bad taste in the mouth, may be regarded

as the premonitory symptoms of the disease. 5.

Specific Symptoms :—The type in which

the least movement or exertion brings on an aggrava-

tion of the disease, and a distinct amelioration or relief

is restored in a sitting posture, is called Kshudra-Sva'sa.

The type which is accompained by such symptoms

as thirst, perspiration, vomiting and a rattling sound

in the throat and finds aggravation specially in foul

weather is called Tamaka-Svasa. In a case of Tamaka-

SvAsa the patient is weak and has a loud (wheezing)

sound in the throat, as also cough, the symptoms

of (bronchial) catarrh and an aversion to food. He is

oppressed with difficult breathing even in sleep which
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abates only when the cough .subsides and is aggravated

when the patient sleeps. If a case of Tamaka-Svdsa be

attended with fever and fainting fits, it is then called

Pratamaka. 6—9.

The case wherein the patient pants for breath and

has tympanites and a burning sensation in the bladder,

and wherein the breaths are painful, detached and

intermittent, is known as Chhinna-Svaisa. The case

wherein the patient breathes heavily lying unconscious

and with a loud rattling sound in his throat and with

cramps at his sides, the lips and the throat being parched

and the eyes riveted in a fixed gaze or stare, is known

as ULsihd-QVlisdL. The case wherein a patient breathes

hurriedly, lies unconscious with choked voice and upturn-

ed eyes and with his Marmans stretching out fully with

each stroke of breath is called Urddhva-Svjisa. 10—12.

Prognosis :—Of these (five) types the one

known a Kshudra-Svasa is easily curable, while the one

known as Tamaka-SvAsa is hard to cure, and the three

remaining ones, as well as Tamaka, ocurring in a weak

or enfeebled patient are regarded as incurable. 13.

General Treatment :—Several authorities

aver that mild emetics and purgatives (lit. upward and

downward cleansing— Sodhana—of the system) with the

exception of the application of Sneha-vasti would be the

chief remedies in cases of asthma, if the patient

possesses sufficient vitality. Old and matured clarified

butter duly cooked with Abhayd, F/V-salt arrd Hingu or

with Souvarchala, Abhayd and Vilva would be bene-

ficial in cases of cough, asthma, hiccough and heart-

disease. Similarly old and matured clarified butter

duly cooked with the pulverised drugs of the Pippalyddi

group as Kalka and with (the decoction of) the drugs

of the first ix. the Viddrigandhddi group and with the
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five officinal kinds of salt added to it by way of an

after-throw, relieves both cough and asthma. 14— 15.

HimsrSldi Ghrita :—Clarified butter should

be duly cooked with a Kola (D. R. Karsha) weight each

of * Himsrd, Vidanga^ Putika, Tri-phald, Vyosha and

Chitraka, and with milk twice as much and water four

times as much as clarified butter. A draught of this

mediated Ghrita relieves both cough and asthma and

proves curative in cases of piles, aversion to food, Gulma,

diarrhoea and consumption (Kshaya). 16.

A quantity of clarified butter, duly cooked with four

times as much of the decoction of all the parts (viz.

—

leaves, branches, barks, flowers and roots) of Vdsaka

and with its roots and flowers as Kalka, should be used

with honey when cold (in cases of asthma). 17.

^ringy^di-Ghrita,—A Prastha measure of

clarified butter duly cooked with S'ringi, Madhurikd,

BJidrgi, S'unthi, Rasdrij'ana, sugar, Anibuda^ Haridrd

and Yashti-madliii all taken in equal parts and as

Kalka and with four times of water, would cure cases of

cough, asthma and hiccough. 18.

SuvahSldi Ghrita :—A Prastha measure of

clarified butter should be duly cooked with twice as

much of water and with a Kola (one Tola. D. R.—Karsha)

weight each of Suvahd, Kalikd, Bhdrgiy S'ukandsd
,
fruits

of Nichtda, Kdkddani, S'ringavera, Varshdhhu and the

two kinds of Vrihati. Taken hot after being made
pungent (by the addition of some pungent drug e. g.^

Pippali), it would cure all forms of asthma. 19.

Calrified butter duly cooked with the admixture of

Souvarchala, Yava-kshdrn, Katuka, Vyosha, Chitraka,

Vac/id, Abhayd^ and Vidanga, proves curative in a case

* Some prescribe the Kalkas to be taken in the ordinary way and say

tl)£^t the dose woukl be one Kola weight.
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of asthma. Similarly clarified butter duly cooked with

the decoction of Gopa-valli (S^rivci) weighing twice

as much as the clarified butter is also prescribed.

Physicians prescribe these five medicated Ghritas in

cases of asthma and cough.* 2021

TaliS^di-Ghrita :—Clarified butter mixed with

Hingu weighing a quarter part of its own weight and

duly cooked in combination with four times as much of

water and with Tdlis'a, Tdmalaki and Ugrd^ Jivanti^

Kushtha^ Saindhava^ Biha, Pushkara, Putika^ Souvar-

chala, Kand {Pippali), Agni {Chitraka), Pathyd^ (Hari-

taki) and Tejovati as Kalka proves curative in all forms

of asthma. The medicated Ghrita known as Vifsi^

Ghrita f and Shatpala-Ghrita % would likewise prove

beneficial. 22.

The proper. use of oil duly cooked in combination

with the expressed juice of Bhringa-rdja weighing ten

times as much, would relieve cough and asthma. 23.

Meat as Diet :—Essence of any bird of the

Vishkira species (e.g. chicken, Ldva, etc.) charged with

the juice of any acid fruit (e g. pomegranate, Vijapura,

etc.) and with clarified butter and salted with a profuse

quantity of Saindhava, or the soup of Kulattha cereal.s,

properly cooked with the heads of Ena deer, etc., as well

as milk duly cooked with (Anti-asthmatic and Vdyu-

subduing) drugs (e.g. Pancha-mula) would destroy

cough and asthma. 24.

The five Lambatives :—A lambative com-

* Some editors add this sentence after the next (T^Hsddi) Ghrita.

t "Vats^t-GHirita is mentioned in the treatment 'of Rakta-pitta

(Ch. XLV, 20, Uttara-Tantra). It should be prescribed in cases of

asthma when Pitta predominates.

X Shatpala-Qhrita is mentioned in the treatment of V;ita-Vyildhi,

It should be prescribed if Vaiyn prevail.
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posed of any of the following five groups of drugs men-

tioned in a hemistich each, vi^ , Tims'a-seeds, Karkata-

S'ringi and S'uvarcJdkd {Jatuka-creeper), or Durd-labhd,

Pippali, Kattika dLXidHaritaki,] or porcupine's hair, peo-

cock's feather, Kola' (Chavya) Mdgadhikd, and Kana'*

or Bhdrgi^ Tvak, (cardamom), S'fingavera, S'arkara'

(sugar) and ^W/^/C'a-bark, or the well-pounded seeds of

Tri-kantaka alone, should be licked with honey and

clarified butter by a patient suffering from cough and

asthma. 25.

Powders of sapta-chchhada-^owars and Pippali should

be taken with curd-cream (Mastu) or powders of fried

barley grains (?) previously soaked for several times

in the expressed juice of tender Arka-'^\\^^ together

with honey should be taken. As an alternative, a

patient suffering from asthma wou'd drink the Tavpana

(cordial) prepared with the above-mentioned barley-

powder (by mixing it with a copious quantity of water

and) with honey. 26.

A potion prepared with the flowers of S'irisha,

Kada/t and of Kunda and with Mdgadhikd and dissolved

in the washings of rice would completely cure all forms

of asthma. The pith or inner pulp of AWrti-stone, roots

of Tdla (palm) tree (D. R.—Tala-muli) and the burnt

skin t of a deer of the Rishya species, should be taken

with honey
; or Bhdrgi with honey and clarified butter,

or Kadamba-s^eds and Nimha in combination, with

honey and the washings of rice. 27—28.

Drdkshd, Haritaki, Krishnd, Karkata-s'ringi and

* Maghadhika and Kana arc synonyms and mean Pippali. Sonii-,

therefore, prescribe two parts of Pippali in the compound. Others

prescribe one part of Pippali, and one of Gaja-pippali.

t The skin of the deer should be burnt in a covered earthen pitcher

and the black contents should be used.
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Durdlabhd in combination with honey and clarified

butter, should be licked by a patient whereby he would

get rid even of a violent attack of asthma. A lambative

composed of the equal parts of Haridrd Maricha,

Drdkshd, treacle, Rdsnd, Kand and S'athi, should be

given to be licked with oil by an asthma-patient, con-

forming to the regimen of wholesome diet. 29—30.

The expressed liquid of cow-dung and horse-dung

should be licked by the patient with honey and powdered

Pippali in cases of cough and asthma. The medicinal

remedies or compounds mentioned in connection with

Pdndu-roga, and edema (Sotha) or cough, may be employ-

ed with efficacy both in cough and asthma. A compound

made of Bhdrgi, Tvak, Tryushana, oil, Haridrd, Katu-

rohini, Pippali, Maricha, Chandd and the expressed

liquid of cow-dung should be given (to be licked).

Uiks^riksb should be prepared with Tala-keeta-vija*

.

Taken internally, it instantaneously subdues even a

violent attack of asthma. 31—34.

Articles rccommended ;—Matured clari-

fied butter, Pippali, soups of Kulattha, or of the flesh of

any Jdngala animal, SurA, Souviraka (fermented rice-

boilings), Hingu, the expressed juice oi Mdtulunga, honey,

Drdkshd, Amalaki and Bilva are recommended (as diet)

in cases of asthma and hiccough. 35.

Application of Sveda :—Oily fomentation

(Snigdha-Sveda) with the help of oil and salt should be

applied to the patient suffering from asthma and hic-

cough, whereby the hardened Kapha (accumulated in

the channels) would be liquefied and the deranged bodily

Vdyu pacified. If the Vayu and Kapha be not thereby

* We do not know what 'Tala-kcctu' is. Some printed editions read

"Talpa-keela" which would evidently mean a "bug". Dallana is silent

on the point.
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pacified, the patient should be first treated with Sneha

and then with a diet consisting of boiled rice cooked

with meat-soup. Application of Dhuma-inhalation

should then be resorted to. 36A.

Application of Dhuma :—The stick (Varti)

to be used in the process should be duly made of Manah-

s'ild^ Deva-ddru, Haridrd, Patra, Guggulu, Ldkshd and

Eranda-root'i made into a paste. Compounds made of

clarified butter, fresh wax and resin ; or of cow's horn,

hairs, hoof, tendon and skin ; or of Turashka (Sild-rasa),

6''rt;//rt>^/ (Mocha-rasa), Guggulu and Padmaka, should be

pounded together (and made into sticks) with the addi-

tion of clarified butter. An intelligent physician should

use these (sticks) for the purpose of smoke-inhalation in

the disease. 36.

Purging and vomiting should be induced in a

patient overwhelmed with the action of the deranged

Kapha, while Tarpana measures with the administration

of a potion of the well-cooked soup of mutton or of the

flesh of any J^ngala or Anupa animal, should be

prescribed in the case of a weak or enfeebled patient,

or in respect of one suffering from an internal parched

condition of the body. 37.

A lambative should be prepared with Nidigdhikd

paste of the weight of an Amalaka^ mixed with half as

much of powdered Hingu and with a copious quantity of

honey. Duly taken, it would per force conquer a

paroxysm of asthma within three days. 38.

Irresistible is an attack of asthma like that of a fire

fed with heaps of fuel (D. R. fauned by the wind) or like

that of the thunderbolt hurled by the wrathful Indra,

the king of the gods/ 39.

Thub ends ihc fifly-first chaiHer in tlie Ultara-Tantra of ihe Sus'tuta-

Samhila which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of asthma-



CHAPTER LII.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of cough,

(Kasa-Pratishedha). i.

Cause and Etiology :—Cough has its origin

in the same sets of causes, which excite or usher in

an attack of hiccough or asthma. The vital V^yu of

the body known as the Prana-Vdyu combined with

other Doshas (Pitta and Kapha) is deranged by such

causes as the entrance of smoke or of particles of

dust (into the larynx and nostrils), over-fatiguing

physical exercise, inordinate use of any dry or parched

(Ruksha) food, any food going wrong way, voluntary

repression of sneezing or of any natural propulsion

of the body. Thus deranged, it is suddenly pressed

upward and emitted through the mouth in unison with

the deranged Ud^na-Vdyu (situated in the trachea)

producing a peculiar sound resembling that of broken

Indian bell-metal. This is called Kt^s'a (cough) by the

learned. 2— 3.

Classification :—This disease is divided into

five types according as it is originated through the

action of the deranged V^yu, or Pitta or Kapha of the

body, or is due to the presence of any ulcer (Kshata)

or to any wasting process (Kshayaja) in the organism.

These five types of cough are recognised by the physi-

cians (in practice), which, when fully developed, (/'.t'., if

neglected) would tend to produce phthisis (Yakshmd). 4.

Premonitory Symptoms ; — itching in

the throat, a sense of obstruction in eating (difficulty

of deglutition), a sticky feeling in the throat and in
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the palate, changed voice, aversion to food, and dulness

of the digestive fire are the symptoms which usher in

an attack of cough, 5.

Specific Symptoms :—A person affected

with a cough of the Vaitaja type, complains of an aching

pain in the region of his heart, in his temples, head,

stomach and the sides and has dry and frequent coughs

(unattended with mucous expectorations), with a pale

face, a weak and hoarse voice and diminished strength

and vigour (Ojas). A burning feeling in the region of the

heart, fever, sense of dryness, and a bitter taste in the

mouth, thirst, yellow and pungent expectoration, paleness

of complexion and a burning sensation in the body, are

the indications of the Pittaja type of Kdsa. A sticky

sense in the mouth, a sense of physical lassitude, head-

ache, aversion to food, a sense of heaviness in the

body, itching, frequent fits of cough and thick mucous

expectorations are the features which distinguish the

Kaphaja type. 6—8.

Symptoms of Kshataja Ksisa :—Ulcer-

ation in the Vakshas (chest ?) caused by loud readjng,

over-fatiguing physical exercise or carrying loads of

excessive weight, or incidental to any blow or hurt dealt

thereon, affects the locality and gives rise constant

fits of cough accompained by blood-spitting. The

disease is called Kshatja Kaisa or cough of ulcerated

chest. 9.

Sexual excess, carrying heavy loads, excessive toils

of journey, over-exertion in battle, forcible controlling

of horses and elephants and such other fatiguing feats

tend to produce parchcdness of the system and ulcers in

the Uras (chest) whereby the bodily Vdyu is deranged

and cough is produced. The patient is afflicted only

•\vith a sort of dry cough at the outset but begins to
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spit blood with the progress of the disease. The patient

feels an excessive pain in the throat and his Uras (chest)

seems to be broken and pricked into with sharp needles,

and cannot bear the least touch on account of the

pressure of an intolerable aching pain (Sula) in the

locality. Breaking pain in the joints, fever, asthma,

thirst, and loss of voice are the symptoms which mark

the Kshataja type of the disease and the patient lies

moaning like a pigeon. lo.

Kshayaya- Kstsa.—The fire of digestion in a

person who is addicted to the habit of taking unwhole-

some and incongenial food or of taking it at improper

time and quantity or who is given to sexual

excesses or who indulges in grief or di.sgust or

abhorrence (of food) in his mind, or who voluntarily

represses any natural urging of his body, becomes

affected and diminished. It (thereby) aggravates all

the three Doshas of the body, which, in their turn, give

rise to a type of cough attended with a gradual

emaciation of the body. The disease is called

Eshayaja Estsa. Cramps in the limbs, fever, burning

sensation in the body, fainting fits (Moha), loss of

strength (Prdna) and of flesh, emaciation of the body,

spitting blood streaked with pus, and weakness

are the symptoms of this type of Kfisa known as

Kshayaja Kds'a. It is said by medical experts to be

due to the concerted action of all the three Doshas and

to be included within the category of diseases which are

very hard to be cured. A case of cough (in an old man)

due to his declining years is only susceptible of pallia-

tion. II—12.

General Treatment :—A compound con-

sisting of Sringi, Vac/id, Kat-phala, Ka-trina, Musta,

Phanydka, Abhayd, B/idrgi, Deva-ddru, Vis'tva an^
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Hingu taken in hot water would rapidly cure a case

of long-stand ing cough. A lambative composed of the

equal quantity of Tri-phald, Vyosha^ Vidanga, S'ringi,

Ra'snn', Vacha\ Pad^naka and Deva'-ddru pounded

together and mixed with a copious quantity of honey,

sugar and clarified butter, would speedily conquer a

serious attack of cough. 13-14,

A patient afflicted with cough should use a lamba-

tive composed of Pathyd, sugar, Amalaka, fried paddy,

Mdgadhi, and S'unthi pounded together and mixed with

honey and clarified butter, or take Krishnd and

Saindhava salt with warm water. He should use

Ndgara and Pippali in combination with treacle, or use

a lambative of the paste of Drdkshd mixed with honey

and clarified butter. A compound composed of the equal

parts of Drdkshd, sugar and Mdgadhikd, or of S'ringa-

rera^ Yashti-madhu, and Tugd (Vams'a-lochana) should

te licked with honey and clarified butter ; or a com-

pound consisting of S'itopala (sugar) and an equal quanti-

ty of Markka should be licked with honey and clarified

butter. A compound consisting of Dhdtri, Kand, Vis'va

and S'itopala (sugar) should be taken with curd-cream

(Dadhi-manda). A person suffering from an attack of

cough should use Harenukd and Mdgadhikd taken in

equal parts and pounded together through the medium

of curd. The two kinds of Haridrd, Deva-ddru, S^unthi

and the pith cf a Gdyatri-tYGc pounded and mixed

in equal parts, should be taken with the urine

of a goat, or a pulverised compound consisting

of Danti, Dravanti and Tilvaka should be taken.

Leaves of Vadara pasted with Saindhava salt and fried

in clarified butter should be taken ; or a Kola (two

tolds) weight of Hingu should be taken with fermented

rice-boilings (Souviraka) or with the juice of acid fruit.

42
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Powdered Maricha should be likewise licked with

honey. 15.

Inhalation of Dhuma :—The patient

should be made to inhale the smoke of a burning

Varti (medicinal stick) composed of Bhdrgi, VacJid and

Hingu, pounded together and mixed with clarified but-

ter, or of the scrapings of (green) bamboo,* Eld and

Lavana mixed with clarified butter. Similarly, a patient

suffering from an attack of cough due to Vjita and

Kapha should inhale the smoke of a Varti prepared

with Musta, bark of Ingudi, Yashti-madhu, Mdfisi,

Manah-s'ild and Haritdla pasted together with goat's

urine and then take a draught of milk. 16.

In the alternative, Sidhu (a kind of wine) should be

taken in combination with Maricha, whereby a fit of

cough would be instantaneously subdued. Milk duly

boiled and cooked with the admixture of Drdkshd,

Ambu (Vdlaka), Manjishthd and Puraf should be taken

with honey. Well-boiled Mudga pu\s^ should be taken

with powdered Kanta-Kdrikd, NAgara and pippali mixed

with honeyl- Utkardka (a kind of confection) prepared

with clarified butter, Mula §, Truti (Ela), leaves of

Vadara and a copious quantity of powdered Ndgara

should be used. A thin Peyd prepared with the preced-

ing drugs may be taken cold in combination with

honey. 17—19-

Treatment of Vataja Kasa :—The medi-

cated clarified butter mentioned in connection with the

* Dallana explains ^•JicoT* as AH^^ (leaves of bamboo).

t Pura means S'allaki (gum) or Guggiilu.—Dallana.

% Dallana reads qf^qfiqjiT^isf as a variant and explains that the

powders of Tr'-katu should be added in a large quantity in place of honey.

§ By the term '•^^" some mean ;q^n(i- (raddish*, while others take it

to mean the drugs of the Pancha-mula-group.
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1

medical trealment of PUhodara (enlargement of spleen)

and known as Shadanga-Ghrita * proves equally cura-

tive in cases of V^taja-£{£sa. Clarified butter duly-

cooked with the drugs of the VidAri-gandhddi group,

or with the expressed juice of Vdsaka, would also prove

beneficial. Applications of purgatives with any Sneha,

as well as those of Asthsipaiia or Anuvstsaua-Vasti are

recommended. Inhalation of Snaihika (oleaginous)

Dhuma as well as potions of lukewarm clarified butter,

gruels duly cooked with meat-essence, milk and lamba-

tivcs saturated with clarified butter, may be taken with

advantage in such a case. 20.

Treatment of Kaphaja KsCsa :—Cases of

Kaphaja-Kaisa readily yield to the use of emetics, purga-

tives, medicinal head-purgatives, medicinal gargles, hot

and pungent lambatives as well as the inhalation of smoke

(Dhuma). Any articles of food which are emaciating (ie.,

light, percifying and small in quantity and even fasting)

should more particularly be beneficial. A case of cough

due to the action of the deranged bodily Kapha is

relieved by the use of Tri-katii, \ or of clarified butter

duly cooked with the expressed juice of Krimighna
\

(Vidanga) or with the expressed juice of the leaves of

NirgumU. 21.

A clarified butter duly cooked in combination with

twice as much juice of Nidigdliikd (Kantikari) and with

the Kalka of PdtJid, Vit-salt, Vyosha, Vidanga, Sam-

* For Shadanga-ghrita, see chapler XIV, Para 18. It is belter known
as Shatpalaka-Ghrita.

t According to Vagbhata the clarified butter should be duly cooked

with the Kalka of Tri-katu and with the decoction (Rasa) of Vidanga.

t Some lake 'Krimighna' to mean Vidanga, others take it to mean
any antiparasitic drug, viz., the drugs of the Surasadi-gana.— Dallana.

The infusion or decoction of Vidanga should be used if its expressed

^^ice be not available.

—

Idtef.
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dhava, Tri-kantaka (Gokshura), Rdsnd, Chitraka, Vald,

S'rifigi, Vachd, Mustd, Deva-ddru, Durdlabhd, Bhdrgi,

AbJiayd and S*athi, proves curative in asthma, dulness

of digestion, hoarseness, as well as the violent attacks

of the five different types of cough. 22.

Pittaja and Kshayaja Kasa :—A case of

cough of the Pittaja-type, as well as the one due to the

wasting (Kshaya) brought about by sexual excess,

yields to the use every morning of the clarified butter,

duly cooked with the decoction of the drugs of the

Viddri-gaadhddi, Utpalddi, Sdrivddi and the Madhura

{i.e. K^kolyddi) groups and with the expressed juice of

sugar-cane, water, milk and with the drugs of the

Kdkolyddi group as Kalka and with the addition of

sugar as an after-throw. The three cases viz., Pittaja,

Kshataja (ulcer-orignied) and Kshayaja (due to any

wasting process in the system) of Kdsa are relieved by

the use of the compound prepared with Kharjura,

BMrgi, Pippali, Piydla, Madhulikd. Eld and Amalaka

mixed in equal parts, and taken with a copious quantity

of clarified butter, honey and sugar. 23—24.

Cases of the Kshataja (ulcerated) or Kshayaja (con-

sumptive) Kdsa, would become amenable to the use of a

compound consisting of the equal parts of Raktd

(Manjishthd), Haridrd, Anjana (antimony), Chitraka,

Pdthd, Murvd and Pippali pounded together and taken

with honey, or of clarified butter duly cooked with the

expressed juice of sugar-cane. Amalaka powder duly

cooked with milk and taken in combination with clari-

fied butter would prove efficacious. Persons afflicted

with the three types of cough may take with [benefit

the fine powders of wheat, barley as well as of the

drugs of the Kdkolyddi group, with milk and clarified

butter. Treacle boiled with water should be taken,
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when cold, with honey and with Maricha taken at

intervals by biting it. 25—28

Kalstyana-Guda :—Three Prastha measures

of the expressed juice of Anialaka and half a Tula

measure (six seers and a half) of treacle should be duly

cooked with eight-Pala-weight of powdered Trivrit

(lightly fried) with eight-Pala measures of oil. Powdered

Granthika (Pippali-roots), Chavya, Jiraka, Vyosha, Gaja-

plppali, Havashd, Ajamodd, Vidanga, Saindhava, Tri-

phaldi Yamdni, Pdthd, Chitraka and Dhdnya, each

weighing a Pichu weight (two Tolls) should then be

added to it as an after-throw and the whole compound

should be scented with the three scented drugs (Tvak,

Eld and Patra). The patient should take an Aksha (two

Tola) weight of this preparation. The medicine thus

prepared is called Kalyaniika Guda and it proves cura-

tive in cases of Grahani, cough, asthma, hoarseness of

voice and phthisis. It serves to improve appetite, increase

the semen of males and remove sterility in females.

There is no special restriction about the regimen of diet

and conduct when it is used. 29.

Ag"astya-Lcha :-~Two Palas each of the drugs

known as Das'a-mula, Gaja-pippali, Atma-guptd, Bhdrgi,

S'athi, Pushkara-xoots, S'unthi, Pdthd, Gulancha, Gran-

thika (Pippali-roots), S'amkha-pushpi, Rdsnd, Chitraka^

Apdmdrga, Vald and Durdlabhd, and one Adhaka (half

a seer) of Yava together with one hundred large-sized

Haritaki should be boiled with one Drona measure of

water and taken down from the oven with its three-

quarter part evaporated in the process. It should then

be filtered through a piece of linen. A Tula weight of

treacle should be dissolved in the above decoction and

duly cooked with the addition of a Kudava measure

each of oil and clarified butter. When the cooking is
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finished, powdered Pippali should be added as an after-

throw and honey should be mixed with it, when cooled.

One Karsha weight of this elixir Leha should be

licked every day in combination with two Abhayeis.

It conquers cases of phthisis, Grahani edema, dulness

of appetite, hoarseness of voice, cough, PAndu, asthma,

head-ache (Siroroga), Hrid-roga (diseases of the heart).,

hiccough and Vishama Jwara. A regular use of this

elixir improves strength and memory, imparts vigour of

mind and energy of action and removes disinclination

to work. It was first concocted by the holy sage,

Agastya. 30.

Clarified butter duly cooked with the decoction made

by boiling the drugs of the Madhura or any other suit-

able group with the essence of Kulira (crab), Sukti,

Chataka, Ena-deer and Ldva proves curative in the case

of cough due to the presence of any ulcer (in the lungs)

or to any wasting process in the system. The use of

clarified butter duly cooked with S'atdvari, Ndga-vald

and Vald proves beneficial to a person afflicted with

cough. 31—32.

Thus ends the fifty-second chapter of the Utlara Tantra in the Sus'rul.i

Samhitd which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of cou^h



CHAPTER LIII.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of hoarseness

of voice (Svara-bheda-Pratishedha). r.

Etiologcy :—The Vdyu and the other Doshas

are deranged and aggravated by such causes as ex-

tremely loud speaking, taking poison, reading at the top

of the voice, external hurt or injury and exposure to

cold; etc., * and finding lodgment in the sound carry .-

ing channels, they affect the voice. The disease is

called Svara-bheda (hoarseness of voice) and is classified

into six different types. 2.

Specific Symptoms :—The Vaitaja type im-

parts a black colour to the face, eyes, urine and stool

and the voice acquires the sound of the rough and

hoarse braying of an ass f. The face, eyes and the

stool and urine of the patient are tinged yellow in a

case of the Pittaja type and the voice sounds sunken

as if proceeding from the throat with an internal burn-

ing sensation. In the Kaphaja type the patient cons-

tantly feels a sense of constriction in his throat with

mucus and is only enabled to speak slowly and softly

and that specially in the day. Symptoms specifically

belonging to the three preceding Dosha-originatcd

types, are simultaneously present in the type due to

the concerted action of the three Doshas (Tri-Dhoshaja)

together with indistinctness of speech and incapability

* Here Pitta-aggravating and Vayu-aggravating ciuscs also are

intended by the wor<l '^jf^' i.e., etc, in '3ftfn1%fif:'
I

1 Paliana's reading evidently is wf^jj^^rf I indistinct).
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of articulation. This type should be deemed as in-

curable. 3—6.

Symptoms of Kshayaja and Me-
doja types :—in the Kshayaja type the voice

emits vapour and, becoming lower and lower, it ulti-

mately disappears. This stage of Svara-bheda (loss

of voice) should be given up as incurable. In an attack

of the Medoja type the patient speaks very indistinctly,

the voice remaining, as it were, inside his throat. And
his throat, lips and palate become sticky. 7-8.

Prognosis :—Svara-bheda in cases of weak, old,

emaciated, or fatty patient, as well as a long-standing,

congenital or Tri-Doshaja one should be regarded as

incurable. 9.

General Treatment :—The body of the

patiev.t should be first rubbed wiih a Sneha (clarified

butter, lit.—treated with emulsive measures) and the

deranged bodily Dosha underlying the root of the

attack should be curbed with the help of emetics, pur-

gatives, Vasti, errhines, Avapida-Nasya, lambatives,

smoke-inhalations or gargles. Measures and remedies

previously mentioned in connection with the treatment

of cough and asthma should be as well employed

in their entirety in the present disease. Now hear mc
describe the medicinal remedies which arc specifically

beneficial to a patient afflicted with an attack of Svara-

bheda. 10.

Treatment of Vataja Type : -in the

Vsitaja type of the disease, the patient should take,

after a full meal, clarified butter mixed with the ex-

pressed -juice of Kdsa-marda^ Vdrtdkii and Mdrkava with

Artagala (Arjua). In the alternative, Ghrita prepared

from goat's milk and duly cooked with Yava-KsJidra

and Afamodd or with Chitraka and Amalaka, or with
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Veva-ddru and Agni (Chitraka) should be taken with

honey. The diet of the patient in such a case should

consist of boiled rice taken with treacle and clarified

butter, followed by draughts of tepid water. 11.

Pittaja and Kaphaja types -.—Clarified

butter should be constantly used with milk in the

Pittaja type of the disease. Pdyasa * duly prepared

with the admixture of Yashti-madhu and clarified

butter, should also be taken. Lambatives composed of

the powdered drugs of the Madhura (Kdkolyddi) group

saturated with honey and clarified butter, or of powders

of S'atdvari or of Vald should be similarly taken. Pow-

ders of pungent drugs should be taken with a copious

quantity of cow's urine or licked with oil and honey

in a case of the Eaphaja type of Svara-bheda. 12—13.

Medoja, Kshayaja, etc., Types :—The
medical treatment in the case of the Medoja type of

Svarabheda should be the same as in the Kaphaja type.

The medical treatment of the Tri-Doshaja and Eshayaja

types of the disease should be taken in hand without

holding out any hope of recovery. Milk f diily cooked

with the drugs of the Madhura group should be taken

in combination with sugar and honey in a case due to

the effects of loud speaking. 14—15.

Thus ends the fifty-third chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of hoarseness.

* FsCyasa is a special preparation of rice boiled with milk and

sugar

t Milk of a cow or of a she-buffalo, etc., may be used here.—Dallana.
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CHAPTER LIV.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symtoms and) medical treatment of worms

(Krimi-Roga-Pratishedha). i.

Causes :—The Pitta and Kapha of the body are

aggravated by such causes as eating before the digestion

of a previous meal, excessive use of any indigestible,

uncongenial, incompatible or filthy articles of fare, seden-

tary habits, partaking of cold, heavy or fatty meals,

sleeping in the day-time, excessive use of Mdsha, Cikes,

Vidala (cereals), Visa Hotus stems), S'dluka (bulbous

root of the lotus), Kas'eruka, pot-herbs, Surd (wine)

S'ukta (a kind of fermented rice-gruel), curd, milk,

treacle, sugar-cane, Palala (dried plants of corn), flesh

of Anupa animals, Pinydka (oil cakes), Prithuka (Chipi-

taka), and such other articles of fare as well as by the use

of sweet, acid and liquid articles. They help the germin-

ation of parasites of various shapes in the different parts

of the body, Amds'aya (stomach) and Pakvds'aya (intes-

tines) being their principal seats or location. 2.

Classification :—The worms or parasites

(which are found to germinate and grow in a living

human organism) are divided into twenty different

species, and have their origin either in feces, Kapha or

blood *. Now I shall enumerate their names and

characteristic features. 2— 3.

Names and Symptoms of Purishaja
Worms :—The seven kinds of worms which are

• Charaka speaks of another kind viz. Malaja (produced from the

external filth of the body), over and above that kind of worms which are

present in every organism from the very birth (Sahaja).
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known as Ajava, Vijava, Kipya, Tripya, Gandu-pada,

Churu and Dvi-mukha, originate from feces (Purishaja).

They are white and extremely attenuated in their

size. They frequent the passage of the rectum and

produce a pricking pain (therein). Several of them

are thicker and have tails. Cramps (Sula), dulness

of appetite, yellowness of complexion, distension of

the abdomen, loss of strength, water-brash, aversion

to food, heart-disease (Hrid-roga) and looseness of

stool, are the symptoms which mark the presence of

worms (in the intestines), which originate in the feces.

Of these Gandu-pada worms are red and long in their

shape producing such symptoms as cutting pain (Sula),

rumbling sound in the intestines, looseness of stool, and

indigestion and they come out of the anus with an

itching sensation. 4— 5.

Names and Symptoms of Kaphaja
Krimi :—Those known as Darbha-pushpa, Mahd-

pushpa, Praluna, Chipita, Pipilika and Daruna,have their

origin in the deranged Kapha. They are either hairy

or have hairs only on their heads, or are marked with

brown spots on their sides or are provided with tails.

They are white and small-sized like fresh paddy-sprouts.

They eat away the marrow and bore into the eye-balls,

the palate and the ears and produce head-ache, cardiac

troubles (Hrid-roga), vomiting and catarrh. 6—7.

Names and Symptoms of Raktaja
Krimi:—The names of the worms originating from

the vitiated blood are Kes'cida, Romdda, Nakh^da,

Dant^da, Kikkis'a, Kushthaja and Parisarpa *. They

are either black or blood-coloured, glossy and thick and

* The names of these worms have been derived from the nature

of their actions on the different parts of the organism.
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generally produce diseases which are peculiar to the

vitiated state of the blood * in the body. 8.

Specific Causes :—Worms which have their

origin in the feces (accumulated in the bowels) are the

results of the (excessive) use of such articles of fare as

Mds/ta-puhe, cakes, salt, treacle and pot-herbs. The

Kaphaja worms germinate in the system in consequence

of eating flesh, Mds/ia-puhe (D. R. fish), treacle, milk,

curd and Sukta (a kind of fermented rice-gruel). Worms

which originate from the contaminated blood of the

body, are intimately connected with the use of pot-herbs

and other indigestible and incompatible articles

of fare. 9.

General Symptoms :—Fever, paleness of

complexion, Sula, cardiac troubles (Hrid-roga), lassitude,

vertigo, aversion to food and diarrhoea (Atisara) are

the complaints which mark the presence of worms in

the system. 10.

Prognosis :—Of these the first thirteen kinds

of worms may be seen with the naked eyes, while those

beginning with Kesada {vt3., the Raktaja worms) are

not so visible and (of these latter ) the first two (vis.,

Kesada and Romada) kinds should be given up (as

incurable). 11.

A physician should first ascertain the nature of the

worms and, with a view to destroy their colony in

the body, should treat the patient with a Sneha (clari-

fied butter or oil) and then administer an emetic with

clarified butter duly cooked with the drugs of the

Surasddi group. He should then purge the patient

with any strong purgative and treat him with an

Asth^pana-vasti prepared with the decoction of Yava^

Kola, Kulattha-i^nUQ, and the drugs of the Surasddi

* See Chapter xxiv.,—Siilra Sthdna.
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group, charged with salt and with a Sneha (clarified

butter or oil) duly cooked with Vidanga. Just after

the flowing out of the injected solution (through his

anus) the patient should be bathed with lukewarm

water and a meal prepared with vermifugal articles

should be given to him. Anuvdsana-vasti should then

be applied with the preceding Sneha (prepared with

Vidanga). He should take a potion composed of the

expressed juice of S'irisha and Kinihi (Apamarga)

mixed together aud sweetened with honey. The ex-

pressed juice of Kevuka may be similarly (mixed with

and) administered with a meal prepared with the articles

of strong (Tikshna) property. 1 2.

A paste (or powder) of Palds'a-seeds or the expres-

sed juice thereof should be taken with the washings

of rice. The expressed juice of Pdnd/iadra-\ea.ves

should be taken with honey. The juice extracted from

Pattura * or the drugs of the Surasddi group should

(similarly) be taken, or the powders of dried horse-

dung or of Vidanga should be licked with honey.

Pupulika-cakes prepared with (pasted Yava and) the

pasted leaves of Mushika-parni (a kind of Danti) should

be taken by the patient followed by draughts of Dhanyd-

mla (fermented paddy-gruels). 13— 14.

Oil duly cooked with (the paste and decoction oO
the drugs of the Surasddi group should be given to be

drunk. Different kinds of cakes should be prepared

for him with (Yava mixed with) powdered Vidanga.

Sesamum-seeds should be duly soaked in the decoction

of Vidanga (after the manner of Bhdvand saturation)

and oil should be then pressed out thereform (for his

use). 15 A.

* Dallana explains ''Pallura" as S'ephdlika, but S'ivadis'a takes

it to be S'alincha.
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Powdered excreta of a Svdvidh (porcupine) similar-

ly soaked seven times in ( each of ) the decoctions

of Tri-phald and of Vidanga should be licked with

honey, followed by draughts of the expressed juice of

Amalaka, Haritaki, and Aksha (Vibhitaka). Powders of

any (dead) metal (Ayas) * may also be prepared and

taken in the preceding manner. In the alternative, the

expressed juice of Putika should be taken with honey,

or Pippali-roots should be administered through the

vehicle of the urine of a she-goat. Trapu (killed lead)

should be rubbed in the upper liquid part of curd

(Mastu) and should be taken for a week. Worms
which have their origin in the accumulated feces or

aggravated Kapha in the body should be destroyed

with the help of the aforesaid medicinal remedies. 15.

Medicinal Anjanas, Nasyas and Avapidas should

be particularly employed in destroying the different

classes of vermins which infest the regions of head,

heart and mouth and the nostrils. The liquid expressed

out of horse-dung should be dried and then successive-

ly soaked several times in the decoction of Vidanga.

The preperation should be blown into the nostrils

(Pradhamana). Powders of killed metal (Ayas, etc.-f)

may also be applied in the same manner. Oil duly

cooked with the drugs of the Surasddi Gana should be

used in snuffing with the blue part \ of Indian bell-

metal. 17 A.

Measures and remedies mentioned in connection

* Ayas— Ht. iron, is also used for all the metals generally.

t Ayasy-as in para 15 may mean any metal.

X Oil duly cooked with the drugs of the Surasddi Gana should be

placed. in a pot of Indian bell-metal. When the inner surface of the pot

would become blue by being oxidised, the oil should be well stined

and mixed With that blue part and used as an errhine.
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with the treatment of alopecia (Indra-lupta) should be em-

ployed in cases of Romafda worms {viz. where the worms

would be found to have invaded the hairs of the body).

Medicines enumerated in connection with the treatment

of. the diseases of the mouth should be prescribed in

cases of Dant^da worms (we. where the vermins would

be found to have taken lodgment in the teeth). Cases

where the worms would be found to have their origin

in the vitiated condition of the blood should be treated

as cases of Kushtha to all intents and purposes. The

drugs of the Surasddi Gana, however, may be used in

any shape * in any case (of Krimi). 17.

Diet :—Meals composed of the articles of bitter

and pungent tastes as well as draughts of milk mixed

with the soup of Kulattha-'^uXsQ are recommended . A
person suffering from any complaint due to the presence

of worms (Krimi of whatever kind) and seeking their

destruction, should refrain from using milk, cooked

meat, clarified butter, curd, pot-herb (edible leaves),

things of acid or sweet tastes as well as cold things in

general. 18.

Thus ends the fifty-fourth chapter in the Uttara-Tantra of the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of Krimi-Roga.

* Both internally and externally e. g. as a drink or bath.
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Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of the

disease due to the retention of any natural physical

urging (UdSLvarta-Pratishedha), r.

Causes :—A wise man valuing his life shall

never repress any natural urging of his body, whether

upward or downward, e. g. that of Veiyu, etc. Uddvarta

is so called from its origin from the repression of any

natural urging such as Vdta (flatus), evacuation of bowels,

micturition, yawning, lacrimation, sneezing, eructation,

vomiting and discharge of semen when it makes its

appearance (Udita) and urges a person to answer its

call. Uddvarta is also brought on by the repression

of hunger, thirst, respiration and sleep. I shall now

fully describe its symptoms and the mode of medical

treatment to be pursued therein. It is of thirteen

different types and are brought about through the

aforesaid causes, over artd above the one incidental

to the habitual use of unwholesome food and drink

(Apathyaja). 2-4.

Symptoms of VsCtaja UdsCvarta :—
The vital Apdna-Vdyu (at the anus) anyhow obstructed

in its passage gives rise to distension and cramps

in the abdomen, oppression and a constricted feeling

at the heart, headache, laboured breathing, hiccough,

cough, catarrh, catching pain at the throat which makes

speaking and Deglutition difficult (Gala-graha), violent

movement of deranged Pitta and Kapha all through

the body and suppression of stools or emission of fecal

matter through the mouth. 5.
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PuriShaja UdsCvarta :—A repressed urging

for stool is followed by the exhibition of such symptoms,

as rumbling in the intestines, severe pain (in the abdo-

men), cutting pain in the anus, upward coursing of the

flatus, suppression of stool or even emission of feces

through the mouth. 6.

Mutraja UdaCvarta :—A repression of the

desire of making w^ater is followed by scanty emission of

urine which is often given out by painful drops produc-

ing distension of the bladder and an excruciating pain in

the urethra, anus, scrotum and the inguinal regions and

about the umbilicus, and sometimes even in the head, ac-

companied w ith distortion of features in consequence. 7.

A repression of yawning^ leads to wry-neck (numb-

ness of the Manyd and of the neck) as well as troubles

of the head due to the incarcerated local Vdyu and

violent diseases affecting the eyes, nose, ears and the

mouth. Tears born of any mental condition of grief or

joy and voluntarily repressed without being given free

vent to, give rise to severe distempers of the eyes,

heaviness of the head and catarrh (Pinasa). 8-9.

A repression of sneezing is followed by acute

diseases of the head, eyes, nose and ears. A sense of

fulness in the throat as well as the suppression and

croaking of the incarcerated V^yu (wind) are also exhi-

bited in this case.* The voluntary repression of any

natural urging towards eructation gives rise to diseases

peculiar to the derangement of the bodily V^yu. lo-ii.

A repression of vomiting is followed by cutaneous

* The symptoms mentioned in this sentence (which comprises a line

in the verse) is taken by Mddhava with the following line which enu-

merates the symptoms of Udavarta due to the voluntary repression of

eructation.
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affections (Kushtha) due to the bodily Doshas which,

being vitiated, had interfered with the gastric digestion

with reactionary acidity and produced the vomiting.

Painful swelling of the bladder and of the scrotum, and

about the anus as well as suppression of urine, formation

of gravels in the bladder and involuntary emission of

semen are the symptoms which manifest themselves in

a case of repressed seminal discharge. 12-13.

Ungratified hunger brings on drowsiness, aching

pain in the limbs, disrelish for food, sense of exhaustion,

and weakness of eye-sight. An ungratified thirst brings

on dryness of the throat and mouth, dulness of hearing

and pain at the heart. A suppression of breath in an

exhausted person brings on cardiac troubles, fainting fits

and an attack of Gulma. An unindulged sleep produces

yawning, aching pain in the limbs, and a sense of heavi-

ness in the limbs as well as in the head and the eyes.

It may also bring on drowsiness. 14-17.

Prognosis :— An Udivarta-patient afflicted with

thirst and cramps (Sula), vomiting fecal matter and

suffering from weakness and a distressing exhaustion

should be given up by a wise physician. 18.

General Treatment ;— In all forms ofUdA-

varta the preliminary treatment generally consists in

restoring the deranged and incarcerated bodily Vsiyu to

its normal course and direction. Now hear me again

describe the specific medicinal remedies to be separately

employed in each case. 19.

Specific Treatment :—in a case of V^taja

Udavarta the patient should be first treated with a Sneha

and Sveda (fomentation) after which medicinal injections

should be made into the rectum after the manner of an

Asth^pana-vasti. In a case due to the incarceration

of feces in the intestines ( Purishaja ), the remedial
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measures and medicines laid down in connection with

the treatment of Anaha should be employed. 20-21.

Wine charged with a large quantity of Soiivarchala-

salt should be administered in a case due to the reten-

tion of urine. Milk or Eld should also be taken in

combination with wine. The expressed juice of Dhdtri

diluted with water should be taken for three successive

days ; or the expressed liquid of the dung of a horse

or of an ass should be taken ; or wine made from treacle

(Goudika) should be taken with honey and cooked meat

should beltaken by biting at intervals. One TolA weight

of the compound consisting of Bluidra-ddru, Mnsta^

Murvd, Haridrd and Yashti-madhu shonld be dissolved

in an adequate quantity of rain-water and then be taken.

The expressed juice of Duspars'd (Dura-labha) or an

infusion of Kum-kuma (D. R.—decoction of Kakubha

/ e. Arjuna* should be taken, or Ervdruka- seeds mixed

with a little salt should also be taken with water. Milk

duly cooked with Pancha-nmla^ or the expressed juice

of Drdkshd should be prescribed. The medicinal reme-

dies previously described oS po.ssessed of the efficacy

of disintegrating gravels, (As'mari)-f* should be adminis-

tered. Similarly, all the measures to be mentioned

hereafter in connection with the medical treatment of

Mutra-krichchhra \ (strangury) and of Mutraghdta §

(obstruction of urine) which I shall have occasion to

deal with later on should also be adopted in this

case. 22.

A case of Udavarta due to the suppression of

* Both Dallana and S'ivadasa recommend the use of minor Pancha-

mula, but S'rikantha recommeds the Trina-l'ancha-mula.

t For As'mari—Sec Chiklisita-slhana, Chapter VII.

t For Mulra-Krichchhra—Sec ch. LIX., Uttara-Tantra,

§ For Mutraghala—See ch. LVIIL, Uttara-Tantra
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yawning should be conquered with the applications

of Sneha and of Sveda (fomentation). The patient

should be treated with Sneha and then fomented and

lachrymation should then be induced (with appro-

priate remedies)* in a case where the flow of tears has

been suddenly checked. Sneezing should be induced

with the help of strong Anjanas and Avapidas, or by

the application of Vartis, or by holding any strong

smell at his nose or by blowing any strong medicinal

powder into the nose (Pradhamna) or by making the

patient look towards the sun (or such like luminous

body) in a case of Uddvarta due to the suppression

of sneezing. 23—24.

In a case of Uddvarta due to suppressed eructation,

the patient should be made to inhale the fumes of oily

or lardaceous articles in due orderf or to take draught

of wine surcharged with SouvarchaIa-<i3\t and the ex-

pressed juice of Vija-pura. A case of Udavarta due

to suppressed vomiting should be duly conquered with

emulsive measures (treating with a Sneha), etc., according

to the nature of the deranged bodily Dosha involved in

each case. In the alternative unguents with (Saindhava)

salt and (Yava-) Kshara should be applied. 25—26.

Milk should be duly cooked with the admixture

of four times as much water and with the drugs of

bladder-cleansing virtues \ and boiled until all the water

is evaporated. Draughts of this medicated milk • should

be prescribed in copious quantities in a case of Uddvarta

due to the retention of seminal fluid and the patient

• These are the applications of strong Anjanas and Avapida-Nasyas.

+ The order is (i) Dhuma-inhalation, (2) Nasya (errhine) and

(3) Kavala (gargle)

X These are the drugs of the Trina-panchamula as well as of the

ViraUrvadi groups (Chapter XXXVIII, Sutra Sthana).
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should be advised to have sexual intercourse with lovely

women, 27.

Fatty (Snigdha) things should be taken lukewarm

and in small quantities in a case of Ud^varta due to

ungratified banger. Cold Manthas or Yavagus should

be given to the patient in a case of Uddvarta due

to the suppression of thirst. Food with meat-soup

should be given to the patient after sufficient rest in

a case of Uddvarta originated from the suppression of

breath in a tired state of the body. Milk* should be

given in a case of Udavarta due to the suppression

of sleep and the patient should be made to sleep with

the help of sweet discourses. 28.

Cases of Adhmstna (distension of the abodomen),

etc., which are the supervening symptoms of Udavarta)

should be remedied with appropriate medicines and other

measures with an eye to the nature and intensity of the

deranged Dosha or Doshas involved in each case under-

lying at the root. 29.

UdsCvarta due to errors in diet:—The
abdominal (Koshthaja) Vayu deranged and aggravated

by such factors as eating dry, astringent, pungent or

bitter articles of fare (in inordinate quantities) causes

an immediate attack of Udavarta in which the Vfiyu

(follows an upward course and) obstructs its own channels

as well as those of feces, urine, Kapha, fat and blood.

It dries up the fecal matter (in the body) causing pain

in the heart and bladder, a sense of heaviness in the

limbs (D. R—nausea), aversion to food (D. R. unwilling-

ness to do anything) and difficult and scanty emission

of stool, urine and flatus. Laboured breathing, cough,

* S'ivadlsa advises the use of buffalo's milk in this case as being more

efficacious in bringing on sleep. But Dallana refutes this and re-

commends the use of cow's milk.
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catarrh, burning sensation in the body, fits of uncons-

ciousness, vomiting, fever, thirst, hiccough troubles in

the head, defective functional activity of the Manas

(mind) and of the ear and such like symptoms, in conse-

quence, pre-eminently mark the deranged action of the

bodily Vayu. 30.

Treatment :—The patient's body should be

made emulsive (Snigdha) by the application of unguents

composed of salt and oil. Fomentation should then be

applied under the circumstances, and intestinal injections

should be applied after the manner of a Nirudha Vasti.

Intestinal enemas (Vasti) of the Anuvasana kind should

also be applied after meal, if the case be attended

with loose motions in virtue of the specific nature of

the deranged bodily Uoshas involved therein. Fatty

purgtives should be exhibited after having fully foment-

ed the body of the patient, when the foregoing re-

medies would fail to give any relief from attacks of

Udavarta and he should be made to drink a potion

of any acid cordial together with the compound of PiUi,

Trivrit and Yavdni or with the compound consist-

ing of Hingu, Kushtha, Vacha, Svarfika-'ksh^vdL and

Vidanga* each succeeding drug weighing double the one

immediately preceding it in the order of enumeration.

These tw^o medicinal compounds may be employed

with advantage In relieving attacks of Sula aud

UdAvarta. 31—32.

The drugs known as Deva-ddru, Chitraka, Kushtha,

Vacha (D. R—Sunthi^, Ilaritaki, Palamkashd (Guggulu)

and Pushkara-vooV^ should be duly boiled with half an

Adhaka measure (thirty-two Palas) of water and taken

down from the oven with a quarter part of the original

• Chakrailatla roads 'ftf^^' (and Vit sail) in i)lact; of 'f%^^'.
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solution remaining. Draughts of the this decoction

would relieve an attack of Udavdrta. 33.

A potion of clarified butter duly cooked with the

decoction of dried* Mulaka, Ardraka, Varshdbhu,

Pancha-mula
-f"
and Arevata (Aragvadha) fruits would

cure any form of Uddvarta whatsoever. 34,

A compound consisting of Vachd, Ativishd, Kushtha,

Yava-KshdrayHaritaki, Pippali and Chitraka should also

be taken with tepid water, or a compound consisting of

Ikshdku-voois,, Madana, Vis'alyd, Ativishd, Vacha, Kush-

tha, Kinva (sediment of wine) and Agnika taken in

equal parts should also be taken in the aforesaid manner.

A compound of Deva-ddru, Agni, Tri-phald and Vrihati,

should be taken with the urine of a cow. The decoction

of Kantakdri-ixxxxXs and barley weighing a Prastha

cooked in an Adhaka measure of water and boiled down

to half a Prastha only, should be taken in combination

with Hingu. 35—38.

A compound consisting of the pulverised seeds of

Madana and of Aldvu, Pippali and NidigdJiikd should be

blown into the rectum with a pipe. A Varti made of

Niktimbha (Danti), Kampilla, S'ydmd (Trivrit), Ikshdku,

Agnika, (Ajamoda), Krita-Vedhajia (Kosdtaki), Mdgadhi

and salt pounded together, made into a paste with the

addition of cow's urine, dried and cut into a propor-

tionate size, should be inserted into the rectum. The

last two ambrosial remedies give instantaneous relief in

a case of Udaivarta. 39.

Thus ends the fifty-fifth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Sanihita which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of Udavarta.

* Dallana takes dried (S'ushka) with both 'Mulaka and Ardraka.

t Dallana recommends the major Pancha-mula ; but according to

Chakrapani's commentary, "Bhanumati," it should be the minor Pancha-

mula.



CHAPTER LVI.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of VishU'

chikd type of cholera, etc. (Visuchikji-Pratishedha). i.

Causes:—V isuchi, Alasaka and Vilambikd are

produced from the effects of the three kinds of indiges-

tion spoken of before (in Sutra, chapter XLVI), vis.,

Am^jirna (indigestion properly so-called), Vidagdhd-

jirna (indigestion with acidity) and Vishtabdhdjirna

(indigestion with undigested food stuffed into the

intestines in the form of undigested fecal matter). 2.

Definition :—The disease in which the derang-

ed and incarcerated bodily Vciyu produces, owing to

the presence of indigestion, a pricking pain in the limbs

resembling that produced by the pricking of needles is

called Visncbikti by the physicians. Men well-versed

in the (dietetic) principles and temperate in their diet,

enjoy an almost absolute immunity from its attack,

whereas fools who are greedy and intemperate and eat

like gluttons, fall an easy victim to it. 3.

Symptoms :—Fainting, diarrhoea (loose mo-

tions), vomiting, thirst, pain, cramps, vertigo, yawning,

burning sensation in the body, discolouring or paleness of

complexion, pain (cramps) at the heart and a breaking

pain in the head are the symptoms of VisuchiksL 4.

A\SL33.U.SL :—Excessive pain in and stuffedness of

the abdomen, rumbling noise (in the intestines),* and

the upward coursing of the Vdyu incarcerated in the

abdomen making a croaking rumbling sound in its way

* According to S'rikantha the commentator on Madhava's Niddna—

»

the patient bipiself makes an indistinct sound-
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upwards, absolute suppression of stool and flatus, hic'

cough * and eructations—a patient suffering from these

symptoms is said have an attack of Alasaka. 5.

Vila.mbik£L :—The person in whom the deranged

and undigested food matter does not find any outlet

either through the upper or lower channels of the body

owing to the fact of its being obstructed in its course

by the action of the deranged Vdyu and Kapha, is said

to be suffering from an attack of Vilambikti by

old medical experts and should be given up as in^

curable. In whatever part of the body the Ama
(undigested food matter) is present, it produces its!own

characteristic symptoms in that very part and the vitia-.

tion of a particular Dosha in such cases should be

diagnosed by the presence of the characteristic symp-

toms (e. g. distension, etc.,) of Ama (indigestion). 6—7.

PrOg'nOSiS :—A patient exhibiting such symp-

toms as blackish blue (Sydma) colour of teeth, nails

and lips, diminished consciousness, vomiting, eyes sunk

in their sockets, feeble voice and looseness of all the

joints, should be regarded as not returning from his

journey (to the eternal home). 8.

General Treatment ;—in the curable types,

cauterization of the regions of Pdrshni (heels), dry

fomentation, exhibition of strong emetics and such like

measures are recommended. Fasting should be observed

at (the time of) the digestion of the food. Digestive

(Pdchana) remedies as well as purgatives should also

be prescribed. The patient gets instantaneous relief

in cases of fainting, diarrhcea, etc., on the cleansing

of his body with the medicinal (emetic or purgative)

remedies. Intestinal injections after the manner of an

As'thdpana Vasti may be likewise applied in all cases

* Madhava reads "thirst" in place of "hic-cough."

45
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of the present disease. Now hear me describe the

recipes of other medicinal compounds which may be

employed in the aforesaid diseases in addition to those

already mentioned. 9— 10.

A pulverised compound of Pathyd^ VacM, Hingu,

Kalinga (Indra-yava), Grinja (a variety of garlic),

Souvarchala and Ativishd taken with tepid water

instantaneously relieves an attack of indigestion, colic,

Visuchikd and an aversion to food. The medicine

known as Kshsirsi-gada (Kalpa—chapter VII) or

F//-salt, or mustard-seeds and a profuse quantity of

treacle, should be taken (with tepid water). Sain-

dHava, Hingu, Vija-pura, (D. R. seeds of Sdka),

clarified butter and the two Tri-vargas (Tri-phald and

Tri-katu) in combination with any fermented gruel

(Kdnjika), or Tri-katu and Saindhava-sdXt mixed to-

gether with the milky exudation of Stiuhiy should be

taken (with Kdnjika). In the alternative, the medicated

salt known as Kalysina-Lavana described before under

the treatment of Vcita-vy^dhi should be taken (with

K^njika). Pippali, Yamdni and Apdmdrga, or Pippali

and Danti in equal parts should be similarly taken.

Pippali mixed with Danti should also be used with the

expressed juice of Koshdvati (Ghoshd). Pippali and

S'unthi should also be taken with hot water. 1 1.

The drugs known as Vyosha
(
Tri-katu), Karanj'a-huits

(seeds), the two kinds of Haridrd* and the root of Mdtu-

lunga taken in equal parts should be pounded together,

made into Gutikds (or pills) and dried in the shade. The

application of these pills as an eye-salve (Anjana) along

the eye-lids proves curative in cases of Visuchikd-i* 12.

* Qiakrapdni reads Haridrd in the singular number.

t Some here read the following two compounds as an additional text :—

Kushtha, Aguru, Patra, R^snd, S'igru, Vachd and Tvak should be
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Diet ;—Digestive and appetising Peyd, etc., should

be given to the patient when he experiences a good

hunger after he had been fully treated with a course

of emetic or purgative or kept fasting for a proper

period. 13.

Causes and Symptoms of AnsCha:-^
The disease in which Ama (undigested food) or fecal

matter, gradually incarcerated (in the stomach) through

the action of the deranged and aggravated local Vdyu

fails to find its natural outlet, or is not spontaneously

evacuated is called Alljiha (Enteritis ?).

A case of Andha due to the accumulation of un-

digested food (in the stomach) exhibits such symptoms

as thirst, cattarrh, burning in the head, a sense of heavi-

ness and cramps in the stomach, nausea (D. R.—heavi-

ness of the heart) and suppression of eructations.

While a case of Andha in the Pakvds'aya (intestines)

is marked by a sense of stuffedness in the back and

waist, suppression of stool and urine, colic, epileptic

or fainting fits, vomiting of feces, laboured and difficult

respiration (D. R.—swelling), as well as the symptoms

mentioned under the head of Alasaka. 14.

Treatment : — in a case of Andha due to the

presense of Ama, the patient should be treated with

emetics and then with digestive medicines and diet

according to the prescribed order. The Ama (undigest*

ed food) in a case not marked by any vomiting of

feces should be treated with fomentation and therapeutic

mixed together and pasted with Kanjika. This would be the best remedy,

for rubbing over the body of the patient, in a case of VisuchiksC-

Oil should be duly cooked with Chitraka, Yuthi-flower, oil-cakes (of

sesamum), Bhalldtaka, the two Ksharas, Saindhava and two parts of

Kushtha. This should be prescribed by an expert to be rubbed, or used

as a plaster over the body of the patient.
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agents of digestive efficacy. Vartis (suppositories)

made by pasting the purgative drugs mentioned in

connection with the medical treatment of Visuchikd

together with the urine of a she-buffalo, or of a

she-goat or of a ewe or of a she-elephant, or of a

cow, should be used. The body of the patient should

be first fomented and then the powders of the drugs

used in preparing the afore-said Vartis should be blown

(into his intestines) through a pipe inserted into his rec-

tum. Decoction should be duly prepared by boiling the

drugs of emetic and purgative virtue in cow's urine.

Nirudha Vasti* should soon be applied with the above

decoction mixed with half as much of cow's urinei*

and with honey and adding also the powders of Trivrit

and salt weighing a Prakuncha (Pala). The procedure

laid down in respect of the exhibition of purgatives

should be adopted here. Oil duly cooked and boiled

with the foregoing drugs should also be injected

into the rectum, if necessary, after the manner of an

Aunvdsana Vasti. 15—16.

Thus ends the fifty-sixth chapter in the Uttara-Tantra of the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of Visuchikd.

* The application of this Nirudha Vasti should be prescribed only

in the "^Tlt" stage of Andha and never in its "^^TJt" stage.

t^KArtika Kundu does not include "urine" in this list. He reads

"'tWI^^jWij'' (added in half dose) in place of "^tg^T".
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Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of aversion

tofood (Arochaka-Pratishedha). i:

^tiolog'y : —The derangement of the Doshas

either several or combined or an apathetic state of

the mind (through grief, etc.) tends to block the food-

carrying channels viz., the esophagus, etc., as well as

the region of the heart causing aversion to all sorts of

food, which is designated Bhaktopaghaita (lit. aversion

to food—popularly known as Arochaka) by the physi-

cians and it is divided into five distinct types (according

to the different nature of its exciting factor). 2.

Specific Symptoms :—Pain and cramps

at the heart and a vapid taste in the mouth are the

symptoms which mark the Vsktaja type of Arochaka.

Excessive burning sensation (in the region) of the heart,

sucking pain (in the locality), a bitter taste in the mouth,

thirst and fainting fits are the features which mark the

Fittaja type of the disease. Itching sensation, heaviness

of the body, water-brash, lassitude, drowsiness and a

sweet taste in the mouth are the indications which

characterise the Kaphaja type. The Tri-doshaja type

is characterised by a good many symptoms which

severally mark the three Doshas. Indulgence in sensual

pleasure, as well as in fear and grief, or the sight of any

repugnant article, or of anything that tends to disturb

the mental ( Manasa) equilibrium, may also usher iw an

attack of Arochaka. i-J.

Treatment :— in a case of the Vaktaja type, the

patient should be first made to vomit with the help of
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decoction of Vacha and then be given a pulverised com-

pound of Krishnd, Vidanga, Yava-Kshdra, Harenu,

Bhdrgi, Rdsnd, Eld*, Hingu, Saindhava and Ndgara

through the medium of any Sneha or wine or hot water.

Vomiting should be induced with emetics sweetened i"

with the solution of treacle in the Pittaja type of the

disease. . The use of a lambative prepared with Sain-

dhava, Sitd (sugar), honey and clarified butter would also

be efficacious. In the Kaphaja type, vomiting should be

induced with the decoction of Nimba and the powders of

Yamdni should then (after the taking of the meal) be

administered with the decoction of Aragvadha mixed

with honey. The pulverised compound mentioned in

connection with the treatment of the V^taja type may
also be administered (in this case). All the preceding

measures should be employed in the Tri-doshaja type of

Arochaka. 8-i r.

Four Specific Lambatives i—{i) Drdkshd,

Patola, FzV-salt, Vetra, Karira (bamboo-sprouts), Nimba,

Murvd, Abhayd, Aksha, Vadara, Amalaka, (barks of)

Kutaja and seeds of Karanja and of Aragvadha should

be (powdered and) duly cooked with the urine of a cow
in the form of a lambative. (2) A similar preparation

should be made of Musid, Vachd, Tri-katu, the two
kinds of Raj'ani, Bhdrgi, Kushtha and Nirdahani\

and cooked with the urine of a ewe. (3) Similarly

* Eld—Dallana says that some take Eld in the sense of Ela-vdlukd

(a part used for the whole). S'ivaddsa, however, refutes this and asserts,

on the authority of Vdgbhata, that "Ela" should mean Eld.

t According to some, the emetic used should be Madana fruit ; while,

according to others, it should be the drugs of the Madhura (Kdkolyddj)

group— the word 'Madhura' indicating the same. Some, however, read

•Madhuka' (Yashti-madhu) for 'Madhura'.

J Nirdahani, according to some, means Chitraka, but, according to

others, it ractins Yaniani. The former sense is the most general one.
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Pdthd, Vamsd-lochana^ Ativishd and Rajani should be

boiled together with the urine of a she-elephant.

(4) Mandukiy Arka, Amritd and Ldngald should be

similarly boiled by an experienced and practical

physician with the urine of a she-buflfalo. Whoever

licks up any * of the four preceding lambatives gets

rid of Gulma, aversion to food, asthma and diseases

affecting the heart and the larynx. 12.

Regimen of Diet :—The patient should par-

take of fruits, edible roots, etc. which grow in his country

and take cordials, Shddavas -j- R^gas | and other

palatable dishes which are congenial to his physical tem-

perament and which he is accustomed to. He should

also be made to take (articles of) different Rasas § in

different ways and his food should be at the same time

light, Ruksha and agreeable to his taste. 13.

The due applications of Asthdpana-Vasti, purgatives

and of light head-purgatives (errhines) are efficacious in

the disease under discussion. The drugs known as

Tryushann, Rajani (D. R.—the two kinds of Rajani) and

Tri-phald pounded together and mixed with powdered

Yava-kshdra and honey, should be used as a tooth-

powder in washing the mouth. Any other drugs of

bitter and pungent taste may be likewise prescribed

for the purpose. 14-15-

* According to Dallana the four lambatives should be used in cases

ofViitaja, Pittaja, Kaphaja and Tri-doshaja types of Arochaka

respectively.

t "Shddava"—It is a preparation with a variety of articles of sweet,

acid and saline tastes.

X "RElga"—It is a preparation of a cordial with sugar, Souvarchala-

salt, Saindhava, turmeric, Parushaka, black-berry and mustard, etc.

§ Dallana interprets "Rasa" by meat-soup but we are inclined to

take it in the sense of articles of different tastes (R^sa).
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Use Of Decoction, Arishtaand Asava:
—Decoctions of the drugs of the Mustddi and Aragva-

dhddi or Das'a-fnula groups as well as the different

lambatives with honey, the different Asavas prepared

with any officinal urine and with treacle as well as the

different Arishtas and the different Asavas prepared

from any Kshdra and resembling in scent, the wine

prepared from honey, should be used in conquering an

attack of Arochaka. The aforesaid measures should

also be employed for the purpose of re-kindling the

digestive fire (appetite) impaired through the action of

deranged Vdyu and Kapha. 16.

Treatment of lYIsinasa Arochaka :—
In a case of impaired digestion due to the effects of any

ungratified desire, fear, grief, etc., the lost longing for

food should be restored in the patient by holding out to

him the near prospect of its realisation and by consoling

him with the prospects of fresh joy and .safety. In a case

due to the loss of a splendid fortune, the bitter apathy

and loathsomene.ss of the patient towards taking any

food should be removed by infusing fresh hopes into his

heart and by narrating to him the balmy stories of

the Purdnas. A case due to dejection or despondency

should be conquered by sincere sympathy and cheering

up. In short any impairment of appetite due to any

disturbed or agitated state of the mind should be

remedied with discourses gratifying to the patient under

the circumstances. 17.

Thus ends the fifty-seventh chapter in the Uttara-Tantra of the

Sus'ruta Samhit^ which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of

Arochaka.



CHAPTER LVIII.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of the

suppression of urine (MutreC-ghsCta Pratl-
shedha). i.

The disease is of twelve* kinds, viz.^ V^ta-kunda-

likd, AshthiH, V^ta-vasti Mutrdtita, (Mutra-) Jathara,

Mutrotsanga, (Mutra-)Kshaya, Mutra-granthi, Mutra-

s'ukra, Ushna-vdta and the two forms of (yiz. Kaphaja

and Pittaja) Mutraukas^da. 2.

Symptoms of VsCta-kundalikaC:—The
bodily V^yu deranged and aggravated through an

extremely parched condition or through the voluntary

repression of an urging towards micturition affects and

retains the urine in the bladder, causing it to revolve in

eddies within the cavity of that organ. It allows the

urine to pass in small quantity or (even) to dribble out

in drops with pain. This disease is known as Vjita-

kundalik^ and is of a violent type. 3.

Vat£LShthil£(:—The deranged and aggravated

bodily Vdyu incarcerated or lodged in the region lying

between the bladder and the anus gives rise to a thick

lumpy tumour like a pebble (AshthiU), which is hard

and non-shifting in its character, producing suppression

of stool, urine and flatus, distension of the abdomen

and pain in the bladder. It is known as Vstt^shthiW. 4.

VsCta-vasti :—The bodily Vdyu in the locality,

aggravated by a voluntary repression of a propulsion

to urination enters into the bladder of the ignorant

* Mddhava reads thirteen different kinds of this disease. He reads

only one kind of Mutra-sada and adds Vid-vighdta and Vasti-kundala.

46
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person doing the same and also obstructs the orifice of

that organ causing retention of urine with an oppressive

pain in the bladder and loins. The disease is known as

Vaita-vasti and is extremely hard to cure. 5.

IWutratita :—The urine of a person voluntarily

suppressing it does not flow out at all or only dribbles

out in drops or in scanty jets with slight pain, when

he strains. The disease is called Mutrfiitita. 6.

IWutra-Jathara:—The vital Apdna Vflyu is

deranged and aggravated by the Udavarta produced by

a checked desire for urination and completely fills up

and distends, with an excruciating pain in the abdomen

below the umbilicus. The disease is called Mutra-

jathara and the lower orifices* {vis. the anus and the

urethra) are obstructed in this disease. 7.

WlutrOtsanga:—The disease in which the

stream of urine gliding along the bladder and urethra is

gradually emitted in scanty jets or runs down the

exterior surface of the glan penis with blood, whether

with or without pain, is called Mutrotsanga (lit. gliding

urination) and is an outcome of the deranged and aggra-

vated action of the bodily Vdyu. 8.

lYIutra-kshayaand IWutra-gratithi:—
The deranged and aggravated Pitta and V^yu in the

bladder of an extremely fatigued person already suffer-

ing from an extreme parchedness of organism, finds

lodgement in the bladder producing, in concert, a sensa-

tion of local burning and pain attended with a scanty

accumulation of urine in the cavity of the organ (lit.

absence of micturition). The disease which can be

made to yeild only to the virtue of therapeutic agents

* Some read *'«nlt^f%f'rfN^?^" the lower part viz., the neck of

the bladder is obstructed.
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with the greatest difficulty is called Mutra-kshaya. A
small round painful fixed Granthi suddenly occurring

on the interior side (of the orifice) of the bladder and

exhibiting by its characteristic pain, etc., all the symp-

toms of the presence of gravels (urinary calculii) in that

organ, and which stands completely obstructing its

orifice without letting out a single drop of urine, or

admits only of its being dribbled out in scanty jets, is

called Mutra-granthi. 9-10.

IVIutra-^ukra and Ushna-vsCta :—

A

person visiting a woman in the presence of a strong

urging towards urination and by voluntarily repressing

the same is found to pass urine highly charged with

semen which is sometimes seen to precede or follow

the discharge of urine. The urine in this case resem-

bles the washing or solution of ashes in colour.

The disease is called Mutra-s'ukra (lit. semen-charged

urine). The disease in which the Pitta of a person

deranged by such factors as over-fatiguing physical

exercise, exposure to the sun, or arduous pedestrian

journey, gets into his bladder completely wrapped in the

deranged Vdyu of his body, and produces an intense

burning sensation in his bladder, penis and the anus,

setting up a painful flow of a dark yellow or blood-

streaked urine or of blood alone through the urethra in

its stead, is designated as Ushna-V^ta. 11-12.

Two kinds of MutraukassCda :—A non«

slimy and thick flow of yellow-coloured urine attended

with a burning sensation, and leaving a sediment

like powdered Rochani when dried, is called (Pittaja)

Mntraukassfda. The wise ascribe the origin of this

disease to the action of the deranged Pitta. The

type in which a pale sediment resembling the powders

of conch-shell is deposited when the urine is dried and
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in which the flow is painful and the urine is slimy,

thick and white, should be attributed to the action of

the deranged Kapha. It is but another variety of the

disease described immediately before. 13.

General Treatment :—Medicinal decoctions,

Kalkas, (medicated) Ghritas, (various kinds of) foods,

lambatives, preparations of milk, alkalis, honey, Asavas,

fomentation and Uttara-vasti should be employed

according to their indications in coping with an attack

of any of the aforesaid ailments. An intelligent physi-

cian shall resort, in these cases, to measures which are

efficacious in cases of As'mari, or shall employ in their

entirely the medicinal compounds which have been

described as curative under the treatment of urinary

Uddvarta. 14.

A case of Mutra-krichchhra would be relieved by the

use of pasted Ervdfuseeds and Saindhava weighing an

Aksha and taken with the fermented paddy-boilings.

A person afflicted with Mutra-krichchhra should take

wine (prepared from Pishta or pasted ricej in combina-

tion with Soiivarchala-%2\\, or he should take wine pre-

pared from honey by biting meat at intervals, or take

any wine made from treacle. In the alternative, a

Karsha measure of Kumkuma should be kept saturated

with honey and water during the night and this should

be taken in the morning, whereby, the patient would be

relieved of the trouble (of Mutra-krichchhra). By taking

the principal wine {viz., that prepared from Pishta or

pasted rice) with salt, powdered Eld, Jiraka and Ndgara
and saturated with the acid juice of pomegranade one

would get rid of Mutra-krichchhra. 15—16.

Half a Prastha measure of water with four times as

much of milk together with the drugs of the Pfithak-

Parnyddi (Vidari-gandhadi) group and Gokshiira-xoo'vi
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should be kept boiling till all the water is evaporated.

A person sufifering from an attack of Mutrd-ghdta due

to the concerted action of deranged V^yu and Pitta

should use this medicated milk, when cooled, with sugar

and honey. The dung of an ass or of a horse should

he squeezed through a piece of linen and a Kudava

measure of this expressed liquid should be taken for the

cure of an attack of painful urination. 17— 18.

An Aksha measure of the compound made by

pasting Musta, Ahhayd, Deva-ddru, Murvd and Yashti-

madhu, should be taken with the decoction of Drdkshd.

Ahhayd^ Amalaka and Aksha (Vibhitaka) together

weighing a Vadara measure should be taken with salt

and water for getting relief in cases of painful uri-

nation. An Udumbara measure of Drdkshd should be

kept saturated in water for the whole night and this

cold infusion should be taken (in the morning) for-

getting relief in cases of painful urination. A Kudava

measure of the expressed juice of Nidigdhikd or the

Kalka of the same should be taken with honey as a

relief from the urinary complaints. 19.

By taking a Kudava measure of the expressed juice

oi Amalaka, 2. person suffering from uninary complaints

would get rid of his troubles. In the alternative, the

patient should drink a potion consisting of powdered

small Eld, dissolved in the expressed juice of Amalaka
(and mixed with honey), or he should take a paste

of the tender roots of Tdla (palm) with cold rice-

washing. The expressed juice of Trapusha and white

Karkataka should also be prescribed to be taken with

milk in the morning. In the alternative a person should

take a potion consisting of milk duly boiled with the

drugs of the Madhura group saturated with clarified

butter as the compound is possessed of excellent diuretic
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properties and tends to remove the seminal troubles

{e. g., Mutra-s'ukra) as well. 20.

A compound consisting of Vald, S'vadamshtrd, seeds

of lotus (Krouncha)*, Tandula {i.e., seeds) of Kokildksha\^

roots of S'ata-parvan
J, Devaddru, Chitraka and stone

of Aksha, pasted together and dissolved in wine should

be taken by a person . under the circumstances inasmuch

as it removes the defects of urine and eliminates the

gravels from the bladder. 21.

The ashes of burnt Pdtald wood, which are effica-

cious in relieving all sorts of urinary troubles, should be

strained seven times in succession (after the manner of

Kshara preparation) and taken with a small quantity

of oil. In a similar way a paste o{ Nala, Ikshu, Darhha,

As'ma-hheda and the seeds of Trapusha and Ervdruka,

should be duly washed in milk and filtered and taken

in combination with clarified butter. Powders of Tvak,

Eld and Tri-katu should be taken by the intelligent one

in combination with the alkaline solution of the ashes

of Pdtald^ Yava-kshdra, Pdrihhadra and Tila. Lamba-

tives made of the powders of the above-mentioned drugs

should be separately licked with treacle. 22—24.

Now I shall describe the measures which are bene-

ficial in Mntra-dosha (urinary defects). Purgatives

should be administered to a patient after the due

application of Sneha and Sveda. Uttara-vastis should

be injected after he has been duly purged. 25.

Sexual intercourse should be refrained from by a

person afflicted with a discharge of blood from the

* Dallana explains Krounchdsthi as bones of a Krouncha bird, but we

are not inclined to accept this explanation.

t Some explain "Kokilikshaka-tandula" as meaning KokiMksha and

Tandula (rice) which meaning may also be accepted.

X "S'ata-parvan" may mean Durbd-grass or bamboo.
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urethra owing to sexual excesses, and he should be

treated with remedies which are constructive tonics

(e. g., meat-soup, milk, clarified butter, * etc.). Uttara-

vastis should be applied into the urethra, under the

circumstances, with cock's lard and with oil, the process

of applying which has already been elaborately des-

cribed. (See Chikitsd, XXVII). 26-27.

Half a Pdtra measure of honey, one Patra measure

of clarified butter churned from milk (Kshira-sarpis) i*

and equal parts of sugar, and powdered Drdkshd,

Atmagnptd-sQQdi, Ikshuraka and Pippali, together weigh-

ing one half part J.e., half of half a Pdtra) should be

thoroughly mixed by stirring the compound with a

laddie. A Pdni-tala (two Tolds) measure of this com-

pound should be licked, followed by draughts of milk.

By using this Ghrita, a man is relieved of all injurious

principles of his body, and gets rid of distressing and

dreadful urinary troubles which cannot otherwise be

easily cured by any other remedy. It acts as an excellent

blood-purifier, and, by using it, even a barren woman
may get rid of her sterility and of all other vaginal and

uterine complaints which usually obstruct or retard con-

ception in females. 28.

* Dallana says that Kdrtika does not read this, in as much as this

would increase the number originally mentioned, as also because this case

has already been mentioned in Prameha. But according to Jejjata, this

is mentioned here to make the case more clear.

t Dallana's reading here evidently is 'Kshira-sarpishah', but according

to a variant the reading would be "Kshira-sarpish u" i.e., milk and

clarified butter (taken together). The latter reading has the support

of Chakrapdni and Vrinda who, however, read these lines in a different

way and prescribe the drugs in somewhat different proportions. The

former reading 'Kshira-sarpishah' with the sixth case-ending is, however,

more grammatical.
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Equal parts of Va/d, stones of Ko/a-iruitii, Yashti'

madhu, S'vadamshtrd (Gokshura), S'atdvati, Mrindla

(lotus-stem), Kas'eru, seeds of Ikshuraka, Sahasra-viry^

(Durb^), Ams'umati (Sdla-parni), Payasyd (Vidari), Kdld,

S'rigdlavmnd (FYismparni), Ati-vald and the drugs of the

Vrhnhaniya (Kdkolyddi) group should be duly boiled

with four times of water of their combined weight and a

TulA masure of treacle. When only a Drona measure

of water would remain, it should be taken down and

strained through a piece of linen. It should then be

duly cooked with an Adhaka measure of clarified butter.

The medicated Ghrita (thus prepared) with a Prastha

measure of honey added to it (when cooled) should be

kept in an earthen pitcher. By using this medicated

Ghrita, one would be cured of all urinary troubles.* 29.

Thus ends the fifty-eighth chapter in the Uttara-Tantra of the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of the suppression

of urine (Mutr^ghkta).

* Additional Text :—Powders of Tugl-kshiri and sugar should be

mixed together with honey and licked in an auspicious day according to

the digesting capacity of the patient and a draught of milk should then

be taken. By its use the patient would be able to conquer all seminal

troubles if he observes a perfect continence. One whose semen has been

wasted by sexual excesses would get instantaneous relief ; and a man

who is possessed of vigour (Ojas) and strength would be refreshed and

cheerful.



CHAPTER LIX.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of the defects

of urine (Wlutra-dosha-Pratishcdha).* i.

Classification :—The disease known as

Mutropaghaita is divided into eight different types

according as an attack is induced by the deranged action

of the bodily VAyu, Pitta and Kapha separately, or is

due to the concerted action of all of them, or to the

effects of an external blow or hurt (on the locality),

or to the pressure of the feces incarcerated (in the

intestine),

—

i.e. to the constipation of the bowels— or to

the presence of any stone (As'mari in the bladder).

The eighth is the one due to the presence of gravels

(Sarkard in the bladder). This disease is one of the

most painful and distressing ailments which assail the

human body. 2.

Specific Symptoms:—A scanty flow of

urine coming out in drops and producing an oppressive

and bursting pain in the scrotum, penis and bladder,

is the specific feature of the Viitija type of the disease.

The Pittaja type is characterised by the emission of

bloody or high-coloured (lit. dark yellow) and (very) warm
urine which produces a burning sensation in the scrotum,

bladder and penis being burnt by fire, as it were. A
* Dallana's reading evidently is Mutra-krichchhra (Strangury), for

he says that the variant here in some Msi. is Mutra-dosha. He says further

that some do not read this chapter at all on the ground that the matter

in this chapter is included in the chapters on As'mari, Mutraghata and

Udavarta, etc. But, according to him, it must be read here for treat-

ment's sake as well as on the ground of its being separately treated in

other authoritative works. Madhava, Chakra-pani, Vrinda and other com»

pilers have read this as ^futrarkricbchhr^ jn ^ separate chapter as her?,

47
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sense of weight or heaviness in the scrotum, penis and

bladder, an appearance of goose-flesh (on the skin) and

the emission of cold, white and glossy (oily) urine, are

the features which mark the Kaphaja type, Burning

sensation (in the urethra, etc.), shivering (of the body),

frequent emission of urine of varied colours, painful

micturition and loss of consciousness are the indications

which point to the Sa'nnipsifcika origin of the disease

which is very hard to cure. 3-6.

The presence of any ulcer in or an injury to the

urethra, by any external object gives rise to an extremely

distressing stricture in the case of which the characteristic

symptoms of Vata-vasti manifest themselves. The sup*

pression of the feces leads to the aggravation of the

local Vdyu which, in its turn, produces a distension of

the abdomen and a suppression of urine accompanied

with cramps (in the bladder). 7-8.

Asmarija and ^arkaraja s—Mutrd-ghata
(obstructed urination) due to the presence of As'mari

(stone) has been already mentioned (in the Niddna

Sthdna). Stones and gravels are of similar origin and

exhibit similar symptoms. Now hear me describe the

symptoms which are the distinguishing traits of a case

oi Sarkara (gravel or urinary calculus in the bladder).

Flakes or particles of deranged and condensed Kapha

when baked (dried ?) by the action of the deranged and

aggravated Pitta and severed in pieces by the deranged

bodily VAyu, are called Sarkarat (gravels) giving rise to

such symptoms as cardiac troubles (pain in the heart,

etc.), shivering, cramps in the loins, great diminution of

the digestive fire, fainting fits and painful and obstructed

urination. The pain, however, subsides with the subsi-

dence of the desire for micturition (full evacuation of

the bladder), the relief from the pain continuing until
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the orifice of the organ (urethra) is not again obstructed

by the presence of other calculii. These are the symp-

toms which characterise a case of Mutraghata (obstructed

urinatio'i)due to the presence of gravels in the bladder. 9.

General Treatment : —Now I shall describe

the mode of medical treatment and active therapeutic

agents to be employed in the eight cases of Mutrd-

ghdta. Medical measures and remedies mentioned in

connection with the treatment of As'mari (stone) should

also* be employed in the present instance in due succes-

sion—commencing with the application of Sneha, etc.

— with proper regard tc the Dosha or Dhosas involved

in each case. 10.

Treatment of Vataja Type :—Oil, clari-

fied butter and lard mixed together should be duly

cooked with S'va-damshtrd, As'niabheda, Ktimhhi (a kind

of moss), Hapushd, Kantakdri, Bald, S'atdvari, Rdsnd,

Varuna, Giri-karnikd and the drugs of the Viddri-

gandhddi group. Oil or clarified butter alone may also

be similarly cooked and prepared with the above drugs.

The above preparations should be internally administered,

or injected into the intestines after the manner of an

Anuvdsana-vasti, or into the urethra as an Uttara-vasti for

giving relief in cases of Vsitaja Mutra-krichchhra. 11-12.

Pittaja and Kaphaja Types :—The
internal use of the clarified butter duly cooked with the

drugs of the Trina-pancha-7nula, Utpalddi, Kdkolyddi and

Nyagrodhddi groups, would give an instantaneous relief

in a case of Pittaja Mutra-Krichchhra. The use of

this Ghrita as an Uttara-vasti would also similarly give

* Dallana says that the presence of the particle "^'' (meaning also)

indicates that the mode of medical treatment prescribed in cases of

Mutraghata should also be applied in this case.
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relief in a case of the present type. Any Sncha duly

cooked with the preceding- drugs should be similarly

used after the manner of any of the three Vasti-applica-

tions. Purging with milk and the expressed juice of Iks/iu

and of Drdkshd is also beneficial. Oils and Yavdgus

duly cooked with the drugs of the Surasddi, Ushakddi,

Mustddi and the Varunddi groups would prove curative

in a case of Kaphaja Mutra-krichchhra. 13— 14.

Tri-dOShaja Type :—The foregoing measures

and remedies should be employed in the Tri-doshaja

type of Mutra-krichchhra according to the nature and

intensity of the predominance of the Doshas involved.

Pulverised compound of Phalgu (Kakodumbara), Vris'-

chika (white Punarnavd), Darbha and As'ma-sdra (dead

iron) taken with water, potions of Surd (wine), the

expressed juice of Ikshu, and the decoction of Darbha

would relieve pain in a case of Mutra-krichchhra. 1 5.

Medicines and medicinal measures mentioned in

the chapter on the treatment of Sadyo-vrana should

be employed in a case of stricture due to any hurt

(Abhighsita) to the urethra. Vjlyu-subduing remedies

should be constantly used, and baths, fomentations, un-

guents, applications of Vasti and powders should be

employed in a case of Parishaja Mutra-krichchhra.

The treatment of the last two kinds {vh. As'mari-ja and

Sarkard-ja) has already been described. 16-17.

Thus ends the fifty-ninth chapter of the Uttara-Tanlra in the Sus'rula

Samhita which deals with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of Mutra-

dosha.

Here ends the Kaya-Chikitsa.



CHAPTER LX.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of the

disease brought on through super-human* influences

(AmsCnusha-Pratishcdha). i.

Now we dilate upon the dictum which has been

put forward in the first portion of the present work,

and which is to the effect that a patient suffering from

ulcers should always be protected from the evil in-

fluences cast by night-rangers (/. e. ghost, monsters,

and malignant spirits, etc.). Whoever produces super-

human character in a man by making him exhibit

uncommon fortitude and marked irrelevancy in his"

dealings and the power to know the private and future

events.is called a Graha. 2-3.

Causes of influence by a Graha :—
Innumerable are the Grahas and their tutelary divinities

who roam about in the world in quest of offerings or out

of their innate tendency for mischief and cruelty and

choose their victims from among persons who are impure

in body, mind and acts—be they ulcerated or otherwise.

These Grahas though possessed of various shapes and

figures are mainly classified under eight groups or

families. The Devas (deities) and their enemies ((uiz. the

Asuras), Gandharvas, Yakshas, Pitris (manes), Bhujangas,

(Serpent-dieties), Rdkshasas (monsters) and Pis'dchas

(filthy goblins) are the eight classes of Grahas. 4-5.

Indications Of attack by Grahas: —
A person possessed by a Deva (divine) Graha is cleanly,

* Amdnusha— lit. non-minusha, i. e. other than human. It includes

the deities, demons, ghosts, monsters and the manes and even the serpent-

deities.
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contented, vigorous and with little sleep. He speaks in

good and pure Sanskrit, betrays a strong and decided

liking for flowers and perfumes, grants boons (after the

fashion of a divine being) to all and is devoted to

Br^hmanas, and stares with a fixed gaze (in his eyes).

A person labouring under the malignant influence of

an Asura Graha (devil) perspires copiously, speaks ill

of the gods, Brdhmanas and preceptors, knits his

brow with arched eyes, has no fear, becomes satisfied

with all kinds of food or drink and exhibits vicious

propensities. A person under the influence of a

G-andharva Graha moves about happily along lovely

river-banks, or in lovely forest. Always cleanly in body

and acts, he shows fondness for songs, flowers and sweet

scents, laughs merrily and croons sweet songs and

dances. Copper-coloured eyes, partiality for wearing

thin red garments, vigour and fortitude, repeated offers

for granting boons or gifts to persons, taciternity,

restiveness (D. R.—fastness in walking) and gravity

of the mind are the symptoms which are manifested in

a person coming under the influence of a Yaksha

Graha. 6-9.

A person similarly affected by a Pitri Graha be-

comes calm and quiet as well as reverent towards the

manes. He offers oblations on Kus'a-gvdiSs and libations

of water for their satisfaction, with the upper garment

worn in a fashion so as to fall under his left arm and

exhibits a liking for cooked meat as well as sesamum,

treacle and PAyasa. A person struck by the malignant

influence of a Bhujanga Graha, sometimes moves on his

breast along the ground like a serpent, always licks the

corners of his lips with the tip of his tongue, becomes

drowsy (D. R. irritable) and shows a marked predilection

for treacle, honey, milk and P^yasa. lo-ii.
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A fondness for flesh, blood and various kinds of

ardent spirit, blank shamelessness, extreme cruelty,

courageousness, irritability, extraordinary strength,

stirring out in the night and an entire disregard of

cleanliness are the traits which mark a person attack-

ed by a Rsflishasa Graha. Haughtiness, emaciation

of the |frame, roughness of behaviour, garrulousness,

fetid smell from the body, extreme uncleanliness

and restiveness, voracious eating, fondness for cold

water and lonely places, stirring abroad in the night

(D. R. fondness for walking about the out-skirts of

forest) and roaming about weeping and engaged in

vicious pursuits (D. R. anxious looks) are the features

which show that a person has been possessed by a

Pisaicha Graha. 12-13.

Prognosis :—If a person possessed by a Graha,

has swollen eyes, quick pace, foam at the mouth which

he licks himself, drowsiness, staggering gait which

sometimes compels him to fall down on the ground or

if he is possessed by a Graha after his fall from a

hill, an elephant, a tree or such other high place, or

if he be old,* he should be regarded as incurable. 14.

Times of possession ;—A Deva Graha

strikes /. e. possesses a man at full moon ; an Asura

Graha at the meeting of day and night /. e. in the

morning and evening twilights ; a Gandharva generally

on the eighth and a Yaksha on the first day of

the fortnights. A Pitri Graha possesses a man on

the new moon day
; and a Sarpa Graha (serpent-

devil) enters on the fifth day of the new or full moon.

A Rdkshasa Graha possesses a man at night and a

* In place of "erf|%3T ^^" Maihava reals '^qt^an^' i- e. ;it is also

incurable) when it has continued for thirteen years.
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Pis'dcha Graha on the fourteenth day of the fortnights.

A Graha imperceptibly enters into the body of the

patient in the same way as an image imperceptibly

enters into (the surface of ) a mirror, as heat or cold

penetrates into the body of an organic being and as

the rays of the sun are collected in the crystal lens

known as the Surja-kdnta gem and as soul enters the

body unseen. 15-16.

Austere penances and vows, self-control, truthfulness,

charities and religious practices as well as the eight

qualities* are either wholly or partially present in the

Grahas according to the degree of their respective power.

These spiritual bodies never come in contact with, nor

do they themselves strike human beings. Those who

hold contrary opinion, must be ignorant of the mys-

teries of demonology. It is the thousands and hundreds

of thousands and hundreds of millions of the followers

of the Grahas, who are fierce-looking and fond of flesh

and blood, and who stir abroad in the night and possess

the men on earth. 17.

Of these malignant spirits (Grahas) those who are

associated with the gods should be regarded as of

celestial essence in virtue of their partaking of a tinge of

divine virtues. Those who are known as Deva Grahas

and are cleanly should be worshipped and homaged

and prayed like the other gods of our Pantheon.

The Grahas should be credited with those powers,

virtues and characteristics which are the attributes of

* The eight qualities referred to are :

—

(i) Animan or the superhuman

power of becoming as small as an atom at will. (2) Laghiman—power of

becoming excessively light at will. (3) Vydpli—expansiveness. (4) Prd-

k^ntya—irrisestible will. {5) Mahiman—power of increasing the size at

will. (6) Is'itva—greatness. (7) Vas'ilva—self-control and (8) K^tndva-

sJiyitk—suppression of passion.
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their respective masters. Tbey are the issues of Nairiti's

daughters and their living has been fixed as such by

the various Ganas (or groups of gods and demi-gods)

as they are always adverse to truthfulness, /. e. the true

performance of the dictates of the Sds'tra. Those that

roam about in quest of evil and mischief in spite of the

celestial nature of their own divine essence and tem-

perament have been termed Bhutas (spirits). Hence

that branch of medical science which treats of the

therapeutics of diseases which originate from the influ-

ences of Bhutas (or Grahas) is called the Bhuta-

Vidyji. 1 8-20.

General Religious Treatment :—japas
(mental repetition of a Mantra sacred to any deity),

Homas (offering of oblations to the gods) and other

religious rites in accordance with the proper rules should

be undertaken by a careful physician for their propitia-

tion. Offerings of garlands of red flowers with red

scents (such as red Sandal paste, Kumkuma, etc.), seeds

(such as mustard, barley, etc.\ honey, clarified butter

and all sorts of victuals are the articles required general-

ly for (propitiation of) all classes (of Grahas). 2r.

Specific Religious Treatment :—
Clothes, wine, blood, flesh or milk should be offered to

them according to their respective likings*. Offerings

to the respective Grahas should be made on the day

corresponding to that in which they generally strike

their victims. Homas in the fire with the offerings of

Kus'a, Svastika, cakes (Pupa), clarified butter, umbrella

and PAyasa (porridge) should be made to the Deva
(celestial) Grahas in divine temples. To the Asura
Grahas the offering should the made in the yard

* This S*loka corresponding to "cloth likings" is only a variant

according to Dallana. He does not seem to read this S'loka.
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(Chatwara), etc. of a house at the proper time {viz. at

evenmg) ; offerings to the Gandharva Grahas should

be made with wine and the soup of Jdngala animals in

the midst of a gathering ; while those to the Yaksha
Grahas should be made inside a house with the cakes

of boiled Mdsha pulse (Kulmdsha), blood; wine, etc.

The Pitri Grahas should be propitiated with the offer-

ings made on Kus'a grass together with Mddhavi and

and Kunda flowers on the banks of a river ; offerings to

the Raikshasas should be dedicated in dreadful lonely

forests or at the crossing of two roads, while to the

Pis'aichas cooked or uncooked flesh should be offered in

a lonely chamber. 22.

lYIedical Treatment :— in case the preval-

ent Mantras enjoined to be recited on such occasions

(in works on Demonology) are found to be ineffective

the following medical measures, should be employed.

Skin and hairs of a goat, a bear, a Salyaka (porcupine),

or of an owl pasted together with Hingu and goat's urine

and made,into incense sticks, should be burnt before

the patient, who would be fumigated with the fumes

emitted therefrom. The attack even of a violent Graha

would readily yield to it. The drugs known as Gaja-

pippali, Pippali-roois, Tti-katu, Amalaka and Sarshapa,

duly soaked in the biles of a lizard, mungoose, cat

and bear should be employed as unguents, snuffs and

wash by an experienced physician. Dungs of an a^s,

horse, mule, owl, camel*, dog, jackal, vulture, crow and

boar pasted together with the urine of a she-goat should

be duly cooked with an adequate quantity of oil. The

oil thus prepared would be beneficial if used (as snuff,

etc.) in the preceding manner. 23-25.

* The word in the text is 'Karabha' which many mean a camel or an

elephant. Dallana explicitly explains the word as a camel.
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S'tris/ia-seed, Las'una, S'unthiy Siddhdrthaka, Vacha,

ManjisJithd^ Rajani and Krishna should be pasted

together with goat's urine and dried in the shade.

Vartis (stick;;) prepared with this should be applied with

the bile (of a cow) along the eye-lids as an Anjana.

Vartis prepared with Naktamdla-h\x\t, Tri-katu, roots

of S'yondka and of Vilva as well as the two kinds of

Haridrd should be used as an Anjana in a similar way.

Saindhava, Katuka, Hingit, Vayasthd (Guduchi) and

Vachdy pasted together with goat's urine and with the

bile of a fish, should be similarly used as an Anjana

in cases of attacks by the Grahas which would not

otherwise yield. 26-28.

Matured clarified butter, Las'nna, Hingu, SiddhAr-

thaka, Vacha, Golomi, Ajalomi, Bhutakes'i {]3Li^miLms{),

Jatd (Gandha-mAmsi), Kukkuti (a kind of bulb), Sarpa-

gandhd, Kdna, (Kshira-kdkoli), Vishdnikd (Madhurikd),

Rishya-prokta, Vayasthd, S'ringi, Mohana-Valli, (Vata-

patrikd), Arka-voois, Tri-katu, Laid (Priyangu), Anjana

(RasAnjana\ Srotonjana, Naipdii, Haritdla and other

articles which have the efficacy of exorcising evil spirits,

as well as the dungs, hairs, skin, Vasji, urine, blood, bile

nails, etc. of lions, tigers, bears, cats, elephants, horses

cows, dogs, Salyakas, lizards, camels, mongooses, etc.,

should be used in the preparation of oil and clarified

butter which should be used internally as well as in

snuffing and as unguents. Pills made of the above

drugs should be used in sprinkling (wash) and their

powdered compound in dusting (the body of the patient).

A paste prepared with the above drugs should be used

as plasters. The due and proper application of the oil,

Ghrita, etc. thus prepared would, in a very short time,

surely cures all sorts of mental disorders. 29.

Unholy and improper articles should not be em-
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ployed in a case due to the influence of any Deva
Graha (divine spirit). No hostile measure should be

adopted in a case of possession by a Graha other than

that due to the influence of a Pis'dcha Graha in as much
as the mighty Grahas, if offended, might kill both the

patient and the physician for the act. A physician,

treating such a case with discretion according to the

rules laid dawn in the chapter known as the Hitdhita

(Ch. XX, Sutra-Sthdna) may acquire both fame and

wealth. 30-31.

Thus ends the sixtieth chapter of the Ultara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta-

Samhitd which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of the disease

brought on through super-human influences.



CHAPTER LXI.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatment of Apa-

smara (Apasmara-Pratishedha). i.

Derivative Significance :— The word

"Smriti" signifies the faculty of past sense-perceptions

and (the prefix) "Apa" denotes the privation (of any

object or attribute). Hence, this disease (in which an in-

dividual loses the faculty of past cognitions) is termed

Apasma^ra (Epilepsy) and it turns fatal. 2.

Causes :—Excessive, inadequate and improper

attention to the objects of the sense as well as to their

actions, partaking of filthy, impure, incompatible and

uncongenial articles of fare and regimen of conduct,

repression of any natural urging of the body or aggra-

vation of the Rajas and Tamas (nescience), or going in

unto a woman in her menses, or indulgence in amorous

fancies, fright, anxiety, anger, or grief, etc., leads to an

aggravation of the bodily Doshas which in their turn

affect the mind (Chetas) very greatly and give rise to

Apasma^ra. 3.

The sense-carrying Srotas (channels) of the body

overwhelmed by the concerted action of the deranged

Doshas bring in a predominance of Rajas and Tamas
(Nescience) causing the patient unconscious and forgetful

of all past memories. He writhes in agony and throws

his hands and legs in convulsive jerks with contracted

eyes (D. R. tongue) and eye-brows. He gnashes his teeth,

with foams at the mouth, etc., and falls to the ground

with open eyes, the consciousness returning a short

while after. The disease is called Apasmaira which is
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classified into four distinct types

—

viz., Vdtaja, Pittaja,

Kaphaja and Sannip^taja. 4.

Premonitory Symptoms :—The throb-

bing of the heart, emptiness or lightness (of the chest i.e. a

sense as if the external world is vanishing away fastly),

perspiration, pensiveness, fainting, stupid appearance

and sleeplessness are the symptoms, which are usually

found to usher in an attack (of Apasmdra). 5.

Symptoms of Vsitaja and Pittaja
types : — In the Vaitaja typ2 of Apasmara the patient

fancies that a dark supernatural being is coming after

him to seize his person and is frightened and faints in

consequence with shivering grinding of the teeth i. e.

lock-jaw, laboured breathing and foaming at the mouth.

Fainting is excited by a terror of being seized by a

yellow and fierce-looking being in the Pittaja type

which is further marked by thirst, increased heat of the

body, perspiration, fainting, mild tremor of the limbs

and restlessness. 6— 7.

Kapliaja and Sannipsitaja Types:—
Where the patient is excited by a fancied dread as if a

supernatural being of white colour is coming to appre-

hend him, it is a case of the Kaphaja type wAich is

moreover characterised by the exhibition of such

symptoms as shivering, nausea, sleepiness, falling

prostrate on the ground and vomiting of mucus. Pain

in the heart, thirst and nausea are the specific charac-

teristics of the three types respectively. But delirious

talk and the making of indistinct and moaning sounds

are present in all the types The specific features of all

the three foregoing types manifest themselves in concert

in a case of Sjinnipaitika type. 8— 10.

Discussion on its cause :—The sudden

appearance of the disease without any apparent cause
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and also its sudden and spontaneous disappearance

after a short while without any apparent treatment,

have induced several medical authorities to hold that

ApasmAra is not due to any (aggravation of the) Dosha.

Several authorities, on the contrary, have described,

on the authority of other works on the subject, the

gradual aggravation of the (suddenly) deranged Doshas

as well as the concomitant symptoms of the disease in

its various phases with the spontaneous and speedy nature

of its abatement (though only temporary). Hence it may
be presumed that as seeds sprout in autumn only, when

the rains make the ground ready to receive them, the

shortness of time being counted as no factor potent enough

to obstruct the process (of sprouting), so the deranged

Doshas of the body though gradually aggravated bring

on, as a matter of fact, an attack of Apasmara with all its

concomitant symptoms, only under conditions favour-

able to its appearance which may, however, be short and

transitory in its duration. Hence this dreadful Apasmdra

is certainly a disease of idiopathic origin, ir.

General Treatment :—Medicinal agents and

remedies to be mentioned in connection with insanity

(Unmada^^ may be as well employed in the present

disease. The use of matured clarified butter both in-

ternally and as unguents is recommended. Medicinal

measures and compounds mentioned under the head

of possession by the Grahas are also specially beneficial

in the present disease. Oil duly cooked with S'igni,

Katvunga, \Syon<Aka), Kinna (sediment of wine) and

with the expressed juice of Nmiba-h2>.x\i°> and with cow's

urine weiging four times as much, should be employed as

unguents. Draughts and embrocations of oil duly cooked

(separately) with the biles of a lizard, a mongoose, an

elephant (or snake), a deer of the Prishata class, a bear
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and a cow, are recommended. Strong medicinal errhines

(Siro-virechana) as well as strong emetics and purgatives

should be administered. The divine Rudra god and

the host of his followers should be regularly worshipped

and propitiated every day. 12— 15.

Specific Treatment :—Clarified butter duly

cooked with goat's urine and with the decoction of

Kulattha, Yava, Kola, S'anaseeds, Palankashd (Guggulu\

Jaidmdmsi, Das*a-mula and Pathyd may be given with

advantage in a case of the Vsitaja type (of Apasmdra).

Clarified butter duly cooked with the decoction of the

drugs of the first {i.e. Viddri-gandhddi) group and with

the drugs of Kdkolyddi group (as Kalka) if adminis-

tered with milk, honey and sugar would be beneficial in

a case of the Pittaja type. The use of (the medicated)

Ghrita duly cooked with Krishnd, Vachd and the drugs

of the Mustakddi group (as Kalka) and with the decoc-

tion of the drugs of the Aragyadhddi group* and with

the five officinal kinds of animal urine is recommended

in cases of the Kaphaja type of Apasmdra. 16— 18.

Siddharthaka Ghrita :—Clarified butter

duly cooked with (the Kalka of) Sura-druma, Vacha,

Kushtha, Siddhdrtha, Vyosha, Hingu, Manjishthd^ the

two kinds of Rajaniy Samangd, Tri-phald, Anibuda

(Musta), KaranJa-s,QQds, S'irish /-seeds, Giri-karpd (white

Aparajitd; and Hutds'ana (Chitraka) and with four times

as much of cow's urine is called Siddhsirthaka Ghrita,

which proves curative in cases of poisoning, worms (in

the intestines), Kushtha, asthma, derangements of

Kapha, Vishama-Jvara, Bhuta^raha, insanity and

Apasmdra. 19.

* According to Dallana, the Ghrita should be cooked with the decoc-

tion of Krishna and Vacha, while the drugs of the Aragvadhadi group

should be used as Kalka.
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Pancha-gavya Ghrita :—Clarified butter

duly cooked with the Kalka of Das'a-mula, barks of

Indra-vriksha* Murvd, Bhdrgi f, Tri-phald, Sampdka-,

(Aragvadha), S'reyasi {Ga.]3.-p[ppa.\i), Sapta-/>ami, Apd-

mdrga and Pilu, and with the decoction of Bhu-nimba,

Ptitika (Karanja), Vyosha, Chitraka, Trivrit, Pdthdy the

two kinds of Haridrd, the two kinds of Sdrivd, Piish-

kara-xoot'A Katuka, Madayanti (Mallikd), Ugrd (VachA),

NiHni and Vidanga, and with the milk, curd (Dadhi),

urine and the expressed liquid of dung of a cow is

called Pancha-gavya Ghrita. It proves curative in all

forms of Apasmara, Bhuta-graha, ChAturthaka (quar-

tian) fever, Phthisis, Asthma and Insanity. 20.

General Treatment :—Vastis should be

applied in the Vdtaja, purgatives, in the Pittaja and

emetics, in the K^phaja typ2s of ApasmAra. 21.

Milk should be duly cooked with Bhdrgi and Pdyasi

(porridge) should be prepared by cooking grains of Sali

rice with this milk. This preparation should be given

to a boar kept fasting for three days. When it is

assured that the food taken has acquired a sweet taste

(?>. that the process of digestion has-begun in the stomach

of the boar) and when the symptoms of poisoning come

to be exhibited in the boar, the contents should be taken

out (of the boar's stomach) and (should be dried and)

powdered. Three parts of this powder and one part of

Kinva (the sediment of wine) should be mixed together

and made to ferment in a cleansed earthen pitcher with

the addition of the cooled decoction of Bhdrgi. The wine

(Sura) thus prepared should be given in proper doses to

* By the term 'Indra-vriksha-twak' some mean (barks of) Kutaja and

Twak (cinnamon).

t Bhdrgi—Dallana explains it as Goshthodumbara—the wild fig,
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the patient as soon as it would acquire its (particular)

taste and aroma. Venesection (in the forehead) as

recommended before (Sirira-sthdna, Chap. VIII, 25-26)

should be resorted to and prophylactic and auspicious

articles should be used (by the patient). 22-23.

Thus ends the sixty.grst chapter in the Uttara Tantra of the Sus'ruta

Samhitd which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of Apasmira.



CHAPTER LXII.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the (symptoms and) medical treatmentlof Insanity

(UnmsCda-Pratishedha). r.

Derivation :—in as much as (in this disease)

the deranged bodily Doshas traversing the upper part of

the body affect the up-coursing nerves and produce there-

by a distracting state of the mind, it is called Unms^da

(Insanity), and it is a disease of the Manas (mind). 2.

Classification :—This disease is divided into

five different types according to the nature of their

origin —viz., the three types due to the several actions

of the three deranged and aggravated Doshas, the one

due to their concerted actions and the one due to

grief, etc. (real or imaginary). There is a sixth kind

also, viz., that due to the effects of poison, which should

be treated according to the nature and intensity of the

deranged Dosha or Doshas lying at the root and

which in its early stage, if not abnormally aggravated,

goes by the name of Mada. 3.

Premonitory Symptoms :—Fits of un-

consciousness, agitated state of the mind, ringing of the

ears, emaciation of the body, excessive energy of

action aversion to food, eating filthy things in dreams,

perturbation te. palpitation (of the heart) due to V^yu
and vertigo or giddiness are the symptoms in a patient

which forebode a speedy and impending attack of

insanity. 4.

Specific Symptoms of V^taja, Pittaja

and Kaphaja types :—Shaggy appearance, use of

harsh language, appearance of a number of Dhamanis
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(nerves) over the body, laboured breathing (D. R. experi-

ence of excessive coldness), emaciation of the body and

throbbing of the joints of the limbs are the specific fea-

tures of a case of the Vsitaja type (of Unmada) and the

patient in such a case reads clapping his hands, or sings

while dancing, or shouts or wanders about. Excessive

thirst, perspiration, burning sensation, voracious eating,

insomnia, desire for shade, cold, wind and walks on the

banks (of rivers or tanks), fits of anger, fancying fire in

cold water and fancied sight of stars in the heavens in

the day are the symptoms which characterise a case of

the Pittaja type. Vomiting, dulness of appetite, lassi-

tude or gone-fecHng in the limbs, aversion to food,

fondness for sexual propulsion and loveliness, stupidity,

somnolence, reservedness in speech, eating little, fondness

for warm things and aggravation of the disease in the

night mark a case of the Kaphaja type of insanity. 5-7.

Tri-doshaja Type :—A case of St^noipsftika

insanity exhibits all the symptoms belonging to the

three aforesaid types origined from the three Doshas,

viz., V^ta, Pitta and Kapha. A case in which the

specific symptoms of the disease are manifested in

full should be deemed as incurable. Several authorities,

however, hold the Sannipdtika type to be sometimes

curable. 8.

^okaja and Vishaja types :—A person

frightened by a thief, a king's officers or his own enemy

or any such person, or suffering from any distracted

state of the mind owing to a loss of wealth, or from any

grief (Soka) or bereavement or from any disappoint-

ed love would likely have an attack of mental dis-

traction (insanity). . In such cases he would uncon-

sciously talk incoherently about subjects uppermost in

his mind or would sing in a stupid fashion or laugh or
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weep. Cthese are the symptoms of Sokaja inisanity).

Redness of the eyes, dulness of complexion and of the

perceptive faculties, diminution of bodi'y strength,

extreme dejection, blush on face and loss of conscious-

ness are the symptoms which mark a case of insanity

due to the effects of poisoning. 9-10.

General Treatment :—A patient suffering

from insanity should be first treated with Sneha and

Sveda and then subjected to a course of emetics, purga-

tives and head-purgatives (Siro-Virechana). Powders

of various sorts of (drugs used in) Avapida snuffing

should be mixed with mustard oil and employed for

the purpose 'of snuffing). Fumigation with burnt putrid

beef or dog's flesh should be constantly employed.

Snuffing and unguents of mustard oil are also effica-

cious in all cases. The patient should be surprised

with wonderful sights and the news of the death of any

of his dear ones should be related to him. He should

be constantly frightened with sights of fierce-looking

men, well-trained elephants or non-venomous snakes.

The patient should be threatened with being fastened

with ropes or being flogged, or frightened with bundles

of blazing hay, after being fastened, while asleep. He
should also be pierced in his body with pointed instru-

ments, avoiding, however, the vulnerable parts*, or he

should be made to reside constantly in a dry well with a

cover over it. Barley gruel, powders of parched barley

mixed with water alone should be given to him on every

third day by an intelligent physician. The diet of the

patient should consist also of palatable and appetising

articles. 11.

* Additional Text :—The patient should likewise be threatened

with being forced into a burning hut. He should be also kept immersed

in water or threatened with the fall of a thunder bolt.
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Mah2(-Kaly£(na Ghrita :—Clarified butter

duly cooked with twice as much of milk and with

Vidanga, Tri-phald, Musta, Manjishthd, Dddima, Utpala,

S'ydmd, Ela-vdlukd, Eld^ (red) Chandana, Deva-ddru^

Barhishtha (Bdlaka), Haridrd, Kushtha, Pamini Sdla-

parni), Sdrivd, Harenukd, Trivrit, Danti, Vacha, Tdlisa-

patra, Ndga-kes'ara and Mdlatt lowers 2ls Kalka(is called

Kalya'na G-hrita* and) proves curative in cases of Gulma,

cough, fever, asthma, phthisis and insanity. Clarified

butter duly cooked with four times as much of milk

and with the aforesaid drugs as Kalka and with the

drugs of the Kdkolyddi group added to it by way of an

after-throw is called Mahtf-kaly^na Ghrita. The range

of its therapeutic application includes (such ailments as)

Apasmdra, (attack by) Graha, consumption, impotency,

emaciation and sterility as well as the diseases mention-

ed above. 12.

Phala Ghrita :—Clarified butter duly cooked

with Bdlaka, Kushtha, Manjishthd, Katuka, Eld,

Haridrd, Tri-phald, Hingu, As'vagandhd, Deva-ddru,

Vacha, Yamdnt, Kdkoli, Medd, Yashti-madhu and

Padmaki as Kalka) , and with four times as much of

milk and with sugar as an after-throw would be

beneficial. It should also be prescribad for infants

struck by malignant stars as well as for male adults of

evil propensities and short intellect. This is known as

Phala-Ghrita* and removes barrenness of women 13.

5ri//!w/(Manduka-parni), Ainiri, Vidanga, Tri-katu,

Hingu, Surd (Deva-d4ru\ Jatd (Jatd-mdmsi), Vishaghni

(Haridrd), Las'una (garlic), Rdsnd, Vis'alyd (Guduchi),

Surasd, Vacha, Jyotishmati, Ndga-vinnd (a kind of

* According to Dallana the mentions of these two recipes (ICalydna

Ghrita and Phala Grita) are interpolations.
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Indra-vdruni), Anantd, Abhayd and Sourdshtri taken

in equal parts should be pounded together and made
into a paste with the addition of elephant's urine. It

should then be dried in the shade, and Vartis should

be prepared thereof. These should be used by an

intelligent person as an Anjana, unguent, snuff, fumi-

gation and Avapida. 14.

Blood-letting from the Uras (chest), Apdnga (outer

corner of the eye) and Laldta (forehead) should be

resorted to. Measures and drugs mentioned in connec-

tion with the treatment of Apasmdra and Graha-roga

may be likewise employed in the present instance. Oily

purgatives (Sneha-vasti) should be administered after

the subsidence of the deranged Dosha. 15.

In a case of the fifth kind {viz. ^okaja) of insanity

the cause of grief should be first removed. In all forms

of insanity the restoration of the serenity of mind should

be first attempted. Mild and gentle forms of these

remedies should be resorted to in a case of Mada
(preliminary stage of insanity). Mild anti-venomous

(anti-toxin) measures should be resorted to in a case

(of insanity due to the effects of poison. 17-18.

Thus ends the sixty-second chapter in the Uttara-Tantra of the

Sus'ruta Samhitii which deals with the (symptoms and) treatment of

Insanity.

Here ends the Bhuta-vidya-Tantra.



CHAPTER LXIII.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the different combinations of the (six) different

Rasas (Rasa-bheda-vikalpa Adhyaya). i.

The fifteen different combinations of the Doshas

already spoken of (in Chapter XXI, Sutra-SthAna) are

meant only for the sixty-three different combinations of

the (six) Rasas (taken one, two, three, four, five or all at

a time). They (vis. the different Doshas) may be manifest

separately (Avtdagdha) or combinedly (Vidagdha) with

one another and the number of their combinations should

be taken to be sixty-three pan passu with the sixty-

three different combinations of the (six) different Rasas.

In other words, the combinations of the Doshas with

one another already spoken of should be considered by

an intelligent person to be sixty-three in all (and not

fifteen only, as spoken of in Chapter XXI, Sutra-

Sthdna). 2—3.

Enumeration—Taken two at a time:—
The Madhura Rasa (sweet taste) coming first in the

order of enumeration has got five combinations (with

the other five Rasas) taken two at a time. Similarly

Amla Rasa (acid taste) has got four combinations and

Lavana Rasa (saline taste) has got three. Katuka

Rasa (pungent taste) has got two and Tikta Rasa (bitter

taste) has got only one with Kasiya Rasa (astringent

taste). The different combinations taken two at a time

are thus fifteen in all. They are as follows :
—

(i) Sweet and acid, (2) sweet and saline, (3) sweet

and pungent (4) sweet and bitter and (5) sweet and

astringent—these are the five combinations of Madhura
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(sweet) Rasa. (l) Acid and saline, (2) Acid and pungent

(3) Acid and bitter, and (4) Acid and astringent —these

are the four combinations of Amla (acid) Rasa.

(i) Saline and pungent, (2) Saline and bitter, and (3)

Saline and astringent—these are the three combinations

of Lavana (saline) Rasa, (i) Pungent and bitter, and

(2) Pungent and astringent—these are the two combina-

tions of Katuka (pungent) Rasa. Bitter and pungent is

the only combination of Tikta (bitter) Rasa. Thus the

fifteen different combinations (of the six Rases) taken

two at a time have been enumerated. Now we shall

speak of their combinations taken three at a time. 4.

Taken three at a time :—The Madhura

Rasa (s^veet taste) coming first in the list has got ten

combinations (with the other Rasas taken three at a

time). Similarly Amla Rasa (acid taste) has got six
;

Lavana Rasa (saline taste) has got half that number

/. e. three ; and Katuka Rasa (pungent taste) has got only

one combination. They are as follows :—(i) Sweet,

acid and saline, (2) Sweet, acid and pungent, (3) Sweet,

acid and bitter, (4) Sweet, acid and astringent, (5) Sweet,

saline and pungent, (6) Sweet, saline and bitter,

(7) Sweet, saline and astringent, (8) Sweet, pungent

and bitter, (9) Sweet, pungent and astringent, and

(10) Sweet, bitter and astringent—these are the ten

combinations of the Rasas taken three at a time and

beginning with Madhura (sweet) Rasa, (r) Acid, saline

and pungent, (2) Acid, saline and bitter, (3) Acid, saline

and astringent, (4) Acid, pungent and bitter, (5) Acid,

pungent and astringent, and (6) Acid, bitter and

astringent—these are the six combinations (taken

three at a time and) beginning with Amla (acid)

taste, (i) Saline, pungent and bitter, (2) Saline,

pungent and astringent, and (3) Saline, bitter, and

50
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astringent—these are the three combinations (taken

three at a time) beginning with Lavana (saline)

taste, (i) Pungent, bitter and astringent is the

only one combination (taken three at a time and) begin-

ning with Katuka (pungent) taste. Thus the twenty
different combinations (of the six Rasas) taken three at

a time have been explained. Now we shall speak of

their combinations taken four at a time. 5.

Taken four at a time :—The Madhura

(sweet) Rasa has got ten different combinations of four

at a time. Similarly Amla (acid) Rasa has got four,

and Lavana (saline j Rasa only one. They are as

follows :—(i) Sweet, acid, saline and pungent, (2) Sweet,

acid, saline and bitter, (3) Sweet, acid, saline and astrin-

gent, (4) Sweet, acid, pungent and bitter (5) Sweet, acid,

pungent and astringent, (6) Sweet, saline, pungent and

bitter, (7) Sweet, acid, bitter and astringent, (8) Sweet,

saline, pungent and astringent, (9) Sweet, saline, pungent

and astringent, and (10) Sweet, pungent, bitter and

astringent—these are the ten combinations (taken four

at a time and) beginning with Madhura (sweet) Rasa.

(i) Acid, saline, pungent and bitter, (2) Acid, saline,

bitter and astringent, (3) Acid, pungent, bitter and

astringent, and (4) Acid, saline, pungent and astringent

—

these are the four combinations beginning with Amla

(acid) taste, (i) Saline, pungent, bitter and astringent

—

this is the only one combination beginning with Lavana

(saline) taste. Thus the fifteen different combinations

(of the six Rasas) taken four at a time have been

enumerated. Now we shall speak of their combinations

taken five at a time. 6.

Taken five at a time :—Th:re would be

five combinations (of the six Rasas) taken five at a

time and beginning with the Madhura (sweet) Rasa,
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and only one with Amla (acid) Rasa. They are as

follows :—(i) Sweet, acid, saline, pungent and bitter,

(2) Sweet, acid, saline, pungent and astringent, (3)

Sweet, acid, saline, bitter and astringent, (4) Sweet,

acid, pungent, bitter and astringent, and 5) Sweet,

saline, pungent, bitter and astringent—these are the

five combinations (of the six Rasas) taken five at a time

beginning with Madhura (sweet) Rasa, (i) Acid, saline,

pungent, bitter and astringent is the only one com-

bination of the kind beginning with Amla (acid Rasa.

Thus the six combinations taken five at a time have

been enumerated. Now we shall speak of their com-

bination with (all the) six at a time. 7.

The combination (of the six Rasas) taken (all the)

six at a time is only one. The only combination of

this kind is (i) Sweet, acid, saline, pungent, bitter and

astringent. 8.

Separately taken one at a time, the six Rasas will

be—(i) Madhura (sweet), (2) Amla acid\ (3) Lavana

(saline\ (4) Katuka (pungent\ (5) Tikta (bitter , and (6)

Kashaya (astringent). 9.

IVIemorable Verse :—Sixty-three combina-

tions of the (six'^ different Rasas have been enumerated

by the experts on Rasa and these sixty-three combina-

tions should be prescribed by experienced physicians

with due regard to (the aggravation or diminution of

one or more of) the (three) different Doshas. 10.

Thus ends the sixty-third chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta

Samhita which deals with the different combinations of the (six) different

Rasas.



CHAPTER LXIV.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which deals

with the Rules of Health (Svastha-Vritta-
adhyaya). i.

Health indicates a normal condition of the (three)

Doshas (fundamental principles), Agni (the digestive

fire), Mala (excrements vie, feces, urine, etc.)*, and

the (seven) Dhatus or root- principles of the body

as well as a serene state of the body, mind and

the sense-organs. It has already been stated in the

Sutra-sthdna, that the primary object of medical

treatment is to maintain this healthy state (of the

body and of the mind) in its normal equilibrium. A
brief outline of the means to be applied and of the

rules to be observed for the realisation of that end, has

also been given before. Now we shall enter into a

lengthy and elaborate dissertation on the subject. 2-3.

Regimen of diet and conduct in the
Varsha (rainy) season :— Articles of parti-

cular tastes which are remedial to the specific deranged

bodily Dosha should be used or employed by experi-

enced persons in the particular season of the year in

which the Doshas are respectively aggravated. The

bodily Vdyu, etc., of a person is generally aggravated

during the VarshA (rainy) season owing to a slimy

condition of the organism, producing an impairment

of the digestive fire as well as goose-flesh on the skin.

Articles of astringent, bitter and pungent tastes should

therefore be prescribed for a king and king-like

personages during those months of the year for

* Sonic e.NpIaiii 'Kriyd' separately as ihc organic functions e. g. sleep

and awukeniuij, etc.—Dallana.
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correcting or remedying the altered slimy condition of

(things which obtain inside) the body, as well as for

mitigating the aggravation of the bodily Doshas. The
food should be non-liquid and made neither too emollient

(fatty or lardacious) nor too Ruksha (dry), and should

be composed of articles which are appetising and heat-

making in their potency. Water for drinking should be

prescribed according to the rules laid down before

(in chapter XLV, Sutra-sthana), or water, heated and

subsequently cooled, should be taken in combination

with honey, if the sky is overcast with clouds and the

air is charged with humid vapours, making the water

consequently very cold. 4 5.

The herbs and vegetables being newly grown in this

(rainy) season, are (over-juicy and; consequently not

very easy to digest ; a wise man should, therefore, avoid

the excessive use of physical exercise, water, dew, sexual

intercourse and the sun's rays (which might lead to

indigestion). One should, in this season, lie upon some

higher place to avoid the cold damp due to the emission

of earthly vapours at this time. When feeling cold one

should protect oneself from it with warm clothes and

should lie inside a room free from blasts of wind and

with fire burning within. Fine Aguru should be used as

pastes, and elephants should be used as conveyance in

this season. Sleep at day-time and eating before the

previous meal is digested should be strictly avoided. 6.

Rules for Autumn :— Articles of astringent,

sweet and bitter tastes, different preparations of

milk and of sugar-cane-juice as well as honey, S'dli-rice,

Mudga-^\x\se, oil and the meat of Jangala animals should

be used in the Autumn (Sarat) season. All kinds of

water are recommended in this season as they are all

clear and pure at this time of the year. Swimming
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and (immersion) in ponds full of Kamala (lotus) and

Vtpala (water lily), enjoying the moon's rays at dusk

and the use of sandal-pastes are recommended. The
aggravation of Pitta in the (previous) rainy season

should, in this season, be duly remedied by the use of

Tikta-Ghrita (Chapter IX, Chikitsitasthdna), by means of

venesection or by the use of purgatives. Tikshna (sharp-

potencied or pungent), acid, hot and alkaline articles (of

food) as well as the sun's rays, sexual excess and sleep

at day-time and keeping late hours should be avoided.

Sweet and cold water and purified wine as transparent as

crystals are also recommended. All kinds of water are

in this season washed, as it were, by the clear white rays

of the autumnal moon and being purified by the rising

of the Agastya star,* become very clear and transparent

and consequently beneficial. Clean and thin clothes

scented with sandal-pastes or with camphor as well as

garlands of autumnal flowers should be worn, and the

Sidhu class of wine should be judiciously taken In short,

all Pitta-subduing measures should be taken in this

season. 7.

Rules for Hemanta and winter
seasons: -The season of Hemanta is cold but •

dry (Ruksha). The sun is weak and the atmosphere is

very airy. Hence, owing to the outside cold, the bodily

Vdyu is also aggravated in this season. The abdominal

fire becomes dull owing to the internal cold and dries

up the bodily Rasa (liquid portion of the system). The
use of oleaginous things is, therefore, beneficial in this

• The waters in the rainy season are generally muddy and impure.

When, after the rains, the waters become purer, it is said in Hindu mytho-

logy that owing to the rise of Agastya (a star making its appearance in

the horizon after the rains—generally in the beginning of September) the

waters become clear and transparent.
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season. The use of saline, alkaline, bitter, acid and

pungent articles of diet (prepared) with the addition of

clarified butter or oil are beneficial. Food should not

be taken cold, and drinks prepared with tikshna (hot-

potencied) articles (such as strong wine should be taken,

after pasting the body all over with Aguru-pastcs.

Baths should be taken in tepid water after rubbing in oil

all over the body. Large inner apartments completely

surrounded by rooms on all sides and containing fire-

pots (serving the purpose of chimneys) should be used

as bed-rooms, and the bed-sheets should be silken.

Sufficiently warm coverings for the body should be

used. Kings (and king-like personages) should lie within

the sweet embraces of maidens with big breasts and

thighs and scented with the fumes of Aguru, and they

can, in this season, enjoy the sexual pleasures to their

heart's content and should take proper soothing food.

Sweet, bitter, pungent, acid and saline articles of food

and drink, as well as Tila (sesamum -seeds), Mdsha-'^nXsQ,

pot-herbs, curd, different modifications of sugar-cane-juice,

scented and newly husked S'dli-ncQ, flesh of Prasaha,

Anupa, Kravydda, Biles'aya, Audaka (aquatic), Plava

and Padin classes* of animals, as well as clear trans-

parent wines and all other invigorating articles of diet

should be used to his content at the advent of cold by

a person wishing vigour (of the body and of the mind).

The rules for Hemanta enumerated above would hold

equally good for the Sisira (winter) season. 8-9.

Ru ICS for Spring ;—The bodily Kapha al-

ready stored in the organism owing to the coldness of

the body during the Hemanta season is aggravated

during the spring by the (increasing) heat (of the sun

* For a list of the animals of the different classes mentioned here,

see Chapter XLVI, Sutra-slhana, pages 480 &c., Vol. \.
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and consequently of the organism) and gives rise to

many diseases. Acid, sweet, demulcent and saline

articles of food and drink as well as those that arc

hea\y (of digestion) should, therefore, be avoided, and

recourse should be had to vomiting, etc. Shashtika-

rice, barley, articles of cold potency, j'J/w^^rt'-pulse,

Nivdra rice, and Kodrava-nce. should be duly prescribed

after the cold i. e. in the spring with the soup of the

meat of the animals of the Vishkira class, such as LAva,

etc., as well as with the soup of Patola, i\^w//;^-l caves,

bringals and other bitter vegetables. All sorts of

Asava and especially the Asava and Sidhu prepared

from honey should be freely used in the spring. Physical

exercise should be had recourse to, Anjana (collyrium)

should be applied (to the eyes), strong smokes should be

inhaled and strong gargles used in the spring. Everything

should be used with tepid water and a diet consisting

of Tikshna (strong-potencied), Ruksha (non-demulcent),

pungent, alkaline, astringent, tepid and non-liquid articles

and especially the preparations of barley, Mtidga pulse

and honey would be beneficial in the spring. Physical

exercise in the shape of mock-fight, walk, or the throwing

of stones would be beneficial. Utsadana (massage) and

bath should be had, and groves should be resorted to.

Sexual pleasure may be enjoyed in this season.

The bodily Kapha stored in the body during the

Hemanta season should be eliminated by means of Siro-

Vireka (crrhines), vomiting, Niruha-vasti and gargles,

etc. Day-sleep and sweet, demulcent aud liquid articles

of fare as well as those hard to digest should be strictly

avoided. lO.

Rules for Summer :—Pliysical exercise,

toil, hot and excessively drying articles of fare {e.g. those

prepared with pulses), as Nvell as those abounding in
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heat-prod uci'ng {e, g. pungent, acid and saline) tastes

sliould be avoided in summer. Large tanks, lakes and

rivers as well as charming gardens and cold rooms should

be resorted to, and the finest (refreshing) sandal-pastes and

garlands of flowers of lotuses and lilies, soft breeze from

palm-leaf-fans and necklaces (of precious stones and

pearls) as well as light clothes should be used in summer.

Sweet-scented and cooling Panakas and Manthas with

abundance of sugar should be used. Sweet, liquid and

cold food mixed with clarified butter, and boiled milk

sweetened with sugar, etc , taken at night-time would

be found (tasteful and) beneficial at that time. One

should at that time lie on a bed strewn over with full-

blown and fresh flowers in some palatial building with

his body besmeared with sandal-pastes and refreshed by-

cooling breeze, ir.

Rules for PrsCvrit (rainy) season"^ :—
Articles of the three {viz. sweet, acid and saline) heavy

Rasas as well as milk, tepid meat-soup, oil, clarified

butter, and everything which is Vrimhana (fat-making)

and Abhishyandi (secreting) in its nature are beneficial

after the end of the summer season /. e, in the rainy

season. The bodily Vciyu which is liable to be aggra-

vated and which actually begins to aggravate in the

summer should be pacified by wise men with Vdyu-

subduing remedies. 12 A.

River-water, Ruksha (non-demulcent) and heat-

producing articles, Manthas prepared with abundance

of water, the sun's rays, physical exercise, day-sleep and

sexual intercourse should be avoided in this season. Old

barley, old Shastika-vicQ, old S'dli-ncQ, and old wheat

* A period of four months has been ascribed to the rains. Of these the

first two months are ealled Pravrit, and the last two Varsha—both meaning

the rainy season. See chapter VI, Sqtra-stbina.
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should be used as food, and the bed to lie upon should be

stretched inside a room where there is no blast of wind

and should be covered over with a soft bed-sheet. The

rain-water (in and after its descent on the earth) becomes

poisoned with the excretions, urine, salivation, sputum,

etc., of poisonous animals as well as with the poisonous

atmosphere peculiar to the rainy season ; its use should,

therefore, be strictly avoided in this season. The

naturally aggravated bodily Vdyu(in this season) should

be duly pacified, or the rules for Varsh^ {i.e. the rainy

season) should be duly observed in this season*. 12.

Whoever observes these rules for the different seasons

of the year does not suffer from the evil consequences

due to the change of seasons. 13.

Different kinds Of food :—Now we shall

deal with the twelve different kinds of food (and drink).

They are -Cold, hot, Snigdha (demulcent), Ruksha

(non-demulcent), liquid, dry, taken once a day, twice a

day, taken with medicine, taken in smaller quantity,

taken for the pacification of (any aggravated Dosha) and

taken for subsistence. 14.

Persons afflicted with thirst, heat, alcoholism, burn-

ing sensation, Rakta-pitta, poisoning and epileptic fits

as well as those suffering from the effects of sexual

excess should be treated with cold food (and drink)
;

while persons afflicted with the aggravation of bodily

Kapha and Vayu as well as those already treated with

purgatives or Sneha and those whose bodies are full of

Klcda (physical moisture) should be treated with warm
food (and drink). 15-16.

Persons suffering from the aggravation of bodil)-

V^>u and from a parched (Ruksha) condition of the

• The whole of this Para is an interpolation in as much as Jejjat.-\

does not read this.—Dalian^.
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body as well as those sufifering from the effects of

sexual excess and those accustomed to physical exercise

should be treated with Suigdha food (and drink) ; while

persons with an excess of bodily Medas and Kapha as

well as those suffering from Meha and those previously

treated with a Sneha should be treated with Raksha

(or non-demulcent) food and drink. 17-18.

Weak, parched and thirsty persons should be given

Drava (liquid) food ; while those suffering from Meha
and ulcers as well as those whose bodies arc full of

Kleda (bodily moisture) should be given dry (non-

juicy) food. Persons with impaired digestion should

be given only one meal every day, so that the digestive

fire may have opportunities to) be rekindled ; while

persons with the proper amount of digestion should

be given two meals a day. 19-20.

Medicine should be given with food and drink to

a person averse to it, while food and drink in smaller

quantity would be beneficial to persons suffering

from impaired digestion or any other disease. Food

and drink administered with due regard to the bodily

Doshas is called Dosha-pras'amana ; while any kind

of food and drink taken for the preservation of life by

a healthy person would be called Vrittayrtha food

and drink. These arc the twelve different kinds of food

and drink. 21-22.

Propertimcs forthe administration
of lYIcdicincS :—We shall now speak of the ten

specific times [i. e. proper occasions) for the administra-

tion of medicines. They are—Nir-bhakta, Prdg-bhakta,

Adho-bhakta, Madhye-bhakta, Antara-bhakta, Sa-bhakta,

Sdmudga, Muhur-muhuh, Grdsa and GrasAntara. 23.

Of the above medicines what is applied alone

(with or without some vehicle but not with any food
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or drink) is called Nirbhakta medicine. A medicine

not applied with any food (^but applied by itself with or

without any vehicle) would have greater effect and would

soon and certainly destroy the disease it is applied in
;

but a medicine should not be applied in this way to a

child, an old man, a young woman and persons of mild

temperament, for it is likely to produce lassitude and

weaken the patient (in such cases). 24.

A medicine taken (in an empty stomach) just before

a meal, is called Praigbhakta. A medicine taken in

such a manner, is easily digested, does not lead to any

diminution of strength and is not ejected out of the

mouth owing to its being covered over with the meal,

On the other hand, taken before the meal, it adds to the

bodily strength and proves the most convenient form in

which a medicine can be administered to old men,

infants, females and persons of timid disposition. A
medicine taken just after a meal is called Adhobhakta.

It conquers diseases which affect the upper part of the

body and gives strength in many ways. 25-26.

A medicine taken in the course of a meal is called

Madhyebhakta. A medicine taken in this manner

fails to be diffused all through the organism and

hence proves beneficial only in those ailments which

are confined to the middle part of the body. A
medicine taken between the two meals (/. e. after the

morning-meal but before the evening-meal) is called

Antara^bhakta. It is invigorating to the mind, greatly

appetising and Hridya (agreeable) and is beneficial in

every respect. A medicine applied with* any food is

called Sabhakta. It is most convenient to administer

* "A medicine applied wilh food" may mean a medicine prepared

before and taken with the meal ; or, it may mean that the meal is cooked

(while being prepared) with the medicines to be applied.
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a medicine with food in cases of female, old and

infant patients as well as in cases of those averse to

taking any medicine. 27-29.

A medicine taken at the beginning and again at the

close of a meal is called Sttmudga. This form of

administration is most beneficial in cases where the

deranged bodily Doshas take both the (upward and

downward) courses. A medicine taken at intervals,

cither with or without food, is called Mnhurmuhnli.

This mode is to be adopted in severe cases of asthma,

ccugh, hiccough and vomiting. A medicine taken with

every morsel (Grdsa) of food is called GrJ^sa. In this

form the medicine in the shape of a powder is administered

for increasing the appetite in cases of weak patients.

Vajikara (aphrodisiac) medicines are also better ad-

ministered in this form. A medicine taken with each

alternate morsel of food is called Gr£^S£fiitara. Emetics

and Dhumas as well as the well-known and well-experi-

mented lambatives for cases of asthma should be

administered in this form. These are the ten proper

occasions for administering medicines. 30-33.

Proper time for taking food :—The
proper time for giving diet to a patient is when he

gets free stool, urine and eructations, and feels his body

and sense-organs light and free, when he gets free actions

of the heart as well as natural courses of his bodily

(Apdna) Vdyu, when he feels hungry (D. R. feels easy)

and has got relish for food and when his Kukshi (belly)

becomes light (/. e. when his belly appears to be empty
on account of hunger). 34.

Thus ends the sixty-fourth chapter in the Uttara-tantra of the Sus'ruta-

Samhit^ which deals with the Rules of Hygiene.



CHAPTER LXV.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which dea's

with the technical terms used in this treatise (Tantra-
Yukti-Ngima-Adhyaya). i.

Names of the technical terms:—
There are thirty-two technical terms in this Treatise.

They are—(i) Adhikarana, (2) Yoga, (3) Padartha,

(1) Hetvartha, (5) Uddes'a, (6) Nirdes'a, (7) Upadesa,

(8) Apades'a, (9) Prades'a,. (lo) Atides'a, (li) Apavarga,

(12) Vakya-s'esha, (13) Arthapatti, (14) Viparyaya,

(15) Prasanga, (16) Ekdnta, (17) AnekAnta, (r8) Purva-

paksha, (19) Nirnaya, (20) Anumata, (21) Vidhdna,

(22) An:^gata-vckshana, ( 23 ) Atikrantd-vekshana,

(24) Sams'aya, (25) Vyakhydna, (26) Sva-samjna,

(27) Nirvachana, (28) Nidars'ana, (29) Niyoga,

(30) Samuchchaya, (31) Vikalpa, and (32) Uhya. 2.

Necessity :—What is the necessity of the use

of these technical terms (Tantra-Yukti) ? The answer

is—For connecting words together, /. e,, making up sen-

tences and giving a sense or meaning to them. 3.

IVIemorable verses : —By the use of technical

terms in a scientific treatise the points of argument of

the opposite party are frustrated and the points of one's

own argument are established. The meanings of the

words, whether clearly used or not, whether direct or

indirect, or partially used, if there is any such, in the

treatise are also made distinct (by the use of the techni-

cal terms). Just as the sun shows a cluster of lotus

and a lighted lamp (the inside of) a room at their best,

so the technical terms used in a treatise clearly show

t. C; explain the intended meaning. 4.
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Of these terms Adhikarana is the subject about

which something is spoken of. For example—on (the

subject of ) Rasa or on (the subject of) Dosha. 5.

The term *'Yoga" is the union of words or sentences

together. For example—an oil duly cooked with

Amrita-valli, Nimha, Hhnsrd, Ahhayd, Vrikshaka^

Pippali, the two kinds of Bald and with Devd-ddru

should be prescribed for drinking as being efficacious in

all cases of Gala-ganda. Here the main idea is 'Siddham

pivet' /. e. should be cooked and taken internally ; but

the word 'Siddham' is used in the first half of the second

hemistich, far away from the word 'Pivet' in the sentence.

This combining together of the different words, however

distant in a sentence, is called a Yoga. 6.

The term ^Tadairtha" is the meaning implied by

a word or an aphorism («', e. a sentence). Padarthas are

innumerable. For example—Sneha, Svcda, or Anjana,

when used in a sentence, would each imply two or three

meanings ; but only one meaning which tallies with the

use of the previous or subsequent word (in the text)

should be understood in each case. Thus, in the sen-

tence "Vedotpattim Vyakhyd syamah" i. e. we shall

discourse on the origin of the 'Veda', the use of the

word "Veda" w^ould put the hearer at a loss to under-

stand which of the Vedas is going to be discoursed on,

for there are several Vedas, vis , Rigveda, elc. But when

we try to understand the expression in connection with

the previous or subsequent use of the expression - for

the root *vid' may mean either 'Vicharana' (discussion)

•or'Vindati' (to get)—we can afterwards come to the

conclusion that the subject to be discoursed upon is

the origin of Ayurveda. This is what is meant by the

term Pad^rtha. 7.

Jletwartlja is the meaning indirectly implied by 3,
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word. For example—as earth is moistened by water,

so an ulcer is moistened (and consequently secretes) by

(the taking of) Mds/ia-pu\se, milk, etc. 8.

Uddes'a is the statement in brief. For example—
Salya (ordinarily any foreign matter but secondarily

implying any obstructing matter in the body). 9.

Nirdesa is the statement in detail. For example

—

"Salya" is of two kinds "Sdrira" (idiopathic) and

"Agantu" (traumatic). 10.

Upadesa is an instruction for the doing of a thing

in a particular way. For example—one should not sit

up at night and one should give up sleep at the

day time. 1 1.

Apadesa is the statement of reason. For example

—

it has been specified that Sleshmd is increased by the

use of the articles of sweet taste. 1 2.

Fradesa is the determination of a present action

from past events. For example—Devadatta's Salya has

been extracted by this person, hence Yajnadatta's Salya

will also be extracted by him. 1 3.

Atidesa is the determination of some future event

from some present event. For example—one's bodily

Vdyu courses upwards by such and such an action,

hence one may get (an attack of Vdtaja) Uddvarta by

such an action. 14.

Apavarga is the extraction

—

i. e. exception of (some-

thing) from something more comprehensive or extended,

that is to say, it is an exception to the general rule. For

example—fomentation should not be applied to persons

sufifering from the effects of poisoning excepting those

suffering from insect-poison. 1 5,

Vifkya-sesha is the word the absence of the use

of which does not make the sentence incomplete. For

example -when we say of the head, the hands, the legs,
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the sides, the back, the abdomen ( Udara ) and the

chest" it becomes evident that these (parts) of a ^person

are intended. 16.

Arthskpatti (presumption' is the term used when

the sense (of a sentence), though not specifically men-

tioned, can yet be indirectly presumed or deduced.

For example*— when one says to another 'this rice

(solid food) can be taken,' it becomes evident that he is

not willing to drink a (liquid) Yavagu or gruel. 17.

Viparyaya (reverse) is the term used when, the

words used (in a sentence) convey quite a different or

opposite sense. For example, -when it is said that 'ema-

ciated, weak and frightened persons are very difficult

to be medically treated', the opposite sense becomes

evident, viz., that strong, and such-like persons are very

easy to be medically treated. 18.

Frasang^a (connected reasoning) is the term used

when a different subject is introduced at the end. It

is also the term used when the same sense is repeated

in different words in different places (in the same topic).

For example — it is said in the chapter on Vedotpatti

(Chapter I, Sutra-Sthana) that "Purusha" (livng

organism) is the sum-total of the "Maha-bhutas" (or the

five primary elements—wc, earth, water, fire, air and

ether) and the Sariri (or the soul), that medical treat-

ment should be made of him (Purusha) and that he is

the subject matter of every action) ; and it has been

repeated in the chapter on Bhuta-vidya (demonology)

that the Purusha has therefore been said to be the

combination of the five Maha-bhutas and the soul and

* The common example of an Arth^palti (presumption) in Sanskrit

philosophy is 'Pino Dcvadallo diva na bhumklc,' (/. if., Fat Dcvadalta

does not cat at day-tinic), from which it is evident that he certainly cats

at night, otherwise he could not have become fat.

52
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that he is the subject-matter of all sorts of medical

treatment. 19.

Eks^nta is the term used to denote a thing which is

certain in every case. For example

—

Trivrit causes

purgation, and Madana-ixmt produces vomiting. 20.

Auekl^nta is the term used to denote certainty in

some cases and uncertainty in some other cases. For

example—many authorities hold that 'Dravya' or the

thing itself is the principal factor, some hold the Rasa'

or taste (in a thing) to be the principal factor, some

again hold the "Viryya" or potency to be the principal

factor and others hold "Vip^ka" or digestive reaction

to be the principal factor. 21.

Fnrva-paksha is (the putting of) a question with an

apparent objection. For example—(the question why
are the four kinds of Vdtaja-Prameha incurable. 22.

l^irnaya is the reply to a Purva-paksha or question.

For example—the (bodily) V^yu affects /. e. spreads

over the (whole) body and then forces the urine through

(the passage with the (vitiated bodily Vasi (grease\

Medas (fat^ and Majjan (marrow). The Vataja cases

(of Prameha) are, therefore, incurable. As has been

said—the (bodily) V^yu affects i e. spreads over the

whole body and coming in contact w ith the (bodily;

Medas (fat), Majjan (marrow) and Vasa (grease) becomes

vitiated and courses downward. The Vdtaja cases (of

Prameha) are, therefore, incuiable. 23.

Annmata is the term used when an opinion of

another is (quoted but) not refuted. F"or example—some

authorities hold that there are seven Rasas or tastes.

(Now, as this is not refuted it is said to be Auumata or

sanctioned by the author). 24.

Vidhsina is the act of mentioning, at the beginning,

the fact to be established. For example— the vulnerable
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or vital parts (Marmans) in the thigh are eleven in

number, and this has already been stated to be

established. 25.

Ansfgatskvekshana is the term u<cd when something

in the future is referred to in such terms as 'this will be

dealt with hereafter'. For example—it can be said in

the Sutra-sthana 'it will be dealt with in the Chikitsita-

sthdna'. 26.

Atikraiiitfikvekshana is the term used when some-

thing in the past is referred to. For example— it can

be said in the Chikitsita-sthAna *it has already been

said in the Sutra-sthdna'. 27.

Samsaya is the term used when examples of two

opposite and dissimilar subjects are cited. For

example—hurt to the Tala-Hridaya (Marmans in the

hands and legs) is fatal ; amputation of the hand and of

the leg is not fatal. 28.

Vysikhyj^ua is the description or explanation of

the details. For example—Purusha as the twenty-fifth

factor has been dealt with in this book. While only the

twenty-four factors constituting this body have been

dealt with in other works 29.

Sva-samjnsi denotes the specific terms specially used

in any work and not in common with any other work. For

example -the term 'Mithuna' (in medical works) means

the two things, w'sr., honey and clarified butter. 30.

Udaiharana* is the example of what is well-estab-

lished or well-known in the world. For example

—

* Uddharana has been recognised here as a technical term. But it

should not have been recognised as such, since it has not been

included in the list (see para 2). Had it been so, the number would

have been 2^ ^i^^^ n^t 32. Dallana prefers to regard the portion

?r^^Vl?lT?I etc. as an interpolation and adding a qj ^^ter the sentence

^^ flf^«T5^T^T^ takes it in continuation of the example of ;g#aj
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cooling measures should be had recourse to to guard

against warmth. 31.

Nirvachana is the derivation of a term. For ex-

ample—Ayus (life) is the subject-matter of this work,

and a man gets (the means of) Ayus (longevity) from

this work and hence it is called Ayurveda. 32.

Nidarsana is the term used when the meaning (of

a word or sentence) is supported by examples. For

example—just as the (digestive) fire in the Koshtha

(abdomen) increases in contact with (the local bodily)

Vdyu, so also an ulcer increases when assisted by the

(bodily) Vayu, Pitta and Kapha. 33.

Niyoga is the enjoining of something to be done as

a duty. For example—only what is beneficial (Pathya)

should be taken. 34.

Samuchchaya is the joining (of two or more con-

nected but independent ideas) as such and such. For

example—in the group of flesh, (those of) Ena and

Harina (two kinds of deer), Lava and Tittira (two kinds

of birds) and Sdranga (spotted deer) are the principal

ones. 35.

Vikalpa is the term used when something is said

to be this or that, i. e., when alternatives are used. For

example—either meat-soup or Yavdgu (gruel) cooked

with clarified butter (should be used in such and such

a case). 36.

Uhya is the term used when something more can

be understood by an intelligent man, though not defi-

nitely used. For example— it has been said in the

chapter on Anna-pdna-vidhi (Chapter XLVI, Sutra-

Sthdna) that Anna (food) is of four kinds, w^., (1)

in the previous para. His meaning is that the word f^ft^f being not

fovind in the sense referred to in para. 30, the reader is asked (0 find out a

popular example.
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Bhakshj a (masticable) or the solid food that has to be

bitten with the teeth before eating, (2) Bhojya (edible) or

the solid food proper i. e.y which has not to be bitten

with the teeth, (3) Lehya (lambative) or the semi-liquid

food that has to be licked like an electuary, and (4)

Peya (drink) or the liquid food proper that has to be

drunk ; but of these four kinds, two kinds only {viz.,

Anna and Pdniya) have been mentioned (in naming

the chapter). Here it is (said that the other two kinds)

are) understood. For, when only two arc mentioned in

respect of food and drink, the inclusion of all the four

therein is easily comprehended. And why? Because

the term ' Bhakshya ' is included in the term • Anna '

—

both being of the same kind, viz., solid food ; and the

term ' Lehya ' is included in the term ' Peya '—both

being of the same kind, viz , liquid. And the articles of

food, though they are really of four kinds, are usually

spoken of in the common language as being of two

kinds only {viz., solid and liquid). }7.

Here have been fully described by me the thirty-

two technical terms for the investigation into the

essence of this Tantra (work). The intelligent man who
is fully conversant with these technical terms—which

work like lights, as it were,—is to be regarded as the

greatest physician and to be held in great esteem.—This

is what the Sage Dhanvantari says. 38.

Thus ends the sixty-fif'h chapter of the Ultara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta-

Samhitd which deals with the technical tern:s used in this work



CHAPTER LXVI.

Now we shall discourse on the chapter which (deals

with and) is called the different modifications (combi-

nations) of the different Doshas—Dosha-Bhcda-
vikalpa-nsimsCclhyaya.

Revered Sus'ruta, the son of Vis'vdmitra, asks (the

following to) the high-minded Divoddsa, well-versed in

all the eight divisions of Ayurveda, with intellect sharp

and as deep as an ocean, as it were, and with all the

difficulties in the meanings of the Sdstras fully solved.

The question is— It has been already said that there

are sixty-two* varieties of the Doshas, but how are they

divided when taken one, two or all the three at a

time' ? 2— 3.

On hearing his word the great sage and king

(Divodasa) with all his difficulties solved was greatly

pleased and thus narrated the true conditions to

Sus'ruta. 4.

The three Doshas, the (seven) Dhdtus, feces and

urine—these, in their normal state, hold together the

corporeal frame in conjunction with the (six Rasas

necessary (for the constitution). 5.

Puru'ha or human body has sixteen sub-strataf.

The PrAnas (w>. the organs of sense) are eleven in num-

ber while the number of diseases is one thousand

one hundred and twenty and that of elementary sub-

* The reference is to chapter LXIII, but there the number is

sixty-three and not sixty-two. The three Dhdtus Vdyu, Pitta and Kapha,

in their normal state, cannot properly be called Doshas. The state in

which all the three Dhdtus are in their normal state, is said to be the

63 rd. combination {see also para. 8 below).

t The sixteen sub-strata are the five elementary principles, {vh.—Earth,

Water, Fire, Air and Ether) and the eleven sense-organs.
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Stances (Dravya) is five hundred and seventy-three, -

these have already been explained in detail. The three

qualities (t//>., Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) have also been

explained in connection with the (three) different Doshas

{virj., Vayu, Pitta and Kapha) which are generally said

to have sixty-tw.) combinations. 6—8.

Different Combinations Of Doshas :
—

The three Doshas separately have three combina-

tions, vis., where one of the Doshas is aggravated

and the other two are in tl^eir normal state. Taken

two at a time, both of them aggravated, whether equally

or unequally (with the third in its normal state), the

number of combinations v/ould be nine ; while the

number of combinations would be thirteen if they are

taken three at a time—all of them aggravated, both

equally and unequally (thus making twenty-five in all

with the aggravated Doshas). With an equal number of

combinations in cases of the diminution of the Doshas'

(taken one, two or three at a time) we have fifty combi-

nations. The number of combinations (taken one, two

and three at a time) with the aggravated and dimi-

nished Doshas mixed together would be twelve only.

—

Thus making sixty-two in all. 9

The number of combinations, when mixed together,

would be innumerable. It, therefore, behoves a physi-

cian to treat a patient with the different combinations

of the (six different) Rasas after properly diagnosing

the disease with a due regard to the aggravation of the

different Doshas and without going into any further

details. In ameliorating a disease, the physician is the

doer of that action the effect whereof is health and the

instruments with which the action is performed are

the Rasas while the Doshas arc the causes. The oppo-

site hereof is want of health. 10.
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The Uttara-Tantra, enriched with the sixty-six

chapters wherein have been described and explained the

order of the words and their meanings., and wherein

have been explained very clearly the hidden meanings

of the terms for making them clear to persons of weak

intellect, has thus been duly explained to you in accor-

dance with your question, i T.

Persons reading, according to the rules laid down,

this treatise together with the Uttara-Tantra coming

from (the mouth of) Brahma himself, are not abondoned

by their wished for objects, that is to say, they are sure

to obtain them. This word of Brahma is perfectly

true. 12.

Thus ends the sixty-sixth chapter of the Uttara-Tantra in the Sus'ruta-

Samhita which (deals with and) is called the different combinations of the

different Doshas.

Here ends the Uttara-Tantra.

THE END
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treatment of . iii I'S Kshudra-roga
Erimi-Roga iii 338 various types of ... ii 85

causes of iii 338 treatment ii 450
——20 types of iii 338 Kshudranjana ... iii 69

symptoms iii 338-40 Kudhanya (see Dh^nyam') i 473

treatment iii 34043 Kukshi-S'ula iii 262

diet iii 343 symptoms and treat-

Krimija S'iro-roga :— ment iii 262

symptoms iii 132 Kukunaka iii 103.

treatment iii 137 symptoms and treat-

Krishna-gata-Roga iii 18 ment of iii 103

Varna ii 130 Kulattha i 476

Kapoti ii 542 Kulinga (bird) i 484

Karma ii 547 Kumbha-Kamala iii 269

S'ydma ii 130 symptoms of iii 270

Kritanna Varga (see food) i 532 treatment of iii 274

Kriya-Kalpa iii 84 Kumbhik^ ii 94 ; 131. 459;, iii 12

Kroshtuka-S'irsha ii 14 Kunakha (Kshudra-roga) ii 83

Kshsira :—(see Alkali) Kunapa ii 123

——composition of i 78 Kuranga (antelope) i 481

properties of i 79 Kurchas (drug) ii I62,164

Agada ii 737 Kurma .^ ii 470

Anjana iii 49 Kurura i 4S4
• Meha ii .46, 375 Kus'a-patra i 64

Sutra ii 423 Kushtha i 33. 346

Kshata (wounds) ii 257 Eushtha ii 35

Kshoudra-meha ii 4*^, 376 premonitory symptoms ii 35

Kshataja-kasa iii
;
327.332 ——two broad divisions of

Kshavathu :— —— (l) Mah^-kushtha (major
) ii35

symptoms iii 119 ti 36

treatment iii 122 symptoms ii .36-37

Kshayaja-kdsa iii
;
3^8,332 (2) Kshudra Kusblha

Kshayaja-S'iro-roga :

—

names ii 36

symptoms iii 132 symptoms ii 37-39

treatment iii '37 congenital causes of ii 40
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prognosis of ... ii 41

its contagion, how caught ii 42
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origin of ii 346

warning to patients ii 346

diit ii 346

treatment ii 347-61

observable rules in ii 361

Kusumbha i 47S

Kutharika i 64, 66

Kyphosis ii 231

Labour (false presentations

and difficult labour)—see

««Mudha garbha" ... ii 55

Lagana iii 14

its symptoms ... iii 14

its treatment ... iii 57

Lagharaka iii 271

Lakshadi-group ... ... i 354

Lambatives .» ... ii 365

Lameness ii 15

Lancet—see Arddha-dhdra i 64

Langour ii I53

L4va—(bird) ... ,« i 482

Lavana-meha ii 4Si 374

Lavana-Varga—see "Salt" i 391

Laziness ii 153

Leeches i 98-105

Lekhana Vasti ii 640

Lekhana Anjana ... iii 92

Lekhya (eye-diseases) ... iii 32

Lekhya-Roga-Pratishedha iii 54

Lentil seed .«. ... i 68

Leprosy (see Kushtha) ii 35

and (Vata-rakta) ii 15

Lichen ii 36, 91

Life—(measures and remedies

to prolong) ... ii 522-9

•«-^f—d»f. of ... ... ii Jntro. ii
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key to bng life ... ii 529

Lientic diarrhoea—see

Grahani iii 233

Ligament (Sn^yu) ... ii 168

number and situations of ii 168

description of ... ii 168-9

Lightning—stroke and treat-

ment i 97

Linga-naisa iii 27

——types of ... iii 28, 29, 30

specific traits of ... iii 28-31

surgical treatment of iii 76-9

Lingdrs'as (Fig warts)... ii 22

Linseed i 478

Lint :—

proper lubrication of i 169

Liquids :—

different groups of i 41S-68

curd-group i 434.37

honey-group ... i 449 53

milk-group i 430-34

oil-group i 444-49

sugarcane-group ... i 45^-56

takra-group ... i 437.44,

water-group ... i 418-29

wine-group ... i 457-66

urine-group ... i 466-68

Liver with dropsy (Udara) ii 52

Load-stone

Lobules (see ear) ... i 141, ji 503

Loha. {iron) ii 366
——mode of preparation ii 366

Lohdrishta ii 383.4

Lohila ... ... ii 145

Lohitarma iii 16

Luta {vide spider) ii 752, 754, 755
Lymph chyle (see "Rasa") i 106-7

124, 128

M
Macule ii 38

Madhu-Tailika Vasti .„ ii 642
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Madhulikd i 474

Madhu-meha (diabetes) ii 49

ii 381-2, 386-91

——treatment by S'ldjatu ii 386.88

„ by Makshika ii 388

—— ,, by Tuvaraka ii 388-90

use of mantra in treating ii 389

Madhura-group i 390

Mahabhuta ii 137

Mahendra-Kaya ii 157

Mah^n ,„ ii 114

Mahd-Nila-Ghrita ii 355

Maha-yoni iii 166

Mahd-kalyanaka Ghrita iii 199. 39°

Mahd-kushtha {vide kushtha)

ii 36, 162, 547

Maha-S'aushira ... ii 103

Mahd-S'ravani ... ii 543

Maha-sugandhi Agada ii 739

Maha-tikta Ghrita ... ii 349

Maha-vyadhi (see kushlha, etc.)
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Mansa-kachchhapa ... ii 106

Mdnsa-samghdta ... ii 107, 470

Mdnsa-tana ii no, 474

Mdnasa-Arochaka ... iii 360

Manda > 533

Mandala ii 167

Mandaldgra i 64, 66

Manduka ii 746

Manduka-parni ... ii 523

Manduka-parni kalpa ... ii 523

Mdnsa-dhara ii 146, 44$

Mansa-p^ka ii 96

Mansarvud.1 ii 9'5

Mantha ii 363

Mantha-kalpa ii 362

Many^istambha (wryneck) ii 13

causes of ii 13

treatment of ... ii 309

Karmarikd ... ... i 142

Marmas ii 173-192

their classification ii 173

Maha-Vajraka Taila ... ii 359 60 their different numbers ii 17J

Mahd-vriksha Ghrita ... ii 395 their locations ... ii 173

Mahd-Vdta-Vyddhi ... ii 297 their names and distributions

Manjishtha-meha ... ii 46, 375 » 173-4

Mahaushadha Ayaskrili ii 368 ——different )ieads of

Mahd-panchamula i 355 marmas . ^ ii 174

Majjd ii 145 qualitative classes :— ii 175

Majja-jdta Vidradhi ... ii 416 — —different opinions on i 177

Major cutaneous affeclions—- Marrow—its origin ... i 108

vide "Mahd-kushtha"— ii 362 its nature, locations

Makkalla—its treatment and functions... i 122, 125, 128

ii 65 , 224-25 Mas'aka (Lichen) ... ii 91, 454
Makshikd (flies) ii 746 Mdsha (pulse) i 475

Makshika (iron-pyrites) ii 3S8 Masura (pulse) ... i 58, 68, 475

Makushtaka i 475 Masurikd ii 90, 454

Malali flower i 61 Matara (pulse) i 61

Malignant ulcers i 213 Matsya-Saltva ii 158

Mammre (of a "^ Matter :—

. woman) : > ^^^ specific properties of i 567-569

diseases of J
"Stana-Koga"

Mayura (see "Birds")... i 482
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properties of edible
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meat soup i 535, 537

Parishushka-mansa

(minced meat)...

Medah-puchchha (Sheep)

Medodhara

Medhayushkamiya

Medicine :—

commendable features

486-7

146

522

305

ii 125

1

i

ii

ii

ii

530

430

16

36

85

11 57

ii 235.36

ii 503

ii 91

Meha—See "Prameha"

Menorrhagia

Menstruation (suppressed)

Metal-r(group)

Milk—(see "Liquids")

Minmina Inasal voice)

Minor-kushtha

——ailments

Miscarriage—
definition of .„

Treatment of

Mis'raka-Chikitsita

Mole

Month—(according to Sushruta)

i no
Mas'aka ... ...

Mosquitoes (mas'aka) ...

species of

characteristic bites

Mouth (diseases)

Mouth-washes ...

Mriga-matrika

Mriga-Priyaka ("Animals")

Mridita ("S'uka-dosha")

Mrinala

Mucous-dysentery— see Atisara

Mudga (Dhanyam)—see "Dhanyam"-

u gi

ii 747

747

747

lOI

482

481-

486

95

527
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——properties of ... i 414

480 mudga-soup ... i 538-39

MndhaGI-arblia ... ii 404

varieties of ... ii 404-495

incantations used in ii 405

postures of the foetus and

measures for them ii 405-407

measures for dead

foetus ii 405

craniotomy ... ii 406-7

use of Mandalagra

instrument in ii 407

measures after extrac-

tion of foetus ii 408

diet and observable

rules ii 409

use of Vala-kalpa... ii 41011

its causes ii 54

its definition ... ii 54-5

——its classifications... ii 5^

its treatment ... ii 401-11

its symptoms ... ii 5^-7

abortion
|

miscarriage /
prognosis of

Caesarian Section in

connection with

Mudrika

Muka (Dumbness)

Mukha-mundika Graha

symptoms of attack

medical treatment

Mantra used in propi

11

tiating

Mukha-dushika

p^ka ..* ...

Mukba-Roga
its general classi-

fications ...

diseases of lips

their symptoms

57

57-8

58-60

64,67

16

143

143

158

iii 158

ii 90, loi

ii III

ii loi, 462

loi

lOI
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...ii 102-4

... ii 465

•red

roots of teeth ...

their treatment

diseases of

tooth proper ii 104

their treatment ... ii 467

diseases of the

tongue ii 105

——their treatment ... ii 468

diseases of the

palate ii 106

—.—their treatment ... ii 469

diseases of the

throat ... .~ ... ii X07

——their treatment ... ii 470

diseases of the

entire cavity of the

mouth ii m
——their treatment ... ii 472

incurable types ... ii 473

Mukundaka i 474

Mula-Prakriti ii 116

MurclichhiC ... ii i53 >" 285

definition of ... iii 285

symptoms of iii 285

——treatment of iii 286

Musclei—(see "Pes'is").

Mushika
varieties of— ... ii 728

— "general symptoms

of rat-poisoning ii 728

^-—specific symptoms

and treatment of rat-

poisoning ii 728-32

——general treatment of ii 732-33

Mushkakadi-group

Mushrooms

MustddJka Vasti ...

Mustadi-group ...

Mustard—while ...

.145

523

644

352

478
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... i 479

... iii 369

... iii 369

... iii 369

... iii 371-2

... iii 361

... iii 361

... iii 361

iii 364-8

... ii 547

... ii 161

... iii 253

...ii 80, 442

Mntra-dosha ...

eight types of

symptoms of ...

treatment of ...

Mntrsk-ghabta ..•

two kinds of .«

symptoms of ...

treatment of ...

Mutra-sanga

Mutras'aya ... ..«

Mutra-S'ula

Mutraja-Vriddhi {vide

Vriddhi)

N

Mdi ... ... ... ii 67, 104

Nadi-sveda ii 434

NsCdi-Vrana (sinus) ... ii 69

Gati-Vrana ii 69

symptoms of ... ii 69-70

S'alyaja type of ... ii 70

treatment of ... ii 421

its treatment with

Kshara-Sutra ii 423

Naga-Vala ii 5'9

NaigamesliaGralia :—

symptoms of its attack iii 143

medical treatment ... iii 159

mantras used in pro-

pitiating iii 160

Nail-clipper (vide Nakha-

s'astram) i 64

Nakha-s'astram i 64, 65

Nakulandhya iii 3°

Nalaka ii 165

Ndndi-mukha ... ... i 5^

Nandi-mukhi i 474

Ndsa-gata-Roga-Pralishedha iii 121

-Vijniniya ... iii 118

Nasa-ndha—its treatment iii 122
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NstsaC-paka :—

its symptoms ... iii 118-19

its treatment ... iii 121-22

Nasa-Parisrava (fluent coryza) :

—

——its symptoms .« iii 120, 122

Nasd-pratinaha

its symptoms ... iii 120-22

Na^a-s'osha—its treatment iii 123

Nasal voice ii 16

Nashta-Rakta ... ii 126

Nasya ii 563-71

Nava-Grahakriti-Vijnanam iii 141

different forms of... iii 141

observable rules ... iii 144

Navayasa-churna ii 382-83, 478,

Nayanabhighdta-Prati-

shedha ... ... ... iii io2

Needle—(see "Suchi") ... i 64

Nerves—description of ii 209-15

Nervons disorders (vata-

vyadhi) ii 289

symptoms of ... ii 10-17

different kinds of... ii 289 91

diet in... ... ... ii 291

treatment of .^ ... ii 292-95

beneficial measures

in ii 292-3

Nescience iii 114

Netra-dosha ii 595

Netra-Nadi ii 10

Netra-Roga-chikitsa—Vibhaga-

Vijnaniya iii 32

Netra-Vasti-Pramana-Pravibhaga-

Chikitsitam ... ... ii 590

Netravasti-Vydpach-

;sha 1

sha J

Chikitsitam

Niddna ...

Nidra

Nila-Ghrita

Nila-meha .«

Nilikii

... li 599

i 234, ii 1-72

" IS3. 492

...ii 354-5

" 46,37s
... ii 455
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... iii 14

... iii 6

... i 61

i 59, ii 92

ii 634-46

Nimesha

Nimis

Nirghatana

Niruddha-Guda ...

Niruddha-Prakasa (Phi-

mosis) i 59, ii 92, 455

Nirndha-vasti ... ii 627

mode of preparation ii 627, 632

„ „ application .« ii 628

symptoms of im-

proper application ... ii 629

» >. proper ap-

plication ii 629-32

drugs used in ... ii 632, 634-46

formulae of ii 632-33

its classifications

according to therapeu-

tic applications ...

Nirudhopakrama-Chi

kitsitam

Nitamba

Nivara ... .„

Nivata

Nivritta-santapiya-

R^siyana

Niyati

Nocturnal Blindness

Nodules (granthis)

Nose

—

[vide Nasdgata-roga)

its diseases

3^ groups of diseases

Nurse—qualities of

Nyachchha (kshudra-

"foRa) ii 91, 455
Nyctalopea (see Ratryandha)

Nygrodhadi-group ... i 351

Obesity—its Etiology ... i 135-7

Oblique dislocation ... ii 98

Oil (sec "Liquids") i 444-48, ii 547

... ii 627

... ii 164

i 474

... ii 491

... ii 539

... ii 118

... iii 68

..« ii 83

ga)

... iii 118

; iii 118

i 307
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——preparation and use of

ii 608-14, iii 201

OJah ••• i Intro, liii, iii 201, 130

nature, function and

location of i 30

meaning of t 130

derangement of i 131-33

waste of i 133

Ophthalmitis—(see Abhishyanda")

ii 10, iii 20

Oshadhis—diff. kinds of ... i 12

Oshtha paka ii 473

Otitis—!see Karna-s'ula) .- ii 16

Ovum ... i Intro, xxxvi

ii 118

Pida-daha ii 15

Fada-dari ii 452

Pada-darika (Ks'hudra-roga) ii 89

Pida-harsha .^ ... ii 15

Paddy—(see ' Dhanyam") i 470

Padma-seed ... ... ii 527

Padmini-Kantaka (Kshudra-rnga)

ii 90, 4SS

Pain (of ulcer) :—

its character i 217

its varieties i 217-18

Pais'acha-Sattva ii 858

Paka-tyaya ... iii 18, 19

Paksll£igh£Cta (Hemiplegia) ii 12

prognosis of ii 12

treatment of ... ... ii 308-9

Pakshma-kopa iii 15

Pakshma-kopa Prati-

shedha ii 64

Pakva-Alis'ara iii 214

Pakva-Jwara— its symptoms iii 185

Palate (disease oQ ii lo5

Pali ii 503
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... ii 90, 506

ii 36, 38, 89, 452

... ii 89, 452

... iii 291-2

... iii 294

.. i 540, iii 294

ii 450

Palita

Pama

Pancha-kola

Patnj^jirna :
—

its symptoms

its treatment

Panaka

Panasi-

Panasikii—(Kshudra-rogam) ii

Pandtyaya-Pratishedha ... iii

PsCnaktyaya (alcoholism)

symptoms

diff. types

treatment

P£ina-Vibhrama—
symptoms

——treatment

Pancha-Gavya-Ghrita

Pancha-kantaka ...

Pancha mu!a

Pancha-Sara

Pancha-Trina

FfCnduroga

its four types

its symptoms

111

iii

-Its treatment

Panindma

Pangu ...

Papilla

Paralysis (see also *'Va!a-

vyadhi)

facial

Paraphimosis ... .».

Paramada—
its symptoms ...

its treatment ...

85

289

291

291

...iii 293-94

... iii 291-2

... iii 295

iii 200, 385

356

355

201

356

269

269

269

271

118

15
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1

i

iii

i

iii

iii

iii

iii

li

ii

ii

ii 308

ii 310-11

ii 92

Pari-dara

Paiigha

Parikartikd

Pariklinna-vartma.M

Parilchi

.. Ill 291

.. iii 294

103, 464

« ii 55

.. ii 585

.. iii 14

«« 504. 505
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... iii 27
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111

75

165

503

38

484

Parlmlayi

treatment of ...

Pariplutd yoni

Paripota

Parisarpa (kushtha)

Parisheka

Parisravi (dysenteric

stools) ii 32, 53 586, 60s
Parisravi-udara ii 53, 400

Parivartika ii 92, 455

P^rshni ... ... ... ii 164

Pars'va ii

Pdrs'va-s'ula iii

its symptoms and treat-

163
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ment .„

Parushakddi-group

Parvani

Parvanika

Pas'ava-Sattva

P^shina-Garddabha

Patalas (layers or coats

of the eye) ... .,

symptoms when

attacked

Pathya

Patient—qualities of

Pdtitam

Patoladi Ghrita ...

Patolidi-group

Patra-Lavana

Pdyasa

Peacock—(see "mayura")

Pearls—(see "metals") ..

Perforation

Pes'is

their number

,, locations
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shape and size of

Peya

Phala (effect) ... .,

261

350

10

61

158

87. 450
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i 533-4 ii
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99

198

348
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300

i 482

i 530-31

ii 256

ii 169-71

ii 169

ii 169-70

ii 170

ii 171

i 533

i 377

Phala-Ghrita

Phalini yoni

Phenaka ...

Phena-meha

Phimosis ...

Phlegmasia dolens
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.« iii 390

... iii 166

... ii 487

...ii 46, 375

...i 59, ii 92

i 192

Phlegm—(see "S'leshmd") i 121

Phthisis iii 2J7

mythological origin ... iii 237

its etiology and symp-

toms iii 238, 239, 241

causes iii 239

treatment iii 241

diet in iii 242

rules of conduct ... iii 245

Physician—qualities of ... i 306

Pichchha-Vasti ... iii 225, 227

Pichchhila-Vasti ... ii 641

Pichchitam ii 99
Pichu ii 124

Pidaka (eruptions or abscesses)

> 43. 47
see "Prameha"—

Pidana-dosha ii 597

Piles (see "Ars'as") ii 18, 316

Pimples ii 47

Pincers (See "Danta

Shanku") i 64. 67

Pinda Taila ii 304

Pingdlaksha ii 136

Pinyaka-group ... ... i C23

Pipilika (ants) ii 746

Pippali-Vardhamana ... ii 303

Pippalyadi-group ... i 346

Pishtaka ... iii 16, 43
Pishta-meha ii 45, 375
Pitt abhishyanda

—

—Pratishedha ... " ... iii 38
——its treatment ... 11138-40

Pitta-dhara-Kala ii 147

Pilta-Raktam—(a disease) — ii 8-9
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Pitta-VidagdhaDrishli iii 29, 66

Pitta— i Introd. xxiii, i 323

its functions i 196-8

five kinds of ... i 120-1, 127
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its location in the

human system i

action of deranged

Pitta i

Plasters (medicinal) ... i

——classifications of ... i

•^ three different types

of i 163-65, 33032

Plexus—see ("Jala".)

Plihodara—
its symptoms ... ii 53

its treatment ... ii 398-9

Plug-stick ii 423

Poison and poisoning

ii 685, ii 673

classifications and sources

of poison ii 685

names of poison ... ii 685

its mythological origin ii 698

its properties ... ii 699

_—its effects on human
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ii 687-8

——symptoms of weak
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——rat-poisoning
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Potency

Pothaki

Pot-herbs—properties

of

best pot-herbs

Potion8-(See "Drinks")

—after-potions

Prades'ini ..

Praklinna-Varlma

Parkrili ...

Pralepaka

Prameha—(diseases of

urinary tract) ... ii 43

pathology "j

premonitory symptoms j- ii 43

—'—geperal characteristics!

... ii 728

1

la-

ii 741

ii 741

... i 377

... iii 13

... i 508

... i 532
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.. iii 106

ii 595

. iii 93

d

^ iii 97

1. iii 16

ii 167

. ii S6

. ii 666

.. iii 106

ii 671

Pra-nada ...

Pranidhana-dosha

Prasa^dana-Anjana ...

symptoms of satis

factory, excessive, and

deficient uses of

Prastaryarma

Pratara ...

Pratikhura

Pratimarsha Nasya

Prati-naha

Pratis^rana

Pratis'yaiya (catarrh) : iii 118, 124

causes iii 124

premonitory symptoms iii 124

specific symptoms ... iii 124-5

prognosis iii 125

general treatment of iii 126

diet and conduct in iii 127

——specific treatment ... iii 127-30

Pratis'yaya-Pratishedha ... iii 124

Prati-tuni (a disease) ... ii i6

Piatyadhmana ii 16, 312

Pratyashthila ii 17, 312

PravathikaC

symptoms

treatment

diet

Pravata ...

Pregnancy
its management \

special recipe for
J-

pregnant womanj

Defective :— -v

its symptoms and
J-

medical treatment-'

Pregnant woman :—

nursing and manage

ment of

Premonitory symptom
—^definition of

ii 587, 605, iii 228

... iii 229-31

.. iii 229-30

... ii 491

ii 134.43 ; ii 233-38

ii 236-8

ii 233-4

ii 216-38

i 317
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.. ii 158

ii 165

ii 121

ii 527

i 350

i 60, 65

Preta-satlva

Prishtha

Prilhivi ... .«

Priyangu

Priyangvadi-group

Probes (see "Eshani")

Prognosis :—

as determined by dreams i 279

as determined by

omens, messengers &c..,. i 270

as obtained from per-

verted functions of five

senses .., ... ... i ch. xxx

as gathered from the al-

tered condition of features i ch xxxi

as based on the per-

version of external appear-

ances of the body i ch. xxxii

Pulmonary consumption

—

(see S'osha) iii 93

Prolapsus ani ... .» ii 458

Psoriasis .>. ii 38

Pundarika... ... ii 37, 351-2

Fupalik^ ii 512

Purgatives
——choice of purgatives 1400-17

—mode of using ... ii 570-1

——symptoms of an im-

perfect use of ii 571*2

—diet ,« ... .« ii 572

benefits of proper ... ii 572

—forbidden cases ... ii 572.3

cases recommended ii 573

——application of Sneha

and Sveda before using ii 575-6

• disorders due to in-

judicious use of ... ii 577

——diet and measures

after exhibition of ... ii 647-52

pr«)^)aration of Mudga

etc. as m i 403.11

Vol. Page.

... 412

... 413

... 358

1 and

;. ii 122-3

... ii 147

... i9. 14;

4i 114,, 117,, 119

i 317. iii 4

... ii 95

... iii 67

... ii 47

iii 142

^barks used as

fruits used as

drugs

Purification of semen and

catamenial fluid etc.

Purisha-dbara Kald

Purusha— def. of—

Purva-rupa

Pushkarika ...

Pushpanjana ...

Pustules ...

Putanai-Graha :—

symptoms of its attack iii 142-3

medical treatment ... iii 153

Mantras used in pro-

pitiating iii 153

Puta-psbka iii 72. 86

preparation of vari-

ous sorts of iii 87

prohibition after the

use of iii S8

satisfactory, exces<

sive or defective applica-

tion of

——mode of preparation

mode of application iii

Puta-paka-Preparations

Pnti-Earna ...

treatment of

Puti-nasya .» ii 23,

symptoms of

-—treatment of.

Puti-puya

Putrini ... .«. ...

Puyalasa

Puyarakta
symptoms of.

treatment of.«

Puya-sr^va .m ...

iii 89

iii 89

iii 90

iii 221

iii 108

iii IIS

iii 118

iii 118

iii 121

ii 122

ii 48

iii '9.51

iii 119

iii 119

iii 121

iii 10
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R. —its metamorphosis into

Rabies

—

blood i 107, 108, 109

causes of ... ... ii 733 ——its nature and func-

treatment of ... ii 734-6 tions ...i 121-22

Raga-Shadava ... ... i 538 Rasa-Kriyknjana ... .~ iii 68

Rajas ... it 114 and foot note Rasona-ghrita ... iii 250

Rajju ii 162 Rasatyana ..i ii SIS

Rajashika-cast ... .„ ii 120 its use ... ii 516

Raja-yakshma ... ... iii 237 time for using ...

:

ii 515-16

Rakasa ii 36, 39. 89 its preparation ii S»6 27

Rakshasa-Sattva ... ii 158 persons unfit for .,.. ii 509

Raktabhishyanda-Pratishedha iii 45 Rasayana-Tantra—defini-

Rakta-meha ... ii 46 tion of ... i 4

Rakta-dhara Kala ii 146 Rat (vide "Mushika") ... ii 728

Raktaja Dosha ... ... iii 299 Razor (see Vriddhi-patra) i 64

Raktaja Gulma ... ... iii 247 Receptacle ... i 377

Raktaja Pratis'yaya .M iii 125 Reptiles—(Padina species) i 490

Raktaja S'iroroga- Restoratives ... ... iii 530-38

its symptoms ... ... iii 132 Retention—
its treatment ... ... iii 135 of flatus ...-v

Raktaja Vidradhi... ... ii 62 of stool ... ii 5S8

Raktaja Vriddhi ... ... ii 80

Raktaja Vata-Rakta ... ii 302 RevatiGraha—
Rakta-Pitta— symptoms of its attack iii 14a

symptoms ... iii 118, 278 remedies ... iii 151

——symptoms of incurable Mantras used in ... iii 152

types ... iii 278 Rheumatism (see Vata-vyadhi)

——treatment ...iii 12, 278 Rhinoceros ... i 489

cause and pathology iii 277 Ring-worm ... ii 39

diet in ... iii 279 Rishi-sattva ... ii 157

use of A'sthipana and Rishya-jihva ... ii 37

Anuvasana vastis ... iii 283 Ritu ... ^. ... ii 129

Rakta-srava ... iii 10 Ritu-charya ... i 45

Raktittisira—causesland Rodhradi-group ... ... i 344

symptoms of ... iii 226 Rohini(vide "skin") ... ii 145

treatment of ... ... iii 226 Rohini—(a disease)

Ranula (Upa-jihvikd) ... ii 106 its symptoms ... ... ii 107

Rasa ... i 106 its treatment ... ... ii 470

its origin "1 Romaka (salt) ... i 529

its location \ I[06, 107, no, Ropana , ... ii 669

——its cause J 120, 121 Ropana Anjana .» ... iii 98
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Ruchaka

Ruru

Vol. Page.

... ii i6s

... i 489

Sadharana i 325-326

Sadyo-vrana

its treatment ... ii

Saliasra-piica-Taila ... ii

S'akuna-Sattva ii

Saindhava i

S'akuni-Oraha iii

symptoms of its attack iii

remedies iii

Mantras used in ... iii

S'al^ka iii

description and pre-

paration of

S'.ila-sarddi-Avaleha

S'ala-sarddi-group i 344

S'ailamulaja (salt) i 529

S'alakya i 29

S'ali rice (see Dhanya)

different species of

properties of ...

Salt (group)

best

S'ilvana ... 1

Salvana-Upanaha
j

265

295

158

527

142

142

149

150

80

iii 81

ii 382

... 1 470

... i 471

... i 527

.. i 532

... ii 455

ii 291-2

Ii 343. 393

... i 86S'almali wood

S'alyam—
definition i 56, 247

——mode of exploration i 247-55

mode of extraction i 256-65

its localisation ... i 251

S'alyaka (see "animals") i 186

S'ilakya-Tantra ... i 3, iii i

S'alya-Tantram—definition of i 3

Sam3,gni ... i 319

Samana-Vayu—(see Vayu) ii 3-4

S'amkha ii 165

S'amkha-Varta ii 167

Vol. Page.

... iii 133

... iii 138

...1195,460

iii 192-94

... i II

... i 360

i II

... ii 642

... ii 167

... i 527

... ii 491

... ii 31S

... ii 521

ii 45. 374

... i 56

S'amkhaka

—

its symptoms ...

its treatment ...

Sammudha-pidaka

Sams'amana decoction

Sams'amanam ,„

Sams'amaniya drugs

Sams'odhana

Sams'odhana-vast i . .

.

Samndga

Samudra (salt)

Samvahana

.Samyag-dagdha ...

S'ana (seeds)

S'anair-meha

.Sandans'a

Sandhi-gata-Roga-Vijndniya iii 9

Sandhis .« ... ii 166-8

joints of four extremities ii 166

Sandhis of "Koshtha"

and Clavicles

their forms \

,, distinctions V

,, locations *

Sandhi-mukta

Siindra-meha

Sanniruddha-Guda

S.annydsa (fever) .«

SannysCsa (epilepsy)—

its symptoms

its treatment...

S'intanu

Sapphires (see "metal")..

Sara

S'aravika ...

Sarivadi-group

S'arira-Sankhysb-TysC-

karnam
definition of fcetus .

enumeration of different

limbs and membersof body ii 1 59-6o

ii ]166-7

ii 167

ii 97

ii 45 . 375

ii 92 , 456

iii 174

iii 287

iii 28S

i 474

i 531

i 314

ii 47

i 349

ii 15972

ii 159
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Vol. Page.

.. ii l6o-6l

H los

. ii 547

. ii 89, 452

. ii 157

. i 60

,. i 64, 67

. i 24

i 440

.
ii 4S 375

ii 47, 94

U II V2I

• their number

S'arkara

S'arkaras'niari ...

S'arkararvuda

Sarpa-sattva

S'ara-pumkha

S'arari-mukha

S'arira-Slhana

Sarpih (clarified butter)

.

Sarpir-meha

Sarshapika

Sarva-Bhata-chintsb

S'sirira

the twenty-four Tattvas ii 115

Prakrit! ... ii 113, 115, 116

117, 118, 121

Purusha ... ii 114, I16, 117,

119, 121

traits of conimonali-

1y and diversity

comparison of the

philosophy of A'yurveda

with that of Samkhya

and with other branches

of Philosophy

Prakrili and Purusha

as understood in A'yur

Veda

different kinds of

Manas (mind)

——the five primary

elements of creation,

with their functions and

co-operation

the attributes of an

organic individual

Sarva-gata-Roga-Vijnaniya iii

Sarva-sara (S'opha)

Sarva-sara-Mukha-Roga

—

its symptoms

——its treatment

ii 1 16-7

ii 118

n 119

Vol. Page.

Sarvopaghata-Samaniya-

Rasiyana ii 515

S'as'a (see "animal") ... i 485

Sa-s'opha-Netra-paka ... iii 22

S'ataghni ii I09, 474

S'ata-p.-ika-Vacha Ghrita ii 527

S'ataponaka

S'alavari ...

S'fttavari-ghrita

Satina

Sattvika temperament

Saumya

S'aushira

Sauvarchala (salt)

Savas'eshaudhatva

Sa-vrana-S'ukra ...

Saw—see Kara-patra-

Scakls—medical treatment

of (see "burn")

Scarification

Science of Being

Scissors—see "S'arari-

mukham"— ... ... i

Scorchings by hot wind &c.

—

medical treatment of i

Scorpion ii

its origin and classifi-

cations

its traits and charac-

teristics

treatment of its bites

Scraping

Scrofula (see "Apachi") ii 14, 73, 74

ii 79. 441

ii 102

ii S3

» 53

i 46, 48, 53

i d6, 48, 53

i 46, 48, 54

i 46, 48, 54

94

... 524

528

475

It ... 120

... 176

ii 103,,464,

i

.473

527

... ii 578

... iii 18

1— ...

.tment

i 64

i 91

•- iii 54-6

... ii 113

64

95

749

11 749

ii 750

ii 751

i 65

u :1 20-

1

Scrotal tumo

Scurvy

ii 120 Scybalous

iii 20 Seasons ...

ii 475 winter

spring

ii III summer

ii 472 rains
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—autumn ... i 46, 48, 55

Hemanta ... i 46, 48, 53

their influence on Dosha

and organism ... i 48, 49-52

-—their influence on Vtge-

tables, plants, etc. ... i 48-55

Secretions i 214

Seka iii 91

Semen—its origin ... i 108, III

its nature, location

and functions ... i 122-128

its loss or excess ... i 125. 128

Sesamum

Sevanis or Sutures

Sexual incapacity

Shadava

Shad-Yoni (S'ilajatu) ...

Shampooing—(see

"Samvahana")

Shanda

Shandi-Yoni

Shashtika rice

its species :

—

Shashtika, Kanguka,

Mukundaka, Peetaka,

Pramodaka, Kdkalaka,

Asana-Pushpaka, Maha-

Shashtika, Churnaka,

Kuravaka, Kedaraka etc.

Shaving

Sheep

Shells-(See 'Animals"—

"A'nupa" group) .«

conchiferous species

Shoe—use of

Siddh^rthaka>Ghrita ... iii 384

Siddha-Vasti ii 644, 645

Sikatd-meha ii 45, 374

S'ildjatu ii 386

Silver—see "Metal"— ... i 5-0

Simantas ii 163

111

i

476

112

511

540

386

491

131

166

471

490

487

487

490

490

Vol. Page.

S'imvas (beans) ... i 477-8

Sindaki i 524, 541

Sinus (see "Nadi-Vrana"J ii 421, 61

S'iti i 68, ii 141, 165

S'ira-harsha ,^ ... iii 24, 47

S'ira-Jala iii 16, 61

S'ira-Pidaka iii 17, 61

S'iro-roga-Vijnaniya ... iii 131

S'iraC-VarnanaVibhaktl-

nskma-S'aCrira ... ii 191-7

description and classi-

iications ii 191-3

number and actions

ii 191-2, 193.4

locations ii 192-3

names and classification

of principal s'iris ... ii 192

specific colours ... ii 194

prohibition of the

puncture of specific s'itis

S'ira-vyadha-vidhi-s'ariram

ii 19!

S'irobhyanga

I^iro-roga iii

forms of iii

symptoms of ... iii 131-32

treatment of .. iii 134-39

S'iro-roga-Pratishedha ... iii 134

l^irotpsCta iii 23

symptoms of ... iii 23

treatment of ... iii 46-7

S'iro-vasti iii 92, no
S'it^da ii 102

S'ita-pntansC-Qraha ... iii 143

symptoms of its attack iii 143

——medical treatment of iii 157

mantras used in pro-

pitiating iii

Skanda-Graha iii

symptoms of its attack

by iii

It 194.7

5-208

483

131

i;i

157

141

142
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u 145

Vol. Page.

—treatment iii I45"6

Skand^pasmsira Graha iii 141

symptoms of its attack

by .« iii 142

——remedies for its attack iii 147

Skin—folds of ... .- iii 144-5

——avabhdsini ii 144

bhedini ^—lohita

mansa-dhara

rohini

sveta

tkmra

Sleep—its virtues— ii i49-5Jf 492

Sleslim^ {vide "Kapha")—

i Intro, xli, i 121

——different kinds of... i 121, 127

its derivative meaning i 195

——its location in human

system „ i 195-98

' its functions ii 99, 200, 323

S'leshma bhishyanda-Prati-

shedha ^ iii 41

S'lesbma-dhara iii 147

S'leshmala Yoni iii 166

S'leshma-srava iii 10

S'leshma-Vidagdha-Drishti iii 29, 66

S'lipada (elephantiasis)

ii 8j, 434, 446—9
.—its definition^

„ symptoms
J-

ii 83

» prognosis]— „ treatment ii 446-8

use of alkaline reme-

dies for .M ii 448-9

Smoke—symptoms and

treatment of a person

choked with i 95-6

Smoking—(vide "Dhuma-

pana") ii 653

Snaihika Phuma.,. ii 467

n 701-2

ii 709-11

ii 711-13

Vol. Page.

Snake ii 703

its classifications ... ii 703

classification of its

bites and their symptoms ii 704-5

its characteristic features ii 705-7

names of different

species ii 707-8

features of male and

female snakes ii 709

nature and location of

snake-poison ii 699.700

description of fatal

bites

symptoms of its bite

symptoms of different

stages of bite

symptoms of different

stages of poisoning in cases

of lower animals ... ii 714

medical treatment for <

snake-bites ii 715-27

use of mantras in

snake-bite ii

treatment of infants,

old men and women suffering

from snake-bites ... ii

dosage of medicines

in snake-bites

remedy for aggravated

Doshas due to poison ...

symptoms and treat-

ment of poisoned wound

use and preparation of

various Agadas in snake-

poisoning ... ...

Snayu

Snayvarma

Sneha ...

its classifications

use and preparation

of various vegetable ojls ii 546 8

715

719

u 719

u 721-2

11 722-7

ii 724-6

... i 68, ii 146, 168

. iii 16

... . ii 546

ions . .. ii 546
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Vol. Page.

——preparation of drug-

decoctions.and medicated

oil ii 518-51

preparation of Sneha-

PaCka-Kalka ii S49-So

internal use of ii 551-3, 647

dosage of ... ... ii 5S3"4

evil effects of over-

dosage ii 554-S

use and preparation

of Sadyah-Snehana ... ' ii 555-6

forbidden cases of

"Sneha-pana" iii 5S6-7

——good effects of inter-

nal use of Sneha-pana ... ii 557

its use as purgatives... ii 575-6

Sneha-Lavana ii 311

preparation and appli-

cation of..

Snehaupayogika Chikitsita ii

295

546

641

659

659

Sneha-Vasti

Snuff (Nasya)

its classifications .».

use and preparation

of S'iro-Virechana ... ii 6^0

——use of sneha-nasya ii 661-2,668

effects of using sneha-

nasya ii 663

——use of Avapida-nasya ii 664

-forbidden cases of using ii 665

use and effects of Pra-

timarsha Nasya...

S'odhana-Vastis ...

S'okaja Atisara ...

Soma—
24 species of...

mode of using

—diet and conduct

-rafter taking ii 532-6

therapeutic effects

of »5 6-7

... ii 666

ii 940

... iii 214

ii 530-8, 540

... ii 530

.« ii 531-6

Vol. Page,

distinctive features

of Soma-plants ii 537

their locality ... ii 537-7

Somnolence ii 152

Soma-guna .m ... ii

S'onita ... .„ ... i

S'onita-meha ... ... ii

S'onitars'as .« ... iii

134

106

375

14

96

407

108

475

S'onit^rvuda (S'uka-dosha) ii

Souviraka i

^opha (swelling) ii 475, iii

its causes - ii

symptoms of various

types of ii 475-6

curable and incur-

able ca.ses of ii 476-7

its treatment ii 477-9

—diet ... ii 479

warning to patients ii 477, 479

S'osha-Pratishedha ... iii 237

S'otha i 155, ii 67,477

Sougandhika

Soup
——Godhuma-soup

Kambhalika-soup .,

Khala-soup ...

Khara yavagu

Khara-Yusha soup ..

——Kola-soup

Kulattba pulse-soup

Masura-soup

Meat-soup

Mudga-soup

Raga-Shadava

——Yava-soup

Rdga

Akrita-Yusha "j

Krita-Yusha
J-
soups

Pdnaka J
——Shadava

Spermatorrhea

u 131

> 537-541

i 538

• 540. 541

540

540

540

540

539

". > 538. 539

- > 537

... i 538-9

.. i 538, 541

... i 540

... i 540

« 540

i 541

i 23$
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Spars'a-hani ... .« ii 95

Speculum—rectal— .... ii 321

its shape ... ... ii 321

Spider ... ii 752

stages and develop-

ment of spider-poison ... ii 753
——location and charac-

teristics of spider-poison ii 7S4-5

mythological origin of ii 755

——different names of ... ii 755

——symptoms and treat-

ment of its bite ... ... ii 755-62

surgical treatment of

its bite ,.. ii 760

Spleen (with dropsy) .. ii S3

Splinters ... (see S'alyam) i 247

Srava .. iii 9-10

.S'ree-S'ukta .. ii 527

S'rimara .. i 489

S'ringyadi Ghrita .. iii 321

S'roni ,» ii 163

Srotas i 60, ii 161

Stana-roga ... ii 61, 70, 424

its treatment ,., ii 424.6

Sterile . ii 237

Sthdvara-Visha-Vij ndniyaim

ii 685-694

Stain—see Vyanga

Stomatites . i 481

Stone—vide 'As'niari",

its medicines . ii 331-7

.Suchi i 64

Suchi-vaktra . iii 166

S'uddha vrana ,. ii 265

Sugar-cane (see "Liquid" ) i 453

^uka-dosha . ii 94

its classifications . ii 94

its prognosis.... . ii 95

its treatment
,, ii 459

general treatment of ii 461

——Cases hard to cure ..., ii 461

iii 16

iii 16

iii 48-50

ii 134

ii 147

«« 45-375

Vol. Page.

S'ukla-gata-Roga-Vijna-

niya

S'uklarma ... .^

S'ukra (eye-disease).

S'ukra (male reproduc-

tive element)

S'ukra-dhara ... ..,

S'ukra-meha .„

^akra l^onita-^uddhir-

I
nabma ^afriram .» ii 122-33

-symptoms of impo-

tency ... .„ ... ii 122.

——derangement of se-

men and catamenial fluid-

and their specific, treat-

ment

traits of pure and

healthy 'semen' and

menstrual fluid

——Menorrhagia and

Amenorrhoea and their

treatment

observance of regi-

men daring menses and

conduct of husband dur-

ing that period ...

—^—prohibited period of

sexual intercourse

conception and sub-

sequent conduct

——causes of different

colours of the child

causes of birth of a

twin

causes of defective

organ of the child

-•—fecundation without

sexual intercourse ...

causes of deformity

in the child. ... ...—-state, of the foetus

u 122-5

ii 125.9

ii 125-6

ii 127-8

ii 128.9

ii 129

ii 130

ii 131

ii 13 1 -2

ii 132

ii 132.3

5
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and its activity while in Sv^bhavika-Vyddhi-Prati-

the womb >» 133 shedbaniya Rasdyana ... ii 530

S'uktikii ... iii 16 Svalpa-Panchamula i 355

S'ukti-pdka iii 40 Svara-bheda i" 335

dula iii 257 etiology of ... .„ i» 335
——causes ami symp- symptoms of »» 335

toms of M iii 257 ——six types of »i 335

various types of iii 257-8 treatment of iii 336-7

treatment of iii 258-64 Svaraghna ii no, 473-4

Sun-stroke—medical treat- Sveda ii 558

ment of ... i 96 its classification ii 558

Supervening Symptoms... i 298 302 its application ii 559-62

Suras .- ii 364-5 its effects " 563

Surd-meha ii 45-374 forbidden cases of ii 563-4

Surasddi-group > 345 ——actions of ii 561-2

Surgery i 7 ——its use in purgatives ii 575-6

eight divisions of sur- Svedd-vacharaniya ii 558

gical operations i 37-8 S'veld ii 145

different kinds and S'veta-Kapoti ... ,^ ii 542

process of operation i 39-44 S'vetdvalguja ii 5>2

practice of ... i 71 S'vitra ii 351

method of i 71-2 ——its treatment... ii 351-61

description of 8 kinds ——rules of diet (see

of surgical operations ... i 238-42 Kustha-patent) in ii 356

——defective operations i 243-6 blood- letting in ii 356

surgical instruments Swelllng-(S'otha) .^ i 555

(loi in number) i 56 li 61, 475

•minor" (see Anu- ——suppuration and non-

s'astras) i 69 suppuration distinguished i 1 57 -8

tempering of i 68 ——six different types of i 15s

surgical appliances ... i 56 their symptoms i 156

6 groups of i 56 *'.S'otha" defined .». i 155

Suryivarta-S'iro-roga seven kinds of sur-

——its symptoms iii 132 gical operations of

its treatment iii 138 abscess i 161

S'ushkdkshi-paka iii 36 ——evils of opening abs-

S'ushkars'as iii 13 cess at inflammatory

Sutra-sthinam i 21-3 st«^e i 160

Suture ii 169 ——remedies for ... i 329-35

Suvahddi-ghrita .« iii 321 Swelling (of the ear) iii 108

Svabh^va iii 118 Syandana Taila .» ii 344
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S'yava-dantaka ... ii loS 473 Dbatu ... .. ii 129

S'yava-Vartma iii 14 Temperament (physical) ii 314-16

Syphilis (Upadans'a) ii 81 Temperament (Prakriii)

. ii 154-6

T its 7 kinds or types. .. i 154

Tailas i 444—48, ii 547 its characteristics .. ii 154-56

Takra—see "Liquids" ... 437 Tephrosia Purpura i 60

Takra-kalpa 322 Testes . ii 149

Tala 164 Tetanus ii 10

Talis'adi Ghrita iii 322 Thirst .. iii 302

Talu 165 etiology .. iii 302

Talugata diseases ...ii 106,,469 classification .. iii 302

Talu-pdka ii I07:.470 symptoms ... .. iii 302

Tdlu-pupputa ii 107,.470 types . iii 303-4

Talu-S'opha ii 107 ,470 treatment . iii 304-8

Tamas ii II4 (foot note) Throat (diseases) . ii 107 470

Tamashika stamp ii 120 Tikta-Sarpih .. ii 417

Tamra ii 145 Tikta-Sarpis . ii 349- SO

Tandra ii 152 Tila ,. i 476

Tanm^ntras ii 113 Tila-kalaka (S'uka-dosha)

Tapa-sveda ii SS8 .<,. ii 96, 454

Tarpana (measure) iii 84 Tilvaka Ghrita ii 293 ii 416, 477»

symptoms and treat- ... .. iii 40

ment of satisfactory, Timira ,. iii 27, 71

excessive and defective treatment ... iii 71-75

Tarpana iii 85-6 diet in a case of ... iii 75

uses of tarpana iii 86 prohibition of blood-

mode of application letting in ,.. iii 76

Tartar ii los curable and incurable

Taruna (bone) ii 165 cases of ... iii 76

Taste Tiryak-Kshipta ii 98

its characteristics ... 38S Tittira—(See "Birds" of

its specific viciue 386 the Vishkira species) ,
i 482

acid 387 Tongue (diseases) ii 105, 468

astringent 389 Tonic ii 515. 539

saline 388 Tonsilites ii 106

——pungent 388 Tooth-brushing ... ... ii 48o>2

bitter 3?9 Tooth-disease ... ii 102

-—madhura 386 Torticollis ... ii 13

Tatlvas ii "S Tow (Kavalikd) ... ... i 16S

Teja» ii 121 Traipbala Ghrita ... iii 40, 71
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Traivrita Ghiita ii 306

——preparation and use

of ii 306-7. 447. 467

Trapvadi-group i 354

Traumatic

—

——sores, and their types ii 278

——abscess

——ulcers

Treatment (medical)

essential factors of

Tridosha (see Dosha)

Trika

Trikatu

Trikurchakam

TrlphaU-group ...

Tri-phaladi Ghrita

Trishna—(vide "Thirst")

Tritiyaka (tertian) fever

.. ii 63

ii 239, 256

305

ii 16: J6S

• i 353

i 64, 65, 66

•• » 353

.. iii 200

iii 302

iii 177

Trivritashtaka i 410, 413

Trocar—(see Tri-kurchakam) i 64

(foot-note)

Tumour ii 61, 65, 75, 79, 412

vide "Gulma" (internal

tumour) ... ii 65, iii 246-57

„ "Arvuda"

ii 75. 434. 435. 43^

„ -'Vriddhi"

(scrotal tumour) ii

Vidradhi

Tundi

Tiindikeri

Tuni

Prati (— ) ...

Tunna-sevani (suture)

Turban

Tushodaka ...

Tuvaraka ..»

Tvak-paka

Twin

Tympanites (Adhmana)

79, 80,499

ii 412

.. ii 230

ii 106

.. ii 16, 312

.. ii 16, 312

ii 167

.. ii 490

i 408

.. ii 388-91

.. ii 95. 461

.. ii I3»

ii 16, 012

U
Vol. Page.

Udaka>meha ii 45, 374

Udakodara ii 53, 401

Uddna Vayu i Intro, xlii, ii 3

Udara—(abdomen) ... ii 163

Udara (dropsy) ...ii 50-4 ; 392-303

• predisposing causes... ii 50

premonitory symptoms ii 51

symptoms of various

types

Dushyodaram

Piihodaram

^Jakridddlyudaram ...

Vaddha-gudodaram "^

Parisravi—Udaram J

Dakodaram (ascites)

——prognosis ofj

——cases hard to cure ...

diet

treatment of

use of purgatives

(Anulomana) in

general treatment ...

treatment of Pliho-

dara type ii 398-9

,, of Vadda-guda type ii 400

,, of Parisravi

type ii 400

„ of Udakodara

type ii 401-2

diet in cases of Uda-

kodara (ascites)

Udsbvarta

causes of

various types of

——symptoms of

iiS 1.52

ii 52

ii 52

ii 52

ii 53

ii 53-4

ii 54

ii 392

ii 392

ii 392

ii 394

ii 395-8

——treatment of

Uddvarta Yoni .

Udbhid-group ..

Udgharshana

Udukhala

11 402-3

• iii 34*

. iii 344

iii 344

iii 344-6

iii 346-51

iii 165

i 522

ii 487

ii 167
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Ulcer (Vrana)

i 167-75

i 171-2

i 172

176

i 178

182-2

i 212

i 213

i 219

i 220-7, 266-9

... ii 239

divi-

ii 239

Vol. Page.

162-182 194-227

ii 239264

——dressings and ban-

dages for •

evils of non-bandag-

ing

cases where bandag-

ing is prohibited

beds and chambers

of ulcer-pa'ient

articles prohibited to

ulcer-patients ...

—diet of ulcer-patient

shapes and seats of

——six classes of

colours of ...

prognosis of

inflamed

two principal

sions of

(I) Idiopathic")

(2) Traumatic/

treatment of... ii 240, 243-45

kinds of ii 241-3

symptoms of ... ii 240-243

surgical treatment of ii 248-52

different modes of

treatment for

poisonous

vermifugal ... ...

diet in ulcer

——protective rites in ...

causes of .»

locality of

distressing symptoms

(Upadrava)in

Ulcer in the urinary

bladder

Umbrella

Unduka

Unmatda (insanity) ...

five types of

——symptoms of

treatment of

use of ghritas in

blood-letting in

Unmantha

Unmargi ...

Upadans'a (disease of

genital organ)

——its origin, definition

&c. of ii

its types and their

symptoms ii

its treatment

Upa-jihva ..<

Upa-kus'a

Upa-naha...

Upa-nakha

Upa-n£ha-Sveda

Updya (agency) ...

Urah

Urah-kshata

Urethral syringe...

Vol. Page.

. iii 387

387

389

390

39

«

ii 503. 505

ii 33

81

... ii 82

... 11443-46

... ii 106-469

... ii 103-464

i 161, ii 300

88, iii 9, 58

... ii 560

... i 477

... ii 163

... iii 240

... ii 622-26

Urinary Calculi—see "As'raari"

—

ii 25, 28, 329

Urinary tracts

—

diseases of (see "Prameha)

ii 2;52-63 ii 43-372

ii 253 Urine (group) i 466

ii 261 Uru ii 164

ii 263 Uru-stambha ... ... ii 313

ii 263 symptoms of... ... ii 313

ii 263 treatment of ... ... ii3ii-i4

ii 263 diet in ... ii 314

Ushakadi-group ... ... i 349

ii 264 Ushara-kshara (alkali) . i 530

UshmaSveda ... ii 558

ii 334 Ushna-vata ii 26

ii 490 Ushnisha ... ii 490

ii 148 Ushtra-griva ... ii 32

iii 387 Utkarika ,..ii 300, 512
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Utkles'a •• » IS3 Vali-kalpa ii 410

Utkles'ana-vasti ii 642 ii 578

Utpaladi-group • » 352 Valirdha ii 486, 478

Utpala
• »i 503-505 Valdsa ii 109

Utplishta
• ii 97 Val^sa-Grathita iii 42

Utsadana (rubbing) . ii 487 Valaya ii 109, I6S

Utsangini . iii 12 Valli-panchamula i 357

Uttama (S'uka-dosha) .. . ii 95. 460 Valmika—"Kshudra-roga"--
Uttara-Tantram i 26, vol. iii ... ii 86, 457

Uttara-vasti ,. ii 622.26 Vamana-Virechana-Sddhya

upadrava ii 565
V Vamana-Virechana-Vydpat

Vacha-ghrita .. ii 527 its 15 kinds ii 577

Vacha-kalpa ,. ii 526 causes and treatment oi ii 577.89

Vacha-Rasayana ii 526 Vamkshana ii 167

Vachad i group . i 347 Vanaspatis—definition of i 12

Vaddha-gudodara ,. ii 53, 400 Vanaspati-sattva ii 158

Vidhirya (deafness) . ii 15-16 Vanya-kulattha i 476

iii 106 Vdrdhi ii 542

Vadis'a . i 64,67 V^rahi-kalpa ii 519-70

Vaginal diseases Varaka i 473
their classifications.. . iii 164-S Vardhana ii 103

their symptoms . iiii6s-66 Varicose veins ii 74

their treatment . iii 166-8 Variola ii 90

prescribed diet in .,.. iii 168 Vartma-bandha iii 13

Vahirayama . ii 10, II Vartma.gata-Roga-Vijna-

Vaidala Dhanyam (pulse ) i 474 niya iii 12

varieties of i 474-5 Vartma-kardama, iii 13

Vaidurya .«
• i 531 Vartma-s'arkara iii 13

Vaidyaka
,.. ii ii8 Varuka i 474

Vaikarika Abamkara ii 114 Varuhddi-gr,)up i 343

Vaikarika Taijasa ii 114 Vasa (muscle-fat) ii 146

Vskfi-karana .. ii 519 Vas^-meha ... ii 46, 375

definition of,.. .. ii 510 Vascular system ,^ ii 191

,. ii 510-11 Vasti (bladder) ii 148

medicines used in . .. ii5ll-i4 Vastl ii 599
Viji-karana-Tantram its importance and
——definition of .. i 5 application ii 599-»

ii 510 dimensions of the pipe ii 59»-2

Vaji-karana-Vasti ii 640 materials of the pipe

Vajraka Taila ... ••ii 347. 349 of ii 59Z-3
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its construction ... ii 593

its classification and

use i» 583-5

evil effects due to

injudicious application of ii. 596-7

remedies for mishaps

due to injudicious appli-

cation of the pipe and

vasti ii 599-600

disorders resulting

from a defective vasti and

their remedies ... ii 600-7

disorders resulting

from defective position of

patients and their reme-

dial measures ii 692-3

proper time for appii-

cation of sneha-vasti ... ii 6i6-i8

actions of ii 618-19

distressing symptoms

of abuse or excess of

sneha-vasti ii 619-22

mode of applying

Uttara-vasti ii 622-26

Vasti-dosha ii 596

Vasti-S'ula iii 263

Vata—see Vdyu

—

Vatabhishyanda-Pratishedha iii 34

Vatahata-vartma iii 6, 14

Vataja Atisdra iii 213

VaCtaja fever

its symptoms iii 172

its treatment 1 iii 182

decoction in , iii 192

its classification iii 131

its treatment iii 134

Vita-Kantaka (a disease)... ii 16

Vatala iii 165

Vdta-Paryaya iii 23

Vdta-pitta-fever ... ... iii 175

Vol. Page.

Vatta-Rakta ("see disease")

ii 7.197

its Nidanam (Patho-

logy) ii 4-9

its premonitory symp-

toms ... ... ii 9 ; ii 297-8

its prognosis ii 9 ; ii 298

its causes ii 297

kinds of men suscep-

tible of its attack .- ii 298

its preliminary reme-

dial measures ... ii 298-99

preparation and use

of poultice (payasas) in

a case preponderated

by Vayu ii 299-390

treatment of cases of

prepondering Pitta ... ii 300-4

diet in cases of .». ii 304-4

warning to patients ... ii 305

Vata-s'leshma-fever ... iii 176

Vata-S'ula ii 580

Vatashthili (a kind of tumour) ii 16

Vata-Taila ii 304, 309, 4C9-10,

460, 534

Vata-Vyadhi ... ii I— 17, 289

Vayasa-tunda ... ... ii 167

Va'yu—different kinds of i 120,

195, ii 1-7, 121, ii 134

derivative meaning of i 195

its location in the

human system i 195

increase of (during the

closing years of life) ... i 523

——meaning and functions

of ... i. Intro, xli—xlii.

its action in normal state ii 2

diseases caused by

aggravated Vayu ii 4-7

symptoms of loss or

excess of i 123, 127
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Vol. Page,

—aggravating causes of i 201-2

Vedini ii 145

Vegavati ii 543

Vein (see "S'ira") ... i 68

Venesection •.. ii igS-aoS, iii 45

its method ...ii 199-205

persons unfit for ... ii 198

——preliminary rules ... ii 199

——Yantra-vidhi ii 199-201

defective venesection,

itskinds& their definitions ii 205-7

Venika (braided hair) ... i 61

Venison i 481

Vetasa-patraka i 64

Vertigo ii 153

Vibandha ii 588

Vibhitaka oil ... .• ii 507

Vicharchikd (psoriasis) ii 89, 452

Vidanga-kalpa ii 516

Vidanga-Rasiyana ... ii 516

Viddri ii III, 519

Viddri-gandhadi-group ... i 342

Viddrika ii 88, 451

Viddri-kanda i 524

Vid(salt) i 528

Vidradhi (S'uka-dosha) ... ii 96

Vidradhl—(abscess, tu-

mours &c. ... ii6i, 412, 92

definition and classi-

fication of ii 61

symptomsof ii 61-62

in throat ii no
Antar-vidradhi (inter-

nal abscess) ii 62

localities of .^ ... ii 63

specific symptoms of ii 63

prognosis of ii 64

"Gulma." differentiated

front ... ii 65

incurable types of ... ii 66

S'uka-dosha ii 96

Vol. Page.

——curable and incurable

cases of ii 412

treatment of ii 412-17

treatment of internal ii 41S

,, suppurated ,, ii 416

,, of Majja-jita ii4i5-l7

Vidradhikd (carbuncle) ... ii 48

Vija ii 129

Vijaka ... ... ii 56

Vikara ii 115

Vilepi i 533

Vilva ii 527

Vinatd ii 48

Vipldikd ii 38

Viparyyaya fever (Vishama

Jwara) iii 177

Vipluta yoni iii 165

Vira-tarvadi-group i 343

Virudhs—definition of ... i 12

Virya « i 377

Visha-granthi iii 57

Visarpa ( ery si pelas) ... ii 67

definition of ii 67

types (and symptoms) of ii 67-68

prognosis of ii 67

——curable and incurable

cases of ... — ii 418

treatment of ii4i8-20

Visarpa-kushtha .» ii 38

Viscera (see "A's'ayas")... ii 160

Visha-vartma iii 15

Visha-kanyd Ji 673

Vishama Jwara iii 177

origin of iii 177

characteristics of ..^ iii 17S

seat of iii 179

duration of iii 180

influence of Vdyu in iii 180

medical treatment of iii 195-200

Visa-pita ii 707

Vishari-Agada ii 693
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... ii 87, 450

65

14

263

173

ii 588

ii 97

ii 120

ii 86, 450

iii 309

iii 309. 310

.. iii 309

.. iii 311-13

... iii 313

i 211, ii 241

.. ii 243

Vishphotaka

Visravanam i

Vis'vachi (bracial neuralgia) ii

Vit-s'ula iu

Vital Tarts (see "Marmas") ii

Vivandha ii

Vivartita ii

Viviktata ii

Vivrita (Kshudra-roga)

Vomiting
its causes and nomen-

clature

its symptoms

its treatment

diet in

Vrana (see ulcer)

S'uddha-(Vrana)

sixty factors of

treatment

Sadyo-{Vrana)

different kinds of ..

treatment

Vriddhl
definition and pre

monitory symptoms of

types and symptoms of ii 7^-9

—-rules of conduct in.». ii 439

treatment of ... ii 439-42

opening ii 440

diet in ii 439

treatment of Medoja

type

treatment of Mutraja

type

Its

11 243

ii 264

ii 205-6

ii 267-8

ii 79. 439

ii 79

ii 441-2

u 442

treatment of Antar-

Vriddhi

Vriddhi-patram

Vrihatyadi-group

Vrihi Dhanyas

Krishna-Vrihi,

... u 442-3

i 64, 66

... i 348

... i 472

Shala-mukha,

Jatumukha, Nandimukha, Lavak-

Vol. Page.

shaka, Taritaka, Kukkutandaka,

Paravataka, Pitala, etc.

Vrihi-mukham i 64, 66

Vrihi seed .., i 64 (foot note).

Vrikkas .^ ii 149

Vrikshas—definition of .». i 12

Vrimhana-Vasti ... ii 640

Vrinda , ii 109, 474

Vrishana-Kachchhu ... ii 93, 458

Vuddhi-Indriya ii 114

Vyadhanam i 68

Vyadhya (eye-diseases) ... iii 32

Vydna Viyu (see "Vayu") ii 4

Vyanga ii 91, 455, 508

Vyapad 'I .« ii 598

Vyapat J ... ii 577—87, 606

w
Warts ii 20-21

Water—(See "Liquids") i 418

drinking ii 497

rules of drinking ... ii 497

Wet-nurse ii 225-28

selection of 1

Y ... u 225-6
lactation J

examination of breast-

milk of ii 227-8

treatment of wet-nurse ii 228

Wheat i 477

Wind (see "Vayu") ... i 120

its effect on human

system i 192

effects of east, south,

west and north wind ... i 1 92-3

Wisdom-tooth ii 104

Wine (see "Liquids") ... i 457

diff. kinds of ... i 457-62

properties and actions

of iii 289

:vil effects of drink-

ing iii 296
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stages of intoxication iii 290 Yava (.see "Barley") ... i 477

prohibited cases iii 290 Yava-prakshyd ii 85, 450
purgative i 406-7 Yav^u i 533, iii 231

Women—(unfit to visit) ii 498-505 Yawning ii 152

Womb ii 133 Yoni ii 13S1 iii 164

Wounds ii :J65-7 twenty forms of the

--—poisoned ii 722 diseases of iii 164

Worms (see "Krimi-roga") causes of diseases of iii 164

Wry-neck ii 13 classification of

diseases affecting ... iii 164-5

Y Yoni-vyipat-Pratishedha iii 164

Yadrichchha ii 118 Yukta-ratha-Vasti ... ii 643

Yakridddlyudara ii 52 Yuvana-pidaka ii 90, 455

Yamya Sattva ... ii 157

Yarayu ... ii 133 z
Yatuniani (mole) ii 91 Zinc (see "Metal") ... i 530



APPENDIX No. 1.

GLOSSARY OF IMPORTANT WORDS

Abhisbyandi ..

Abhyanga

II—532 Achamana

I—287 Adhvaryu

II— 549 Adequate quantity

Agneya

I— 196, 319 Agni

II--531 Agni-shtoma

Aksha

n--311 Akshi-Tarpana ...

Akrita-yusha ...

II--735 Alaika

Alakta

Alepa "l

Alepana/

III--155 Andha-putana ...

Anila

Anjali

Anna

II--391 Antar-dhuma

I--487 Anupa

Anuloma

... Anything that produces a sliminess

in the channels and a consequent

heaviness of the limbs. Causing

defluxions or watery effusion ;

secreting.

... Smearing the body with oily substance.

... Rinsing the mouth ; sipping water

before religious ceremony, or

before or after meal. Washing.

... One of the priests at a Vedic sacrifice.

See note Vol. I P. 305.

... See Vol. II. 549.

.« Pertaining to fire. See Vol. I P. 108.

Digesting,

... The Fire-god. See Vol. I intro.

XLVII ; Vol. II P. 3.

... A religious sacrifice.

... A weight equal to two Tolas.

... A fluid medicine to be dropped into

the eye. Eye-lotions. See Vol. III.

P. 85.

... Unseasoned soup.

... A mad dog.

... Lac.

... Plaster-see Vol. I Ch. XVIIL

... A demoness supposed to cause dis-

eases to children.

... See Vayu

.» A measure weighing half a seer.

32 Tolas.

... Boiled rice ; solid food ; food.

w.. (Burning) in two covered pitchers

—

i.e. in the absccnce of air.

... Belonging to a marshy place. See

Vol. L P. 325, 487.

... In regular or natural order or course.
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II—394 Anulomana

Anu>rasa...

Anuvasana

Anuvellita

Apa .«

Apaha-Vayu

Apa-Tarpana

II—209 Apta-vak

Apupa ...

Aranala ...

Ardra

Arishta ...

I—287 Arundhati

11—75 Arvuda ...

Asava

As'cbyotana

As'lesha ...

Asthjpana

As'vini ...

Atharvan

Atreya ...

Audaka ...

Aupadravj

I—317 Aupasargika

I—425 Avanti ...

Avapida-nasya

Avasechana

Ayana ...

Ayaskanla

Ayuh

APPENDIX.

... Medicines which help the digestion of

the Doshas, esp. the Vayu and set

them' free. Purgative.

... A secondary flavour. An after-taste.

... Oily enema. See Vol. II P. 594.

... Bandage. See Vol. I P. 167.

... Water or liquid. See Vol. I P. 374 ;

Vol. II P. 121.

... See Vol. II P. 3. Flatus.

.« .Depletory measures ; fasting ; food

that does not gratify.

... Persons or words of authority.

... Cakes.

... The acid fermentation of the wheat-

boiling. A variety of kanjika.

... One of the 27 constellations.

... A variety of liquor. See Vol. I. 266.

... Pole-star ; one of the Pliades.

... A tumour.

... Fermented liquor.

.„ The process of dropping a liquid into

the eye. Eye-drop. See Vol. Ill

P. 84.

... One of the 27 constellations.

... Non-oily enema. See Vol, II Ch.

XXXVII.

... The first of the 27 constellatons.

... The fourth Veda.

... The founder of the school of

Ayurvedic medicine.

... Pertaining to water.

... Pertaining to an Upadrava or the

side-issue of a disease.

.., Pertaining to an Upasarga ; sympa-

thetic.

.M Name of a city—modern Ujjaini.

... A kind of errhine. II. P. 659.

... Sprinkling.

... Half year : the solstice.

... Magnet. Vol. I. 256.

... Vital condition ; natural span of

life. Sec Vol. II.—Intro. VIII.
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Ayurveda

III— 162 Bhaga ...

Bfaaradvaja

Bharani ...

Bhavana

Brahmd ...

Brahniana

Brahmadeva

II—128 Brahma-charini

Brahmarshi

The Science of life ; See Vol. I.

P. 2 ; Vol. II. Intro, ii.

B
A god of that name.

The founder of the School of

Ayurvedic medicine.

The second of the 27 constellations.

. A process of saturating. See Vol. II.

note P. 312.

The supreme Being. The creator ;

the first Deity of the sacred Hindu

Trinity to whom is entrusted the

work of creating the world. The

founder of the Ayurveda.

. A person belonging to the highest

(original) caste of the Hindus ;

A Brdhmana was born from the

mouth of the Purusha— cf. Manu.

ch. I P. 30.

. A commentator of Sushruta Samhita.

. A woman ovserving the vow of con-

tinence...Manu-samhita—ch I.

.. A Brdhmana ascetic.

Chakra-taila

Chakradatta

Chaitya ...

Chatuh-Sneha

II~405 Chitra-bhanu

.. Oil pressed out from a wooden oil-mill.

.. A shortened form of Chakrapani

Dutta, commentator ofCharaka and

Sushruta Samhita and the clebrat-

ed compiler of a medical treatise

named "Chakradatta."

.. A Buddhist temple. See note Vol. II.

P. 216.

,.. Oil, clarified butter, fat and marrow.

... The name of Surya, the Sun-god.

Darvi-homa

Das'a-mula

J—2JO Dauhrida

Dhatus ...

.. A kind of Vedic religious sacrifice.

.. See Vol. I. P. 355.

.. The longing of an encicnte (for some

thing or other).

... Root or fundamental principles. See

Vol. I. Ch. XV. See Intro. XLI.
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Dhanyamla

I—546 Dhana ...

Dhamani

II.—653 Dhuma-pana

Dhruva ...

Dipana ...

II—120 Dosha

Drona Mi

Dundubhi

Dvandaja

Dvi-dosha

A fermented acid gruel prepared

from paddy.

Parched barley.

See Vol. II. P. 209. A vessel, artery

or duct.

. Smoking ; fumagative inhalation.

, Immutable Being ; the pole-star.

, Appetising.

, The fundamental principles ; morbid

diothesis. See Dhatu I. P. 120

Intro. XLVII.

, A measure of sixteen seers ; when

used in respect of a liquid subs-

tance, it would mean double that

quantity i.e. thirty-two seers.

, A sort of large kettle-drum ; a drum.

, Dvi-doshaja ; Produced from the

morbid affection of any two

Doshas.

, A combination of any two of the

three Doshas.

Ganga

II— 127 Garbhadhana

Garuda ...

Garuda-Purana

Gayatri ...

Ghata ...

1—437 Ghola ...

I—442 Ghrita-manda

II—26 Gomeda ...

Gotra

, One of the sacred rivers of the

Hindus ; the modern Ganges. The

river Ganges personified.

.. The ceremony of impregnation ; one

of the principal Samskaras (rites)

of the Hindus.

,. The name of the king of birds. It is

the carrier of Vishnu.

.. One of the principal Puranas.

,. The sacred vedic hymn.

,. A measure of thirty-two seers ;

when used in respect of liquid

substances, it would mean double

the quantity—i.e. 64 seer.

. Curd -whey. See Takra.

. Upper layer of clarified butter ;

cream-feather.

. A kind of gem

.. Lineage, family or race.
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Gophana

111-^141 Graha

Grdhi ...

II— 127 Havishya

Himdlaya

Homa

Hotri

Hridya ...

, A kind of bandage. See Vol. I. P. 168.

, Stars, planets or spirits. An evi.

spirit.

Astringent, lit. any medicines which

is both stomachic and digestive and

dries the fluid of the body through

its heat-producing properties.

H
. A particular course of food consisting

ofGhrita, etc., esp. without meat

and fish as prescribed in the Hindu

Smriti.

. A mountain.

. Offering oblations to gods by throw-

ing Ghee into the consecrated fire.

. A sacrificial priest, esp. one who

recites the prayers of Rig-veda at a

sacrifice. See note Vol. I. P. 305.

. Cordial ; pertaining to the heart ;

exhilarant.

Indra

X— 105 Indramada

II—180 Indra-vasti

Is'ana ...

Jangala .«

II— 133 Jatismara

1—46 Kala

... The king of the gods of Hindu

mythology. The preceptor of the

different branches of Hindu

medicine.

... A kind of disease peculiar to the

leeches.

... The name of a Marma.

... The presiding diety of the north-

east quarter. One of the different

manifestations of S'iva.

J

... Pertaining to the forest ; See Vol. I.

P. 326, 480.

... One who remembers his conditions

in a former life.

K
.., A division of time ; thirty Kdshthds

make one Kala, i.e. one hundred

find forty-four seconds^
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I— 164 Kalka

I—541 Kdmvalika

K^njika ...

11—530 Kandarpa

I—17 Karana ...

Karma ...

I—522 Karisha ...

1—46 Kdshtha .«

Kapha ...

1—202 Katvara ...

Khattd .»

I— 540 Khadal

Khala j

„ Khada-Yavdgu

„ Khada-yusha

I—439 Kilata ...

Kos'a

I—530 Ktisara ...

Krita-yusha

Krishna ...

Ill—146 Krittikas ...

Kshatriya

Kshiti

1—442 Kshira-Ghrita

Kshira-

Kudava ...

x-Ghrita \
i-Sarpih /

. A paste of any drug. In connection

with any medicated oil or Ghrita

this term is used to mean the pasted

drugs with which the oil or Ghrita

is cooked. See Vol. II 549.

. A kind of soup.

, A fermented acidgruel. The water

of boiled rice &c. preserved in a

closed pitcher for spontaneous fer-

mentation.

. The cupid of the Hindu mythology.

. An astrological division of the day.

. Physiological action. Action of

medicine.—Vol. LP. 377.

, Dry cakes of cow-dung.

A measure of time ; 4I seconds.

See Vol. I. P. 121 ; Intro. P. XLI.

. Curd mixed with oil.

Bandage. See Vol. I. Ch. 18.

A kind of soup.

A kind of soup.

, A kind of soup.

Condensed milk.

Bandage. See Vol i. Ch. 18.

A kind of food prepared by cooking

rice and pulse together. See

Vol. I. P. 178.

. A seasoned soup.

. An incarnation of Vishnu.

.. One of the constellations of the

Hindu astronomy. The supposed

nurse-mother of Kumara.

. The second of the four original castes

of the Hindus. The warrior and

ruling caste of the Hindus.

. Earth or solid See Vol. I. P. 375 ;

Vol. II. P. 121.

Clarified butter churned out of milk

itself without turning it into curd.

, A measure of weight equal to half a

Seer.
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Kulmdsha

Kumara

1—443 Kumbha-Ghrita

1—439 Kurchika

Kuvera ...

Kds'i ...

Kavalika

.., A preparation of food from Mdsha

pulse. Half-boiled Chanaka or

gram, I— 546.

... The name of Skanda, originally the

chief of Grahas, afterwards the god

of war—Vol. iii. Ch. 37.

... Clarified butter one hundred and

ten years old. According to

Charaka one hundred years old.

... Coagulated or inspissated milk.

... The god of riches and treasure, son

Visravd ; Croesus.

... The seat of ancient Hindu surgery.

It was here that the holy Dhan-

vantari gave lessons on Ayurveda

to Susr'uta and others. The

greatest place of Hindu pilgrimage.

The modern Benares.

... Plug. Medicated tow. Vol. I. Ch. 18.

Lekhana .

Loha

Lunchaka

I—456 Madhu-S'arkara

I— 544 Madhu-Mastaka

Magha

Magnet

Maha-agada

Mahd-vyddhi ..

Mahendra

I—443 Mahd-ghrita

Mala ...

... Liquefacation as opposite to

Vringhana ; attenuated ; Scarification.

... The seven principal metals ; also

it means iron.

... One who plucks or tears off.

M
... Sugar prepared from concentrated

honey.

... A kind of confection having for tits

ingredients powdered rice, barley,

Ghrita and honey.

... One of the constellations of Hindu

Astronomy ; the Hones.

... Vol. I. 256.

... The name of an antitoxic preparation.

See Kalpa-sthana Ch. 5. 21 Sloka.

... See Vol. I. P. 287, 297.

... One of the seven principal chains of

mountains in India.

.. Older even than Kumbha-ghrita.

... See Vol. I. P. 119; also Intro. P. LIT.

7
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I—425 Malaya ..-

Mantra ...

I—42 Manu

Mandala

I—439 Manda ...

I— 533 Manda ...

Mantha

Mdruti

1-425 Maru-des'a

Mastu

Masha .«

Masi

Mastulunga

Mastishkya

Matra

Mercury

Morata

1-544 Modakas

Muhurta

1-544 Mudga-vesavdra

I-ili Mukhamandika graha

MuLi

Mushti .„

... One of the seven principal chains of

mountains in India. It is said to

be teeming with sandal trees,

... Incantations.

... The progenitor of the human race.

Author of "Manu-Samhitd."

... A kind of circular bandage. See

Vol. I. P. 167.

,., The residuary sediment of a com-

pound made of Kurchikd and

Dadhi.

... Rice, Barley etc. boiled in water

weighing fourteen times of rice and

strained through a piece of linen.

... See Vol. I. 542.

... Air or Ether. The wind-god. See

Vol. I. P. 375.

... Lit.—a desert-land ; the name of a

country.

... The upper part of a thickened sour

milk ; the watery part of curd,

whey &c.

... A weight equal to twenty grains.

... A lamp-black ; anything burnt in a

covered pitcher or vessel.

... Brain materials.

... Any medicine or substance acting

on the brain.

... A dose.

... Vol. II. 508 and 698.

... See note Vol. I. P. 439.

... Sweets.

... A measure of time i.e. twenty Kal:5s

make one Muhurta, i.e. equal to

forty-eight minutes.

... Vesavara prepared with the addition

of Mudga pulse—see Vesavdra.

. An evil goddess often doing harm to

children.

.. One of the constellations of Hindu

astronomy.

,. A measure equal to eight Toids.
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II—140 Nadi

Naga

II—236 N^godara

II—236 Naigamesha

III— III Naigamesha Graha

I—42 NIrada ...

Nasya

}...

1—439

I-—42

Navanita

Nimesha

Niyama ...

Niiudha-Vasti

N
Umbelical chord. Senus.

The celestial serpent.

False pregnancy. See Vol. II. P. 236.

An evil god often doing harm to

children.

The name of a divine sage.

SnufT, errhine ; anything taken through

the nostrills. See Vol, II, P. 659.

Butter.

Time taken in closing the eyelids.

Certain minor duties to be observed

by every man.

Same as Asthapana. See Vol. II.

P. 627.

Ojah

Omkara

Strength ; Vitality. See Vol. I. 130.

Intro. P, LVI.

The mystic syllable "Om".

Pachana

Panchangi

Pala

I—545 Palala

Palala ...

I—101 Pandya ...

,, Pautana ...

Panchangi

Pancha-karma

t—542 Panaka ...

Process of setting up suppuration.

Anything that digests the undigest-

ed focd without increasing the

appetite.

A five-tailed bangage I- 168.

A measure equal to 8 Tolas.

A preparation of treacle,

sesamum and corn flour.

Powdered sesame.

The Deccan.

Mathura.

A kind of Bandage.

P. 1 38.

It is a technical term

application of the

measures viz. Emetics, Purgatives,

Errhinc.Asth.ipana and Anuvasana.

Syrup ; dtinha ; cordiaia.

pasted

See Vol. I.

used for the

five medical
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Pancha-kola

Fancha Lavana

Parada ...

I—425 Paripatra

I—41 Parjanya ...

I—42 Patvata ...

11—499 Parvan ...

I— 180 Pas'upati...

Pavana ...

Payasa ...

I—533 Peyd

I--455 Phanita ...

I"'439 Piyusha ...

I— 195 Pitta

I—41 Pitris

I—41 Pis'dcha ...

Prajapati

Pradeha

Pralepa ...

Prana

I—253 Vtiniy&ma.

Pratoli ...

Pratiloma

Prana-Vayu

Prakuncha

... The five officinal drugs Pippali,

Pippali-root, Chavya, Chitraka-root

and S'unthi.

... The five different officinal salts.

See Vol. I. 527.

... Mercury. Vol. II. 508, 698.

.« The name of a mountain in the

Deccan. The Western Range.

... The rain-god ; a cloud.

... Mountain ; the presiding god of the

mountain.

... See foot-note, P. 499, Vol. II.

«,. The name of S'iva of the Hindu

Trinity.

.« The wind-god ; Viyu.

.. A preparation of rice, milk and sugar

cooked together.

... A preparation of rice, barley &c.,

boiled in 15 times of water.

... The inspissated or half boiled juice

of sugar-cane ; a variety of treacle.

... The milk of a cow during the first

seven days after calving.

... See Vol. I, P. 120. Intro, P. XLIII.

... The Manes, the deceased forefathers.

... A kind of demon.

... The first progenitor.

... Thick plaster. See Vol. I, Ch. 18.

... Plaster. See Vol. I, Ch. 18, P. 163.

... Strength or Protoplasm. One of the

five vital Viyus,

... The regulation of the breath prelimi-

nary to the practice of Yoga.

... A form of broad bandage. See Vol.

I, P. 167.

.., Against the natural direction or

bending of the hair, i.e. against

the hair, hence against the natural

course or motion of anything.

... See Vol. 11, P. 3.

... A weight equal to eight Tolas or one

Pala.
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Prds'a ...

Prasrita ...

I—547 Prilhuka

1—544 Pupa

Purusha ...

I—42 Purushottaraa

Purva-rupa

III—89 Puta-paka

II—312 Phala-varti

A form of medicine—lit. that which

is eaten, e.g. Chyavana-pr^s'a.

A measure equal to sixteen Tolas.

Thrashed or parched paddy.

Cakes. See Apupa.

Vol. I, P. 9, 14; Vol. II. P. 117.

The foremost of beings.

Premonitory symptoms or indications

of a disease. Vol. I. 317.

A process of preparing medicine by

burning something inside two pots

hermetically closed, one placed

upside-down over the other.

A kind of purgative plug. Suppo-

sitory.

I-^ 538 Raga-shadava

Rajas

I—41 Rajarshi ...

Raksha-karma

II— 543 Rama

Rasa

Rasa-kriya

I— 541 Rasdla ...

Rati

Revali-graha

RiK

Rishi

Rudra ...

.. Soup prepared with grapes and the

expressed juice of pomegranate.

, The Principle of action and co-hesion.

See note Vol. II, P. 114, 120.

,. A royal sage.

,. Incantations for the cure and safety

of a patient. See Vol. I. Ch. 5.

. The eldest son of Das'aratha, king

of Ajodhya, better known as

Rama Chandra.

.. The water-origined flavour. Ex-

pressed juice. Essence ; serus fluid.

Vol. I. P. 107 and P. 382 ; Vol.

III. 392.

. A process for preparing medicine by

thickening the decoction of any

drug or drugs.

.. A kind of sweetened drink.

.. A measure equal to two grains.

.. The name of an evil goddess often

doing harm to children.

.. The name of one of the Vedas.

.. A sage ; a hermit.

.. The name of a god. The god of des-

truction.
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I—425 Sahya

S'akra .„

S'aktu

S'alya ... .„

II—291 S'alvana-Upanaha

Sams'odhana ...

I—358 Sams'amana

Sima .^

Samana-Vayu

S'anaka ...

Sdnnipdtika

I—544 Sanyava .

Sankhya

.

I—314 Sara

Sarava .,

S'arkara .

S'arkara .

Sdrodaka

Sarpih

Sattva

S'dtaka

S'ata-dhauta Ghrila

Sattaka .»

Shddava

Sauvira

1—545 Shashkuli

Siddhas

I—461 Sidhu

. The Ghata mounlains.

. Indra, the king of the gods.

Powdered barley.

. See Vol. P. 56, 245.

. A kind of fomentation by plastering.

A medication which purifies the

system by purgative or vomiting.

Vol. I. Intro. LXI. P. 358.

,. A medicine or measure which

neutralises the Doshas in the

system. Vol. I. Intro. LXI.

. The name of one of the Vedas.

. See Vol. II, P. 3.

The name of a sage.

Pertaining to the Sannipita or the

simultaneous aggravation of all the

three Doshas.

A preparation of wheat boiled with

milk, clarified butter &c.

One of the six schools of Hindu

philosophy.

The pith. Physical temperament.

A weight equal to 8 Palas or one seer.

Sugar.

Gravels ; concretions ; calculi.

The decoction of the drugs of the

Sala-sdradi group. See note Vol.

II. P. 387.

Clarified butter.

An illuminating or psychic prin-

ciple. See note Vol. II. P. 114.

Linen ; cloth.

Clarified butter washed 100 times

in water.

. Vol. I. P. 544.

I. P. 549.

A kind of fermented gruel prepared

by boiling husklcss barley.

A kind of confectionary.

A class of demi-gods.

Wine prepared from ^ladhuka flower.
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I—541 S'incldkl ...

S'iro-Virechana

II—92 S'iro-Vasti

S'leshma ...

Sneha

Sneha-Karma

Sneha-p^ka

Soma

Soumya ...

11—527 S'ree-S'ukta

Slambhana

Ch. 11. Sthandila...

Sthagika ...

S'udra

II—290 Supta-Vata

I.—46s S'ukta .«

S'ukti ...

Supa

Sutdra

LP. 18 Svdhd-mantra

Sveda-Karma

Svaslika ...

I—275 Svastika ...

Sva»gotra...

... A special combination of some spices.

A kind of firmented gruel prepared

from radish, mustard &c.

... Sternutatoric. see Vol II. P. 659.

.,, An application over the scalf.

An application of medicated oil on

the head by tying a piece of

leather all round the head, luting

its margin to the skin by pasted

Masha pulse and then filling the

cavity thus formed with oil.

... See Kapha.

... See Vol II. P. See 546.

... The applying, whether internally or

externally, of any oily (fotty)

substance to the body. II. Ch. 31.

... See Vol II. P. 549.

... See note Vol. II. 530.

... Pertaining to Soma or the moon-god;

cold.

... A number of holy Mantras dedicated

to S'ree or the goddess of fortune.

... Constipator. Stuffing,

... The bare ground.

... A sort of bandage. See Vol I. P. 168.

... One of the first four castes accord-

ing to th^ Hindu S'astras.

,.. A kind of nervous disease.

See Vol. II. P. 290.

... Acid fermentation of any article.

... A weight equal to four Tolas ; an

oyster.

.». Soup.

.,. Mercury. Vol. II. P. 698.

,,. The uttering of the holy word

•Svaha' in connection with the

dedication of anything to a god.

... Diaphoretic measures. Vol, II, P. 558.

... A circular cross bandage. See Vol.

I. 167.

,.. A cross-shaped religious insignia.

.... One belonging to the same family.
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Sveda ... See Vol. II P. 558.

S'y^m^ stri ... A young lady of middle age.

T
Takra ... Vol. I 438.

Takshaka ... The name of the king of serpents.

Tamas ... Princple of nescience. Illusion.

See note—Vol. II, P. 114, 120

Tarpana ... ... A pleasing tonic. A soothing measure.

Vol. III. 84.

Tarpana ... Flour of barley or parched grain dis-

solved in water. Vol. II. P. 303.

11--121 Tejas ... Fire or gas. See Vol. I. P. 375.

II--413 Traivrita ... Clarified butter, oil and lard.

Tri-pada Gayatri ... The holy mantra of Gayatri which

is divided into three parts.

Tti-phala ... See Vol. I. P. 353.

Tri-sugandhi ... The three aromatic drugs viz. Tvak,

(cinnamon), Ela (cardamom) and

Tejapatra.

Tri-dosha ... Vayu, Pitta and Kapha.

II--529 Tripdda ... Three-footed.

III--i6i Tripura ... The three serial cities of the demon,

generally known as Tripura for

possessing those three cities.

II--481 Tri-Varga ... Tri-katu, Tri-phala and Tri-mada.

Tri-Katu... ... Pippali, Maricha and S'unthi.

Tryushana ... Same as Tri-Katu.

I--408 Tushodaka ... See Vol. I. 408.

I--465 Tushdmbu ... Fermented liquid of unboiled barley

with husks.

Tuld M. One hundred Palas or twelve seers

and a half.

Tvak ... Serum ; skin ; cinnamon.

u
II--405 Uchchaihs'ravs .„ ... The name of Indra's horse.

Udana-Vdyu ... ... See Vol. II. P. 3.

Udgdtri ... See note Vol. I. P. 305.

Ulumba ... Mudga-pulse etc., boiled over a fire.

III--146 Umd ... The consort of Mahddeva.

Upa-drava

Upa-sarga
.», Supervening symptoms.
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Upanaha

Utkarika

11—536 Uttara-Kuru

Uttara-Vasti

1-42 Vais'vanara

Vais'ya . .

.

1-42 Variina ...

II—225 Varna

1-42 Vasundhara

Vasti-s'odhaka

11-405 Vasava . .

.

Vasli-karma

Vasa

Vala

I-54I Vataka ...

Vayu

I—53S Ves'avata...

Viddha .

VidagdhaJ

Vidyadhara

Videha .«

Vilepi

Vipaka ...

I—42 Vishnu .,,

. A kind of fomentation ; ix)ulticing.

. Porridge-like preparations used as

food. A massive poultice.

. The country round the North Pole.

, Urethral and vaginal injection.

See Vol. II. P. 628. 624.

V
. The fire-god.

. One of the 4 classes of men accord-

ing to the Hindu S'astras.

. The god of water (Neptune).

. Caste. Colour.

. The earth.

, Diuretic.

. Indra.

, Application of enema. See Vol. II.

P. 590.

. The oily substance of the flesh.

. See Vayu.

. A kind of food. Pill. 8 Masha.

.. The one of the three fundamental

morbifie principles of human body.

Vol. I. P. 120. Intro.

P. XLI. Vol. II. P. 3.

,. A poultice prepared with boneless

pasted flesh—Vol. II. P. 30. A
cooked preparation of boneless

pasted meat mixed with treacle

Ghrita, Pippali and Maricha.

A sluggish digestion due to the produc-

tion of acidity. Imperfect digestion.

. A class of demi-gods.

, The modern Tirhoot ; The name of

an author of S'alakya Tantra (esp.

the eye-disease).

. Rice, barley etc. cooked with water

weighing four times.

, Digestive transformation ; digestive

or chemical teaction. Vol. I. 369.

. The second god of the Hindu

Triad.
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Vit^na

Vishyandana

III-I48 Vis'akha

Vilva ...

Vi-yoni

Vrimhana

Vrishya

Vyosha

Vyoma

Vivandha

Vyana-vayu

Vyasana

Yajna

Yamaka

Yamaka ...

Yaksha

I—291 Yama

I—lOI Yavana ...

1-456 Yavasa-S'arkdrd

Yavagu ...

Yoga ...

Yojana ...

1—46 Yuga

Yusha ...

A Canopy-bandage. See Vol. I.

P. 168.

Secretion. See note—Vol. I. P. 544-

Name of an evil goddess bent upon

doing harm to children.

A weight equal to eight Tolas.

A woman of an inferior caste.

Constructive or restorative.

An agent stimulating the sexual

passion ; aphrodisiac.

Trikatu.

The sky or etherin. See Vol. I.

P. 375 ; see Vol. II. P. 121.

A circular chest-bandage—Vol. I. 167.

Vol. I. 120 ; Vol. II. P. 3.

, See note—Vol. II. 539.

. Religious sacrifice.

. A double bandage. See Vol. I.

P. 168.

. Two things viz., oil and clarified-

butter ; rice and pulse.

. A class of demi-gods.

. Pluto, the god of death.

.. Turkisthdna. The Jonians, generally

used for the ("ireeks and the

Mahomedans.

.. Sugar prepared from the decoction

of Dur^Iabh^.

.. A gruel prepared with rice, barley,

wheat &c.

. Religious meditation. Medicinal pre-

parations. Compound--.

.. Equal to eight miles.

,. Twelve complete years count as a

Vuga.

. Soup.
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NAMES OF ANIMALS

( Wz'i/t English equivalents or explanations).

Aj^gara

A'lahvaya

Ambu-Eukkutika
Anjali-karna

ArnayaGavaya
As'wa
As'watara

A'ti (Tardus Ginginiamus)

Aundra
Avabhanjana
Avakas'a

.« A python (rock-snake) ; a boa.

... A bird belonging to the group that

kill or strike with beaks.

... A water-fowl.

... One of the birds of prey.

... A wild cow

... A horse.

... A mule.

... A kind of bird living in marshes.

... An otter.

... One of the birds of prey.

... A sort of ape.

B
Bhalluka

Bhalluka

Bhatsa

Bhedasi '

Bhramara
Bliringaraija [Lanius malabarkus)

Brika

Bysighra (
Tigris regalia)

. A particular class of shells.

. A bear.

A vulture.

A bird of the genus that kill or strike

with bills.

A bumble-bee.

A kind of bird,

or thrush.

A wolf.

|l tiger.

probably a shrike

Chakora

Chakra-baka {.Anas casarca)

Chamara (Bos or yak Grunniens)..

Chandraka

Oharaki

Oharuslikara

Oh^kSba (Coracias Indica)

A Greek partridge.

Ruddy goose generally known in

India as Brahminy duck or goose.

A sort of deer.

A silver-fish (a sea-fish) ;(turbot ?).

A kind of poisonous (?) fish.

A kind of deer.

The blue jay ; a king-fisher (accord-

ing to some).
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Chataka

ChfCtaka

OhilU...

A sparrow.

A kind of bird ; a sky-lark,

A kite.

Darbbikara Sarpa

Datyuha

Dhushaka

DindimsCnaka

Dvipi ( Felii parJus)

Ena

Ervaruka (Cervm eUphai)

Gaja

Gardabba

. A class of venomous snakes with

expanded or broad hoods—e. g.

a cobra— {26 species^

, One of the several wading birds ;

a gallinule.

. A bird of th e genus that kill or strike

with beaks.

. A kind of bird whose cry is very

harsh and loud.

. A panther ; a leopard.

E
. A kind of deer having black colour,

beautiful eyes and short legs,

. A deer.

G
,. An elephant.

. An ass.

Gargara ( Pimelodus gagora. Ham) A kind of sea-fish

Gavaya (Bas gavivus) wild on

Girisa

Go
GodhsL

Gokarna

Goksbada

Gomatsya
Gridhra (PeroginefaUoon)

Griha-godhlkai

Griha-Kulinga

Hansa
Harina

H<irita {Columda hariala) ...

Jivan-jivaka

, A kind of ox, the gayal.

. A kind of mountain-bird.

. A cow.

. An iguana.

. An animal frequenting a marshy

place ; (the Nilgan ?).

A kind of heron.

. A huge sheat-fish.

,. A female vulture.

. A lizard.

,. A sparrow.

H
. A goose or duck.

. A red deer ; a spotted deer.

, The green or wood pigeon.

J
,. A variety of heion (Vaka) with

blackish white feathers or wings.
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Kadali

EsLdamba

Kaka (Corvus corom)

Kaila-Eapota

Ksila puchchhaka

... A kind of antelope.

... A kind of goose with dark grey wings.

... A crow or raven.

... A wild dove.

... A black-tailed bird.

Kalavinka (Lotiim malabaricus)... A variety of bird.

Kanka (Ardta cmerea) A heron.

Eapinjala {the francoUne partridge 'i) A sort of bird.

Kapinjala

Eapota

EarsCla

EsLrandava

Karkataka
Khadgi

Khanjaritaka {Motadlla alba)

Eonalaka

Koyasbthika

Erakara {Perdix Sylvatka)

Erauncha {Ardea jaculator)

Erishna-Earkataka

Erisbna-matsya

Eritama^la

Eukkuta
Eulinga

Eulis'a

Eumbhira
Euranga
Eurara (

Pandion haliaectus)

Eurma .»

Enra-Vahuka
EuTittira

Euvara

A brown partridge.

A dove.

A musk-deer.

A variety of white goose.

A crab.

A rhinoceros.

The wag-tail.

A kind of aquatic bird.

A bird of the genus that kill or

strike with bills,

A sort of partridge.

. A kind of heron.

. A variety of crab-

. A kind of fish (lit. a black fish).

. A kind of deer.

. A cock.

, A kind of bird (a fork-tailed shrike ?).

. A kind of sea-fish.

. A crocodile.

, An antelope.

. A chakravaka ; an osprey (whose cry

resembles a plaintive note).

. A tortoise ; a turtle.

. A kind of bird.

. A sort of partridge.

. A kind of water-bird.

L^Va [Perdix chirtensis)

Lomas'a-karna

Lopaika

Luta

A kind of quail.

, A sort of burrower (lit. one having

hjiry ears).

,. A fox.

.. A spider.
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M
A shag ; a cormorant.

A variety of mungoose.

A kind of sca-fish.

A buffalo.

A Dolphin shark or a shark with a

proboscis.

A fly.

A sort of goose-

A cat.

. A bird belonging to the group that

.kills or striks with bills.

. A pea-cock.

. A fat-tailed sheep.

Madgu
MahaLbhru

MahsL-mina

Mahisha
Makara

Makshika
MalliksCksha

Mjirjjaira (Filus domesiica)

Msitri-nindaka

Mayura (Celosin creslola) ...

Medahpuchchlia

Meghavara {Acucuhis Milamhiurcas) A kind of aquatic bird.

Mesha A sheep.

Mrigairbbaruka A species of animal (probably a

jackal-like tiger dwelling in a

cave or hole and feeding on a

deer) ; glutton (?).

Mriga-maitrika A doe.

Mriga-priyaka A boa (lit. one fond of a deer).

Mrigodara A big-bellied deer.

Murala ... A kind of fish (fry.fish ?).

Mushika ^ ... A mouse ; a rat.

N
Nakula {Mungoose vivetra ichntumon) A mongoose.

Nandi-mukha ( Turdus Ginginianus) A sort of bird.

Nandi-v£kralaka

NaptrikaL

Niralaka

Nyanku

Paka-matsya

Farabbrita

Psiravata ...

Parna-mriga

PeCthina (Siburus pelorius boalis)

Flava

. A kind of marine fish.

, A kind of dove.

, A kind of sea-fish.

. An antelope.

P
. A kind of sea-fish.

. A cuckoo,

. A pigeon.

A kind of arboreal animal; a monkey.

A kind of trout (with many teeth) ;

a Boiil fish.

. A diver (?).
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Prishata The porcine deer (?); birds that roam

together.

Fnndarika A kind of white-eyed bird.

Pushkara-S'auyikai (Ardea Sibcreca) A species of crane.

Futighaisa

B^jiva

Raktarsbji

Biksha (Ursus Amiricanas)

Rishya

Bohita {Cyprinus HeAt/a) ..

Rura

A civet-cat.

R
. (i) A species of fish (2) a kind of

sea-fish.

. A species of poisonous insect.

. A bear.

. The painted or white-footed ante-

lope ; a blue deer.

.. A Rohila or red fish (2) a doe (3) a

kind of red deer,

,. A sort of many-horned deer (it sets

up a plaintive cry at the time when

the horns fall off).

Sahasra-danshtrEl A huge trout (lit. one having 1000

teeth).

S'akuli-matsya {cyprinm Mrigat) A kind of fish.

S'alyaka

S'ambuka ...

S'amkha

S'mkha-nakha

S'arabha

Ssiranga (Ardea Sarun^a)

Ssirasa {Ardea Siberice)

S'arari-mukha

S'arddula

SarikSb ( Gracula religiosa or furdus

Salica)

S'as'a ... .«

S'as'a-ghaCti

(S'atapatra

.IS'atapatra

Sinha

S'is'u-msCra

A porcupine.

A small conch-shell ; a snail.

, A conch-shell.

A small shell.

, A species of deer of the size of a

camel (fabulously supposed to have

8 legs).

A large kind of crow.

An Indian crane.

, A kind of bird.

A tiger

A kind of Indian mimic bird ;

a Maina.

A hare ; a rabbit.

A bird of prey (lit. one killing a

hare) ; an eagle (?).

A wood-pecker.

A peacock ;
" Raja-s'uka".

A lion.

A porpoise.
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S'rigclla {Corn's aureas)

Srimara

Sugrihi

S'uka

Suklabksha

S'ukti

S'wadanslitrai

S'wsLVit

S'wetacharana ...

S'yena ( Vultwe cimreas)

A jackal.

A kind of young deer.

A tailor-bird.

A parrot.

A white-eyed bird.

A pearl-oyster.

A four-horned deer.

A hedge-hog.

A kind of edible bird (lit. one

having white legs).

A hawk or falcon.

Tarakshu

Timi

Timingila

Tittira

Uchchitinga

Uluka {Strex flammed)

XJpachakra

Ushtra

Utkros'a

VagunjaCra

Vaka {Ardea Niveda)

Valsbka

Valgudi

Vanara
Varaiha

Varati

Varmmi
Vartaka\

Vartikai/

Vartira

Vatika

Vrika (Conis lupus)

Vriksha-S'ayika ...

Vris'chika

Vris'a-daQB'a

.. A hyena.

.. A kind of whale.

.> A large whale.

.. A partridge.

u
.. A sort of cricket.

,. An owl.

., A variety of ruddy goose.

.. A camel.

.. An osprey.

V
.. A kind of fish.

,. A heron ; a crane.

. A crane ; a kind of edible crane.

. A bird of the genus that kill or strike

with bills ; a Bool-bocl (?).

,. A monkey ; an ape.

.. A boar.-

.. A wasp.

.. An eel.

. A quail.

. A kind of bird.

. A kind of tick (?),

. A wolf,

. A squirrel.

. A scorpion.

.. A cat.
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NAMES OF DRUGS.

(WITH LATIN synonyms).

Abhaysk

Abhraka
Adhaki
Aditya-Vaktrai ..

Ardraka .^

Agairadhama
Agasti

Agastya

Agni

AgniksC

Agni-mantha

Aguru
Abifena

AhigandbsL

Air£(vata (Narenga)

Ajagandh££

AjamodsC

Aja-^ringi

Ak£ksa-Valli

Akbu-parni

Aksba
Aksbota ...

Alarka
Alavu
Amalaka 1

Amalaki /
Amarapushpi
Ambboja
AmbasbtbsC

Ambu
Amla-loniksk

Amla Vetasa

M Termioalia Chebula.

.. Talc.

,. See Tuvara.

,. Cleome Viscosa. Gynandropsis

pentaphylla.

^ Zingiber.

.. Soot.

,. Sesbana grandiflora.

.. Agati.

. See Chitraka.

. See Ajamodd.

. Premna Serratifolia ;

„ Integrifolia.

Aquilaria agallocha.

Papaver Somniferutn. Opium.

Aristolochia Indica. Indian birthwort.

I Citrus Aurantium. Orange.

Ocymum gratissimum.

Pimpinella Involucrata.

Gymnema Sylvestre.

, Cassayta 6Iiformis.

, Salvinia cucullata.

, Terminalia belerica.

. Juglans regia.

. Calotropis gigantia.

, Lagenaria Vulgaris.

Phyleanthus emblica ;

Emblica officinalis.

Andropogon acicularis.

Nelumbium speciosum.

Stephania hernandifolia.

Pavonia odorata.

See Changeri.

Ruxem vesicarius.
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Amliksb

Amra
Amra'taka ...

Amritak

Anantsi \

Anantamula f

Ankotaka ••

Apamarga ...

Aparajit£i

Aragbadha
Aravinda ...

Arevata ...

Arimeda ...

Arishta

Arishta

Axjaka

Arjuna

Arka
Arka-mnla •
Arka-pushpi

Arushkara

Asana
Asma-bheda
Asoka
Asphota' ...

Asthi-sambakraka

Asva-6al£C ••.

Asva-gandhsC

As'va-karna

As'va-maraka

AsVattba ••

Atasi

Atipatra

Ativala

Ativissi

Atma-gupts^

Tamatindus Indica. Tamarind.

Mangifera Indica. Mango.

Sapondias Mangifera.

See Guduchi.

Hemidesmus Indicus.

Alangium hexapetalum.

Achyranthis Aspera.

Clitoria Ternatia.

Cassia Fistula.

See Ambhoja.

See A'ragvadha.

Accacia Farnesiana.

Sapindus trifoliatus Soap-nut,

See Nimba.

Ocimum Album.

Terminalia Arjuna.

Calotropis gigantia.

Aristolochia Indica.

Gynandropsis Pentaphylla.

See Bhallataka.

Terminalia Tomentosa.

Kalanchoe Laciniata.

Saraca Indica.

Salvodoia Persica.

Vitis quadrangularis.

Basella Bubra.

Witbania Somnifera ; Physalis

Flexuosa.

See S'iila.

Nerium Odorum.

Ficus Religiosa.

Linum Usitatissimum.

Sida Cordifolia.

Sida rhomblfolia.

Aconitum heterophyllum.

Macuna pruriens.

Badara

Badars^malaka

B
.^ See Vadara.

.,. Andropogon Schoenantteus,
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Bahu-mulak

Bahu-vara —
Bahu-vija

Baka
Batkuchi

Bakula 1

VakulaJ

Bala-bhadra^

Bala I

Bskla

Balga^

Bandhu-jiva

Bandhuka
Bandhyakotika ...

Barbara \

Barbula /

Bhadra-kali

Bhallektaka

Bhsindi

Bhandira

Bbantaki

Bharadvaji

Bhsirgi

Bhanjana

Bhavya
Bhringa-ra'ja

Bhuchampaka ...

BhuKadamba
Bhumi-Kuslimanda

Bhumyamalaki •.

Bhu-Nimba
Bhurjapatra

Bhuta-keB'i

Bhu-trina

Bilva

Bimbikak

Brahmadandi

Brabma-yaslitiksC- .

.

Bralimi

Briddha daraka •.

. See S'atavati.

. G)rdi Myxa.

. Citrus Medica.

. See Agasti.

Psoralea Corylifolia.

. Mimusops Elengi.

. Sida Cordifolia.

. Pavonia Odorata.

. Jasaminum curiculalum.

. Pentapetes phoenicea.

. Pentapetas phoenicea.

« See Katkali.

, Accacia Arabica.

, See Prasarani.

i Semecarpus Anacardiuni.

. Rubica Cordifolia.

, Amaranthus Spinosus.

, Solanum Indicum.

Hibiscus Vitifolius.

Clerodendron Siphonanthus.

, Calartroptis gigantia.

Dilenia Indica.

Wedelia Calendulacea ; Eclipta Erecta.

Kemferia Rotunda.

Blumnia lacera.

Batatas paniculata ; Ipomoea Diijilata.

Phyallanthus Niruri.

Swertia Cherata.

Betula Bhojapattra.

Corydalis Govoniana.

Andropogon Schoenanthus.

Aegle Marmellos,

Coccinia Indica.

Mimosa pudica.

Clerodendron Siphonanthus.

Siphonanthus Indica ; Herpestis

Mouniera.

Argyreita speciosa.
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Ohakramarda

Champaka ..•

Ohanaka ...

Ohandana .»

OhaCageri

Oliavya

ChavikeC

Ohavyaka
Ohhatriksb

Chira-villa

Ohitraka ..

Chitraka-pliala

Choraka \

Chora-pushpij

Chuta

}

C
. Cassia Tora.

Michelia Champaca.

Cicer Arietinum.

, Santalum Album.

Oxalis Monadelpha ; O. corniculata.

. Piper Chaba.

. Agaricus Campestris.

Pongamia Glabra.

Pleumbago Zeylanica.

See Indra-viruni.

Andropogon Aciculaiis.

See Amra.

DsCdima \
Da'dimba /
DandsLlu

Dandotpala

Danti

Darbha
Dadru-marda )

Dadrugbna i

Dairu
1

DsCra-HaridrsC j-

D^rvi J

D^i
Deva-daru ...

Dbanya
Dbanyaka ...

Dh^taki ...

Dh^tri

Dhava
Dhustura ...

Dirgba-patollka'

Dirgha-vrinta

DrsCkBhs£ .»

Punica Granatuni. Pomegranate.

Dioscorea Alata.

Canscora decussata.

Baliospermum Montonum ;

,, Axillare.

Poa cynosuroides.

Cassia alata.

Berberis Asialica

;

,, Lycium.

, Barleria cristata ; B. Cacrulea.

. Cedrus Deodara.

, Oryza sativa. Paddy.

Coriandrum Sativum.

, Woodfordia floribunda.

See Amalaka.

Anogeissus latifolia.

Datura fastuosa.

Luffa Cylindrica.

Calosanthes Indica.

Vitis Vinifera. Grapes.
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DravantikaC 1

Dravanti /

Drona-pushpi

Dugdhika' ...

Dursilabliab ...

Durvsk

Anthericum Tuberosum.

Leucas Linifolia.

Oxystelma esculentum.

Alhagi Maurorun.

Cynodon dactylon.

BU ...

Eranda

Errairuka

Gairika

Gaja-Fippali

Qs^mbhsiri ...

Gandha-Trina

Gsbngeruki ..<

Gauri

GsCyatri

Godhatpadi ...

Godhnma ...

Goji

Gokshura .-.

Guda-Tvak

Guduchi

Gnggulu

Gunjsb

Hamsa-padi

Haridrsk

Hari-Mudga
Haritaki

Hasti-karna-Palabsa

Hasti-Fippali

Hasti-sundai

Haya-msiraka

Hijjala

Hila mochikai

.. Elettaiia Cardamomum. Cardamom.

.. Ricinus communis.

.. Cucumis utillissimus.

G
., Red ochre.

.. Scindapasus oiificinalis.

.. Gmelina arboria.

.. See Katrina.

. Hedysarum lagopodioides.

.. See Haridra'.

. See Khadira

. Vitis pedata.

.. Triticum Vulgare. Wheat.

.. Elephantopus Scaber.

.. Tribulus terestris.

. Cinnamomum zeylanicum.

, Tinospora Cordifolio.

Coculus cordifolius.

. Balsamodendrom Mukul.

. Abrus precatorius.

H
.. Vitis pedata.

. Curcuma longa.

. Phaseolus mungo.

. Terminalia chebula. Chebulic

Myrobalan.

Butea Superba.

. Scindaspus officinalis.

, Ileliotropium Indicum.

. Nerium odorum.

. Barringtonia aculangula.

, Enhydra Heloncha.
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Hingu

Hingu-patri

Hrivera

Ikshu

Ikshu-gandha^

Indra-Vsfruni

Indra-Yava...

Indra-vriksha

Ingudi

. Ferula asafoetida.

. Balanites Roxburghii.

. Pavonia odorata.

I

. Saccharum ofHcinarum. Sugarcane.

. Tribulus terrestris.

Citrulus Colocynlhis. Cunnis nielo.

. (Seeds of) HoUarrhena anti-dysenUrica

Wrightia Tinctorea.

. See Putranjiva.

Jambira

Jambu
Jata'-ma'nsi

Ja'ti

Jatila'

Ja'ti-phala ..

Javsi

Jayapa'la ..

Jhinti

Jiraka

Jivaka

Jayanti

Eachu (Mana)

Eachcbliursi

Kadali

Kadamba
Eaivarta-MuBtaka

Eaka-janghsC

Ka'ka-ma'chi

Esfka-nassC ...

Kakkola
EsCkoli

Kalambi
Kalinga

Eamala

Kampilla .^

,. Citrus medica.

.. Eugenia gambolana.

. Valeriana Jatamansi.

.. Jasminum Grandiflorum.

.. See Jatamansi.

.. Myristica Fragrans.

.. Hibiscus Rosa sinensis.

. Croton tigliura.

,. Barlarea Cristata.

.. Cuminuiu Cyminum. Cumin seed.

,. Pentaptera tomentosa.

. Sesbania aculatia ; S. .Egyptiaca.

K
. Arum Indicum ; A. Colocasia.

. See Atmagupti.

. Musa Sapientum. Plantain.

. Anthocephalus Kadamba.

. Cyperus Rotundus.

. Leea hirta.

. Solanum nigrum.

. Cocculus Suberosus; Solanum Indicum

. (Fruit of) Cocculus Indicus.

. Tizyphus Napeca.

, Convobrelus repens.

, See Kutaja.

Nebembium Speciosum.

Nymphaca Lotus.

Maliotus Philippensi^t
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Ea'nchana

Kankarola

Eanku\
Kangu/
Kantaksbri ...

Kapi-kachchhu

Kaplttha ...

Karanja

Ka'ravella

Karavira ...

KariPippali

Karkaru \
Karka'ruka/

Earkata-S'ringi

Karkati

Earmarauga
E££rp£tsi

Earpura ...

Esbs'a

Eaisa-marda

Ea'smari ..

Eataka
Eatphala ...

Ea-trina

Eatuka
Eatuki
Eatn-Rohini

Ees'a-r££ja ...

Eetakl

Ehadira ...

Eharjura ••.

Eimsuka ...

Eira'ta 1

Elra'ta-tiktai

Eodrava ••

Eokila'ksha

Eovida'ra ...

Eoranta

Eosha'taki ••

Eramuka
Erishna' ...

Erishna-jlraka'

)

"^

, Bauhinia Variegata.

, Alangium Hexapetalum.

Panicum Itailcuni.

. Solanum Xanthocarpum ; S. Jaquinii.

. See Atma-Guptd.

. Feronia Elephantum.

. Pongamia Glabra.

. Momordica charantia ; M. Muricata.

. Netium Odorum.

. See Gaja-pippali.

Cucumis utilatissimus ; Convolvulus

Panicutatus. Mello.

Rhus succedanea ; Pistaca Integerruna.

. Cucumis utilatissimus.

, Averrhoa Arambola.

. Gossypium Harbeceum.

Cinamomum Camphora.

Soccharum Spontaneum.

Cossia Saphora.

See Gambhari.

Strychnos Potatorum.

Myrica Sapida.

Andropogon Schoenanthus.

. Picrorrbiza Kurroa ; Helleborus Niger^

. Eclipta Erecta.

, Pandanus Odoratissimus.

Accacia Catechu.

Phoenix sylvestris. Dactylifera.

, Butea frondosa.

Swertia Chirata.

Paspalum Scrobiculatum.

Hygrophila Spinosa.

Bauhinia Variegata.

, Barleria Prionitis.

LuflFa Amara ; L. Acutangula.

Areca Catechu.

See Pippali.

Nigella Sativa,
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Krita-vedliana

KshetraParpata
Kshirakanda
Eshudra-mallika'

Kulattha ...

Kuma'ri

Kmubhik^ ...

Eamkama ...

Eumuda ...

Kunda
Kuruvaka ...

Kusa
EuBhma^nda

Eustumburu
Eushtha
Eutaja

, See Koshdtaki.

Oldenlandia herbacea.

See Vidari.

Oxalis Corinculata.

Dolichss Biflorus ; D. uniflorus.

Aloe Barbadensis. Indica.

, Pistia Stratiotes.

Crocus Sativus. Saffron.

Nymphaea Esculenta.

Jasminum MuUiflorum,

Barleria Cristata.

Poa Cynosuroides.

Benincasa Cerifera.

See Dhanyalca.

Sausurea Auricnlata ; Lappa.

ITolarrhena Antidysenterica.

LajjsCla

La'ksli£i

Lakncha
LsCmajjaka ...

LeCngali \
L^Cnp^aliksk/

Lasuna

Lat£(-Eastari \

Lata'-Eastariksi/

Lavanga

Lavali

Lavani

Likucha

Limpsbka

Lodhra (Rodhra) ..

Loni

Madana
Ma'dhavi

Madhnka
Madhuka
Madhn-Earkatika'

Madhurika'

.. Mimosa Pudica.

.m Coccus Lacca. Lac.

,. Artocarpus Lakucha.

,. Andropogon Muricatus.

. Gloriosa Superba.

. Allium Sativum.

. Abelmoschus Moschatus.

. Caryophylius Aromaticus.

. Phyllanthus distichus.

. Anona Reticulata.

. Rnmex Vesicarius.

. Citras acida. Lemon.

. Symplocos raccmosa.

.. Porlulaca oleracea.

M
,. Randia dumetorum.

.. Hiptage Mddhablatd.

,. Glycyrrhiza Glabra. Liquorice.

. Basia Latifolia.

. Citrus Acida.

, Pimpenella Anisum, Anisi.
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Ma'gadhi

Malia'-koslia'taki

Mahsb-nimba

MahEi-Tikta

MahsC-vaU

MahaC-vriksba ...

Makushtha
MjClati

Mallika

M££na \

MsCnaka i

MandaCra

Manduka-parni

Manduki
Manjishtha'

Ma'nsl

Mariclia

M^trisba

Markatl

M££rkava

Maru7aka
Msbslia

Msbslia-parni

Masura

Msbtulunga •

Mesba-S'ringi

Methi
\

Methik^ J

Mishi (Madhurik^)..

Muchukundu
Mudga
Mudga-parni

Mulaki
Munditik^ •

Munja
Mursb-msCnsi

Murva'

Mnshali \
Mushalika' J "

Mnsliika-parni

See "Pippali."

LufTa Pentandra.

Melia Azedarach.

Andrographis Paniculata.

Sida Rhomboidea.

See Snubi.

Phaseolus Aconitifolius.

Aganosam Crayophyllata ; Jasminum

Grandiflorum.

Jasminum Samboc.

, Arum Indicum.

, See "Paribhadra."

. Hydrocotyle Asiatica.

. See Brdhmi.

Rubia CordifoHa.

. Nardostachys Jatamdnsi.

Peper Nigrum, Black pepper.

Araaranthus obraceus.

. See "S'uka-s'mbi."

. Wedelia Calendulacea.

Ocymum Caryophyllatum.

. Phaseolus radiatus, Roxburghii.

. Teramnus labialis.

. Vicia lens, Lens Esculenta.

Ervum Lens.

. Citrus Medica.

, Gymnema Sylvestre.

. Trigonella foenum graecum.

Foeniculum vulgari Anisi.

Peterospermum Suberfolium.

. Phaseolus Mungo.

Phaseolus Tribolus.

Raphanus Sativus. Redish,

Sapboerontheus Hirtus.

Saccharum Munja.

Murraya Exotica.

Sanseviera Zeylanica.

Curculigo Orchioides.

Salvina Cucullata.

10
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Mushkaka
Mustaka
Masta

Na'dik^ ... .

N«(ga-dantik^

Nsiga-Eesara ;

Nakga-pushpa j

Naganal

NsCgara-mustaka

Nj£ga-vaU

Netga.'Valli

NakU
Nakta-mfCla

Nstkuli

Nala

Nalada

Nandi

Ns^rikela ...

Nichula

Nidigdhik^

Nikumbha
Nila \

Nili l

Nllini J

Nilotpala ...

Nimba
Mimbuka
NirbiBhi

Nirgnndi ...

Nisi

NishpsCva

KiveCra

Nyagrodha

. Schrebera Switenioides.

.. Cyperus Rotundas.

N
. Corchorus Olitorius.

. Helistropium Indicura.

.. Mesua Ferrea.

. See "Jyotishmati."

. Cypenis pertinuis.

. Sida spierosa. Graveolens.

. Betelo, Coevica Betel, Piper Betel,

. Gloriosa Supcrba.

. Pangamia Globra.

. Vanda Roxburghii.

. Phragmites Karka.

. See "Us'ira."

. Ficus Cingalensis.

. Cocos Nucefera. Cocoa-nut.

, Calamus rotang.

See "Kantak^ri."

See "Danti."

Indigofera Tinctoiia. (Indigo plant).

Nymphea Stellata.

Melia Azadirachta Indica (Neera).

Citrus Medica. (Lemon).

Kyllingia Monocephala.

Vitex Negundo.

Curcuma Longa.

Vigna Catjang.

. Wild variety of Oryzo sativa.

Ficus Bengalensis

Fadma
FaUndu
PfClanka ••

FalackaBhsb

Palisa

Nelumbium Speciosum.

Allium sepa. Onion.

Beta Maritima.

See Guggulu.

Butea Frandosa,
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P^lindi

Panasa

Pstribhadra \
Patrijata /

Parkati

Parna

Parpata \
ParpatakaJ

Paruslia \
Farushakaj

PsbshcCna-bheda
^

PfisIiaLna-bliid

Tsitali
\

P^tali /

Patola

Patra

Pattanga\

Patrangaj
""

Phala-vrikslia

Phalini

Fhanji

PheniU
Plianijjliaka

Pilu

Pindailu

Pinda-kbarjura

Pinditaka ••

Pippall

Pita-SsCla ...

Piyjtla

Plaksha

Prsbchinamalaka

Prapaundarika

PrapunnsCda

Pras'strani .•

Prikka

Prisniparni

Priyanffu ...

Paga
Punarnavst ...

Pundarika ...

... See "Trivrit."

... Artocarpus Integiifolia.

... Erythrina Indica.

... Ficus Infectoria.

. . . Coevika betel.

... Oldenlandia herbocea.

... Zyllocarpus Granatum.

... Colemes Amboinicus.

... Stereopermiim Suaveolens.

... Stephanea Hernandifolio.

... Tricosanthus Diocia.

... See "Tejpatra."

... Coesalpinia Sappan.

... See "Panasa."

... See "Priyangu."

... Clerodendron Siphonanthus

... Sapindus Triofoliotus.

... See"Arjaka."

.. Salvdora persica.

... Dioscorea globosa.

... Phoenix Dactylifera.

... Randia Dumeterum.

... Piper longum.

... Pterocarpus Marsupium.

... Buchanania Latifolia.

... Ficus Infectoria.

. . . Flacourtia cataphracta.

... Nymphoea Lotus.

... Cassia Tora.

... Psederea Foetida.

... Trigonella Corinculata.

... Hemionites Cordifolia.

... Aglaia Roxburghiana.

... Areca Catacchu.

... Boerhavia diffusa.

... Nelurabium speciosum.
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FunnsCga ...

Fushkara ...

Fntane(

Futika

Futikat

Futur^jiva

Futi-karaDJa

APPENDIX.

Culophyllum Inopbyllum ; Ochrocat-

pus Longifolius.

Sassurea Lappa. Costus Speciosus.

Mentha Arvensis.

Guilandina Bonducella ; Caesalpinia

Bonducella.

Besella Rubra.

Putranjiva Roxburghii.

Caesalpinia Bonducella.

Rs^aidana .»

Baja-druma

BsCja-koslisCtaki ..

Raja-maCsha

Rajani

Rs^a-Sarshapa

Raja-Vriksha

Ra'jika[\

Rskji -'

RaktaOhandana
RaktaOhitraka •

Rakta-Eranda

Rakta-Kanchana

Rakta-kuruntaka

Rakta-SsCli

Raktotpala

RsUa

Ra'snst

Rasona
Ras£(la

RassCojana ...

Benuksb 1 .

Rennka /

Boliisha

Rohitaka

Rodkra

Sahachara

SahadevaC

^ailaja

. Mimusops Indica.

. See "Aragvadha."

, Luffa Cylindrica.

. Vigna Sinensis.

. See "Haridra."

. Brassica Juncea.

. See A'ragvadba.

. See "Sarshapa."

.. Pterocarpus Santalinus.

. Plumbago Rosea.

. Ricinus Communis.

. Bauhimia Variegata.

. Barlaria Cristola.

. Oriza Sativa.

. Nymphoea Rubra.

.. Mimosa Rubicanlis.

. . Vanda Roxburghii.

,. Allium Sativum. Garlic.

.. Mangifera Indica. Mango.

,. Extract of Berberis Asiatica.

,. Piper Anantiacum.

. Andropogon Schaenanlhus.

. Anioora Rohilaka.

^ See "Lodhra."

s
. Barlaria Cristata.

. Sec "Bald."

m A species of Lichen.
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S'aivs^la

l^sCka

I^akra

[^£(khotaka

l^dla

I^cilmali

l^sila-parni

l^^li

^Sblincha •
^allaki

l^siluka

l^ami

l^amkha-pusbpi

[^amkliini ..

I^ana

^ankli£ilu ...

Saptalsb

Sapta-chchheCdal

Saptaparna

Sara

Sarala

Sarala'

Sara-pumkha
l^iriva'

Sarjikshaira

Sarja

SarpagandhsC

Sarpa'kshi ...

Sarshapa ...

I^atalivsi

^atamnli\

[^ata'varij
""

^ataparva'

Satapushpi

Sathi

Satina

Sehunda \

Sehundl ]

l^ephallka'

/

, Blyxa Octandra.

Sectona grandis.

See "Kutaja."

Streblus asper.

Shorea robusta.

Bomba malabaricum.

. Desmodiumgan Geticum.

, Oryza Sativa.

Alteinanthera Sessilis.

Boswellia Serrata.

, Bulbs of different species of

Nymphoea.

, Accacia Suma.

Andropogon Aciculatum. Causcoro

Decassata.

. Andropogon Ocicularis.

Crotalaria Juncea.

Pachyrizno Angulius.

. Accaia Concinna.

Alstonia Scholaris.

Saccbarum Sara.

Pinus Longifolia.

See "Trivoit."

Tephrosia purpurea.

Hemidesmus Indicus.

Carbonate of Soda.

Shorea Robusta.

Ophioxylon Serpentinum.

Ophiorrhiza Mungos.

Brassica Campestris. Sinapis Jungca.

Pencedanum Sawa. P. Graveolens.

Asparagus Racemosus.

Bamboo.

See Satahvd.

Curcuma Zerumbet.

Pisum Sativum.

Euphorbia Neriifolia.

Cordia Myxa.

Nyctanthus Aibortristis.
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I^igru

l^ikhari

^ila'jatu ...

I^imbi

l^imsapa' ...

Sindhuva'ra

l^irislia

l^ita-siva ...

^leshma'taka

J^obhsCnjana

Souvira'njana

l^raVani

l^riga'la-Eantaka

l^riga'la-Koli

l^rikhanda

^ringa'taka

l^ringavera

[^ringi

I^riparni

^liphala

I^riva'sa

l^riveshtaka

^uka-s'imbi

duka-na'sa'

^ukla-dngdha'

l^ukla-Mudga

^nnthi

Parana

l^weta-cliandana

.

riya'ma'

dya'ma'ka

l^ya'ma'latfC \

Siiriva' /

l^yonalca

.}
Singbi

SinghU

Sirdha'

Sirdha'rthaka/

Soma
Soma-lata'

Singhika'

Sirdha'rtha \

.. Moringa Pterygospcrraum.

... Boswellia Serrata.

.. Bitumenous substance.

... Dolichos gladiatus.

,.. Dalbergia Sissoo.

... Vitex Negundo.

.. Albizzia Lebbek.

... Cinnamomum Campbora.

.. See "S'elu."

.. Moringa PterYgosperraum.

.. Antimony.

... Sphaeranthus Indicus.

.. Argemone Mexicana.

.. Zizyplus Oenoplia.

.. Yellow variety of Sandal-wood.

.. Trapa Bispinosa.

.. Gingiber officinal.

.. See "Karkata-S'ringi."

... Gmelina arborea.

.. Aegle Marmellos.

.. Resin of Pinus longifolia.

... Gum of Boswellia Thuripera.

.. Mucuna pruricns.

.. Orxylum Indicum.

.. See "S'ringitaka
"

.. Phaseolus Subloleatus.

.. Gingiber officinal.

.. Amorphophallus Compomulatus.

.. Santalum Album.

.. See "Siriva and Tiivrit." Sec also

"Dhdnya."

,. Panicum Frumentaceuin.

.. Ichnocarpus Fnitescens.

.. G)losanthes Indica. Oroxylum

Indicum.

... See "Vrihati."

... See "Sarshapa."

... Sarcostemna Brevistigma.
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Soma-ra'ji

Snuhi

Srotonjana

Sthala-padma

Sthulaila'

Sndha'

Sukshmaila'

Sunnishannaka

Sura-da'ru %

Sura-druma /

Surja'-varta

Sushavi

Snvarcliika'

Suvarnaksbiri

Swarna-ma'ksliika

Vernonia Anthelnnntica.

. Euphorbia Neriifolia.

Antimony.

Hibiscus Mutabilis.

Amomum Subulatum.

See "Snuhi."

Elettaria Cardamomum.

Marsiba quadrifolia.

See 'Devad^ru."

Cleome Viscosa.

Momordica Charantia.

Carbonate of Soda.

Cleome felina.

Iron Pyrites.

Tagara Tabernaemontana Coronaria.

T^ ... Borassus Flabellisormis.

Ta'la Yellow orpiment. See "Haritala."

Ta'la-muli Circuligo orchioides.

Ta'lisa •>

Ta'lisa'-patra /
Abies Webbiana,

Tama'la Zanthochymus Pictorius,

Ta'mbula Peper Beltle.

Tandula Oryza Saliva, rice.

Tandula )

Tanduliyaka /
, Amoranthus spinosus.

Tangana Borax.

Ta'ra Silver.

Tejapatra ... Leaf of Lauruscassia.

Tejovati Cardiosdermum Halicacabum,

Tila Sesamum Indicum.

Tilvaka See Lodhra.

Tinduka Dyospyros Glutinosa. Eubyopteris.

Tinisa' ... ... Dalbergia Oujeinensis.

Tintlda Tamarindus Indica.

Trapusha Cucumis Sativus.

Tra'yanti ^

Tra'yama'na' j

Ficus Heterophylla.
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Tvak-kshiri

Tri-kantaka

Triputi

Trivrit

Tnda •

Tulasi

Tumburu .

Tuttha

Tuvari

Tuvarika'

Tvak"

,.}

TTdmnbara

TJpodika' .

Usira

Utpala

.. Curcuma AngusUfoHa.

. See "Gokshura."

. Lathyrus Sativus.

. Ipomea Turpethum.

Morus Indica.

. Ocimum Sanctum.

. Zanthoxylum Alatum.

. Sulphate of Copper.

. Cajanus Indica.

, Cinnamon bark. See "Guda-tvak."

u
Ficus Glomerata.

Bsella Alba, Rubra Cordifolia.

. Andropogon Neuricatum.

. Nympboea Stellata.

I'/

Vacha
Vacha'

Vadara
Va'g'uji •

Vajri

Vakula
Vams'a

Vandhujlva ••

Vamsaka .
Vams'a-lochana

Vana-ka'rpa'sa

Vana-yama'ni

Vanjula ...

Va'ralii ...

Va'ra'hikanda

Va'rta'ku ...

Varuna
Va'sa' j
Va'saka /
Va'stnka ...

Vata
Vata-patri ...

V
Acorus Calamus,

Ziziphus Jujuba.

. See "Somar^ji "

. Euphorbia Antiquorum.

. Mimusops Elengi.

. Bambusa Arundinacae. Bamboo.

. Pentapetes Pboenica.

. Saccharum Afficonarum.

, Bamboo Mama.

. Hibiscus Vitiolius.

. Seseli Sambac.

. Calamus Rotong.

. Randla Dumetorum.

. Dioscorea Globosa.

. Bringal.

. Crataeva Nurvala ; C. Religiosa.

.. Adhatoda Vasika.

. Chenopodium Album.

,. Ficus Bengalensis.

. Colcus Ambjnicus.
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Vetasa

Vida'ri 1

Vidstri-kanda/

Vidanga

Vijaya'

Vimbi
Vit-Kharkdira

Vibhitaka ...

Vrihati

Vrihl

VriscWka'li 1

Vrlschira /

Vrisha

Visha

Visa

Vya'gbri ...

... Calamus Rotong.

... Batatas paniculata

... Embelia Ribes ; E. Robusta.

. .

.

Canabis Sativa.

... Ciphalandra Indica.

... Accacia Fernisiana.

... Terminalia Bebrica.

... Solanum Indicum.

... Oryza Sativa. See "Dhdnya."

... A variety of Punarnavi.

... See "Visd."

... Ac >nitum Ferox.

... Lotus-root.

... See "Kantakdri."

Yajnodumvura

Yama'ni \

Yama'nika' /

Yashti-madbu

Yava
Yavaksha'ra

Yava'saka (Yam).

YutWka' ...

Y
Ficus Glotnerata.

Lingusticum Ajwan; Carum Copticum

Glycyrrhiza Glabra. Liqucorice.

Hordeum Hexastichum. Barley.

Carbonate of Potash.

Alhgi Mauroruin.

Jasminum Auriculatum.

N. B. In the preparation of Appendices we have gratefully laid under

contribution "Vaidyaka-Sabdasindhu," "Wilson's Sanskrit and English

Dictionary," "Indian Plants and Drugs", "Kavirsiji S'iksha," etc.
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